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735 01 01 3

jlOAV I PR0CEEDINGS

2 DR. PLESSET: The meeting will now come to order.'

3 This is a meeting of the Advisory Committee of

4 Reactor Saf eguards' Subconmittee on Emergency Core Cooling

5 Systems.

o I'm Milton Plesset, Subcommi ttee Chairman.

7 Dr. Bates is the designated federal employee.

8 other ACRS members are Harold Etherington, and

9 we'll be joineu shortly by Mr. Ebersole.

10 And we have consultants present, Dr. Yao,

11 Dr. Catton, Dr. Michelsont and I believe that Mr. Zaloudek

12 and Dr. Theof anous will join us, and Dr. Zuoans, of course.

13 The focus of this meeting is to discuss recent

14 calculations on small breaks by Westinghouse, Combustion

15 Engineering, and Babcock & h'ilcox. Portions of the meeting

lo will be closed in order to discuss proprietary informetion,

17 and we will leave it to the speaker to identify the

18 appropriate time to close the mee ting.

19 The meeting is being conducted in accordance with

21 the provisions of the Federal Advisory Conmi ttee Act cnd

l the Government and the Sunshine Act. The rules for&

22 participation in today's meeting have been announced as part

23 of the notice of this meeting previously published in the

24 Federal Register on Tuesday, October 2, 1979.

25 A transcript of the meeting is being kept of the
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4735 01 02 '

D 9AV 1 open portions of the meeting and will be available as stated

2 in the Federal Register notice.

3 It is requested that each speaker firs. identif y

S 4 himself and speak with sufficient clarity and volume so that

5 he can be readily heard.

6 We have received no written comments or requests

7 f or time to make oral statements f rom members of the

8 public. So we'll proceed with the mee ting.

9 But bef ore going to the pre sentation f rom NRC

10 Researc h, I'll see if the e are any comments from.

.11 subcommittee members or consultants.

12 As you know, there hes been considerable activity

13 with regard to procedures wher, one has the M ze of a small

14 break, and the first bulletin put out by the Staff requested

15 that the main coolant pumps be kept running. Then this was

lo c hanged , I presume in large part due to the reaction of the

17 Licensees, that they be kept runn ..,

16 How, this is a question which may be not easily

IV resolved because it might be beyond the detailed

20 capabilities of our ability to make the calculations that

21 are required.

22 Also part of this problem is that the event in

23 which you have a transient without a small break -- and

24 there have been one or two such, and it's a question whether

25 -- what procedure would be the optimum.
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735 01 03 5

jlDAV 1 Well, the Staff has been very vigorously v. lowing

2 this, and they're quite concerned, and it's a point of some

3 concern to all of us to get procedures that don't complicate

4 the lif e of the o perators exce ssively.

5 c,2f ore we go to the mee ting, let me ask if any of

6 the other persons present would like to make a comment?

7 Harold?

8 MR. ETHERINGTON: I have no thing.

9 DR. PLESSET: Yes , Dr. Ca tton.

10 DR. CATTON: I would like to hear sometime during

11 the two days three areas discussed.

12 The first is the adequacy of evaluation models of

13 the EMI model f or the small break.

14 The second I'd like to hear more about is the

15 importance of the steam generator. I've heard conflicting

to "iews on this. On the one hand, nothing seems to ma tteri

17 and on the other hand, some people seem to think the steam

16 generator's heat charac teristics are important.

19 Lastly, the break flow mode; I think if we have

20 a small break in a slit in the side of the pi pe, it's going

21 to act as a steam separa tor, and this may lead to dif f erent

22 conclusions when you're dealing with homogeneous flow.

23 I find those three areas kind of weak.

24 DR. PLESSET: Carl, do you want to say anything?

25 '2 MICHELSON: I have no questions.

1264 006
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AV I DR. PLESSET: Zenon?

2 DR. ZUDANS: No.

3 DR. PLESSET: Your remark about the evaulation

4 model I think is a very pertinent one, because I wonder if

5 the evaluation model, as is used in this kind of problem, is

6 truly conservative and is designed for a very large breah.

7 There it's clear that it is very conservative, and

8 that is one question that has been raised. Is that a

9 conservative way o proceed, the way they do it with the

10 evaluation model?

11 I presume there would be some discussion of this

12 today and tomorrow.

13 DR. CAITON: In particular, the evalue cion model

14 has a requirement for gooaness and badness, how well it's

15 going to protect tne peak clad temperature or zirc oxidation

to or something at the end point.

17 For a small break they're going to be making

16 operating decisions cased or their pradiction of what

19 transpires from the break to the end point. I think that's

20 quite a bit diff erent. You can be a lot sloppier with your

21 analysis if all you're concerned ab ut is one number.-

22 DR. PLESSET: Any other comments before we go to

23 the presentations?

24 (No response.)-

25 DR. PLESSET: 1/m very pleased to see such a good

1264 007



35 01 05 7

J .10AV I representation from, I would say, the cream of the Staff.

2 And who will organize the Staf f presentations for

3 us today?

4 DR. ROSZTGOCZY: Mr. Chairman, we have two sets of

5 Staff presentations this morning. There are some

6 presentations f rom the research side of the Staf f , f rom R ES :

7 and tomorrow af ternoon we are going to have presentations

8 f rom the licensing side. Tomor row af ternoon is going to

y address some of the questions which were brought up here,

10 and I think maybe Dr. Fabic's presentation will touch on

il somc of t hi s.

12 DR. PLESSET: Fine.

13 Tom, do you have any remarks you want to make?

14 DR. MURLEY: I aon't have any remarks. I think

15 we'll just lead in with Stan's presentation.

16 DR. PLESSET: We a ppreciate your being here, and

17 Zol tan, al so.

18 And so, S tan, I think we're very anxious to hear

19 from you.

20 DR. FABIC: Gooc morning, gen tl emen .

21 My name is Stan Fabic. I'm with the NRC Division

22 of Reactor Saf ety Re search.

23 I'd like to discuss with you some of the topi cs

24 that wi re men tioned this morning.

25 (Slide.)
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735 01 06 8

iiOAV i And the topic I will be covering are critical

2 flow through small breaks, showing the ef f ects of geometry,

3 modeling issues, and influence of phase se paration; flow and

4 heat transf er in steam generators, covering some test data

5 base, existing base, for U-tube steam generators and also

o f or pass-thre ugh steam generators t and discussing certain

7 stability .ssues during two-phase natural circulation.

8 DR. CATTON: Stan, could you comment on the EM

9 model acequacy at some point.

10 DR. FABIC: I really wasn't prepared, out maybe

11 we'll come to it tnnrough natural circulation.

12 Dh. CATTON: Okay.

13 (Slide.)

14 DR. FABIC: W ha t I wanted to do is go through

15 certain observations that come from looking at test oata and

16 comparisons that were done and calculations and then see

17 what we have learned as f ar as the slidity of our

16 CalCtllations.

IV I apologize if some of this sounds tutorial.

20 We first toucn upon very short tube s -- no t pi pe s ,

21 very short tubes. What is observed is there is a region

22 just upstrea.a wnich gives very f ast-rising pressure in

23 s pa c e , and you reach a location wha:e pre ssure goes below

24 saturation. There is therefore a region of super-heated

25 liquid between those loca tions and the exit. That's the

1264 009
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jlDAV I region in which vapor nucleation and growth occurs that

2 causes choking. The larger the diame ter of the o pening, the

3 longer that region, the longer tthe flowpath for that

4 particle, f or the bubble to grow and cause choking.

5 For very short diameter, same length tubes,

o there's a very short path for growth and therefore a very

7 small chrnce of choking.

8 The same length tube, but large diameter, gives a

V different picture. There's a better possibility for choking

10 there.

11 We also find that a very sharp entrance to the

12 short tube will cause contracting and a smaller area of

13 flow, while a rounder tube will give less contraction.

14 So the point of this part is that the diameter and

15 length -- in this case, the short length -- and the tube
~

lo antrance a11 play a very significant role, and thermal

17 equilibrium is governing in this case -- thermal

lo nonequilibrium is governing.

IV So here I'm stating tha t thermal nonequilibrium is

20 im por tan t , that one-aimensional mechanistic analyses need to

21 employ empirical flow coef ficients to account for

22 mul ti-cimen sional phenomena , whic h are strong here.

23 And in lumped parameter analyses, whicn are used

24 in licensing procedures, we find that Henry-Fouske and

25 Burnell models can be used in conjunc tion with discharge

1264 010



735 01 08 13

i ' OAV i coefficients. When tank fluid that's just upstream is

2 subcooled or saturated liquid, we find these two models to

3 be reasonably good.

4 However, an empirical discharge coefficient still

5 has to be used for best estimate analysis, which has to be a

o f unction of diameter as well as the. type of entrance. When

7 tank fluid is two-phased mixture or vapor, Henry-Fouske and

8 HEM mocels apply, although the discharge coefficients are

9 not the same ones as in the subcooled region.

10 DR. PLESSET: Stan, you mentioned that these are

11 observations. How small did chey go in these experiments.

12 DR. FABIC: I wil.1 show some of that.

13 DR. PLESSET: Fine.

14 (Slide.)

15 DR. FABIC: We go next to s hor t pipes with a

lo length to diameter ratio between 2 and 10. Here we now see

17 that the entrance effect and the diameter effect becomes

16 less important, because any entrance jet reattaches to the

19 wall, and the entrance eff ects are lost by the time you

20 rea c h t he c ho king poi n t , except f or very short pipes; so

21 that L over D is on the order of 2, and L is short.

22 i-D mechanistic analyse s give acceptable results.

23 When I say "l-D mechanistic," I mean the type of an analysis

24 where you're either steady state or transient, where you're

25 solving as complete a set of conservations equations as we

1264 011



735 01 09 11

J10AV I know toaay.

2 Okay, they give acceptable results.

3 Lumped parameter analyses can give acceptable

4 results with Henry-Fouske or Burnell models for subcooled

5 upstream conditions, and with HEM for very low subcooling of

6 saturated upstream conditions. ,

7 However, these upstream conditions are of ten not

e 'oequately calculated by codes that result in a variety of

9 discharge coefficients chosen to obtain agreement with test

10 data. I thinP th.s is -- one of our biggest problems i s --

11 one thing is to know how to calculate the break flow, but

12 the other more important thing is what is the fluid

13 condition reaching the creak in the first place?

14 MR. ETHER INGTON : What is HEM?

15 DR. FABIC: Homogeneous equilibrium model; 3

lo smooth transition is needed in analysis when you switch

17 models f rom subcooled.

le Finally, long pipes -- by that I mean L over D,

19 greater than 40. We find that we can do f airly well if we

20 discretize the pipe. We also have to check for internnl

21 c hon e . If there is a local restriction, an orifice, or

22 whatever in the pipe, we've got to check that we do no

23 exceed velocities with these restrictions.

24 If the whole pipe is not discretized at all, but

2b looked at as part of the break, then the pipe length has to

1264 012



735 01 10 12

''9AV I be accounted for in the critical break flow model, like

2 Maury cid a long time ago, accounting for L over D in his

3 model.

4 (Slide.)

5 Let me now mention a few wor ds about orifices.

o These are all observations. Orifices without downstream

7 confinement -- we are making an important distinction,

O whe ther you have an orifice a t the end of a pipe or a tank

Y or you have an orificu inside a pipe. So without downstream

10 confinement, if you have subcooled or saturated flow, you

11 find that a sharp edged orifice does not choke.

12 And a Bernoulli equation, combined with a flow

13 contrac tion coef ficient, adeueqatelv predicts the break

14 flow.

15 Now, if the upstream fluid is nominally saturated

lo or subcoolea, again, there is the upstream region of

17 su per he a t . Okay, and if that regions of su per hea t is long

Ib enough, you can start choking. And it becomes large enough

19 when ycu have a large orifice, so the si ze af the orifice is

20 as important as the size diameter of a very short tube that

21 I first mentioned thi s morning.

22 So a small orifice, subcooled, saturated, it does

23 not choke; a large orifice, i t may c hoke.

24 DR, YAO: May I ask as question? You're talking

25 about this upstream; i s tha t type-dependent?

i264 013



735 01 11 13

AV 1 DR. FABIC I t's de randent on what the f'.uid

2 condition is coming to it. If I have an infinite tank with

3 the same tank condition f or a long time, and it's not, but
'

4 if the tank condition changes, then the equation changes.

5 DR. YAO: For a very large tank, if your orifice

6 is very small, even the pressure, the tank pre ssure is very

7 high. You never observe any choking.

8 DR. FABICs I'll show ynu one of the graphs that

9 shows no choking at all if it's small -- if it's smaller.

10 DR. YAO: Thank you.

11 DR. FAEIC: Again, if you have a larger orifice,
s

12 and that upstream region is long enough so you an start

13 growing vapor even before you get to the orifice, then there

14 is choking, and you have to use empirical discharge

15 coefficients.

16 Now, confined orif f e i s a strange situation that

17 we find mainly in test facilities. In test facilities

lo of tentimes you put an orifice in the pipe in order to model

lv small break or wha tever.

20 Now, what was observed, tha t if the fluid

21 immedia tely upstream of thu orifice is subcooled or

22 saturated liquid, and the orifice is small, choking does not

23 o ccur at the orifice; buv downstream of the orifi ce, where

24 the expanding jet coming out of the orifice rea ttaches to

25 the wall, where it meets the wall, at that loca* ion

i264 C14



735 01 12 14

110AV 1 observations are everything becomes homogeneous, you imagine

2 a picture of a solid je t coming out of the orifice and

3 expanding because of flashing. And where it reattaches to

4 the wall at that location, if you use the HEM model, the

5 fluid properties at that location, that predicts choking

o quite well.

7 MR. ETHERINGTON: For the interpretation of item 4

8 and 5, is the downstream pipe behind the relieve valve

9 . considered a confinement or not?

10 UR. FABIC: Tha t would be a confinement.

11 DR. FABIC:

12 MR. ETHER INGTON : If sufficiently small to be a

13 corfinement.

14 DR. FABIC: Tha t's right.

15 DR. ZUDANS: Mhere would a crack in a pipc "=11

to f i t?

17 DR. FABIC: Okay. I'm coming to that.

16 So that's as much as I wish to say about confined

19 orifices.

20 Obviously, if the upstream fluid is two-phased,

21 then whether it's confined or not, you have usual two phased

22 flow through an orifice. That ha sn't been studied

23 experimentally for a long time.

24 DR. PLESSET: S tan, let me go back to my previous

25 question about of the range of size in connection with the

1264 015



735 01 13 15

jlDAV I orifice. Suppose you were to go f *om a hole of the order of

2 a millimeter to one on the order of many centimeters, does

3 your information cover this?

4 MR. ETHERINGIGiv :

5 DR. FABIC: Yes.

o DR. PLESSET: Ind what differences do you find?

7 You're going to give that later?

8 DR. FABICs Yes.

# 9 DR. PLESSET Okay. All right.

10

11

l~2

13

14

15 1264 016
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pv 9AV I DR..FABIC: I will try. Le t's see if I answer

2 it.

3 Relief valves test data base is lacking for choke

4 filter relief valves. Mechanistic multi-D analysis, one

5 could use to calibrate one-D or lumped parameter models,

6 acknowledging that there is uncertainty in that whole

e analysis. But theoretically, you can do that analysis.

3 de'e done it in the past, and compared it with some flow

9 geometries that are sort of multidimensional. We have never

10 in the past looked at flow geometries. We have a horizontal

li pipe with a small opening on the top of the pipe.

12 Tne effects of noncondensiole gas, current

13 mechanistic analyses adet,Jately predict two-phased,

14 two c omponent critical flow through a pipe. We have done

15 that, and we're doing it well.

lo We're also predicting f airly well one-phased

il critical flow.

IS The questien ist how are we going to do, when you >

19 h av e -- I me an , we're doing well on one componenti how are

2J we going to do when we have a one-phased two-component?

21 Well, we haven't done that ye t, although the tests are

22 coming from the Rebecca facility. as have a s te am-wa t er

23 mixtures of different concentrations there. We are going to

24 receive the data. I will see how well we do.

25 (Slide.)

1264 017
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pv DAV I DR. PLESSET What major pressures do they cover?

2 DR..FAi!C: They're not high pressures. They're

3 the kind of pressures that are encountered in containments.

4 DR. ZUDANS: Stan, the impacts on noncondensibles

5 -- this is a general observation, and you can relate it to

6 all the previous discussions?

/ DR. FABIC: Yes. It's a general observation, but

8 minding the fact aoout the uncertaintics that are covered.
9 For geometry effects, they, of course , hold as well.

10 Critical flow through cracks. In order to

11 preserve flow area and the wetted perimeter, because we are

12 now concerned about wall f ric tion and heat transfer, the

13 crack can be represented by a parallel array of thick-walled

14 tubes. You can think of it as a parallel array of

15 thick-wall tubes. Tube length is equal to depth or

15 thickness of the wall in which you have a crack. All right?

17 So, for a crack of length A and an average width of the

18 crack B, an equivalent array consist of N tubes of clameter

19 D, and this is what you get for N and D in terms of crack

20 sizes whea you preserve the flow area and the wetted

21 perimeter.

22 All right. And length of each tuce equals the

23 pipe wall thic kne ss, L. And I give an examples if you have

24 a crack of six inches long and '.he width of the crack is

23 chosen in such a way that the total area is equal to a flow

\264 018
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pv DAV i area of one-inch diameter pipe. So, you see, .13 inches

2 width of the crack, and pipe wall thickness of 2-1/2

3 inches.

4 de find that we need something like 14 or 15 tubes

5 of .26 inches in diameter to represent the flow that goes

6 through that crack. And it should be noted that L over D,

7 the length over diameter ratio for such tubes is largers

8 .t's like 10. They're not ve ry short tubes.

9 So, we f eel, although we have not really had a

10 chance to see how this theory holds together, we f eel that

11 we should have a fairly reasonable band _e if you use this

12 procedure to calculate the flow through a crack.

13 DR. ZUDANS: But one question immediately comes

14 up if it's a progre ssing crack, its width will vary from

15 the edge to the middle quite significantly. And you have a

15 variable diameter pipes stacked to each other?

1, DR. FABIC: I made it simple for illustration

18 purposas. I imagine a unifor, equivalent width crack. A ll

19 right? So, we know it's not going to be uniform width; it's

2J going to go from very low to some larger value, a lip

21 shape. And I went to postulate all kinds of shapes and see

22 what the effects are through sensitivity ana'/ sis. But just

23 for illustration purposes of the approach that one can take.

24 Okay. We're not saying, ''Look, we don't know what

25 to doi we have no test data. We're open to all kinds of

1264 019
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pv DAV i speculations." I don't think we are that bad.

2 I am saying a roasonable simulation approach could

3 be obtained with this method.

4 DR. ZUDANS: Now, how can you get the same wetted

5 perimeter with this? It works out that way?

6 DR..FABIC That's right. You conserve the wetted

i perimetert you conserve the flow area. You get the number

8 of equi alent tubes and their diameter.

9 MR. ETHERINGTON: I would like to be clear on the

10 meaning of something. A " parallel array of thic k-walled

11 tubes ," does that maan a parallel array of tubes whose

12 length is equal to the wall thickness?

13 DR. FABIC: That's correct. And when I say

14 "thic k." it's because the pipe wall is thick. So there is a

15 lot of stored energy in there, and if your concern is some

16 short-range effect, heat transfer effect, tnerefore it has

il to os a thic k-walled tube.

18 But the point is that if we know, if we have

19 some confidence, that we can calculate the critical flow

20 through one short tube -- okay? -- of that kind of a

21 character, then we think we know what the flow is through

22 the crack. We've multiplied that flow rate by the number of

23 tubes you would have to have to represent the crack and the

24 linear flow rate.

2a DR. CATTON: Stan, isn't there another facet to

1264 020



735 02 05 20

pv DAV i this? The flow is parallel to the axis of the pipe, and the

2 crat4 is at the surface. So, any flow through the crack --

3 DR. FABIC: I am sorry, no. I am talking about a

4 crack through wall. Okay? So, that crack through wall, the

5 access of flow is the same access as the access of flow

5 through a pipe.

4 DR. CATION: That's correct.

8 DR. ZUDANS: But it transfers to the flow in the

2 pipe?

10 DR. CATTON: It transfers to the flow in the pipe,

il and some of the results from Leahy's experiments show

12 signi ficant separa'. ion.

13 DR. FABIC: Well, I will talk about separation in

14 a minute.

15 I am saying, assuming you know the upstream fluid

16 conditions, would you be able to calculate the flow through

Ie that crack? I am saying ''Yes ," it I can calculate the flow

18 through the pipe.

19 DR. PLESSET: Ivan, when you're worrying aoout

20 separation questions, are you also including boundary layer

21 e ff ec ts?

22 DR. CATTON: No.

23 DR. PLESSET: These very small-size holes, it

24 might be important, too.

23 DR. CATTON: Well, that is true.

1264 021



735 02 06 21

pv DAV I DR..FABIC: Well, that remains :,o be seen. But

2 then we do have a lot of test data on very small pipes.

3 DR. ZUDANS: But do you have any test data on

4 cracks?

5 DR. FABIC No. What we do have is indirect

6 information. A long time ago, Battelle Institute conducted

some crack propagation tests in full-sized pipes, so they4

3 had 2-1/2 inch walled thickness, large-diameter, 2-1/2 f eet

9 or so diameter, with dumbell arrangements. There were tanks

10 on both ends of that pipe, initial full-sized pressure and

!! te mpe ra ture . And a crack was made of ficially -- okay? --

12 and with a thin membrane soldered underneath, and you
s

13 increase the pressure until you break the membrane, and then

14 the flow goe s on. And depending on where the initial crack

15 length is critical or not, the consequence will be

16 propagation of a crack or arrest of a crack.

Il We ll , I recall following the program while I was

16 at Westinghouse a few years ago. We tried, in fact, to

19 model the fluid flow through that crack and tried to match

20 the pressure-time history to see if our model of fluid flow

21 through that crack is reasonable. And, in fact, it was

22 modeled with the blowdown to code as a series of orifices

23 whien were opening sequentially in time to model this

24 opening area.

25 I am not prepared to describe this in detail now,

1264 022
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pv DAV I but this is the only data that I know of that shows

2 press ure-time history for an opening cracks therefore, if

3 you match the pressure-time history --

4 DR. ZUDANS: The pressure-time history in the

5 vessel, did they also measure mass flow?

6 DR. FABIC No. It wasn't the purpose of the

i experiment.

8 DR. ZUDANS: It's unfortunate that important

9 things are lost because the purpose doesn't call for them.

10 I guess it wasn't easy to measure flow rate.

11 DR. FABIC: It was very hard to measure the crack

12 propa ga tion, let alone the flow rate.

13 DR. ZUDANS: I heard about the Germans setting up

14 extensive testing of large vessels, maybe a meter in

15 diameter, with their idea to follow the crack propagation.

16 DR..FABIC The same way it was done at Battelle.

14 DR. ZUDAN5: I know that Ba tte111e was doing the

18 analysis, and they had protective oehavior. And the Germans

19 are testing it.

20 DR. FABIC: This f alls into the materials

21 proolems. Crack propagation, this is the structural

22 aynamics.

23 DR. ZUDAN5: And that's whe re the crack discharge

24 is the most significant parameter.

23 DR. FABICs It determines the pressure-time
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pv DAV I history, which then determines whether you h arrest

2 pressure or not. Okay.

3 (Slide.)

4 In summary, I really just wanted to point out that

even if you don't have the data on cracks. I don't think wea

6 have nothing. We have a method, which is not completely

/ unreasonable, to calculate the flow through cracks.

8 DR. ZUDANS. One more question, Stan. Hasn't

9 anybody ever attempted to model it two-dimensionally?

10 DR. FABIC Not yet. We are thinking about it.

11 DR. ZUDANS: It's like a thin layer, a sheet, you

12 know.

13 DR. FACIC As e matter of fact, I will tell you

14 in a minute what we are trying to attempt two-dimensionally

15 through the resulting question of pha sed separation effect

16 -- oxay? -- and maybe at that time we may do somethir g aoout

le the crack.

18 DR. ZUDAN5: All right.

b) DR. FABIC J~st brief illustrations of the eff ect

2] of orifice diameter, that was raised by Dr. Plesset. Here

21 is the mass flux. This is orifice diameter for different

22 p re ss ure s . These were quasi-static tests. A vessel was

23 depre ss ur i zing. As the pressure dropped from 68 to 63

24 atmosoheres, the red curve shows how the break flow varied

22 with orifice diamater, as I stated.

1264 024
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pv DAV I It shows that as you start increasing diameter in

2 this range, there is a sharp drop in the flow rate. Now, I

3 would like to point out, however, Dr. Plesse t. that these

4 orifices were confined, they were not at the end of the

5 vessel or pipe. So, there could be some of that effect, as

6 well.

I DR. PLESSET These results are interesting. I

8 was interested particularly in going down to the very small

9 ones.

10 DR. FABIC: I am coming to that.

11 DR. PLESSET: Okay.

12 MR. ETHERINGTON: I am not clear as to what is

13 meant by " pre ssure change ,'' there.

14 DR..FABIC: Okay. They have a vessel. In this

h|| la particular case, there were two vessels one full of

16 liquid, saturated liquid, at high pressuret another one

it emptyi and a large pipe connecting them. 0%ay? And there

18 was, I think, a rupture of a valvee -- all right? -- and

19 there was an orifice in the middle of that pipe.

23 Now, when you open the valve to dischar ge that

21 vessel into the empty vessel -- okay? -- there was a region

22 where - pre ssure was dropping, obviously, in the first

23 vessel -- all right? -- while you're discharging it. And in

24 the region where the pressure was changing f rom the first

23 number to the second number, they were measuring the flow

1264 025
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pv DAV I rate. Okay?
~

2 That's why these two numbers are different

3 pressures. It was a slow depressurization. So, it's a

4 quasi-steady state.

5 DR. ZUDANS: The discharge was also in a closed

6 tank for the pipe?

4 DR..FABICs But large diameter. Unless the

8 orifice size becomes close to , le t's say, 70 percent or 8D

9 percent of the pipe size, then I think confinement plays a

10 very -- when it's that larga, confinement plays a very

11 significarit roles but when it's small, confinement does not

12 change.

13 DR. PLESSET: These curves have to turn over.

14 DR. FABIC: Excuse me?

' to DR. PLESSET: These curves, if I understand, have

la to turn over, because when the orifice is zero size, there

ie will be no flows so that this implies that thera is a kind

18 of peak.

19 DR. FABIC: I en showing what was reported by

20 Tagami as test data. I am showing test data. I have not

21 attempted to interpret.

22 DR. PLESSET: I realize it's specific flow.

,
23 DR. FABIC: Zero to zero it's indetermi.. ate.

24 DR. PLESSET: It is not indeterminate 'f I don't

25 have a hole. I have no flow out of it.
/

,
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pv DAV I DR. FABIC This is why it doesn't go to ze ro

2 diame ter, either. The plot does not.

3 DR. PLESSET I will tell you why I am getting at

4 this millime ter size, two-millimeter size hole. Because

5 there is a series of small-break tests projected at

6 semi-scale which are going to be like two-millimeter size

/ holes. The question in .ny mind is how does this relate to

8 anything?

9 DR. FABIC I understand. Yes.

10 DR. PLESSET: I don't want to be mysterious.

11 DR. FABIC No, you have a perfectly good

12 question, because we will be making lots of tests and drawig

13 important conclusions. The question is what do we know

14 about the flow through that orifice?

15 (Slide.)

16 Now, we have a four-millimeter; it's douole the

le size that you were mentioning. But it's a f our-millimeter

18 hole. All right? And in all of thase configurations, the

19 size of the diameter is the sames four millimeters.

20 What is different is: the length of the passagei

21 the entrance , whether it's rounded or sharpi and some

22 downs tream e ff ect, like the 2-D situation here.

23 Now, you see here that 2-1/2 has a large L over

24 D. And indeed, you look now at the test data for those

2a situations, saturated liquid upstream condition in all
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pv DAV 1 cases. 2-F, which is this one, the plot of flow rate versus

2 delta-P -- delta-P is the upstream minus downstream pressure

3 -- if you are increasing delta-P and you get '? a plateau int

4 the flow rate, it means you are choking.

5 DR. YAO: Stan, when you say the di fference

6 betw.en upstream and downstream pressure, could you be more

4 specific?

8 DR. FABIC: Yes, i will. If you know the pressure

9 in the-tank, in this case, now you can vary the downstream

10 pressure -- okay? -- f rom as high as tank pressure, in which

11 case you have no discharge.

12 DR. YAO: You'r e talking aoout amoient pressure?

13 DR. FABIC Ambient or the vessel into which you

14 are discharging. And if you start lowering it, you soon

15 enough get to a situation where you get plateau in the flow

16 rate. That means you're choking.

le You notice that the geometry with the long passage

18 chokes most because it gives the lowest flow rate -- okay?

19 -- and it enokes, ocviously.

20 Now, 2-A, in red, is the sharp-edged orifice, and

21 here you see there is no choking at all, at least in this

22 pressure region, and there are large pressure changes and no

23 choking.

24 So, I think this shows that for sharp-edged

c3 orifice, this diameter for saturated liquid entrance

1264 028
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pv DAV I condition, no choking was observed. And you can also ses

2 the e ff ect of roundne ss.

3 I found that particular representation very

4 informative, and it's very informative for small breaks.

5 DR. ZUDAN5: Here, the upstream pressure was

6 maintained the same?

7 DR. FABIC: Yes, steady state upstream.

8 MR. ETHERINGTON: Is I-A a convergence orifice?

9 DR. FABIC' No. This is a rounded corner. Okay?

10 It has a rounded corner, rather than sharp as in l'-B.

r ll
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| DR. CATTON: Was the high pressure side saturated,

2 subcooled, or what?

3 DR. FABIC: No, saturated. Obviously if it's sub-

4 cooled, you'll have lower flow.

5 (Slide . )

6 Now, I just wish at this stage to mention briefly to

7 you that in our matrix for verification of our existing codes,

8 especially TRAC, we have decided to look at the tests coming

9 from these test facilities here: Moby Dick, Super Moby Dick,

10 BNL nozzle, IRB nozzle, and Marviken.

11 Thay all have different sizes and different shapes.

12 Here some conditions are shown here in the matrix that shows

13 there is a variation in pressures, whether you have gas or

14 , steam or mixture. We already have done calculations with

15 Moby Dick, long pipe followed by diffuser with air boiling and

16 steam boiling. We coupled it quite well in both cases. This

17 was calculated not by a code developed, but by another

18 laboratory that picked the code and did the calculation.
d
i

19 i So the last column shows number of tests that we
i

!

201 will consider in validation of a code from each test f acility.
I

21 i So I must admit that we do plan to do a thorough

22 job in verifying our ability to calculate the break flow. I

23 also wish to point out, however, as I previously mentioned,

24 that there are many situations that require empiricism, and
Ace-r .derst Reporters, Inc.

25 those calculations are done with one-dimensional codes that
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1 we'll have to use for a small break. We cannot afford multi-

2 dimensional analysis, and so multi-dimensional true phenomeno-

3 logical effects have to be somahow accounted for empirically.

4 If you don't, then you have to know what is the uncertainty

5 band in your answer caused by the core choke flow alone, so we

6 can account for that uncertainty band when we do the peak clad

7 temperature calculations.

8 (Slide.)

9 Now just a few words about phase separation. I was

10 really hoping that I would have the chance to show you the
!

11 results of some calculations, of the dimensional calculations.

12 But we asked the laboratory on a moment's notice. I got a

13 notice fairly late about my presentation. So when I told them,

14 I need some calculations, they really weren't able to finish

15 them in time. So I don't have more than hand-waving and words

16 to present to you.

17 However, I'd like to point out one thing. Tests

18 were done at RPI and at Harvard in which you have a T, okay,

19 a right-angle T, and tb entrance condition is a homogeneous
h

!

20 flui, air-water, hom geneous. It is found that in every case,

21 nearly all of the vapor leaves the first leg. It reaches the

22 off-branch, okay, and the other vapor continues on. So vapor

23 has a propensity to turn corners very fast, given a sufficient

24 pressure gradient.
Ace . ederal Reporters, Inc.

25 Now, I would like to therefore suggest that if we ,
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1
have a case of natural circulation, pumps are off, so the

2 flows are fairly low, one foot per second, something like

3 that, and you're generating vapor in the core. If you have

4 a break in the hot leg, I think there should be sufficient

5 pressure gradient to sweep most of that vapor into that hot

6 leg, which implies that if you're doing a homogeneous -- if

7
you are considering that as one lump parameter, control volume,

and smearing everything inside and saying that the void fraction
8

9 that's there is also in the pipe, I think you'll be wrong,

10 because there'll be a higher void fraction entering this pipe

11 than the mean void fraction up there.

12 DR. CATTON: But in the core under these circumstances

13 there is no flow, and with the experiments there,'s flow in the

pi e-P14

15 DR. PABIC: I'm saying that, consider natural

16 circulation, pumps are off, and look at the loops. If you just

17 say, I have no two-phased flow, just single-phased flow,

18 natural circulation ought to give you velocities in this leg,

19 ! single-phase liquid of a foot per second, something like that, |

|
20 LOW flow-

21 Now, superimpose on that a break in a pipe. All I'm >

22 trying to say is that break is going to sweep the vapor from

23 the core into that pipe, so that the void fraction into that

pi e feeding the break is going to be much higher than if youP24
Aar deret R eporters, Inc.

25 did not sweep the vapor, in your calculation, into the pipe, ,
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1 but just homogenized everything in here and said that the void

2 fraction entering the pipe is the same as what's in the upper

3 plenum.

4 DR. YAO: Do you think that the location of the.

5 break either on the upper or lower --

6 DR. FABIC: Good point, yes, thank you. We think it

7 doesn't matter.

8 I first wanted to make a point that there should be

9 much higher void fraction coming into the pipe than the

10 average. I think that's the important point.

11 Now, what is really going out the break is the

12 second poi.it, okay?

13 DR. CATTON: Stan, I think I would agree with your

14 picture of the pipe, but not of the vessel. It seems to me

15 that in th- vcssel velocities are very low, and that the

16 gravity is going to cause --

17 DR. FABIC: No, but the point, you see, this mean

18 average up-flow velocity, ok:< ; of the vapor itself is going

I

19d to be low, one foct per second. Okay, it's bubble rise velocity,
!
I20 alone, if you're not providing any suctica at this pipe. But

21 if you're providing suction at this pipe, it's going to sweep

22 the vapor right out that pipe.

23 DR. CATTON: But I think there's a difference. I

24 think in the experiments there was actually a delta P that
Ace-Federat Reporters, Inc.

25 acts across the fluid.
|
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1 DR.JPNBIC: A large delta P here.

2 DR. CATTON: And that sweeps the vapor. Here you

don't have that.3 !

4 DR. PLESSET: I think I understand Stan's point and

5 I'm inclined to agree with it. What he is implying is that

6 the pressure gradients that are induced by the flow, the gross

7 flow, are really quite small compared with the very strong

8 pressure gradient across that whole.

9 DR. CATTON: I agree with that.

10 DR. PLESSET: This is felt downstream, and I think

11 that's kind of the idea.

12 DR. FABIC: That's the idea.

13 DR. PLESSET: And that the bubbles respond to this.

14 I think that sounds reasonable; don't you agree?

15 DR. CATTON: NO.

16 DR. ZUDANS: I am not in disagreement. I just want

17 to clearly understand what is the driving power for bubbles to

18 be swept out. Is it the pressure gradient?
|

19 , DR. PLESSET: Yes, it is the pressure gradient that !

| |
!

2t drives it.

21 MR. ETHERINGTON: Centrifugal separation, in essence,

22 isn't it?

23 DR. PLESSET: Gravity is the pressure gradient.

|
24 DR. ZUDANS: Induced by the liquid that surrounds ;

Am.Fejerat Reprters, ine.

25 the bubble. i
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1 DR.EPABIC- Yes. You're pulling this liquid

2 stronger because of the break.

3 DR. ZUDANS: Why do you unmix it? That's not quite

4 clear.-

5 DR. FABIC: Let me go now. I first wanted to say

6 that the entrance here, okay, will be higher void. Now let's

7 go downstream, okay. Let's march.

8 The question now becomes, first of all, if this

9 diameter is of good size and your bubble rises, gravity is

10 trying to separate the void. If the void separates, would it

11 stay serTrated? It depends on relative velocities, oka t. ' So

12 if the relative velocity between these two is on the order of

13 less than ten feet per second, then they can stay separated.

14 But as you are approaching this break, I think my just gut

15 feeling is that they will not stay separated there. There's

16 going to be a significant amount of entrainment obliquely,

17 so there'll probably be some kind of vapor with lots of

18 entrained droplets type of flow, not a homoegeneous mixture,
|

19 not bubbly flow. f

20 DR. ZUDANS: Would you not imagine in your upper

21 picture that you really would form like vapor channels prefer-

22 entially?

23 DR. FABIC: That's correct. I don't know, I haven't

24 done the calculations,khat the mean velocity of that liquid
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 will be. The mean velicity will still be fairly low, okay,
!
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1 higher than if you had no break, but still fairly low. And

2 the relative velocity, I've done the calculations by hand,

3 where I assume we'd have a two-inche break and I had pure

4 vapor going out, okay, and the pressure upstream is 1200 psi

5 and doesn't vary in time. I considered that case, allzight.

6 Then I calculate -- and this is straight out af tables -- what

7 is the break flow for that condition. And if I assume there's

8 a complete separation, then I ask, what should be the depth of

9 that liquid such that I can maintain separated flow, all right?

10 And I calculate that if I have about 40 percent

11 void or depth of the liquid such that the flow area of the gas

12 is about 40 percent, that I should be able to have a separated

13 flow and draw all the vapor up.

14 I also consider how much I would be generating in

15 some r easonable time period, how much vapor generating, how

16 much vapor sweeping this way, how much tnat way and this way.

17 And the balances come out reasonably.

18 DR. YAO: Stan, let me get -- ask you one more

i
19 I think inside this pipe we will know

|
question about that.

20 d that there are two for'ces acting on the flow and the vapor.

21 One is the axial pressure gradient; one is the bomyancy force.

22 Do you think that the location of your break, how far from your

23 tank, will make a difference?

24 DR. FABIC: Yes, it would. What I don't know at
Ace tec'eret Reporters, Inc.

25 this stage is what is the picture right at the entrance. You
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1 know, I was just sweeping a lot of bubbles more or less

2 uniformly into this opening, okay. Or is there already some

3 kind of a channel? If you're sweeping more or less uniformly,

4 and if the break is closing here, then it's going to be

5 different, but I don't know how, because I still expect there

6 will be a lot of entrainment close to the break of liquid

7 droplets into that break.

8 Right now it's all hand-waving. We don't know. So

9 what we are proposing in order to help us understand it better

10 is to look at a situation where we have at RPI, as I previously

11 mentioned to you, we have a transpar ent slab geometry, okay.

12 We're looking at air-water flow patterns to see if we can

13 ealculate multidimensional situations, two-dimensional. Well,

14 it's easy in that facility to look at this case, okay.

15 We put a gradient here, so we have air supply at the

16 bottom, uniform more or less on le bottom. Okay, we establish

t
17 a free surface up on top open to the atmosphere, and we're

18 going to pump some mixture out of the break, and see how do
!!

19 these bubbles separate. I think this is one of the important

20 features: How do we calculate the void fraction entering the

21 broken pipe. That's a very important feature. We know we

22 can't afford doing it multidimerrionally. We don't know how

23 to fix that type of simulation in a one-dimensional or one

24 | parameter code, and we have to learn how to do it. But that's
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

,

25 what the first thing was to look at.
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1 DR. ZUDANS: This would be, then, with the nonconden-

2 sible gas?

3 DR. FABIC: Exactly. We are now concerned, and why?

Because we expect that this is going to be saturated liquid,'

5 okay? Tbt eL31. condition is saturation, so the phase change

6 shc id not play a major ru..e in the tank, nor even in the pipe,

unti- you get to the causes and so on.7

8 DR. ZUDANS: On these tests, could you simulate the

9 upper picture?

10 DR. FABIC: I have not thougi.t about it, whether we'll

Il go further in here to simulate the breck. I don't know yet.

12 It depends on how much pressure we can put in here. If wo

13 can't apply enough pressure to get choking, then we can't do

14 it.

15 DR. CATTON: Shouldn't you also close that to the

16 atmosphere and watch the rate build up to the bubble, so that

17 you can get the distribution of the flow?

18 DR. FABIC: Here, close it to the atmosphere? Yeah.

!l9[ Unless my discharge in here exactly matches, I'd have a hard

i

20 ' time.

21 DR. CATTON: But then you're going to have that

22 free surface is going to be moving down.

23 DR. FABIC: Yes, it will be ruoving down.

24 DR. CATTON- And you're going to get a split and find
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 out how much goes where and whether you feed the bubble at the
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I top or you feed the break with the vapor or the air. I think

2 that's the question I have about the one above.

3 DR. FABIC: I think we have to examine, you know,

4 what kinds of conditions that we think might take place in the

5 vessel, examine and visualize what's going on into the pipe

6 to see if we can do it.

7 DR. CATTON: Because there's not a hole in the top

8 of the vessel.

9 DR. PABIC: I understand, but I wanted to maintain

some pressure in here. That's why I opened it to the atmos-

'
phere.

12 DR. CATTON: If you close it, you're going to be

13 more representative of your picture above.

DR. FABIC: But the pressure is maintained constantly

15 in the picture above because of the flashing process, I mean,

16 vapor generation, which is trying to keep the pressure while

17 7 m losing the flow through the break.

18 DR. CATTON: It's acting like a bubble pump. The

question is, where are the bubbles going? Are they just going
I

20 to feed the air space above or are they going to feed the

21 break or where? If you close the top, you'll get some of those

22 answers, I think.

23 DR. FABIC: Thank you. We'll consider putting a

* #
valve there.

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

DR. PLESSET: I think you're ultimately interested
1-
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I in steam, not air.

2 DR. CATTON: That's true, but you want to know where

3 it goes.

4 DR. PLESSET: They may be different.

5 DR. ZUDANS: They would be different.

6 DR. CATTON: That's another complication.

7 DR. FABIC: Actually, the difference would be --

8 isn't it right, Dr. Plesset -- the pressure effects can make

9 a strong difference. If this is done at low pressure, the

10 bubbles are a different size. At high pressure, the bubbles

Il are a differant size again.

12 DR. ROSZTOCZY: Mr. Chairman, I just have a brief

13 question. Stan mentioned that some future testing -- the

14 actual geometry of the upper plenum is not that free volume.

15 There are many structures coming in there. In the RPI tests,

16 are they going to get to this?

17 DR. FABIC: I'm glad you mentioned it. Thank you

18 for mentioning it, because I really should have shown this
'

I
19 I first.

I

!

20 (Slide.)

21 This is our present te.st configuration at RPI,

22 where we have -- for example, we can inject liquid up on top,

23 drain it through the bottom, inject an air-liquid mixture and

24 vent it out here. We get some multimensional flow pattern, to
Ace-rederal Reporters, Inc.

I

25 if we can predict with and without rods. These rods isee
|
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1 represent internal structure in the core or in the upper plenum.

2 So this same experiment we will do with and without rods.

3 Thank you.

4 DR. ZUDANS: But if you look at that picture, Stan,

5 how are you going to make a representation of what you showed

6 zn the previous slide?

7 DR. FABIC: Oh, we have to change this. In fact, we

8 have two vessels. This one is three by three feet. We have

9 one already one by three feet that we are abandoning in lieu

10 of this, and that one by three feet is really -- we can r? ore-

11 sent the geometry of the upper plenum better and modify the

12 nozzles

13 I'd:like to switch gears now, if I may.--

14 (Slide.)

15 -- and start discussing steam generators. Now, first,

16 what test data base do we have available? Well, the

17 Flecht-Seaset program has completed 20 steam generator tests.

18 In those tests the emphasis goes to the secondary to primary
i

| ,

19 ' side heat transfer. The secondary side was all liquid, either |

20 covering the tubes or partially covering the tubes. These

v side.21 were the boundary conditions on the seconf

22 On the primary side, t here was a two-phased mixture

23 entering the plenum of different void fraction. That was the

24 parameter. The test parameters are shown here. Briefly, what
Ace +ederal Reporters, Inc.

25 the temperature and pressure parameters were for the one on
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I the secondary side and the quality variations on the primary

2 side --

3 The typical result that I wish to point out --

4 (Slide.)

5 -- may look something like this. If you unwrap this
,

6 U-tube and look at the temperature distribution along the

7 tube on the outside on the secondary side, you originally have

8 a time zero uniform temperature in this vessel. But as you

9 start flow of two-phased mixture, then neither tube sheet is

10 here and here, you see, cooling. So at this time, for example,

11 in the typical test it was this kind of a temperature profile

12 on the secondary side.

13 The temperature profile varied with time on the

14 secondary side and that you can't avoid.

15 DR. ZUDANS: This is temperature on the secondary

16 side. Why is it so low on the priraary side inlet, then?

17 DR. FAFIC: I didn't show primary side inlet.

18 DR. ZUDANS: But you showed unwrapped the whole

19flength.
20 DR. FABIC: This is all on the secondary side. There

21 !! are two curves, one times zero and one times 1500 seconds, all

22 on the secondary side.

23 DR. ZUDANS: However, one end is at the primary side
1

24 entrance; the other is at the exit, isn't that so?
Ace +eceral Repor'.ars, Inc.

25 DR. FABIC: Correct.
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1 DR..ZUDANS: Why is the entrance temperature so low?

2 DR. FABIC: It is higher than the primary side

3 temperature, but it's cooled by the primary.

4 DR. ZUDANS: Oh, it's cooled by the primary, not

5 heated.

6 DR. FABIC: This is a case where the secondary side

7 temperature is higher than the primary, as would be encountered

8 during reflood, okay, large break reflood, steam binding

9 problem. This was really the situation that was being

10 examined.

e-3 11 DR. ZUDANS: Okay.

12

13

14

15
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dH sh i DR. YAO: Why does the temperature drop in the

2 neighborhood of the exit?

3 UR. FABICs Why doe s i t dro p? Because you see the

4 tube sheet, it's freely communicating on both sides. So

5 you're cooling -- the cold liquid is diff using radially,

o uniformly.

7 Ar.d one other explanation, I think, is stabili ty. You

e know, the hot liquid wants to rise and the cold liquid wants

y to drop.

10 So the cold liquid would distribute itself along the tube

!! sheet.

12 ( Slide . )

13 Now a sna pshot -- here is at a given elevation

14 what the temperature time histories look like on the

15 secondary side of the tube itself 3nd on the steam wa ter

16 vapor r.ixture on the primary side ,

l ~t It snows how tney vary at a 92ven elevation as a f unction

13 of time. I think this is extremely valuable data to

lv verif y our ability to calculate steam generator behavior,

20 at least f o r t ha t kind of condi tion.

21 (Slide.)

22 Tnare have oeen 20 tests. The next with the

23 once-through steam generator tests at B&W, I have shown only

24 two f acilities -- the 37 tube unit, the 19 tube unit, and a

25 7 tube unit. Tnere were three.
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UH sh i The 37 tube unit haa the f ull height and had all

2 other parts of the steam generator represented, simulated

3 properly. Okay?

4 So everything is linear exce pt f or, naturally, the

5 radial extent because you he 'e 37 tubes. But it does have

6 an aspirator region, it doe _ nave a downcomer region in the

7 ac tual a ppara tus.

6 This 19 unit is siinpler and easier to measure

9 because the downcomer is not enclosed; i t's se para te. The

10 down cor.er is se para te and the bundle itself, 19 tube, full

11 height, full pressure, right t empera ture s. Tha t's very

12 important.

13 They're all there.

14 flow the se were proprietary tests, but we do hope

15 that being of sigrificance to reac tor saf e ty, that we will

lo have acce ss, in fact, nave all the inf ormation that we need

17 to see hot; well we calcula ted.

Io UR. ZULAiid: One question to the previous slide.

19 You con't have to put i t u p.

20 You saio that you had 32 tuoes. Were they baffles?

21 LR. FABIC: Baffles, yes. I'm not showing so much

22 detail on the original drawing, but all the grades, all the

23 baf fles are exactly as in f ull scale. And the important thing

24 is when they obtain the data, f or example, on where is the

2D boiling length on the secondary siae, I'll show you what they
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JH gsh I tested in a minute, that the different number of tube units

2 gave the same results.

3 So the number of tubes didn't make that much

4 difference.

5 DR. ZUDANS: AJthough, in the real steam generator,

6 the U-tube steam generator, the cross-flow is much longer than

7 in this model.

o I'm talking about the other one.

Y DR. FABIC: The other one is a diff erent story. I'll

10 come back to that.

11 (Slide.)

12 Novi a typica] plot of result comes from the 19-tube

13 unit, and tha t's one tha t we toak most of the measurements

14 fro.a on general hydraulics.

Ib You see that the primary fluid is entering up on

lo top, as you recall, primary fluid entering on top, exiting

17 on the bo ttom, while the f eedwater is coming in on the side.

16 Well, p mary fluid temperature, as a f unction of

IV height along this tube varies like so. Okay, that's a

20 profile -- steaay state flow situation.

21 1lhile tne seconcary fluid temperature looks like

22 so, it shows that thore i s a de parture , uME occurring on the

23 secondary side at about that elevation.

24 flow there are a lot of test data there, too, that

2b are extremely valuable.
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DH gsh i DR. ZUDANS: What's the reason for that break point

2 in primary? What change takes place at that poin t?

3 DR. FABIC: That's a good question. What's the reason

4 there?

5 Well, the pre ssure is uniform. There must be a

6 regime. I'm not sure whether tha t's true. Actually, I read

7 somewrere tha t the water coming at the bottom tube was not

6 sub-cooleo at all, that the a spirator section insured that you

v had saturated f eedelter conditions coming through the bottom

10 bundle. And if so, and if the boiling starts right away

11 somew hc re , okay, then I aon't understand --

12 UR. ZUDANS: Is tha t where the liquid is f ed in?

13 DR. FABIC No, this is along the bundle. Okay? And

14 in fact, this geometry right here, all right, where you're

15 f eeding the f eedwater, cold f eeowater wnich is mixing with the

lo steam coming f rom here on the secondary side, insuring that

17 by the time that f eedwater gets here, it's already saturated.

ic And now you have saturated water rising on the

19 secondary side.

20 UH. ZuDANS: Ana some place 17 f eet f rom the bo ttom

21 some change takes place.

22 UR. FABIC: Something happens to the heat transfer

23 on the primary side, which is very in teresting, okay? Now

24 B&/l claims tha t there are f airly simple analog models that

25 are able to get those.
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uH gsh i DR. ZUDANS: Then they should know why.

2 DR. FABIC So they should know why. I haven't seen

3 the calcula tion. I don't know.

4 DR. CATTON: If you suddenly increase the heat

5 transf er coefficient on your secondary side --

o DR. FABIC But why suddenly at that location is the

7 question?

6 DR. PLESSEf I don't think that he'd better try to

y explain that now. I think we're running a li ttle behind,

10 anyway.

|| DR. FABIC: I wa s trying to illustrate that there

12 is data available, right pressures, f ull height, t ha t in this

13 case pertain to heat transf er and flow on the secondary side,

14 okay.
_

15 It was all wa ter on the primary, bear tt.is in mind.

Io This is not a condition that ycu might see in an accident

17 wt.ere tne primary fluid i s not all water. I'll come to that

Ic later.

IV (Slide.)

20 They also did a number of transient tests on the

?' 3/-tube unit t ha t covered blackout transient, steam pipe

22 failure, loss of station power, loss of f eecwater flow,

23 primary rupture tests wi th di f f erent orifice sizes.

24 Thase are all very interesting and they'll be very

23 informative to see if we can calculcte these.

G
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UH qsh | I wi11 skip the pic ture that shows what the
'

2 transient test data looked like because you'll probably ask

3 for a lot of explanations and I don't know the answer to it.

4 (Slide.)

5 Okay, other steam-generator related tests. There

o are other ongoing or in the planning stage. Her I'm not

7 making a statement but more or le ss posing a question, and I'd

o like to see your thinking on it.

v The topic is levels well and trainment and heat

10 transfer on the secondary side.

11 And we know wha t tha t is in the B&W test that's

12 measurea. Except for metal swell, there's no vi sualization.

13 We really don't know how f ar the performance extends in all

14 temperatures.

15 The important thing is temperatures. But if

1o somebocy says, gee, we might be ge tting right temperatures but

1t f or tne wrong reason. What is the level swell? The question

lo is: riow should we conduc t te sts where you have transparencies

lv on the outside so you can see what the level swell is at the

20 expense of the right pre ssure ?

21 0%ay? Or shoulo we look, see other inf orma tion

22 from which you can learn about the mocel in the level swell.

23 Here's the suggestion that f or partially submerged

24 tune bundle s to verify analy tical models, it may be possible

25 to utilize results from f uel bundle boil-of f tests like done
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uH osh I at Westinghouse and other places.

2 Okay, the national laboratories, where we are boiling

3 off water that is whatever the initial location is in the

4 fuel bundle. We will then see what the level sweel is and

5 w ha t the entrainment is.

6 These are the two questions that we want to know

7 if we are modelling these right. Of course, there's a

6 Flecht low rate bo ttom flooding test also giving usef ul

9 information on this aspect.

10 Now f or a fully suomerged bunale where you aon't

li have the level to worry about, just the heat transf er f rom

12 primary to secondary, the point here is that I can have an

13 electric simulator and know what hea t I'm giving without

14 having to know what the fluid condition is inside the tube

15 and what, therefore, heat transf er is.

10 This is, in effect, better because you know tne

17 bounoary conditions.

le So for f ully submerged bundles, THTF tests should

ly be okay. Now wnen you have a situation of feedwater sprayed

20 on the bundle froa the top, as in auxiliary f eed in the

21 GiSU, that is very similar to BWR Flecht tests, where you're

22 spraying wa ter on tne buncle f rom tne top.

23 he can learn f rom those results.

24 Now when we go into condensation-induced hydraulics

2a and heat transf er within the primary sice , so far I've never
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UH gsh I touched upon these. We didn't have test data to show you.

2 However, we do plan to modify or enlarge the scope of the

3 Flecht Seaset tests and to look on the secondary side, which

4 will now be at the lower temperature on the primary side so

5 that we get condensation.

o We'll have tubes either fully emerged or partially

7 iamersed. These are se parate ef f ec ts on steam generator.

b All right? And on the primary side, we can have either dry

v steam in-flow to see how it condense s, or two-phase in-flow

10 at low and high rates because tnose conditions are expected

11 to occur.

12 uuring natural circulation, for example, small

13 break and t he ef f ec ts of non-condensable gas.

14 So the point is that I think we ought to be

lo reasonably well covered so far on tne heat transfer and

lo hydraulics in stable flow conditions.

17 i.W . MICHELSON: Lefore you go on f rorc. that, on the

10 last sliae at the bottom you pointed ou t the va- ous conaitions

IV of neat transfer.

20 One possible condi tion is also the reflux.

21 JW. FABIC: That is being covered. For exan.ple, let's

22 assume on the secondary side I've got some liquid level or

23 fully suboerged.

24 The primary side, if I have pure steam coming in and

25 conJensing, that's the first case. Or if I have a two-pha se
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OH sh I mixture coming in and condensing, that's the second case.

2 MR. MICHELSON: The condensa te is counter-current to

3 the flow of the steam.

4 DR. FABIC: That's right.

5 MR. MICHELSON: Okay.

o DR. FABIC: I think you're touching upon a problem

7 tha t some re search -- in eff ect, Prof essor Griffith f eels a

6 potential exists for this ef f ect and how important it is for

y a condition when you have a very large number of tubes is

10 open to aebate.

11 (Slide.)

12 But his reasoning is along those lines. If you '

13 have two-pha se na tural circulation, okay, he postulates tha t

14 instabilities could occur in the U-tube steam generator.

Ib Let's look first at the time where pure steam is

16 coming in the primary side and it's condensing along the

17 tubes. Ana you start to accumulate the liquid lavel on the

16 downf low pi pe . Okay?

iv Now as this continues in time, take note that these

20 tubes are not of equal height. Okay? There could be quite

21 a signir icant dif f erance in height here.

22 No .i ir you fill up the shortest one in this proce ss

23 and you start to spill over, you get a siphon eff ect and in

24 fact, this one is going to crain out this way and pull some

25 o1 the fluia of the adjacent pumps so that this flow will be
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uH '7 s h I enhanced in the adjacent pumps while you're siphoning a

2 shorter pumps.

3 As this flow becomes large enough so that the

4 vapor can reach all the way down into this plenum, you break

5 the siphon and then you go back to your original po si tion .

6 That is explained in this graph. You start off --

7 this is P1 minus P2. You have a high steam velocity going

6 through a tube, okay? Now at some lower steam velocities

9 you can start gathering liquid up here, right? Thi s i < the

10 loca tion where the wa ter column forms.

11 As the water column rises, okay, less and less steam

12 flow until vou get to this siphon position.

la Now you have an unstable position because you're

14 on this unstable shape, unstable portion of the DP versus

15 flow curve, which means tnat you're going to jump somewhere

lo here in to the unstable again.

17 That's really the phenomenological sequence that

lo he postula tes could take place, which could, if it's really

19 important wnen you have a large number of tubes, it would

2C c hange the results of the analysis.

21 I mean if we analyzed all the tubes being uniform,

22 we may be wrong with tne analysis. We don't really know how

23 im por tan t this is. We think we'd like to understand it and

24 we are seriously looking at thi s pro posal where he has f our

23 tubes, okay, of different lengths all hooked to the same plenum
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DH gsh I and they're all transparent so that you can see what's

2 ha ppening in there.

3 And on the secondary side, the secondary side is a

4 coolant, again transparent. The primary side is the fluid

5 steam in this case. We're not sure whether we shouldn't

o also be doing it with f reon so that we can get a pressure

7 effect.

.6 DR. ZUDANS: A question. The model seems fine, but

9 what's the mechanism to get this PI minus P2 to be negative?

10 How does it v t negative?e

11 bR. FAEIC Okay, good. If you start -- if you

12 increase the censity in here -- I mean if you start spilling

13 over --

14 DR. ZUDANS: Well, to spill over you have to have

15 negative. So what generatec that negative pressure before

lo i t spiilea over?

17 DH. FABIC: The rise in the level here until it

le spilleo over.

Iv UR. ZdDANS: As long as you show that arrow on the

20 first picture going down in that pi pe , the Pl cannot be

21 smaller than P2.

22 UR. FABIC: You will agree that the P2 is rising as

23 the liquia level is rising.

24 DR. ZUDANS: But it still should not be more than

25 Pl or else you would have to reverse the entire flow.
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UH 'sn i DR. FABIC: Oh, no. Condensation is sucking the

2 vapor.

3 UR. ZUDANS: Ah hah, the mechanism is condensation.

4 But the condensation woula have to be on the left-hand side

5 of this U-tube.

o CR. FABIC: The question is now, you know, which

7 one is more. These are postulations. We don' t kno.. whe ther

u this really can in reality take place.

9 Some knowledgeable people postulate that it could.

10 I t may be wor thwhile to see if it is.

11 DR. ZUDANS: I don't aisagree with tha t poi n t. I

12 just don't see how pnysically it is possible.

13 DR. FAE IC: Concensation is going to take pl ace

14 everwhere along the whole path, which decreases the pressure.

15 I think that pressure decrease is going to be felt uniformly

lo in the tube. The pre ssure oecrease by condensation is going

17 to be uniformly felt in t ai s whole gas spaca.

le And now the liquid level is going to play a major

ly role on the Delta P.

20 DR. ZUDANS: There is also another factor if you do

21 the test -- those U-tube s are very, very long, not very short.

22 So instability in a short U has no relation to the

23 full size.

24 DR. FABIC Yes, yes, you're right.

25 MR. MICHELSON: one more question on that same slide.
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LH 1sh i P2 is at least potentially controlled by external conditions

2 beyond th3 particular picture you drew since that's the return

3 of the loop.

4 That may way overshadow what you're talking about

5 and the steam generator.

o DR. FABIC For example, I think just to amplify

7 on your statement, if there is no lic. ;d-filled coldleg

piping downstream of that, you can't . ill up the tube.o

9 So you have to say, is the situation such that you

10 have a liquid fill? And that leads to this picture.

11 (Slide.)

12 That's, again, a pYoposal f rom MIT to hook up that

13 steam genera tor uni t, okay, to a very simple transparent

14 loop in which you're generating vapor in here and see what

15 natural circulation ace s.

Io What is the liquid in here? Can you fill this up?

17 Can you get into this postulateo flow?

16 Obviously, it will be at a lower pre ssure. But it

19 mignt be possible to use f reon to get a higher pressure.

20 Thase are pro posals we have to obviously caref ully

21 consider because th universities usually take time to get the

22 job cone.

23 And we have to see whether it's a good investment

24 and so on.

25 DR. CATf0N: Stan, have you considered the reflux
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DH ash I mode on the rise side of the U2, on the inlet side?

2 DR. FABIC: If this is all vapor-filled, right, the

3 upper plenum is vapor-filled, at least in this region. So

4 you're feeding the water in here. It doesn't even have to '

N
5 be. You can separate the water. - '

6 If the vapor is coming, when you make a statement
u 7 about the reflux mode, I'd like to be clear what you have in

6 mind.

A 9 Are you talking about a case where vapor, pure
& 10 vapor is coming in here and it's condensing, okay, and

11 providing a heaa of liquia to drive the natural circulation?

12 DR. CATTON: No. When the vapor is rising in the

13 tube, condensing and the condensate is flowing back through
14 the tube.

IS

lo

17
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CH gsh i NR . FABIC: Some of it will be flowing back. Whether

2 it will ne flowing cack or not cepends on the vapor velocity

3 which is driven oy condensation.,

4 DR. CAff0A: That's right.

5 DR. FABIC: So if the velocity is high, you'll pick

o up the liquid anJ carry it with you. If the velocity is

/ low, it can drain down into this part.

3 JR. CATf0J I guess that this.would change the

/ sequence of events during a transient, wouldn't it, whetner

13 it goes over?

11 DR. FABIC: Actually, rio, I'm not sure.

12 Ne expect that a good part would go over, okay? And any

13 water that is accumulating here, what will affect the

14 conaensation rate in there , if you nave water accumulation

15 anJ water film is, running down, the condensation will be

la lower.

1. So, therefore, tnis side of the tube will get more

id condensation.

19 31. CA rro.1: Inst's right.

2J D4. FABIC: So it's a complicated picture. Ne have

21 test data witnout vi sualiza ti on. P!e'J li'C e to see wnat er9

22 the flow regimes, wnat is tne correct modeling.

23 I've seen some analysis Jone by our own lab as v311 as the

21 venaars where, for example, they would use a drift flux moael.

2a ..ii nd yo's , when tney say a drift flux model, I would like to

'D
* * lD *D TYh_A~ AkLs
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DH gsh I make clear that it's not a drif t flux model that Zuoer
2 advo:ated because what he, Ishi, and others mean by drif t

3 flux model means that the term is in the drift flux equation

4 as we ll .

a Now in tne calculations that are done at several places,

5 that's not the case. The drif t term is only in the energy

/ squation.

3 That means that the pressure changes do not account for

/ the slip, and pressure changes are important to drive

IJ natural cir:ulation.

11 So now let's look at the case wnere they find using the

12 drift or slip, they find that, as tney should, for the

13 full current upflow, you are going to have a lesser void

14 f ra: tion in the tu be than for full current downflow.

15 This is well know.

la aast is then done if you have one control, somenow that

1/ aunal e rise model, that separates tne fluid. So if you ge t

li a le/e1 of fluid here, vapor here, and a lower leve l of

1/ fluid here, and then based on what f raction of the tu be is

23 covered oy liouid and what f raction is covered by vapor, they

21 account f or neat transfer.

2: En et nay ne quite wrong, oks/?

23 Not only that, out the head calculated, the driving h3 ad

24 is loing to be wrong. The question is is it pcssible that

23 this downfirv is designea, in which c ase it's a comaletely
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UH gsh I diff3 rent picture, ne really don't know at this stage and

2 we#J like to do some visualization tests to learn more about

3 it.

4 DR. ZUDAN3: Would it be expected that you coula

produce instabilities in natural circulation, a model likea

a this?

D.4 . FABIC: I showed one by the steam generators..

3 You mean by the whole loop?

/ Dd. ZUDAc15: This particular one that you showed, the

1) s e mi-T.

11 DR. FASIC: They speculate on instaoilities inside

12 the steam generator as to which tuoe works in what way, which

13 a ff ec ts the total heat transf er in the steam aenerator.

14 DR. ZUDANS: It wouldn't be really the heat

la transfer changes from place to place that would be the driving

la force.

Il DR. FA3IC: That's a good ouestion. I really don't

li %now the enswer to that because I tnink that we woula be

19 really wasting a lot of time anJ raising nitpic kina questions

23 if the overall effect is negligible and insianificant, you

21 Know, whether this tube goes this wa/ and tnis tune aces that

2d eay.

23 Aqd the overall hea t transf er or . mass transf er of the

24 steam generator is not affected, anu we just go into a long

2; oebate acaut the affairs, wnich may not be important at all.
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DH gsh i in'd like to understand it okay, out we also want

2 to find out what is the significance of it.

3 JR. ZUDANS: Right. Now if we think in terms of

I actual steam generators in oower plants as they are insta lled

a today, is there any information that the owners would have

5 that would, in fact, indicate whether or not they had

Instabilities during the operation..

3 rney are operated in many different regimes.

/ JR. PLES3EF: I don't know that that would oear on

1) the aroolem that's of concern here.

11 A3 I gatner, you're interested in natural circulation.

14 J.? . FABIC: Yes. And I don' t thinX --

13 01. PLES3ET: That's a different regime, quite

14 different. And I think we've got to think of wnat the

la physical driving mechanism is.

la Dl. ZUJAI5: I understand.

1/ D.7 . PLES3ET: You nave one reservoir which is at

13 one temperature and has a correspondina pressure, vapor

1/ pressure. This is vepor evaporation condensation pnenomenon

2) and we have another reservoir of liquid at a lower temperature

21 and you have a lower vapor pressure.

22 It's that .lif ference whi h really drives the vaoor flow.

23 Ana I'm concerned aoout not modelling this licuid vapor

2; relationshi?i that is, the ,aressure of the liquid at the

2; two aifferent temperatures and what is Jriving this vap7r
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H gsh i transport. And I think that one has to worry if you do

2 experiments that get this more or less correct. And I'm not

3 s o wo rried -- I'm going to make a prophesy that that's

4 dang 3rous. And in a U-tube steam generator witn a lot of

5 tubes , you won't have significant instability.

5 . low that's a cheap suggestion.

/ D7. FABIC: A lot of people f eel that way, you know.

3 DR. plESSET: That's a cheap suggestion. It's just

/ my feeling, keeping in mind what is fundamentally the

13 mechanism that drives them.

11 dow you might get some of this when you nave just a couole

12 o f tubes anJ you get some monometer effects varyin7 cetween

13 one tube and another one and so on.

1, Sut you get a lot of them.

13 I think that you're not going to have significent

la instability. But presumaolf, you'll get some information aoout

le this.

13 J7. ZUJAN3: Vr. Cnairman, I do not disagree with

1/ anytning you said, or wnatever was seid oefore. I tried in

23 my simple-minaed way to point out tne b3st test f acility for

21 this experiment is tne actual power plant.

2_ It is n7t a dangerous test.

2J J3. ?ASIC: Two phase natural circulation?

24 J.i . ZUJAN3: I don't know, whatever.

2s J4. CA Tf 0:4 2 You J7n't want to drive it with tne core.

D 0 0 i i('
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UH gsh I DR. ZUDAN3 Why not? It's being driven now in

2 Three Mile Island.

3 DR. PLESSET: They have otner concerns than supolying

; us with some measurements.

a DR. FABIC I'd like to point out, Mr. Chairman, a

similar instability not of the same type, but an instabilitya

/ cause d oy diff erence in tube length was also postulated and

3 mer .. red by MIT in their 4-pipe rig, the U-tube steam

9 generator rig, and orily 4 tuoes.

13 DR. PLESSET: I'm not too surprisea at that, Stan,

11 nu t I can't guarantee it.

12 01. FABIC When the Flecht-Seaset tests were done

13 witn many more tuoes, okay, we have not seen in the report

14 an caservation of fluctuation, okay.

la That doesn' t mean that it doesn' t exist. Maybe people

la really haven't taken a good look at the data. de will.

1. But at least, supe rf i c ia lly, it wasn' t 7 0 served, althougn it

i3 was Jostulated and measured in a 4-tuce rig.

1/ D7. PLESSET: Is there something -- we're runnina 3

27 little late.

21 UR. CATf0N: I just want to know how important is the

22 steam generator to the small break analysis, and I naven't

2a neard that.

24 07. FABIC It wasn't on tn9 menu for me.

2a 31. CATf0N: Am I goino to oe way of f on any

& 'bD 7 0
aye

.
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DH gsh I conclusions I might reach as a result of my analysis.

2 DR. ABIC: If you have break sizes such that you

j cannot remove the energy through the break and through HPR and

4 you have to rely on the steam generator for removal of your

a energy, I tnink the answer is yes, it's important to know it

3 and know it well.

DR. CATTON: In this particular reflux mode, I think.

3 as Professor Plesset indicated, it's really acting like a

/ heat pipe. But an inefficient heat pipe can still be a

IJ damn good heat transfer device. AqJ I think these

11 instaoilities are jus t going to mayce make it a little less

12 e f fic ient.

13 DR. ?ABIC: You're rignt, yes. But it coula be still

14 pre /alently enough heat removal.

la .io w you .n i ght a s k , what if I have two ste am generators

la tote 11y in a plant and one of them isn't working. Ok ay? .or

1/ "thatever reason, o kay ? Or I have a numoer of steam tube

13 ruptures, or whatever.

1/ .se ll, than you start asking the question, have I got enough

23 and how muca change in efficiency of removal have I got?

2: I think you can't generalize completely. There coula ce

22 situa tions where you don't nave all the steam generator

23 units.

21 Jl. CATTON : How accurately da I have to know the

23 heat transfer, I guess is r3 ally wnst I'm getting at?
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DH gsh i DR. FABIC: I don't have a quantitative answer f or

2 you. All I say qualitatively is that if you have to rely on

3 heat removal in the steam generator, then I think you have to

4 also know what is the sensitivity of moJelling there?

> In other words, if I'm crude and conservative and crude

5 and best estimate, what is the change, okay?

That answer we really don't know. If I knew that, then I
4

3 could tell fou, yeah, I can be sloppy or no, I can't be

/ sloppy.

lJ .ie have not done the uncertainty study of the calculations

11 f or this kind of operation of the plant, natural circulation,

12 what is the effect.

13 na have not done that yet.

14 DR. CATFON: And shouldn't the sensitivity study be

la done before an extensive program is initiated?

la 07. ?ABIC: The'only proolem is that we first have

II to have calculational tools that we think it's wortnwhile

is making the study with.

Is Jd. CATFON: Okay.

2) DR. ?ABIC: I thin % we hope to have that situation

21 reached in March.

22 37. PLESSET: Ther?'s one comment, if yo'a'll make

final one.23 it a

2; M?. ETHERINGTON: I just wan ted to say that I agree

22 witn Ivan's comment that t.r true reflux moJe is a good heat

TlD**]D *D'AS A
eeM e .
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DH gsh I trans f er moae. It's also a perfect mechanism for separating

2 non-condensables.
I

3 Just a comment.

4 DR. FABIC: Yes. Just a very orief comment on tne

3 last viewgraph.

3 (Slide.)

/ fo show that there are not only separate effects f acilities,

3 out all these integral f acilities that have steam generators

/ of the right height and the right numoer of tubes. And they

13 will be running small break tests. And we will be makino

11 comparisons with the indicated number of test conditions with

12 our coder as part of the tests.

13 faat's all, Mr. Chairman.

14 JR. PLESS ET: Thank you, Stan. I think your

la presentation was very responsive to the questions that we had,

13 and I think tnat overall, the group is very pleased and

I, impressed with your planning here.

Is I think, if there's no more, really, serious comment, that

1/ we'll t a'< e a lO-minute breas at tnis time.

2J (3rief recess.)

21 J7. PLE33ET: ne'll reconvane and we'll have a

2- review of the Westinghouse small cre9k calculations. Vr.

2a dsposito, are you going to be directing the procedure ?

24 '42 . ESPOSITO: Yes, I will, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,

22 :4r. Chairman. !!y name is Vincent Esposito, manager of

Ok 0hhhffly,
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DH gsh I safeguards engineering for .1estinghouse El tric Corporation.

2 This morning we'd like to present the rescits of a number

3 of studies which have been performed in response to various

4 I&E bulletins issued during about the last six months and

to discuss some studies t aat we've also performed as thea

5 result of questions and concerns that have oeen raised at

/ previous AOR5 hearings.

9 Me will present the information that we have to date on

/ those parti:ular items.

10 (311de.)

11 fne agenaa which we have put together for today's

12 aiscussion is on this slide and I have copies of it for the

13 commi tt ee . The first discussion will be a summary of the

14 small break study that we performed back in June of this year

la casea upon e numoer of questions that were generated oy the

1; s ta f f .

1. This is cnown as MCAP-9603. It's that taree-volume tome

13 whicn many o f you h5ve copies of.

l/ .s e will also discuss the summary of our latest calculations

2] regarding reactor coolant pump behavior. Tnis was occumented

21 in n2AP-9594

2_ fnis part of the presentation we'll talk about the reactor

23 coolent model ana the eff ect of delaying the trip, the

24 reac tor coolant pump trip, the effect on both small creaks

22 and non-LOCA events. mm a q.

_ o o A\ 0 A llrb
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UH gsh i In tnis particular part of the discussion, we will not

2 discuss any of our proprietary information. If it does

3 arise, we'll put that later in the section.

4 The thira part of the pr3sentation will be the summary of

5 the procedural aspectst namely, the guidelines that have been

3 generated by Westinghouse, along with the Westinghouse

i owners' group.

3 de'd like to discuss here the philosophy that was used in

9 generating these guidelines, the proc ess tha t evolved, how

IJ we did it, and finally, some of the criteria and operating

11 instructions which nave come out of that.

12 The final major discussion under item 4, we would like to

13 ce prcprietary and it will oe a discussion of our small

14 oreaa aoiel and natural circulation studies. We will

la specifica11/ ' ook at the break flow models that we've used,

la UMI consicerat ions we've come up with a numoer of times, some

1/ wor.< that we have done basea on concerrs that have come up

13 from various ACR5 consultants on natural circulation, and

li som? hydraulic work that we have Dee." wor king on to re spond

23 to some of those concerne.

21 The final agenda item is the word that we presently nave

22 in .arogress and some idea of the completion aates for those

23 activities.

24 faose era the res]ly four major iteAs that we wisn to cover

23 for discussing the summary of the snall break study, NCA?-9500.

33
3 D 'A k |1D PD
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DH gsh i Mr. Muench is coing to present that for .iestinghouse.

2 MR. MUENCH: Good morning. My name is Rick Muench.

3 I'm the manager of saf eguaras analysis for .iestinghouse

+ Electric Corporation.

5 One of the agenda items, 74r. Chairman, which the ACRS has

5 reque sted was to discuss the various results of calculations

performed in response to all the various bulletins that have<

3 been issued by the staff.

9 fnere have been many, many calculations performed, many,

IJ man / studies, many, many scenarios looked at.

11 So what de thought we wou1J do is to give you a orief

14 summary of the more early type studies and give tecnnically

13 more detailed presentations on some of the more recent, more

la pertinent studies.

la 30 my purpose here is to give you a whirlwind tour tnrough

1; a lot of the early studies, iiic luding WCAP-9600.

1/ As I go through this, I'; like to put the studies in the

13 :ontext of wnat was going on at the time in order for you to

19 get the full flavor of why the studies were being p?rformeo.

2) The re fore , there will be a little bit of a mix of a chronology,

21 plus a summary of what calculations were performed and what

22 the results of those calculations were.

23 (5lide.)

2; Af ter the event at Three '411e Island, we spent a

2; considerable amount of e ffort in the recovery, support, and
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DH gsh I analysis area, where a lot of our thermo-hydraulic transient

2 analysis experts were devoting a lot of their time, actually

3 to assist EPU and Met Ed in the recovery process at Three

4 Mila Island.

5 However, at the same time, we had a PErallel study going

5 on to review the impact of Three Mile Island on We stinghouse

/ NSS3.

3 One of the results of that study came very early and was

9 the reminder to our customers, with coincident SI logic, to

13 manually trip SI injection on low pre ssurizer pressure

11 onl/.

12 The first couple weeks, tne week that this occurred, that

13 this thought process was going along -- by tne way, th' e was

14 a meeting with the customers at thst time in Pittsburgh to

la review all the TMI-type impacts.

la de were performing several type analyses to understand,

1. numoer one, whether manual action, xhether it was time for

is manual actuation of safety injection.

1/ One of the things we did was we started to reanalyze

20 pressure vaaor space breaks. For example, one of the things

21 we did was we looked at up to three power operated relief

2- valve s oeing opened in the vapor soace of tne pressurizer

23 and ae assumed that the operator did not ans, of course,

24 safety injection et that time for some of tne plants would not

2; hava automatically oeen initiatea -- we assumed that we did not
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DH gsh I get any safety injection. ae assumad that vie got minimal

2 aux f eedvater and we assumed that the initia ting event was the

3 spurious opening, if you would, of three PORVs and showed

4 that there were 30 minutes oefore the fluid level in the
a system -- tne mixture level in the system - would oe

a approaching the top of the core.

/
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H gsh 1 The one delta we made from that was then to assume that

2 we had minimum safeguards. We just allowed ourselves to have

3 one high pressure injection pump. And with the assumption

4 of one high pressure injection pump, we were able to show

5 that there was no core uncovery, in f act, for an opening of

6 up to three PORVs.

I point out that we thought at the time the most limiting4

3 way to do tause studies was to go ahead and assume that these

9 PORVs were open from time one, from time zero rather than a

10 more mechanist approach of letting the steam generator dry

11 out and having the valves pop open and sticking open.

12 So we were looking at limiting-type analyses at this time.

13 But we also aid look at the sensitivity of aux f eedwater,

14 having aux f eedwater for various breaks. And we also

15 confirmed that the pressurizer level will increase ny

13 analysis. Ae verified that the pressurizer level would, in

14 fact, increase with one or more PORVs being open.

13 At the time we were coing these studies for typical 2,

is 3, and 4 loop plants, and we were doing UHI calculations for

2) some of these things.

21 se follo.ved up tais verbel discussion with the customers

22 'fita a manual SI ca the 10th of April and met with the staff.

23 on small break analyses and small creak transients on

2? Westinghouse NSSS on April lith.

23 As you know, on tne lith, Bulletin 79-05 was issued, which
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DH gsh I also called for manual SI on plants with coincident logic.

2 On the 14th, a new bulletin was issued, 79-06-A, which

3 tal:ced about tripping the levels on safety injections so that

4 you would automatically get safety injection upon reaching

o low pressure set points.

o But in terms of analysis, what was important, I think, in

/ 79-06-A was the discussion on reactor coolant pump operation,

S where it was suggested that one or more reactor coolant pumps

/ be left on following the small LOCA.

19 Yle started doing analyses and the analyses that we did, oy

11 the time we submitted our ans wer to 79-06-A, indicated that

12 there was a need for further study of reactor coolant pump

13 operation following a small LOCA before any conclusions

14 should os drawn.

15 However, and this was the conclusion that was arawn after

15 a series of high level meetings on this issue, we knew that

1. our saf ety analysis report casically covered the situation

13 wita reactor coolant pumps off, and we .<new that you coula not

1/ possibly me4e a small break worse as long as the pressur a was

23 a bove 1250 psia, plus instrument uncertainties which varied

21 from plant to plant.

22 50 our response at that time was to manually trip all

23 rea: tor coolant pumps upon reactor coolant system pre ssure

24 r eaching 1250 psia, plus instrument uncertainties.

2; ne also at this time started to do the analysis of the TMI
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DH gsh I type scenario on the Westinghouse NSSS, where wa did, in fact,

2 start off with' a loss of all feedwater, assumed that no

3 aux f eedwater was available, let the steam generator dry out.

4 anJ were able to show that we had about an hour before we

would run into trouble with uncovering the top of the core.a

5 On April 23rd and 26th, we had further meetings with the

I staff on our small break models. It's interesting to point

9 out, I think, that at that time, the staf f organization was

y such that -- I'm not sure what the correc t terminology is , out

10 there was a task force on Westinghause plants which was made

11 up of a cross-section of various organizations in tne staff,

12 and there were a lot of people, I think, tha t were not up to

13 speed, really, and understandably so, with small breaks and

14 small break analyses.

13 So we just spent a lot of time, I think, up to here talking

13 with those people.

Il I think it's interesting to point out --

18 JR. ZUJAN3: One question, if I may. Just the

1/ nomenclature.

23 On your Item 47, manually tripped SI, does it mean ma'ce it

21 fun: tion or take it up?

22 'G . MUE.4Cd It means turn it on.

23 Jd. ZUJANS: Turn it on.

24 'G . MUE.4CH: Yes. I figured wnen you say " trip,"

2; somehow in my mina I f eel you take it off.
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DH gsh ! It meant actuate. Okay.

2 (Slide.)

3 ,ie also started performing ancther type of analysis which

4 is similar to Three Mile Island, except for the fact that we

5 allow the PORVs to function as designed. Inat is, they would

5 open at 2350 plus or minus the various set points of those

valves, and then cycle relief pressure that would close back,

a up and cycla.

> Basically, you would sta/ at 2350. This was at the

10 reque st of the staff, who did point out, quite correctly,

16 that even if the operator did know what was going on and

12 started safety injection, if he were to sit there at 2350,

13 safety inje3 tion would be vary insignificant compared to what

14 was going on in the system.

la 30, again, we checked out operator response time where

la we ware heaaea, and actually never had a chance to finish the

1/ study, was anat cou1J it do, like eventually get aux f eedwate r

13 or something like that.

1/ us also started doing evaluation of non-condensaoles in

2J a simplistic heat calculation.

2i DR. PLESSET: Let me understand tha t point.

22 Supposing that you have a small break , or are you? This is

23 just for the PORV?

24 .G . MUEdCH: The initiating event would oe a loss of

23 s 11 f eedvater leading to the opening of the PORV.
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DH gsh i DR. PLESSET: But no break.

2 MR. MUENCH: But no break except for the PORV. Okay?

3 He do term that, at least wnen it's stuck open, as a loss of

4 c oolant acci dent.
-

a on May 7th, the NRC bulletins and orders and lessons

6 learned tas4 forces were formed and on May 9th, we received

our first formal set of questions from the staff, which we4

3 responded to oy May 16th.

> Also during that period of time, I'm sure that you rememoer

10 that we had our first meeting with the ACRS relative to

11 small breaks and natural circulation.

12 I think the interesting thing to point out at this time is

13 that by the time that we got this first formal request f rom

14 the staff, we had performed something in the neighborhood of

la 40 analyses, 40 scenarios, in cases including all the

la diffe rent plant types and scenarios.

1, I'm sure that most of you will rememoer, and are still

18 doing this, that a lot of people have been sitting down and

1/ formulating scensrios for you to think through. Ana a lot of

2] these we were running through on the computer trying to

21 unaerstand the conclusion of those scenarios.

22 30 we did a lot of analyses up to this time which we

23 usea, for the most part, in our responses to the staff here on

24 May 16th.

2; Also going on at that tine, we were using the results of
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DH gsh ! these analyses for seminars with our customers. We were

2 run: ing through in very general terms what small break

3 transients looked like.

4 ?inally, on May 30th, the Westinghouse owners' group

5 was formed, the owners' group for customers with Westinghouse

6 NSS3,

I DR. PLESSET: These analyses that you mentioned, were

3 they best estimate analyses or how would you characterize

2 them7

10 MA. MUENCd I would say for the most part that we

11 made a decision to go with what we had. For the most part,

12 they were evaluation models-type analyses.

13 49 did have something else ge tting started which I'll talk

14 about a little later where we were using our evaluation model

15 computer coae and starting to put ce tter estimate input

15 assumptions to it to help us a little bit in the area of

1e operator training.

13 Md. MICHELSON: Before you leave these two slidas,

19 I wanted to asK a question. I guess there may not ce a

23 oetter time than now.

21 \ few wea ks ago, we had a few discussions with the NRC

22 staff concerning the question of the possible levitation of

23 water in tha pre ssurizer for breaks in the pressurizer such

21 that the water level never really dropped even as the core

2; went dry.
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DH gsh I Were your customers informed of this possible proolem in

2 some ma nner?

3 MR. MUEdCH: Okay. On the first slide, I'm not sure

4 which question you're actually asking. On the first slide,

a I did talk about the fact that we did confirm that for
5 vapor space breaks. The level would in fact increase and

I levitate.

8 MR. MICHELSON: You did this on 47. Yet, the problem

9 wasn't discussed even until long af ter 47.

10 Maybe we're not talking about the same problem, or maybe

11 you just pre-empted the proolem.

12 MR. MUENCH: Mayoe we're not talking aoout the

13 same proolem.

14 MR. MICHELSON: The problem here is the fact that

15 with an open relief valve, for instance, even with steam

la entsring the surge line, there is adequate levitation effect

1/ to retain the water in the pressurizer, even though the : ore

13 may go completely dry.

19 :.R . MUENCH: That's the problem that I was talking

20 atout and we did oring that to the customer's attention again

21 on April sta.

2c TH . 9.iCiELS ON: That wasn't perhaps the way I haara',

23 then. It was long after that before we even discussed it.

24 You do understand the proolem I'm talking about.

25 Vd. MUE:iCH: I think I do, Mr. Micaelson. And we
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DH gsh I did have a meeting with the customers very, very early in the

2 game and confirmed to them that the level would, in fact,
'

3 increase.

4 '4R. MICHELSON: The question of the level increase

a is no t the question in hand. The fact is that the level

6 increases and stays there forever.

/ MR. MUENCH: I think that's implied.

8 MR. MICHELS ON: I don't know if it was implied. I

> just wonder if it's now well understood by your customers that

10 the level for these cases, unless the break is closed off ,

il the level will go up there and stay up there.

12 Md. SPEYEd I represent the owners' group, Daniel

13 Spe/er from Con Edison. And yes, we are aware of tnat from

14 the interaction with Westinghouse as part of the owners'

la group. And in fact, well before that we were aware of tnat.

la In fact, on an individual basis, within a few weeks of

1/ TWI, we had gone through that process.

13 'id . MICHELSON: Not necessarily on 47, though. On.

is 47 /ou were aware of it already?

20 .4R. SPEYER: I was. The exact date, though, with

21 respect to most utilities, I 'm not aware of.

22 'tR . MICHEL3 ON: Whoever's running pressurized water.

23 reactors now appreciates that problem.

24 AR. SPEYER: Yes.

25 Md. ESPOSITO: Mr. Michelson, I believe it was aoout
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DH gsh ! tnat date that a letter was sent from We stinghouse to all

2 the utilities.

3 MR. MICHELSON: Okay, that had been sent out?

4 '4 R . ESPOSITO: Yes, it had been sent out.

5 MR. MUENCH: Let me point out that if all the

o utilities were not present at this meeting that we had on

April 7th, there was a letter to all the customers on Aprile

3 10th.

9 DR. PLESS ET What did it say?

10 Md. MUENCH: It said that in the instance of a vapor

11 space break, and I'm roughly paraphrasing it, okay, that

12 the level in the system may not be indicative of the true

13 level in the rest of the reactor coolant.

14 fne level in the pressurizer may not be at the true

la indication of the level in the rest of the system.

15 Therefore, it deters the high pre ssure injection upon

1/ reaching the pressure over the signal.

13 'R . MICdELSON: Of course the problem is f ar more.

1) complicated than that. If the water level stays up there

23 indefinite 1/, I think that's the cause for concern.

21 3ut if "lestinghouse has sent out a le tter that warns people

22 now that the water level stays up tnere indefinitely if there's

23 e break in the vapor space, that's great. But if it just

24 says, it's not indicative, that's not a very straigntforward

22 s tatement at all.
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DH gsh i MR. ESPOSITO: A very straightforward statement was

2 sent, Mr. Michelson, in the letter. Also, I believe it was

3 four days af ter the TMI incident prior to the letter even

4 going out there was a phone call made to each and every

5 utility telling them what was in the letter.

6 de wanted to inform them as quickly as we could.

MR. MICHELSON: Roughly, when did the letter go out4

8 to the utilities?

9 M1. ESPOSITO: I believe it was the 6th or the 7th.

13 'id . MUENCH: The letter was the 10th, the meetings
.

11 were the 6th and the 7th.

12 MR. MICHELSON: And in that letter, you dia warn the

13 people aoout the level problem and the f act that the level

14 would stay up indefinitely if there was a break in the vapor

15 space.

15 MR. ESP 05 I ro n We said that you would not get safety

is injection on a coincident level because the level would

13 remain high in the pressurizer.

1) MR. MICHELSON: Thet part was understood. What wasn't

23 understood as well is that even af ter the core went dry, the

21 lev 31 was still in the pressurizer. They did understand

22 that from your letter.

23 MR. ESPOSITO: Yes, I believe they did.

24 Md. MUENOH: Tne last thing on the previous slice

2; was the f ormation of the owners' group for .Nestinghouse, the
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DH gsh I owner s of NSSS.

2 (Slide.)

3 The first duty of that owners' group was on the very next

4 day to have a technical meeting with the staff and discuss

a needs of the staff relative to small break model needs and

6 required inf ormation for a report to be formulated for the

i staff.

3 The meeting resulted in a request to clarify and justify

/ and so fortn various methods and analyses and procedures, and

IJ this was verified in a letter from the staff to Westinghouse

11 on June 4th.

12 an June lith, our first priority, by the way, was to

'3 take care of the questions on methods. It m&de no sense to

!4 proceed with analyses of scenarios unless we have concurrence

15 on the methods.

15 30 we concentrated on the methods for the first week and

1. met with the staff again on June lith to resolve the methods

13 c onc e rns, and in general, got a consensus to proceed with the

1/ analyses.

23 The anal /ses were compeleted and the report was issueo on

21 June 29th. At that June 29th date, it was a draft report.

22 It vas followea, I think, within the week by a formal report.

23 anat I'd like to do right now is just summarize what was

24 in that report.

22 Dd. ZUDANS: Could I ask, I'm still a little bit
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DH gsh I bothered on the first slide, not because of what you said,

2 but because I do not know exactly what this coincident SI

3 logic really was doing before you instructeJ the operators

4 to manually put the SI on.

a dould the automatic SI actuation be dependent on the

a press urizer level? Is that what the logic meant?

/ MR. MUENCH: The coincident logic said that you haa

3 to nave a low pressurizer level and low pressurizer pressure

9 coincident in order to get a safety injection signal for

10 some of the plants, some of the Westinghouse plants.

11 D.1. ZUDAN3: That means that if you hadn't instructed,

12 you might have had a scenario where the pressurizer level is

13 high and _ I wouldn't come on.

11 Md. MUENCH: Automatically, yes. .le had done

15 analyses before this for va.aor space breaks which had been

la reported to the staff, which indicated a similar proolem, but

1/ also indicated and ha s, again, verified here, that there

13 was significant time for operator action to r ecognize this

19 event.

23 DR. ZUDAN5: And your statement in the same slice

2i said that you had more 'han 30 minutes' t i me . Is that true?

22 'G. MUE.10H: Let me descrioe the case one more time

23 to you.

24 The case we talked about, the answer is yes. I warit to

25 m a'< e sure tnat you understand the case because everyone nas the
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DH gsh I case on the table.

2 The case was for the opening, for the simultaneous opening

3 of tb/ee power-operated relief valves. Some of our plants

4 havi three, by the way, very few of them, as being the

5 init iating event times zero. Okay?

And the a ssumption I'm getting no safety injection, okay?o

With those assumptions, I gue ss we had minimum aux f eewater4

8 in that calculation at that time.

9 So that we had 30 minutes before the mixture level

13 approached the top of the core in the ve ssel.

11 DR. ZUDANS: How would the same time behave if yoa

12 oni/ had one of these PORVs open?

13 aould it ce longer?

14 'G . MUENCdr If we only had one PORV open, it would

la ce much, muc h longer. In fact, if we had one PORV open and

la we had safety injection, we would not have crained the

il sys te m, to a large extent, at all.

13 MR. SPEYER: Let ma make a statement here aoout th?

1/ question that was raised. Again, Daniel Speyer of Con

2) Edison.

21 Will a pl ant that, indeed, did have a situation that was

22 mentioned, tne coincident pressurizer level with actitation

23 safsty injection -- I was, in fact, aware of the poten*.ial,s

24 as mentioned in RESAR 3, which I think is something like

23 Octouer, '74, that there is the poct. bility of pressurizergg
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DH gsh I level not going down and manual actuation of SI would be

2 required.

3 That is s tated in RESAR 3000,

4 3R. ZUDANS: Does it have a time limit stated as

5 well?

5 MH. SPEYER: No. Well, I'm sorry, I don't recall if

a there was a time limi t. I do recall, however, that it states

3 that pressurizer level may not, in fact, go down. You may

> not get SI on the trip and it would be manually turned on.

IL MR. MICHELS ON: Do your ope rating procedures

11 reflect this fact? Are your operators aware that they'd have

12 to start the SI manually?

13 Md. SPEYEla I think so, but I'm not sure what's

14 in.

la Vd. MICHELSON: How about ne stinghouse ? Are you

la aware whethar operating procedures reflect this requirement?

I4 Md. JOHNSON: Bill Johnson from Westinghouse. Two

13 distinctions need to be maae, one oeing the plant-specific

11 procedures are not within the scope of tie stinghouse. I can

2] onl/ speak f rom the point of view of the Westinghouse

21 ref erence procadures which nave been in place since about

2d 1974.

23 In the .Vastinghouse procedures that were in place in 1974,

24 there was no specific mention of a stuck opan PORV. Howaver,

2; there was a statement that continues to be in the current
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H gsh I proc e dures. It states that manual safety in jection actuation

2 should be accomplished if the operator perceives that nead,

3 which is a move toward a safety injection set point.

4
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mgc0AV I DR. ZUDANS: I asked this quescion about 30

2 minutes because compared to similar situations at the Three

3 Mile Island accident, there was no such time. Is it obvious

4 why there is such a much longer time in your reactor as

a compared to Three Mile Island?

$ MR. MUENCH: The 30 minutes, again, was no the

/ Three Miles Island scenario, okay?

d DR. ZUDANS: But if you said the Three Mile Island

> scenario would be much longer in the case of Westinghouse

10 reactors, I am just wonaering what's diff erent in

11 destinghouse reactors that makes this time so much longer.

12 MR. MUENCH: In the event of a loss of feedwater,

13 I guess it will take a little while longer for a

14 Westinghouse steam generator to dry out. So in the TMI type

la scenario, tnet's the answer to your question.

la DR. ZUDANS: That's the only re al reason f or

1, longer time avail able ?

IS Dd. PLESSEf I tnink he's not taking the strict

1/ analog of the Three Mile Island scenario.

23 MR. MUENCd That first analysis is not.

21 D.l . PLESSET: So I think that was not what he

22 meant.

23 JR. ZlIJANS: What I mean is very simplistic.

24 OR. PLESSET: dell, he did answer at one point, it

23 makes a diff erence oetween nestinghouse and the steam
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mgcDAV I generator inventory, but that's not 30 minutes.

2 MR. MUE:lCH: The 30 minutes that I talked about --

3 let's just put the slide back up so we understand which one

4 we're talking about. We're talking about this 30 minutes

5 here?

o OR. ZUDANS: Yes.

/ MR. MUENCH: This 30 minutes was not a Three Mile

8 Island scenario essentially. It was the ini tiating e vent --

/ was the opening of three power operated relief valves and

IJ pressurizer vapor space, and the assumption of no safety

11 injec tion was made, and the other Appendix 4 assumptions as

12 applicaole were applied. And that's the analysis that we're

'

13 talking about here.

14 MR. MICHELSON: That included pump trip, then?

la MR. MUEACH: Yes, it did.

la M.t . MICHELS ON: Wnich was the big difference with

1/ pump trip?

13 MR. SKdAREK: I think I could clear it up. Again,

il the 30 minute time is based on the initiating event, Deing

23 the spurious opening of three PORVs. Now no safety

21 injac tion came in, out you still had auxiliary f eedwater.

22 durtner analysss that were performea a little bit later in

23 time that Rick had mentioned were I woulan't say exact TAI

21 scenarios oecause I really don't know what all happaned

2; thera , out it was a class of accidents that the ini tia tin g
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mgcDAV i event now was a loss of f eedwater and auxiliary f eedwater.

2 So it took a while for the steam generator to blow down.

3 After the steam generator blew down, the RCS

4 pressure increased, opened the PORVs. Then you had a LOCA.

o Then we also calculated times for operator action for that

6 transient, and it was later than 30 minutes. That was

approximately 50 or 60 minutes . It was also thata

3 transient. It's two different initiating events. But tne

9 one that Rick talked there, the 30 minutes, is the earlier

10 of the two in terms of minimum operator action.

11 Ma. ESPOSITO: And finally in regard to a comment

12 that Dr. Pls sset made , it does take approximately 30 minutes

13 to cry out the steam generators.

14 DR. PLESSET What kind of plant is that?

10 Ms. STEITLER: Boo Steitle r, ile stinghouse. 7nat's

la typical of all Westinghouse designs.

1/ DR. PLESSET: Regardless of whether it's a three

13 or f o ur l oop ?

11 Md. STEITLER: Regardless of whetner it's a three

2J or four tuos plant. The inventory is basically proportional

21 to tne power level.

22 'd.l . MUENCH: Okay.

23 Jd. PLESSET: Well I don't want to delay any

24 longer. I would like to mate sure that that's right. I

2a oelieve you in a temporary way.
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mgcDAV I (Laughter.)

z Md. MUE;4CH: Okay. What I want to do very quickly

3 i 'un through a slice of wnat was aimed at JCAP-9500, give

4 you uick summary of the various other studies that have

6 been performed, many of which will be discussed in detail

6 after I have concluded.

/ (Slide.)

3 In NCAP-9600 in the " Methods" section of

/ WJCAP-9600, we performede a noding study of the pressurizer

10 for the case of a break in the pressurizer vapor space and

11 concluded that the increased noding was not causing

12 significant change in the response of the pressurizer. ae

13 also reported the results of the surge line studies that we

14 had done showing that flooding will indeed occur in the

1; surge line for creaks in the vapor space larger than

la approximately .8 inches in dia.neter which incluJes one or

ie more PORVs oeing opened.

Id de also did a simple steam generator noding study

li where we just douoled the number of nodes in the steam

20 generator. de also went one step further and allowed for

21 counter-current flow from the steam generator back to the

22 vessel and showed no significant change in the core uncovery

23 transient.

24 A little oit later we're going to talk about steam

23 generator models and go a little further with more aJva7ced
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mgcDAV i studies that we performed.

2 We looked at the sources of noncondensibles. We

3 took a breat. which was typical of a break which needs a

4 steam generator to remove heat for a significant period of

a time and calculated on a perturbation type technique the

5 various sources which may be generated during a small loss

/ of coolant accident.

8 DR. CATrod: Could you amplify on that? How did
,

> you do that?

IJ Md. MUENCH: Just very quickly, we looked at the

11 pressurizer vapor space. We looked at the initial inventory

12 in the reactor coolant syst3m and assumed a concentration of

13 noncondensiole gases dissolved in it. .Ve looked at how much

14 safety injection was injected. We looked at flashing and

15 aissolution type processe s, and I can't think of the word --

la MR. ESPOSITO: I think the word is radiolysis.

l/ Dd. CATTON: You said pertrubation analysis.

13 DR. PLESSET: So your total source for

19 noncondensioles is dissolved?

2] 'd.i . MUENCH: It was dissolved. That was in the

2) reactor coolant system initially. That was injected into

22 the reactor coolant system.

23 DR. PLESSET: From what sources would they be

24 injec ted in?

2; '47 . MUENCH: Safety injection.
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mgcDAV I DR. PLESSET: So it's what's dissolved in that

2 water also?

3 'AR. MUENCd de assumed that the water is air

4 saturated.

a DR. PLESSET: But no other sources except what is

6 coming out of solution.

s MR. MUENCH: The pressurizer vapor space has

3 noncondensioles in it. That was also allowed to enter the

/ reactor coolant system as it expandet out of the

10 pre ss urizer.

11 DR. CATT044: In any of the scenarios that you

12 looked at, Jo you reach a UHI set point or even get close to

'

13 it?

14 MR. MUENCH: In the studies so far we have not

15 looked at tne UHI plan, but in the creak analyzed _ hare, yes,gg
15 we would have reached the UHI accumulator set point. Inis

1/ is a two inch break which is the upper couna of where you

18 woula see the steam generator forcing it in periods of

19 tima. It was an hour, I think. .N e would ge t down to 930 or

23 1000 psi .

21 DR. CArr0N: So for the UHI break, maybe a more

2a serio us l oo'< at noncondensiole source s woula be in order.

23 'M. MUENCd For UHI, a crea .ike this would

24 result in a very minimal amount of additional standard cubic

2a f eet of nitrogen oeing added. That was just dissolved in
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mgcOAV i the c oolant system.

2 I'd like to ask Pat Dochedrty to expound on that.

3 MR. DOCHERTY: I'11 go through that later on in my

4 UHI applicacility and show you the relevant percentages.

5 DR. PLESSET: Dut you're quite sure you don't get

a to the nassive injection set point at any time? The tants

I whicn are injecting water and nitrogen? The UHI is supposed

d to have multiple valves, but these tanks, they're at a lower

9 pressure that inject -- a pa ssive ECCS system. Tney do let

10 nitrogen go right into --

11 M2. MUENCH: Dr. Plesset, you would have to

12 oring --

13 DR. PLESSET: How far away?

14 MR. MUENCH: You would have to bring a reac tor

lo coolant system down to a pressure of less than 203 psi.

la DR. PLESSET Is that true of all the plants, that

I4 that's a set point?

13 Md . MUE.4CH: It's not a set point, Dr. Plesseti

1/ it's just waere the water would empty.

23 MR. MICHELS ON: It depends on initial pressure in

21 the tanks and the aT.ount of water in the tanks. It's

22 generally arouno 603 pounds.

23 09. PLESSET: They start to inject much higher,

24 yes, 600.

25 Vd. MICHELSON: 200 is prooably a good guess.
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mgcDAV i MR. MUENCH: It's more than a guess for us.

2 (Laughter.)

3 MR. ESPOSITO: Dr. Plesset, we will discuss the

4 UHI in the fourtn agenda itam. Mr. Docherty will aJdress

5 that.

5 DR. PLESSET: I think what we're concerned with is

/ a f ailure of the shutoff valves for UHI, but aside f rom

8 that, you're surc tnat the tanks never contributed

9 significant nitrogen, never get that low. Is that right?

10 V3. MUENCH: Yes, that's right.

11 I want to clarify that. I won' t say it doe sn't

12 contribute significant nitrogen, which means I'n look ing at

13 a cold leg accumulator now. I'm forgetting about Udl for a

14 later discussion.

la Tae break that will get you down to 200 psi is

la like a six inch creak or larger, and for that break you do

1/ not need steam generators to remove heat from the system,

13 and that would not cause you a proolem for a six inch

19 breat. By tne way, 203 psi is really less than that. It's

20 where you start ge tting what I called free nitrogen into the

21 cold leg piping instead of the nitrogen olanket, and you'd

22 have to expand on down.

23 As the reactor coolant system would expana, it

24 woule bleea out of the accumulator as fast or as slow as the

2a transient would allow.
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mgcDAV 1 DR. PLESSET: You take into account the expansion

2 of the nitrogen in the vessel presume?

3 MR. MUENCH: I'm s rry, I didn't understand the

4 question.

o DR. PLESSET: The nitrogen heats up quite a bit in

a the reactor vessel. Right?

, MR. MUENCH: We do not have n.>ncondensibles in our

8 evaluation mod-1, so we do not do that type of calculation.

9 09. PLESSET All right.

10 MR. MUEJCH: This is a phenomenological

11 quali tative type discussion.

12 Okay. We also looked at the model we used for the

13 mixture level in the core. We looked at what we've oeen

14 using all these years for break flow models, which you're

la going to hear a discussion of later on today. And we aid

la our first TMI looking I should say at natural circulation

1/ witn the models that we haa availaole.

If Toen we started looking at the general benavior of

!v small LOCAs. The staff had asked us to describe the

2J characteristics of the various types of small LOCAs which

21 depre ssurize down to stay aoove the steam generators, which

22 get down to equilibrium above tne ste am generators -- those

23 whicn get down to equilibrium and inject accumulator water.

24 .ie did provide a very detailed set of analyses and

25 discussions on the characteristics of small breaks.
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mgc0AV I de also looked at vapor space breaks, and we also

2 provided a discussion on HPI termination in light of all the

3 orea4 analyses we performed.

4 (Slide.)

o Moving on, we did some specific scenario analyses

a that the staff had requested.

/ DR. CATTON: Before we get to the specific

d scenario, I recall Eeersvie asking on many occasions for a

> heat flux map for small breaks -- I'm not sure for small

10 oreaks -- but a heat flux map or energy flux map as a

11 function of time, it seems to me, would be a very

12 interesting type diagram.

'13 M1. MUENCH: You're talking aoout heat to the

14 steam generator?

la Od. CATTON: Right. And to the various -- where

is is it all going as a function of time during any particular

is scenario so you get a better f eel for what pieces of the

13 syste m are important.

Is MR. MUENCH: I think if you look at the transcript

23 from the May 9 ACRS you'll find one Or two of those in there

21 where we said, where we bro 4e it cown at least between tne

22 oread and the steam generator for a few of these breaks. I

23 think you'll find a couple of those.

24 DR. CAff0d May 9?

2a MR. MUEJOH: Yes.
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mgc DAV I DR. CATTON: Okay.

2 MR. MUENCH: We thought that was a very

3 interesting thing to look at, too. de talk a lot aoout what

4 orests need steam generators ana which ones don't, and tnis

a is a nice way to demonstrate that.

6 DR. PLESSET: Did you refine this to the point

where you considered the fluid loss through breaks ofI

8 varioe; kinds along the lines of what Dr. Fabic was telling

9 us this morning?

IJ MR. MUENCH: I ha/e to apologize that I didn't

il make it f rom Pi ttsburgh early enough to hear all of

12 Ur. F abic's comments.

13 MR. ESPOSITO: I think you'll see in the

14 dis:ussion of the break flow model what we've considered in

la our sensitivity studies.

la Dd. PLES5ET: All right.

l/ Md. MUENCH: Any other questions oefore I go on?

IS DR. PLESSEf Please go on.

1/ M4. MUENCH: One of tne tni'gs that was asked for

20 was an analysis, seeing whetner the reactor coolant pumps

21 were trippea consistent witn our recommendations, 1250 psi

22 plus instru.nent uncertainty. We performed tnose analyses

23 and showed that tne results were consistent with what was

24 reported in the FSAR for all the plants. We looked at

2; something which was roughly called an operator action time

niA nO7
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mgc0A/ 1 scenario where a loss of f eedwater was the initiating

2 event. .Ve a ssumed that there was no aux feedwater to begin

3 with, with and without a sniall break. The iaea was to find

4 out how much time he needed oefore he uncovered the top of

a the c ore.

6 MR. MICHELSON: Excuse me. Are you going to talk

in more detail on the reactor coolaT, pump trip?e

8 Md. MUENCH: Yes, we are. I guess it's the next

/ p re s e n ta tion .

10 Inis s.nall break -- the definition of that small
11 Dreak was that it was small enough so that you did not get

12 an -- where you were drying out the steam generator. We

13 also did an analysis where we isolated the steam generator

14 in one of tne loops to see what the impact would be on a

la small break. We also rar. Various small creaks that could oe

la i sola ted, like the letdown line and the vapor space PORV

1/ oreak.

13 MR. MICHELSON: In those cases, are you going to

1/ tell us more about this later, as opposed to just saying,

2J "This is it"? Coula you flag it? If you're not going to

21 tell us in more detail later, could you so indicate now?

24 MR. MU E.10H Yes, I think I have hopefully for th3

23 most part indicated which ones we're going to talk about

24 more la te r. We're going to give you a sunmary.

22 For the most part, we won't be talking about
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mgcDAV 1 thes3, since these --

2 '4R. MICHELSON: Let's talk about isolating breaks,

3 tnen, if you're not going to talk aoout them later. That's

4 why I stopped, because I wasn't sure whether we were just

a seeing an o(crview here or this is it.

o Md. MUENCH: Dr. 141chelson, before we do, I might

/ say we will summarize at the end which ones we will give

3 f urther presentations on.

/ M4. MICHELSON: Reactor coolant pump you indicated

10 'ou are going into f urther de tail on, so we can hold those

11 questions. But isolating breaks, you said you looked at the

12 letdown lins break. Are you going to give us some results

13 indicating how low the pressures got and so forth before you

14 decide to isolate the creaks? What I'm leading to, so there

la is no misunderstanding, I'm wondering how low the pre ssure

la gets and whe ther the accumulator tan'<s have dumped nitrogen

14 into the system oefore the operator finally figured out how

13 to isolate the break, and taen what consequence that

1/ isola tion would have on reestablishing acceptable conditions

2J on tne primary side.

21 MA. MUENCH: Okay. I hadn' t planned to show

22 slides of tne transient. However, there is -- we analyzed

2a the letdown line, which is the spray line tnat can os

21 isolated, tne PORV which can be isolated. .4cne of those

2a should result in the emptying of the accumulator. Some of
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mgcDA/ I those will result in an accumulator injection of water.

2 done of those shou 1J result in the total depletion of the

3 accumulators.

* MR. MICHEL5ON: When did you isolate?

5 MR. MUENCH: What we chose to do, and this is half

6 way arbitrary I Delieve, we looked at the modes of natural

I circulation, and we decided that the worst time to isolate

d was the time when pre ssure had gotten down to a minimum or

9 the mixture level in the core had gotten down to a minimum.

IJ .ie were in the pure core boiling mode wnere we thought we

il had to go the furthest distence to repressurize and to get

14 g ood condensation in the steam generator.

13 MR. MICHELSON: That's a good a ssumption for that

14 particular thought process. But now following Dr. Plesse t's

la question, maybe you needed to leave the line open a while

la longer. The question is, wall just how does the pressur

1/ tail down when you indeed start transferring large amounts

13 of nitrogen and then decide to close the valve?

Is 43 MUENCd The letdown line is a four inch

20 scheoule 240 to 60 pipe, which has an equivalent three inch

21 inside diameter which would lead to a ccumuls tor injac tion,

22 out which would only lead to a minimum pressure of 533 psi,

23 4 00 p s i .

24 Md. MI 0 DEL 50N: day do you say that's as low as it

2a can get?
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mgcDAV l- MR. MUENCH: Okay. Tnat's a good question. It's

2 as low as it would get with the assumptions that we were

3 making in the whole analysis.

4 'U . MICHELSON: Yes. The a ssumption as to whan

a you close the valve, for ins t ance.

a MR. MUENCH: Not that assumption.

4 MR. MICHELSON: You're saying that if I leave it

6 open indefinitely, the pressure never drops below 500

9 pounds?

IJ MR. MUENCH: That's right. If you would leave it

11 open indefinitely in this analysis, you would shcw a

fl 14 leveling out, and I say four or five hundred pounds. Is

I 13 that about right?

14 Ye s , it would be aoout four or five hundred

15 pounds.

la

1/

13

19

2a
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pv OAV i By the way, that would be slightly larger than the

a crea% we analyzed in dCAp for the generation of

3 noncondensioles, so there would be a little bit more

4 non:ondensioles. It can be shown with the two-inch break

o that there would be an insignificant amount, and, in one

o respect, not much more than a three-inch break.

4 DR. CATTO:4: How do you snow that the amount of

S noncondensioles is insignificant?

9 MR. MUEdCH. In the report, we did a study on neat

13 transf er, and we provided some discussion on the impact of

11 nydraulics, and basically so that taere is enough driving

12 force, f or example , to keep natural circulation in place if

13 that set of conditions would lead you to natural

14 circulation.

la Dd. CATION: You were going to come back to this

la when you talk about the steam generators?

Ie MR. MUENCH: Yes, to a certain extent, I think it

13 wouia be a good ided to wait and see what we got, and then

19 if taere are any other questions we will try and answer

2J them.

21 Jd. ZUDAN3: I think I got slightly off the

22 tra:Z. When you s aid indefinitely the pre ssure will not

2a drop below, s a y , 5 00, with the break existing, are you

24 oringing some water f rom otner sources into that system?

25 MR. MUEdCH: Yes. vihat's nappenea , at that point

~
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pv DAV 1 you have reached a place where safety injection flow is

2 matching break flowl therefore, you are maintaining an

3 equilibrium -- let's call it a "stacle condi tion" -- in the

4 rea: tor coolant system.

a DR. PLESSET: So, it's really a question of how

6 confident you are of the analysis, which I don't know how

I one a staolishes easily. 400 pounds, you know, might not be

8 the valuel it might be 200. I don't know. Can you tell me

9 for sure that it won't go below, during this transient, 400

13 psi, so the accumulators will give you that amount of

Il nitrogen?

12 JR. ZUDAN5: You have to know how much you have to

13 fill, how much goes out.

14 DR. PLESSET: Operator action could, of course,

la aistort that, as Karl says. Well, it's just a concern.

la MR. MUE.4Cd I feel like I saoula point out that

1/ we feel we have a lot of confidence in our evaluation moJels

is due to tne conservative nature of tnem.

l/ DR. PLESSET: I am not always sure that an

23 evaluation model is really :onservative. I believe it for

21 douole-enaea guillotine break, which Dr. Shewmon te lls me is

22 never going to happen. But we're talking aoout things tnat

23 I think will nappen, and using these same kinds of iJeas I

24 am no t always sure that thef're trulf conservative.

2; Wnat's Westinghouse's opinion? Are they always
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pv DA/ I really conservative?

2 MR. ESPOSITO: Dr. Plesset, Westinghouse's opinion

3 of the information that we nave available to us today is

4 that the evaluation modal is conservative.

a Dd. PLESSET: I am thinking mare in terms of its

6 leading to suggesting actions which may not ce desirable

whicn might not be the result if you did a oest-estimate4

8 calculation. I am sure you are saying that the decay heat

9 is 1.2, and that's conservative. But does that mean that

10 your course of action is the most desirable one to use these

11 evaluation model figures? fou're confident of that?

12 Md. ESPOSITO: In terms of the assumptions that

13 dere made in the analyses here, no operator actions were

14 included. In developing the parts tnat you will hear later,

16 the analyses themselves are not totally relied uponi they're

13 used as a guidance rather than a strict reliance on.

l/ MR. MICHELSON: In that regard, let me asi: another

13 question. Is there going to be some kina of operator

1/ guidance tnat says for these very slowly developing

2) c ondi tions, that the operator perhaps has to intervene and

21 isolate the accumulators prior to tneir final starting

2z t illi ng wita nitrogen ?

23 Dd. PLESSET: That's a very good question, Carl.

24 I am glad you raised it.

2; MR. JOHilS3N : We can get into this at a later
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pv OAV i point wnen I discuss the procedures. But to directly

2 addre ss your question, the operating procedures were not
1

3 called for, isolating safety injection accumulators or

4 oreaxs in wnich the system is naturally depressurized

a there by losing inventory. Since the intent of those

6 accumulators is to provide inventory for breaks which do

I staollize, such as the one that Rick's presented here, that

8 pressure aoove the accumulators, instructions are given
1

9 auring the eventual cooldown and depressurization plan. !

10 DR. PLESSET Thank you. Okay.

11 Md. MUENCH: Can we proceed?

12 I think we were down to the point of saying that

13 we provided a discussion of natural circulation, and the

14 staff pullea out of several reports that Dr. Michelson has

la written, several concerns, at least 15 main concerns which

la we addressed in the report.

Ie de also did discuss the natural circulation modes ,

~^
13 that were falling unaer the small-oreak LOCA. They've _ ;

19 provided guidelines for E-0 and E-1, what we call "E-0" and
. .x

2) "E-1," whien is a diagnostic procedure and a LOCA procedure ;,. 7., , ',.'{ , ,s - ,

.).T
f'21 in tais report. -

' 3
*; . xi.

;
2_ (511de.) '

.,
,

23 Just to review the summary and conclusions f rom
'

, , ,

$
24 tnat report, we felt that tne report continued to support , -; 3j. ,, ;;

..O'-.'an25 the saf ety of the destinghouse JSS5 design. Fle felt we, of
.

g-
,..

__
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pv DA/ 1 course, learned a lot of things, as you do f rom every

4 exercise. On the other hand, we felt like we cidn't fina

3 anytning which refuted the Westinghouss NSS3 design. de

4 felt that tne models and methods usea to evaluate tnat

a statement are conservative but acceptably realistic in order

o to ma ke those types of judgments.

/ Next, we aid provide a comprehensive review of the

3 smal-break transient, and provided analyses to demonstrate

9 those discussions.

IJ 07e of the things we did in the study -- or we

11 reported in that dCAP -- was an estimate of the uncertainty

12 that we felt existed in the small-oreak model, and this was

13 not cone in any high-powered mechanistic f ashion. But what

14 we did was take the two areas which we -- and, in fact,

la staff had mentioned to us -- in areas where perhaps both

la uncertainties mey exist and maybe are very important to the

1. small-creak transient, and showed the t with very upper-couna

13 typ3 assumptions on tnose models, we would only get an

increase of 150 degrees in our small-break FS AR results,>

2] which would still leave you well below 2200 degrees.

2 We also showed thSt the de stinghouse recommended

22 HPI termination criteria agree closely with the IRC

23 criteria, at that time, from the standpoint of when, if

24 ever/ thing worked correctly, you would ge t the signals that

2; you would want to terminate HPI. ae showed that for the
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pv DAV i opening of one to three POR/S, that there would be no core

2 uncovery. These are Appendix K assumptions.

3 DR. ZUJAN38 What were these assunptions in the

4 last item?

a MR. MUENCN: Minimum safeguards, which means one

o train of saf eguards, one high-head safety injection pump set

e up, and one go-ahead safety injection pump, with a spilling

3 line and a oroken loop, with the accumulators filling in the

9 oron?n loop, loss of off-site power -- assunptions like

1.2 x ads decay heat.IJ that --

11 DR. ZUDAN3: What is the aosolute minimum

14 requirement in terms of other equipment f or this not to

13 happen, f or the core to remain covered? What's the critical

14 piece of saf eguards equipment that you need? 'io u ha v e

15 listed a large number of assumptions.

la MR. ESP 3SITO: The high-he e c! sa f ety injection is

1/ critical.

11 'H . MUENCd: . or tae se creaksi that's riant.;
.

l/ dd. PLESSET: nell, one iaea tnat I had in my mina

2J When I was talking about whether this was really

21 conservative or not, on it led to a certain sequence of

24 actions, the turnoff of the main cooling pumps and you wnuld

23 %eep the hign-head injection going. Now we have an event --

24 and it doesn't take a lot of imagination today -- in which

2a there is no creak at all, but simulates e br e ak s tne
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pv JAV i pressure f alls but I have no break in the system.

2 How does that fit in with these procedures now?

3 Is that a good idea? Is this a safe way to proc eed?

4 Md. MUENCd A little later on we will discuss the

guidelines for the other type events. We feel like we havea

adequately covered the various types of events, off-LOCA andd

4 on-LOCA, that can occur.

3 DR. PLESSET: And the operator has a pretty good

/ idea of what he's doing?

13 Md. MUENCH: We feel that's correct.

Il M.V . MICHELSON: Just one commant on these

12 conclusions. If you just read them -- at least I was kind

13 of led to calieve that what Westingnouse was doing -- gave

14 adequate results, direction, and so f orth, and that really

la thera was nothing real new as far as TMI eff ects. Is that a

la corre ct observation, from reading that summary sheet?

1, M1. MUEWCH: Dr. Michelson, I think that everyane

13 who has oeen involved in activities since Three Mile Island

1/ has iearned a lot aaout the aetails of the system and

2s various scenarios that you can get into. 30, the idea here

21 was a very oroad cottom line. There was a lot of learning

22 that too'c pl ace in the last six months.

23 MR. MICHELS0:l The one in perticular that I nave

24 in mind -- fou can correct me if I am wrong -- that is that

23 the reactor coolant pump trip was indeeJ a surprise. I

D 'M |tw ]~@mmD
-
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pv JAV I gath3 red that your plants, really, if they had continued to

2 run their pumps until they were lost by eccident, means

3 might not have -- indeed, your predictions might not have

i indeed been conservative as to the consequences. Is that

a correct?

o MR. MUENCH: If we would have done an analysis

/ several years ago where we tripped reactor coolant pumps

8 parametrically through transient, we prooably would have

> s een the same results we'd gotten. Otherwise, I think my

IJ answ3r to your question is that we always advise in our

11 opera ting procedures, ine one that has been discuss 3d

IJ earlier, which are dated -- what? '74, to trip the

13 reactor coolant pumps following a loss-of-cbolant accident

14 Actually, it says on the emergency procedure,

la after you've gotten an S signal, to trip them. Those were

13 sort of -- I am not sure if it is tnat interesting at this

1, point because we have procedures, out it is something we

li learned a lot aucut auring the last six months.

l/ MR. MICHELS ON : You're also sayin) that

2] Westingnouse knew all along you only trip the reactor

21 coolant pumps?

22 4?. MUENCH: No. All I am saying is that

23 procedure all along had oeen to trip them for a variety of

24 reasons.

2a 'U . MICHELSON: Inat means you told your customers

~

D"" D *D ~TNi
od uA jb mco
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pv DA/ I then to trip them.

2 MR. MUENCH: In a reference operating procedura,

J yes.

4 M3. MICHELSON: Prior to TMI?

a MR. MUENCH: Prior to TMI? Yes.

$ OR. ZUDANS: Only for a LOCA.

4 MR. MICHELS ON: Well, yes, these are all LOCAs.

8 JR. PLESSEf Zoltan?

/ 09. ROSZTOCZY: 15 it correct to state that

IJ aestinghouse recommendations which were in ef fect prior to

!! TMI proviceJ no information to the operators when the

12 reactor coolant pump had to be tripped? In other words, a

13 strict following of the procedures could have resulted in

14 tripping the pumps at the worst possible time.

15 '49 . JOHNSON: Let me respond to that. The

la destinghouse reference emergency operating instructions was

1/ an issue prior to tne TMI event. In each of the emergency

19 procedures -- that is, E-0, E-1, E-2, E-3 -- whi c h a r e a l l

1/ procedures which provided post-safety injection, the first

2J active coerator instruction in each of those procedures,

21 which is wnere the operator will immediately go post-safety

22 injection, was to trip the reactor coolant pumps.

23 D9. ROSZTOCZY: It was listed es do. 1, but

24 witnout any indication that it has to be accomplished richt

2) awa/ because there is only two, three, or five minutes

D**2D *
D 'T % @

mJtAALmm
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pv DAV i available for iti is that correct?

d MR. JOHNSON: The intent of the instructions was

3 to have the operator follow those instructions sequentially,

1 and when he came to No. 1, that would be the first operator

a action.

a DR. PLESSET: Suppose he had high-pressure

injection and didn't have a break. What would the operator4

3 do?

/ MR. JOHNSON: I propose to defer that until I

13 discuss our procedures.

11 12. PLESSETs All right.

12 Zoltan, you have another question?

13 Carl?

14 Otay, why don't you go on?

la Vd. MUENCH: I think what I will do is suumarize

la some of the other activities as an introauction irito some of

14 the next presentations.

13 (Slide.)

1/ Some of the other stuales thet we have done --

2J some in resoonse to oulletins and orders and some not -- one

21 of the studies that we did was a delayea reactor coolant

22 ouma trippin] folloaino e sme ll LOCA, which is r eported in

23 .iCAP 9584, which was submitted September 1. This was in

24 response to IE oulletin 79-0$C, uit it was an exte'sion of

22 wor <, as I mentioned earlier, that we'd alre acy startea, end

iW@[hD]lDod 7
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pv OAV I finally wer3 able to form, I think, a consistent set of

a well-basea conclusions.

3 Item 2 ana 3 here is a set of studies that we

4 initiated, in fact, af ter our last ciscussion with the

Advisory Committee on natural circulation. We felt that ita

5 would be 'tery usef ul to initiate some studie s, more d 3 tailed

I studies, on natural circulation, using an advanced code that

3 we had available at the time.

> The first installment of that stuay is availaole.

IJ It's called "WCAP 9586," anJ it was submittad also aoout

11 September 1.

12 Bota of these first two items we gill have

13 cetailed discussion on today.

14 Ine next installment would be little more

lo microscopic look at what's going on in the steam generator

la in various tubes and so fortn. We will also have discussion

Ia on that today. The eport for that segment of the study is

Id not comolet3d at this time.

Is .h have also oeen lockin, cac': at our UMI olans to

2J make sure that all the conclusions we've drawn from our

21 various stuales are applicaole to U-il plans, and we'll also

22 oe soln to fielo eny auestions later wh3n Pat is talking in

23 that area.

23 Lastly, in terms of activities that are relatively

2a comalete, Vinnie is noing to summarize some areas that are
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pv DAV i still in progress, at the end of the meeting. We have

2 performed a pre-test pro jection of Semiscale Mod-3, the

3 small-break experiment. The date is a little bit ambiguous

4 rigat now. We submitted, I think, what we could call a

" preliminary result" on Friday, and preliminary f rom thea

5 standpoint that we had completed our internal review and are

completing our internal review of the results of that,

8 calculation.

9 Ni thout f urther aco , then, I would like to go on

10 into discussion on reactor coolant pump tripping.

11 MR. ESPOSITO: Mr. Chairman, Ray Skwarek will make

12 the presentation on reactor coolant pump tri pping.

13 'DR. PLESSET: Thank you.

14 MR. SKMAREK Thank you.

15 As Rick had pointed out, throughout the studies

la perf o rmed for WCAP 96 00, there were some preliminary studies

1/ done witn respect to reactor coolant pump continus.

13 operation tnroughout the small-break transient. And after

19 that report had oeen submitted and .n stinghouse haa receiveJ

2J oulle tin 79-06C, we began another, much more intensive,

21 study on the topic.

22 And as e result of tha t , 've submitted ,iC A? 9594,

23 analysis of aelayed reactor c oolant pumo trip ouring

24 small-break LOCAs at Westin3nouse nuclear plant. Tnis

2a rep 3rt was suomitted 30 days af ter receipt of oulletin

1264 i13
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pv DAV I 79-06C. The report is broken down into f our ma jor

2 sections, and this presentation will follow right along with

3 that.

4 Ine first part of thd study was to take a new look

at some of the analytical methods that are utilized in the2

a small-break codes and to doublecheck to see that they ara

indeed appropriate for analysis of LOCAs with the delayeae

d reactor coolant pump trip.

9 Tne next and probably most important part of the

13 stuay was a very large number of analyses that were

11 perf ormed for the study. Various break sizes, various plant

f 12 types, and various reactor coolant pump trip times will ce

@ 13 sumnarized a little later in the presentation. Presenting

14 those results is includad, as well as an evaluation of the

la system behavior that could exist due to continued operation

la of the pumps.

Ie Tne next section is pretty much a synthesis of all

18 the results in an attempt to determine the critical reactor

19 coolant pump time that will assure that peak clad

2J tempe ratures will remain below Appendix K limits considering

21 any break size.

22 Finally, I will just put up some summary and quick

23 conclusions for your reference.

24

25
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1 (Slide.)

2 Just to set the record straight as I start here,

3 because there was talk of what model was used in previous

4 analys6s, for all these studies here except for one that I

5 mentioned specifically, for all the analyses that were done,

6 we used essentially an evaluation model with Appendix K

7 assumptions, minimum auxiliary feedwater, minimum safeguards,

8 ANS plus 20 percent decay heat, and the like.

9 In terms of the analytical methods that were given

10 a second look, the first thing we wanted to do is verify the

11 WFLASH reactor coolant pump model to reassure ourselves thht

12 it would predict reasonable flows and pressures, given

13 two-phased and in fact even all-steam inlet conditions to the

14 pump. So, with the FSAR analyses that each plant would have

15 in their documents, the reactor coolant pumps are tripped off

16 very early in the transient and they coast down and they're
.

17 essentially dead by the time the void fractions in that pump

18 inlet path start to rise.

19 So therefore, that was the reason why the study was

20 now needed. We did a number of calculations that are presented

21 in the WCAP, that indicate that the WFLASH pump model does

22 indeed predict the expected degradation in the two-phased

23 region and pump recovery in the single-phased, either all-

24 liquid or all-steam regions.
Ace , .aerst Reporters, Inc.

25 DR. PLESSET: What does that mean, pump recovery? i
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1 What do you mean by that? In what sense does it recover?

2 MR. SKWAREK: That the pump head that's predicted

3 is a function of the speed and density, and there is not a

4 two-phased degradation factor, that all pump tests in fact

5 do demonstrate, once you get back to a single phase, there is

6 a recovery of performance.

7 DR. ZUDANS: Is the pump able to function for any

8 length of time with a two- hased mixture at all from the

9 mechanical point of view?

10 MR. SKWAREK: That's a good question. I guess there

11 isn't a final conclusion in on that. r

12 I'm going to talk about the EVA pump test. It was

13 a one-third scale pump test, and those pump test results --

14 it appears that the pump can operate for a period of time with

15 two-phase and even all steam going through the pump.

16 DR. ZUDANS: All steam I understand, but two-phase?
*

l

17 MR. SKWAREK: Two-phased as well. But I'm not sure

18 that the pump division at Westinghouse, I don't know that

19 they would necessarily approve of that position at this time.

20 Would someone like to comment from Westinghouse?

21 MR. MUENCE: Rick Muench from Westinghouse.

22 The one area of main concern is the possibility of

23 performing slug flow near the reactor coolant pump with a

24 huge flywheel sitting up on top. In our tests we did not
co. ret Reporters, Inc.

25 simulate slug flow. So where in our tests for two-phased flow
I

!
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I we got fairly smooth pump performance, we aid not slug the

2 pump. That's where the area of uncertainty still lies.

3 DR. PLESSET: Does the test nodel the axial flow;_ .

4 and tip speeds of the prototype? It doeh?

5 MR. SKWAREK: I beg your pardon?

6 DR. PLESSET: Does the one-third scale test nodel

7 properly the axial flow and the tip speed, the axial flow

8 speeds and the tip speeds of the prototype? Otherwise they

9 might not be too meaningful.

10 DR. MUENCH: Dr. Plesset, we'll be giving this in

11 more detail later in the proprietary session.

12 DR. PLESSET: Okay. We'll pass-that on.

13 DR. ZUCANS: Without any tests whatsoever, I think

14 you could probably say that the pump will not function in

15 slug flow.

16 DR. PLESSET: Well, it might function, but it won't
,

17 be happy.

18 DR. ZUDANS: It would just go to pieces. It's a

19 homogeneous mixture. |

20 MR. SKWAREK: But anyway, for the purpose of the

21 discussion right now, there was good comparison between the

22 WFLASH analytical pump performance and the:EVA one-third

23 data pump test results.

2' The next step that we wanted to do in looking at
An eral Regeners, Inc. i

!25 the analytical methods was to take a second look at the
!

I
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1 appropriate control volume steam-water mixing assumption here,

2 during the reactor coolant pump operation. Here I'm talking

3 about homogeneous control volumes, where all t he steam and

4 water is assumed to be completely mixed within the control

5 volume and there's just one void fraction for the entire

6 mixture, and a heterogeneous option where there is a distinct

7 mixture-steam interface and above that interface is saturated

8 steam and below that interface is a mixture with bubbles and

9 some void fraction, and you have bubbles rising and escaping

10 from the mixture and into the steam space.

II The first area that we looked at to determine- what

12 would be the most appropriate representation is the break

13 location control volume. For a cold leg break, that's just

14 downstream of the pump.

15 In order to determine what model we should use, we

16 again drew upon the EVA test results, and I do have some
,

17 proprietary information that could be shown later. But the

18 EVA test results would ' justify a heterogeneous assumption of

l9 the control volume just downstream o' , pump during reactor !

20 coolant pump operation.

21 DR. CATTON: The break flow model that you use,

22 though, isn't that homogeneous, or do you allow the break to

23 act somewhat as a steam separator?

24 MR. SKWAREK: The break model is homogeneous.
Ace - erst Reporters, Inc.

25 DR. CATTON: So when you say heterogeneous, you're
i
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1 not referring to your break flow model at all, and if it were

2 indeed stratified or whatever, your break flow will be wrong.

3 If the physical picture were to be stratified, your break flow

4 will be incorrect as calcul&ted.

5 MR. SKWAREK: No.

6 Pat, do you have a comment? I don't believe that's

7 accurate.

8 MR. DOCHERTY: Pat Docherty from Westinghouse.

9 The break flow model reflects fluid conditions at the

10 location where you specify the bre'k. For a mode where youa

11 have separation, the break flow model takes the conditions

12 from the lower phase. And if you specify the break at the

13 top of the pipe, it will take the conditions at the top of the

14 pipe. So in that way itJbes reflect the separation.

15 DR. CATTON: But some of the work, some of the

16 discussion that we had this morning had to do with the fact
.

17 that a break can act as a steam separator. In other words,

18 if there is homogeneous flow past the break, the mixture

19 ratio will change. |
20 MR. DOCHERTY: What comes into the break is the

21 condition that's near the break. What occurs, it's a non-

22 equilibrium condition.

23 DR. CATTON: We're not communicating.
I

24 MR. DOCHERTY: Are you talking about a crack? |
Am. eral Reporters, Inc. |

25 DR. CATTON: We're talking about a break that's !
!
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1 just downstream of the pump. That's a pretty big pipe. We're

2 talking about a small break, so that must mean a crack.

3 MR. DOCHERTY: Or a khole.

4 DR. CATTON: Or a hole. And a cross-section of that

5 hole happens to be 90 degrees to the flow direction, so it's

6 going to act as a steam separator.

7 MR. DOCHERTY: You're talking about a preferential

8 pull on the voids of the lower mixture.

9 DR. CATTON: That's correct.

10 DR. PLESSET: 'Let me ask him: Did you hear the

Il discussion that Dr. Fabi~c gave this morning?

12 MR. DOCHERTY: What we do is we bound the situation

13 by looking at the break at the bottom. We take the homogeneous

14 load phase mixture and look at a break at the top, and we

15 take whole steam discharge.

16 DR. CATTON: When you do that, did flat lead you to
,

17 different conclusions about whether or not you should turn on

18 the pumps? The reason I ask this question is because I read

19 in the documents that one of the reasons you turned off the |
|

20 pumps is because die pumps homogenize the flow and if you have '

21 homogenized flow you wind up with greater mass implementation.

22 But if the break acts as a steam separator, that reason seems

23 to disappear. So there must be other reasons.

24 MR. DOCHERTY: I think what it says if that if the
Ace cal Reporters, Inc.

25 break flow acts the way it's modeled to be, then it's prudent
i
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1 to turn off the pumps at the time that we say. If it acts

2 the other way, if it acts so that you discharge pure steam,

3 it's probably not so important whether you turn off the pumps

4 or not.

5 DR. CATTON: I'd like to qu6te Vinnie's predecessor,

6 Jim Cermak: One has to be awfully careful for operating on

7 Appendix K space.

8 MR. DOCHERTY: I agree.

9 DR. CATTON: And it sounds to me like there's a

10 little bit of that here now. You're operating in Appendix K

11 space and making operating decisions, particularly about

12 turning off the pumps.

13 MR. ESPOSITO: Dr. Catton, our underlying assumption

14 here, we're also operating in a conservative mode.

15 DR. CATTON: I think it was with respect to that

16 that Dr. Cermak was referring. In any event, very frequently

17 Appendix K space may lead you to a conservative peak clad

18 temperature, but there are a lot of things along the way that

19 are n6t conservative.
i

20 DR. PLESSET: Or it might be conservative in a

21 particular circumstance or might not be conservative in

22 another,whic is apparently similar. This is one idea, I think,

23 that we had already expressed. So conservatism, you know,
,

24 has a variety of interpretations, and I think when you say,
m e amutus, ine. j

I25 well, we're conservative, be sure that you give a good value

:

!
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1 for the loss of the break, higher than it is going to be.

2 That may sound conservat.ve and it would be in one particular

3 circumstance, but not perhaps in another one where you didn't

4 have a break at all but you had the same symptoms to start

5 with, for example.

6 MR. ESPOSITO: What we have attempted to do is to

7 do as much bounding of the phbnomenon as we can by sensitivity

8 studies and using those analyses in those studies, in those

9 many studies, to try to bound it.

10 DR. CATTON: I guess, then, if you've done this,

11 then you could tell me if the break acts as a steam separator

12 or are you led to the same conclusions with respect to turning

13 off the pumps. If you get -- if the break somehow takes the

14 steam out of the flow and lets the water go by, are you led

15 to the same conclusions?

16 MR. SKWAREK: It is more conservative to assume that

17 more liquid flow goes out, and that is the way that we have

18 performed the sensitivity studies.

19 DR. CATTON: I hear what you're saying, but you're

i

20 not answering my question. You've concluded, because the
'

21 pumps homogenize the flow, this' leads to more mass flow out

22 the break. Therefore, you should turn off the pumps. Now,

23 turning off the pumps may not always be conservative. I don't

24 know how better to ask the question. ;

*/ rei nemnm. ine. j

25 MR. SKWAREK: If there was 16ss liquid break flow, I

|
.
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I we would still want to turn off the pumps, but it would be a

2 less severe transient than the case we have considered.

3 DR. CATTON: In other words, you would always want

4 to turn off the pumps and the fact that the pumps homogenize

5 the flow is not the main reason?

6 MR. SKWAREK: Yes, that's correct.

7 DR. CATTON: Okay, I understand that.

8 DR. PLESSET: And always keep the high pressure

9 injection going.

10 MR. SKWAREK: That 's a cpod-idea , yes .

Il DR. PLESSET: All right, now. I don't have a break

12 at all, but the pressure has fallen for some other reason.

13 Is this conservative, what you're suggesting?

Id MR. JOHNSON: I think we'll be addres.ing some of

15 that.

16 DR. PLESSET: I'm sure you will.

17 (Laughter.)

18 DR. PLESSET: But you can say yes or no now.

19 MR. JOHNSON: Our procedures have been written such
!

20 Ias they are conservative, to assure core coolability with

21 safety ihjection on, permitting termination in the event of

22 non-breaks, to provide sufficient flow to assure core

23 integrity, and turn them off only after it's been established

24 that there is in fact no break.
Ace . tal Reporters, Inc.

25 '

MR. SKWAREK: There was considerable thought put
i
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I into the Westinghouse criteria of tripping the pumps at 1250 psia

2 to give adequate protection for the small break, but also to-

3 increase the margin for non-LOCA accidents as well. Wc^re

4 going to have a presentati6n on the non-LOCA accidents.

5 DR. PLESSET: Okay, we'll wait, then.

6 DR. CATTON: Just a question for my own educati6n.

7 In looking through all of your different plants, I notice

8 there's a large range in HPI set points. They run from

9 1750 to 1850 psi. Is there any reason for that or is it an

10 idiosyncrasy of the plant?

II MR. SKWAREK: I don't know the answer to that

12 question. But if you're asking in the context of the small

13 break accident, for small breaks we're going to drain the

Id system, and would you want the safety injection to come on

15 sooner, as soon as possible. The reactor coolant system would

16 depressurite very quick'ty through all those pressures.

I7 DR. CATTON: I understand that. It's just that

18 when I looked at them I could see nothing obvious about a

l9 given plant specification that would give me any clue as to
I
'

20 why there was about a 135 psi difference.

21 MR. SKWAREK: I don't know the answer to that question
|
I

22 '
myself.

23 DR. CATTON: Then I don't feel too bad.

2# DR. PLESSET: Can anyone answer Dr. Catton's
;

Ace eral Reporters, Inc.

25 question? i
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1 MR. STEITLER: Bob Steitler, Westinghouse. The

2 set point for safety injection is typically set at some

3 value lower than the reactor trip set point. I'm going to

4 show some graphs of that in my presentation. On some of the

5 earlier plants, okay, it was perceived that more margin

6 between reactor trip and SI would be a nice thing to have.

7 In other words, some of the SI set points in some of the '"

8 earlier plants were set a little lower. Newer plants, okay,

9 or current plants, the SI set point is set about 100 psi

10 below the reactor trip set point.

II DR. PLESSET: Thank you.

12 MR. SKWAREK: So, from comparative WFLASH analysis

13 that considered different assumptions at the break, we consi-

14 dered that the heterogeneous assumption , the separate assumption

15 with the break at the bottom of the pipe, tended to maximize

16 the discharge out the break and was conservative for these
,

17 analyses.

18 We also took a look at the core control volume and

l9 downcomer control volume, and arrived at basically the same

20 conclusions, again through a comparative WFLASH analysis that

21 indicated that the heterogeneous assumption utilized throughout

i
22 the transient for bbth the core and downcomer would yield j

i

23 conservative results.

24 DR. ZUDANS: How heterogeneous is this heterogeneous?
Aa- eral Reporters, inc. |

25 MR. SKWAREK: For some times when the pump is
|
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1 Operating --

2 DR. ZUDANS: No, in your analysis model how do you

3 analyze it? What do you mean by heterogeneous precisely?

4 MR. SKWAREK: By heterogeneous, precisely, I maan

5 that a contr61 volnme -- we have inlet flow paths and exit

6 flow paths that are at various elev tions, and you have a

7 calculated mixture void fraction, mixture level, and corres-

8 Ponding, above the mixture, steam volume. And as things come

9 in and go out of that control volume, they are apportioned

10 and put in or taken away from the correct phase, depending

11 upon the elevation of the mixture height with respect to the

12 elevation of the flow paths.
i

I

13 DR. ZUDANS: But it's still one fluid two-phased or

14 two-fluid two-phased or what?

15 MR. SKWAREK: One fluid two-phased.

16 DR. ZUDANS: These phases react separately or mix?

17 You have two phases cnd each phase is analyzed as if it

18 existed alone in that space, or is it mixed with the other

19 phase? j

20 MR. SKWAREK: It's mixed. j

21 DR. CATTON: I thought that was homogeneous.

22 MR. KELLY: The difference is that you have an

23 interval of the separated steam mass in each control pump.

24 That's the additional one that you need to make this analysis.
Am ral Remnters, ine, l

25 DR. ZUDANS: That's still really not heterogeneous. |
4
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1 MR. SKWAREK: It is heterogeneous.

2 DR. CATTON: Doesn't homogenized mean mixed? Also,

3 this is non-uniform flow. I think that's what Dr. Zudans would

4 like to hear: how non-uniform is the mixture?

5 MR. KELLY: The model i s a standard bubble-rise

6 model. As Mr. Skwarek pointed out, the incoming and exiting

7 fluids drag according to whether they were coming from a

8 separated steam phase or from the mixture phase. The mixture

9 phase is treated in a homogeneous manner in and of itself.

10 There is bubble rine at the interface, which we add to the -

11 steam phase.

12 DR. CATTON: So the heterogeneous aspect of it is

13 just steam separation. You're just getting the void distri-

14 bution. You're really still treating it its homogeneous.

15 What about from a fluid mechanics point of view?

16 MR. KELLY: From a fldid mechanics point of view.

17 DR. CATTON: That's homogeneous flow.
|

18 DR. ZUDANS: Then it's heterogeneous / homogeneous.

19 DR. PLESSET: Have you taken the temperatures to
!

I

20 be the same? I

I

|21 MR. ESPOSITO: Yes.

22 DR. PLESSET: So that the change in steam volume |

23 is just a pressure effect, is that it, a local pressure

24 change, is that right?
Au rel Remners. Inc.

25 MR. KELLY: No, it's still a true separation ffect. |

|
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I Within the control volume, if you have the separated steam

2 space above the homogeneous mixture of steam and air, with

3 respect to the momentum equation, if the flow path is contact-

4 ing the mixture and it looks like homogeneous flow out of the

5 mixture; if it's contacting the steam phase, it looks like

6 pure steam.

7- DR. PLESSET: I think I'm going to have to defer to

8 an expert. Dr. Fabic, do you want to make a comment?

9 DR. FABIC: We have struggled with this problem

10 for years.

II DR. PLESSET: It sounds a little mixed up to me.

12 DR. FABIC: We've struggled with this problem of

13 nonhomotjeneous flow for years, and as you probably remember,

Id years ago there was something called pancaking problems. You

15 have two or more control volumes, one on top of the other.

I
16 You end up with an unrealistic situation where you have a

,

17 layer of vapor with water below and then above that control

18 volume.
!

I9 There's another similar situation, a layer of

20 vapor and a layer of water. And so, this is why people then

21 started to introduce slip or drift in their energy equations,

22 to try to have the water communicate, to go down through the

23 junctions and have another equilibriurh. But this was always

24 done in some kind oi a band-aid fashion, all right? In other |
Ace . veel ReNrters, Inc.

i words, the calculations are done on the homogeneous model, and I25

| |
!
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I after the fact a separation is done and we adjust the fluxes

2 of each junction to do again a homogeneous calculation next

3 time,

h 4 So I do not regard this as really a very defensible

e-9 5 calculation.

6

7

8

9

10

11 s

12
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pv DAV I DR. PLESSET: It sounds pretty slippery; doesn't

2 it?

3 (Slide.)

4 MR. SKWAREK: The next step of the study was to

5 take a look at the results we obtained from various

6 analyses, and to determine what the e ffect of a continued

I operation of reactor coolant pump trip is in terms of peak

9 clad temperature, and to understand the behavior. And in

9 general, the very overall view of the reactor coolant pumps

13 opera ting is that it would tend to keep mixture levels

11 throughout the system at higher elevations due to the muc h

12 increased flow rates as comparea to an FSAR calculation,

13 where the pumps trip at time zero, e ssentially, and there is

14 a distinct point in time where the creak flow void fraction

la becomes one, which corresponds to the time when the reactor

16 coolant system drains down to the break elevation.

l. But with the pumps running, since levels are

la higner, you can continue to put out two-chased f rom the

19 oreak, whicn yields in a reduced primary liquid inventory

20 f or continuer. operation of the reactor coolant pump.

21 #e found through the analyses -- and what we used

22 to g3 t this slide mostly was the three-loop p1'nt analysis,

23 although two and four loop show the exact same behavior.

24 But I am going to ref er to two and fours a little

2; diff erently later. But it turns out that there were really

1264 130
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pv DAV 1 three distinct points in the transient that yield diff erent

2 types of behavior.

3 The first case would be if the reactor coolant

4 pumps are tripped prior to the time that the reactor coolant

5 system drains to the break elevation, for the FSAR case.

5 And, again, the FSAR case is a case where tne pump tripped

essentially at time zero. For this c ase , then, the creak
i

3 void fraction goes to one at approximately the same time as

> the FSAR calculation. And therefore, the primary liquid

is approximately the same as the FSAR calculation and13 mass

11 yields almost equivalent peak clad temperatures.

12 And this category here is really represented oy

13 the Westingaouse procdure on high-pre ssure injec tion. High

14 reactor coolant pump trip of 1250 psia. If you do follow

15 that procedure and indeed trip the pumps, 1250 psia plus

la uncertainties, you will result in a case that is descrioed

il thera as " Case A," and indeed the FSAR calculation is still

13 a ppro pria te for that situation.

Is Tne next point of interest are cases where the

23 reactor coolant pump trips af ter the time of the reactor

21 coolant systen drain to the break elevation for the FSAR

22 case. Inis results, as I said before, in a prolonged period

23 of liquid mess discharge out the brea k that results in a

24 reduc ed primary liquid mass.

23 Tais reduced primary liquiJ mass has two effects

1264 i31
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pv DAV i after the pumps trips One is deeper core uncovery and

2 there fore high clad heat outbreaks. The second effect is

3 reduced total time of core uncovery due to two things one,

4 a late or first uncovery of the core because the operation

5 of the pumps would hold the levels up in the core longer

6 but secondly, an earlier accumulator injection, which really

occurs because of the deeper core uncovery.,

3 As you uncover the core deeper and deeper, there

9 is less of the decay heat that enters the fluid, and

13 therefore, the depre ssurization rate is greater and you can

11 reach the accumulator injection set point earlier in the

12 transient.

13 DR. CATTON : I missed that. If I am comparing A

14 and B at a given time would I expect the pressure in the

15 system to 03 higher or lower than in A, all things oeing the

lo sama except the pumps are off in A7

14 MR. SKdAREK I don't understand your cuestion.

13 DR. CATTON: I get the feeling that there are two

1/ com?ating effects.

20 MR. SKWAREK There are.

21 DR. CATTON: If I turn off the pumps, I am coing

22 winc up wita -- I think I should wind up with higher

23 pressure because I will have colder fluid in the bottom and

24 mayos superneated ste am aoove.

25 2R. SKdAREK: While tne pumps are operating, tner?

i264 i32
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pv DAV i isn't a great deal of difference on the reactor coolant

2 system pressure. Af ter the pumps trip, the pressure in tne

3 syste m is dr iven, in part by the break ann' also in part by

4 the amount of core that's uncovered.

5 DR. CATTON: What I am trying to get at is the

5 difference Detween pumps on and pumps off. Will the

/ pressure ce higher for the pumps-off case than f or the

3 pumps-on casu?

9 f.4R. SKdAREK Yes.

10 DR. CATTON: Now, if the pressure is higher, isn't

11 it going to depend strongly on where the break is? Some of

12 these conclusions you're resching, if I have higher

13 pressure,'I can sure drive more mass up the break.

14 '!R . SKWAREK We've analyzed the spectrum of.

la crea.<s in tae study. Yes, there is an effect on creak size

la thu; I will talk about on tne next slide.

1, J.t . PLESSET: The location is a very important

Id question.

1* JR. CATTO:J If I put it just upstream of the

20 pump.

21 J f. PLESSET: That's rignt.

22 JR. CATf0N: I don't care whether tne pumo is

23 running or not.

24 AR. SKWAREK I taink while the pump is running,

23 there isn't a strona eff ect on the reactor coolant system

*
D A" r

mt g in** u as
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pv DA/ 1 press ure anJ therefore not a strong e ffect on break flow.

2 DR. CATTON: If I have a break low in the cooling

3 system and the pumps are off, it seems to me the mass flow

4 is going to ce higher.

5 '4R . SKWAREK: No, with continued operation of tha

o reactor coolant pumps you can push out more liquid mass than

/ you can for a case where the pumps are tripped regardless of

S where the break is located.

9 DR. CATTON: I guess I just can't celieve that.

IJ But let's go on.

11 07. ZUDANS: There has to be a reason. Is it

14 oecause it's a more homogenous mix?

13 |.1R. SKWAREK Unless I am not interpreting what

14 you are saying, while the pumps are running there isn't a

15 large effect on the reactor coolant system pressure.

10 Therefore, while the pumps are running, the break flow

1/ oetween the two cases are approximately tne same. So, the

li diffarence in liquid mass out the cre ak only arises in tnat

is in aqe case the pump's off , you uncover the creak elevation

2] soone r than you will when tne pumps are runqing, that you

21 nava a prolonged two phas ed.

22 J.7 . PLE55ET: You talk aoout uncovering tne

23 oreak. Dr. Catton's talking about a break, say, just

24 uostream of the pumg. That's a low point in the system.

22 deala it drain dovn to that point or uncover the system to

264 134
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pv DA/ I that point?

2 MR. SKWAREK Oh, yes, for all these breaks, you

3 can completely drain the sfstem.

4 DR. PLESSET: That's what is a little disturbing.

a DR. CATTON : It just doesn' t fit.

5 DR. PLESSET: Just a little disturbing.

D7. CATTON: Because the pressure is hiaher, then.

d the mass flux is going to be higher up to the point where

9 the creak is uncovered.

1) MR. SKdAREK: The pressure is approximately the

11 same while the pumps are running.

12 DR. CATTON: You are arguing that one should turn

13 off the pum.a. So, I ask the cuestions is the pressure

14 coing to be higher or lower with the pumps running? If it's

15 going to be lower with the pumps running, then I am acing to

13 have higner mass flux out of a crea.< that's low in the

1/ system and tne pumps are not running because the prassure is

13 higher.

19 iM . SX7AREI Prior to tne time tne br e a'<

25 uncovers, tne pressure with the pump running or not runnina

21 is approximately the same.

2 D<. PLESSET How, we go to tne p71nt where tne

23 oreec is uncoverea. That's what he was talkina aoout.

24 J7. CA f f o.J : Ano that's different. What ne's

2; saying is different. He's right. I f the pressure remains

1264 i35
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pv JAV I the same until the break is uncovered, then you're right.

2 But now I can conceive of a situation, gee, I think, in

3 which it was apparent in the data f rom Three Mile Island

4 where the water celow the core was cold and the steam was

a s uper he ated. Nov, in that set of circumstances, if I were

5 to mix up tne system, I would get a pressure dropt right?

So, it woula aepend upon where the creak is..

8 '4 R . MICHELSON: That's like a restart of the pumo

9 flow.

13 JR. CATTO.4 I mixed it up to make a point. I

11 have regions where the system is, in essence, subcooled and

12 regions whers it's superheated. If, under t1ose

13 circumstancas, I am going to have a higher pressure --

14 Dd. ZUDANS: You say whetne r tne pump is running

la or not, until the creak is uncovered the pressure is aoout

la the same. .. hat maintains that pressure?

1, 4R. SK4AREK What's maintaining the pressure

13 there is really a oelance of heat removal from the primary

19 syste m taro'17h to the secondary system. And you find that

2) the 7CS pressure tends to hang up at a pressure just hign

21 enough aoove the steam generator saf e ty valve to maintain a

2J coq]lete re aoval of Jecay heat oecause at tais coint in time

25 the creak is still removing liquid flow, so it's removin?

21 relc;ively little of the decay heat. So, it's eally th?

22 steam generator secondary side that determines the reactor

i264 i36
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pv DAV 1 coolant system pressure early in the transient.

2 OR. ZUDANS: And that means that the heat removal

3 rate at the seconaary system is about the same whether you

4 have pumps on it or not. Is that likely or possible? Or is

5 that true? I understand your point. You remove the heat at

6 the same rate in either case on the secondary side, and you

/ generate tha same amount of heat anJ remove the sama amount

3 of he at through the creak s then your pressure will stay

J put.

IJ 'U . SKWAREK Yes.

11 J?. ZUJAN3: Now, is the heat removal rate

la d i f f e rent in case of the pump running or not running?

13 'H. SK4AREK: The analysis doesn't show.

14 significant difference, no.

la DR. ZUDANS: It means you estaolish it instantly.

la or inmediately or snortly, natural circulation thst's aole

li to transport the sane amount of heat throug'n the primary

15 system to tae seconaary as if the pumps were running?

Is '11. 5Kci AREK: That's riqht..

23 Rick, do you have some thing to add?

21 MJ. MUE:1CH: I ho.;e I can clarify just a li ttle

2d uit. I think tnat the heat rate indeed is different when

23 you nave tne reactor coolanc pumps running versus not

21 running. But the steam generator set point is the same in

2; eitnar case,
i

1264 i37
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pv OA/ I DR. ZUDANS: Does that have something to Jo with

2 the f act that you run the heat pumps and they also add a lot

3 more heat to the system comaaraole to wnat S aur decay hea t

4 is?

o 'AR . MUENCH: I don't have a good handle on that.

5 Re a ll y, I wasn't really addressing that. Certainly thera is

more power added to the system when you have reactor coolante

3 pumps.

/ DR. ZUDANS: You're probably right in what you are

is saying, but it's very diffi; ult to imagine, just by

11 listening, that you really will have such a nice, balanced

l_ situation. There has to oe some diff erence, mayce not

13 significant.

14 04. PLESSET: If I unders t and what you're saying,

is you say that the heat removal rate is aoout the same whether

la the cumps are running or not.

1/ DR. ZUDANS: That's the paint.
.

13 DR. PLESSET: Is tnat what you're sayina?

I/ 'ia . SKMAREX: Yes..

23 DR. PLESSET: So that the only reason for turnino

21 the pumps off is to a ff ect the loss of inventory rate ?

2: 'H . SK1AREX: Yes.

23 J.4 . PLE3SEf: So tnat leads to another nuestion.

24 Are you calculating that correctly? And my hunch is that

2; you a ren' t, in most cases. That's my hunch. I don't have
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pv DAV I any demonstration.

d Dr. Catton indicated some concarn about this,

3 which I share, calculating the rate of loss of inventory,

4 which reall/ is the central question in this whole

; analy si s -- i s tha t right -- because you already told us

6 that the rate of heat removal doesn't change very much.

s That's a little surprising, in itself. To me, it is. I

3 don't knaw aoout you.

> dould you say you're a little surprised? Let's

1) groo that for the moment.

Il DR. ZUJAN3: I would oe even more surpriseo,

12 oecause if the rate of heat removal does not chan ge , then

13 your pressure should increase with pump operation Decause it

14 adds some more heat. Maybe i t's just the 13 percenti I

15 don't know.

13 4R. ESPOSITO: I would like to ma.<e two comments,

14 one that Pat Docherty will make with discussion on the break

la flow, and taen a comment to Dr. Catton's concerns on the TMI

1/ situation, what happeneo to the pressure there.

2J I think we have left it open. We haven't gotten

21 closure.

22 '4.i . DDTHEdfY: Pat Dochert/, f rom 'Ne stinonouse.

2J As I indicatea, our break model does take the

2, local conaitions at the break location, so we don't

25 pref +rentially poll steam and water. So, if we have a

pg giD 0 bh
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pv OAV i separated mode with a two pnased mixture and steam space

2 above, what you do when you put the break at the bottom is

3 that you calculate an inventory loss based on a se pa ra tio n,

I dnd the separation is almost complete bec ause the

o 1cwer-phasea mixture is very low quality.

5 Tnat situation is a situation where you have a

/ Ver/ good s3paration mechanism and you have a large

3 inventory lo ss. What do you have to do to your pumps? The

/ answer is tnat you have to trip them and you have to trip

IJ them in about 10 minutes. So, it does make a difference.

Il fae othe r case is that if you have complete steam

Id floa at the top of the pipe, what happens then? ilell, it's

13 inoicated from the results of the studies that pump trip is

14 not so critical.

1; All we're saying is that if the situation exists

la -- doa our a ata indica tes tnat it would -- that you ao have

1. separation, and g,OJ separation, in that pipe, then you'd

15 oetta r make a oecision on pump trip based on that

1/ situation. That's what we're doing.

23 A,J the situation that you talk aoout, of

21 pref 3rential voids moving towards tne breaks is somewhere in

22 cetaeen those cases.

23 JR. PLES3ET: I tnink there is another point.

2: You're supposinn that the break doesn't affect the state of

2; the liquid near tne creak. Rignt? You're supposing that

0 0 Q$ Okb
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pv DAV i the breat, t .esence of the break, doesn't affect the

2 state of ths liquid in the neighbornood of the orcak?

3 4?. DaOHERTY: That's correct.

1 J7. FLESSETr But it does.

a M.f . D00HEdr?s In that i' would preferentially

a poni more va ids.

JR. ?LESSET: It oecomes a __ >erhe ated liquid now
4

3 Decause it knows that the pressure just outside that break

/ is very low and in tne region of inflow. It's the Kind of

IJ thing that Jr. Facic was describing f or us 9 little while

11 ago. So, tnat liquid could very well flash there even

IJ though you wouldn't, in your model, a ssume tnat it aid.

13 M2. DOCHERTY: That phenomenon is part of the

14 oreak flow model. I will ao throuah that discussion.

la JR. PLE53ET: Oh, you're going to tal'c acaut

la that. Mayo? we'd ostter wait, then.

li 2.i . D00HE:t f Y: You have to De very careful aoout

19 oreac geometry oef ore you soply break flow to correlations.

Is And what we Jic wes go oscK and loox at the possinle creak

2J geome tries ano decide whether our creak flow correlations

21 are sufficient.

2_ Fu rtar y discussion is what's n6ppenina upstream

2a nase; on the cre3k flow.

24 L?. SKWARE.<* Just to reoaat acain one more t iin e .

2; In tnat last slida, where I said we did stuJies at tne creak

j '} { /4 j4j
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pv DAV I noda, by naving a heterogeneous assumption at the break

2 node, it didn't tend to maximize the liquid discharge from

3 the creak in terms of the system. The two characteristics,

4 then, A onJ B, really have opposing e ff ects on peak clad

tempe rature and give rise to a maximum f unction of peak clada

d temperature versus reactor coolant pump trip time.

4 And we have founu for some brea k cases that, given

6 the a ssumptions in the model, that peak cladding temperature

/ cal:ulations may as calculated to De greater than tne FSAR

13 casa and greater than 2200 degrees.

11 ine last type of cehavior that we have coservea

12 woulo be indicative of a case where the reactor coolant cump

13 has continu3d to remain operationel essentially

14 indefinitely. And for tnis situation we maximize the liould

to mass discharge period. The longer you keep the pumps

la runqing, tas more liquid mass you push out tne creeg. 30,

le this clearly maximize s that ef fect.

13 ibwever, there is another e ffec t that you nave

li wit 7 the punos running that more than compensates for taati

2; that being that as the pumps remain running, the top of the

21 downcomer cecomes pressurizac and the level in the aowncome r

2. is tiepresse; oy the pressure aoplied by the pumps ana it

2a tends to dearess the downcomer dow, to tne elevation where

24 steam now can flow around tne cottom of the core barrel and

2a up tnrough the core. And in fact, large amounts of steam

( [f bb
'
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pv JAV I are c alculated to flow around the Dottom of the barrel into
J the core ana this yields very good steam cooling flow rates,

3 like an order of magnitude higher than steam coolin) flow

4 ratis that would exist if the pumps vere tripped.

5 And for these cases where the pump is running

3 throughout the entire transient, the peak clad temperature

/ remains well below the FSAR case.

3 44. MICHEL5ON: Before you leave that slide , could

9 you give me just a orief discussion of how you handled the

13 orea4 at the top of the pressurizer in terms of the modeling

11 and flows and pumps running or not running?

12 MR. SK/l ARE/. : The creak at the top of the

13 pressurizer, we utilized -- we did utilize a better estimate

14 orea.< flow moJe1 that was based on the geometry and found

la that there is still, as the results that Ric k snowed before,

1; from an area of one PORV to three P0.4Vs, that tnere is still

14 no core uncovery if one assumes that the PORVs are stuck

13 open. It assumes tais cetter estimate crea4 flow model.

l/ 'H. MICHEL501: Wnat I am really ge tting at is:

23 describe to me mechanistically now what is flowing out tne

21 ar e a'< as a function of time, particularly as the vola

22 fraction g?ts very large in the circu'.ating fluid, and wnat

2a napsans to the inventory of water tnat was up in the

21 press urizer that never gets oack out or becomes homogenized

2; with the rest of the system?

D' ,
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pv JAV i In other words, walk through the hydraulics of it.

2 MR. SKWAREK As the break starts out, the mixture

3 level rises in the pressurizer and rises right to the

4 elevation of the creak and then there is two phase flow out

u the break. Ar.J depending upon the creak model that's

a a ssu,n e d, thet determines the amount of two phased flow. And

/ you would continue to have the two-phased flow out the

3 brea'<, ana you'd deplete the mass within the rest of the

/ reactor coolant system.

ld ?4 R . VICHELSON: Yes. Something's got to come in

11 as something is coming in. What's coming in during this

l- tine now? I understand, of course, there'll be two-phased

13 going out. What's coming into the surge line?

14 '4 R . S K/iA REK Earlier in the transient, it would

la still be twa phased flow. But as you continue to oeplete

la the nass of the primary system, event:Jally it would go to

17 steam flow.

la 14 7 . .4ICHELSON: That's the cuestion. Is the fluia

19 in One pressurizer now of tne same void f raction as the

23 fluid in the valves of the reactor coolant system, or is it

21 sone other /cid fraction?

22 47. S K,i AR Ei n It's li'cely to oe a diff erent void

23 fraction.

2i Md. 14ICiEL50N: Do your calculations trac'c this ?

2; 44. SK1AREK: Certainly. Yes.

'
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pv JA/ I V.1. MICHELSON: Because that's the only way you

2 can track tne mass lost from the system out through the

3 pressurizer creak, so you must have some way the results of

4 this. Are they reflected in any of the reports tnat you

a handed out to us?

o MR. SKdAREK dell, WCAP 9600, we did the analysis

of :ne power-operated relief valve creaks, and there were , Ie

3 guess , 50 Jifferent plots of various system parameters. One

9 of taem was pressurizer level, void fractions and qualities

l ') throughout the system.

11 '&i . MICHEL30ii I guess my difficulty with 9603 is

li the same as with your explanation; that is that it's a wnole

13 lot of answers but I don't understand what's going on in the

14 cc. tem.

15 Mayce, indeed, the calculation doe s take care of

la a ll of this. I will ta%e your worJ f or it now. But you can

li s ee my difficulty. This is clearly a unioue creak and

13 ocesn't oehave like a creak in the not leg or tne cold lig.

le And i f sometning nappens to the large inventory of water, I

2J 3m just trying to figure, visualize what's acing on. And

21 it's not entirely clear to me what the answer is, and I

22 can't find it in 9503. But that was an cwful lot of paper

23 to go tarougn to find it. I thought mayce you could just

24 ansaar.

2a D7. CATT0J: I would just like to second

h j0
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pv i)AV i Jr. 41chelson's comments about WCAP 9603. Other than being

2 9603 pages and being very dif ficult to read, I found very

3 little descriptive noterial of the physical processes you're

i trying to model, just kind of a vercal description and then

3 a whole ounch of answers. What that leads to is asking

5 probably what are a lot of stupid questions here.

/

3

)

13

11
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Y
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mycuAV i MR. Edv0SITO: I'm sorry, Dr. Ca tton , that you

2 feel that way acout 9000. We thought we did a rather

3 significant piece of work in understanding the behavior of

4 small breaks. Section 3 of the report is probab!; one of

5 the best exposes on what you would expect and what is going

o on. The reason for the large amount of paper in there was

7 the need for pu tting all of the plots that were required.

6 It mace it bulky, but we were hoping that it would not ta ke

y away f rom the meaningf ulne ss, especially of Chapter 3, where

10 you talk about phenomena anu behaviors that are going on in

11 a small break.

12 Besides WCAF 9000, howe ve r , there are a number of

13 ref erences whicn go back and talk about some of th's details,

14 pernaps, that we had been requesting, some of the

lo calculations in tne models that had been previously

lo submitted. So, yes, indeed, it's not all very simply in one

17 place. I can appreciate that s ta tern e n t , but we were hoping

ic tha c the re por t indeed was qui ue clear in its explanation of

Iv the phenomena going on.

20 MR. 1.iICHELSON: I would just for my own benefit

21 like to poin t out that I thought it was a very fine piece of

22 work. I cian't nave any dif ficul t accepting this one case.

23 But in this one case I just didn't seem to be able to fina

24 the answers we're looking f or.

25 MR. ESPOSITO: For that particular case, then, I
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mgcuAv i think it would be well to pu t together the f ollow through

2 and the walk through of that particular case.

3 MR. MICHELSON: I wasn't attempting to pa ss any

4 reflection on the balance of the report. But this

5 particular one, and I thought it was an important thing to

o consider, and I couldn't find the descriptions of the

7 phenomena that were going on, but rather just some answers,

o and I didn't understand clearly that that would be the

y answer.

10 |.!R. ESPOSlia : Le will pu t together the

'

11 description of the phenomena as the transient proceeds.

12 MH. MICHELSON: I think it's very important

13 because it will bring to light, then, a f ew of these other

le parts of the discussion earlier today and the concerns I

lb haa. ,

lo UR. Call 0d s I think it de pends on what you're

17 looking f or. I was very interested in the reflex node steam

to generator, ano I tr ied to find where the effects of

19 nonconcensibles had been assessed, and all I found was that

20 the heat transf er coef ficient is 200. And I find t ha t

21 somewh6t unsatisfactory.

22 ,iR . ESPOSITO: We ao not have reflex mode in the'

23 present evalua tion.

24 DH. CATf0N : Maybe I'm ge tting the reports mixed

29 u p.
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mgcuAV I DR. ZUUANS: I have just one question. One

2 comment was made by you there that lef t me a little

3 confused. You said tha t when you put the break in the

4 control volume near where the homogeneous mixture was, you

5 calculated that you had about ten minutes time to shut the

6 pump down . Now this, in my simple minded interpretation, is

7 contracictory because I thought the pumps homogenized the

e flow ano leads to a larger discharge. But the flow is

y already fluid.

10 Wha t i s the scenario in this case?

11 14R. SKh AREK The pumps tend to cause the fluid

12 levels to remain at higher elevations due to the high flow

13 rates, out you still have a draining ef f ect. The EVA pump

14 tests ao show, even with the pumps operating, that a

la heterogeneous assumption cownstream of the pum p i s mo s t

lo a ppropri a te .

17 UR. ZduANS : I see. That means if I shut the pump

10 down, tnis fluid will disappear f rom that location,

lv 14R. SKWAREK Yes. With the pumps running, the

20 void f ractions below the mixture height tend to be higher

21 than they would be with the pumps off . fnen as soon as you

22 shut the pumps of f, oecause you have expelled more liquid

23 mass but still nave a mixture at nigher void f raction ano a

24 higner elevation, a level and the system does just kind of

25 drop out as soon as you trip the pum ps. Ano that's when the
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mgcdAV 1 deep core uncovery occurs f or some break sizes, and

2 sometimes a reactor coolant pump trip.

3 DR. ZUDANS: Well, I was just trying to put those

4 ten minutes in better perspective. I don't think it's quite

5 clear to me, but leave it at that.

o MR. DOCHERTf W ha t I'm saying is is that when the

7 pump's running, i t brings fluid into the cold leg, and the

d EVA tests show that it brings water into the cold leg as

opposeo to the case when the pump is not running and watery

10 is not oeing brought into the cold leg. Now once that

11 mixture is brought into the cold leg, the pump tests show

12 tha t it separates out, so'that you do model the break at the

13 bo ttom of the cold leg. And then you would be discharging

14 fluia,
,

15 DR. ZUDANS: Okay. If you shut the pum p down, you

10 will not ha ve tha t.

17 N. R . DOCHERTY: You will not be bringing that water

lo in.

Iv DR. ZUuANS: Thank you.

20 Ud. PLESSET This, of course, assumes that the

21 most im por tan t case is a break in the cold leg. And I

22 presume you've es taolishea tna t.

23 1.~. R . SKWAREK: Y es , we ha ve . I'm going to talk

24 about other break loca tions on a f urther slide. But I just

25 wanted to explain the phenomenon first. Then we'll expana
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mgcuAV I to different plant types and diff erent break sizes and

2 locations.

3 Just to show one more time a li ttle bit of

4 analysis results, I'd like to show you the ef f ec ts of A and

5 B that I just discussed -- deeper core uncovery and a

o reduced total time of core uncovery -- that I pu t u p, and

7 they're on your next two slides.

e (Slide.)

9 This curve is actually a cannection of points that

10 were developed f rom a number of analyses. There may have

11 been six or eignt dif f erent analyses that have established

12 this curve. What we did is look at the three loo p plant,

13 and at this point in time looking at a three inch cold leg

14 break, we plottea reactor coolant trip time f rom the

lo analysis versus tne minimum core mixture elevation. And as

lo we see as the time of the reactor coolant pump trip is

17 delay eo more ano more, then you have a dee per and deeper

lo core unc ove ry .

19 Eventually, even with the case where tne pump is

20 continuing to run, the break flow void fraction would arrive

21 at one all steam for that case as well. That occurs right

22 out here. So you would expec t to see this line then kind of

23 leveling ou t, as it does.

24 UR. ZUuANS: Where was this break that you showed

25 this curve f or -- tne break location f or this curve?
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mgcuAV 1 MR. SKWAREK This is a three loop, three inch

2 cola leg break.

3 DR. CATTON: Where in the cold leg?

4 MR. SAWAREK At the bo ttom of the cold leg.

5 DR. ZUDANS: Before or af ter?

o MR. SKWAREK: Downstream of the pump. I'm sorry.

7 DR. ZuDANS: Downstream of the pump discharge.

O MR. SKWAREK Discharge of the pum p.

y DR. ZuDANS: Why would that affect -- I gue ss it

10 woula,

11 MR. SKWAREK: The longer you keep the pumps

12 running, the longer the mixture levels . tend to stay up in

13 the system. Therefore, the longer is your period of liquid

14 disc harge bef ore you switch over to all steam discharge.

15 DH. CATION: What i s the lowest point in your

lo system?

17 MR. ESPOSITO: The bottom of tne vessel is the

lo lowest point in the system.

IV JR. CAITON: Okay.

20 (Laugnter.)

21 UH. PLESSET: He's tninking of the 1 cops, not the

22 ve ssel .

23 UR. CATION: The lowest point ir, the loop.

24 bd. PLESSET: uo you want to talk about a break

25 there?
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mgcuAV I (Laughter.)

2 MR. ESPOSITO: he did.

3 MR. MICHELSON: The curve showing mini:aum core

4 mixture height is an important one. Could you give us just

5 a little f eeling though what it also did to duration of

o experiencing this minimum core height? Doesn't it tend to

7 stretch out the exposure time consicerably?

b MR. SKWAREK: Yes, that's wha t the next slide will

V show you.

10 (Slide.)

II And here I'm plotting B, which is again -- it's

12 f or t he three loop, three inch break and reactor coolant

13 pump time versus the total time of core uncovery. And as I

14 said berore, as you celay the reactor coolant p;m p trip, the

19 total time of core uncovery tends to decrease.

lo DR. PLESSET: W ha t is this critical break size?

17 W ha t break size is referred to? Is that three inch?

Io MR. SKWAREK: This is the three inch we've done

lv here. Tne cri tical break size I'm going to talk about in

20 just another slide or two. That's the largest break that

21 you must trip tne reac tor coolant pumps in order to maintain

22 peak clad tempera tures below 2200 degree s.

23 UR. ZULANS: Looking at these two plo t s , i t seems

24 like something is missing in terms of additional

O
20 information. One case showed that you would have coverea
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mgcuAV 1 f urther down. This case shows that you uncover for a much

2 longer time if you were in a hurry to shut the pumps cown.

3 Isn't there some kind of an optimum point, combination of

4 uncovery versus duration of uncovery in terms of damage?

5 MR. SKWAR EK: There is. I wouldn't call it an

6 optimum point, though. I'd call it a worst point.

7 DR. ZUDANS: It would be an optimum point, because

6 you're looking f or the least damage -- not for the most

v damage. For the most damage, just keep it open. There's an

10 optiaun. minimum camage as a f unction of uncovery versus

11 dura tion of uncovery.

12 If you shut the pu.ap down soon, you uncover it for'

13 a longer time, but if you shut the pump down sooner, you

14 have according to your other plot 00

IS DR. PLESSET: I think damage is kind of

to unf or tuna te . It may even be an unpleasant word.

17 DP. ZubANS: A higher core elevation, so you

lo uncover fo. a longer time but small amount. So it's

19 con tradictory need. You understand?

20 LR. PLESSET: I think , Zenons, the point is that

21 you uon't have core damage.

22 LR. ZobAnS I'm not talking about that in a

23 qualitative sense. Your first plo t shows that if you trip

24 at o00 seconas, you uncover or your minimum core mixture

20 elevation is five f eet, but your last for a total tine of
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mgcuAV I core uncovery --

2 MR. SKWAREK: 600 seconds. Yes.

3 UH. ZUUANS: If you trip the pump a t 800 seconds,

4 your minimum core mixture elevation is only a f oot and a

5 half. It's more core uncovery but for less time.

o MR. SKWAREK You're wondering what the trade off

7 is?

o DR. ZUDANS: Obviously, there is an optimum point.

Y MR. SKWAREA: I have it drawn on a slide la ter.

10 I'll finally bring this all back toge ther and peak clad

11 t em pe ra tu re , anc you'll find that peak clad temperature

12 tends to go up here and then come back down again. So

13 there's really a maximum poin t of peak clad temperature

14 somewhe re f or thi s case , tripping the pump in this region

15 here.

Io DH. ZUUAWS: So that would be something that you

17 shoulo avoid?

Io MR. SKWAREK (es, sir.

ly DR. ZUDANS: According to the way you draw that

20 line, it would a ppear tha t the longer you wait for shutting

21 cown, tne better it is -- certainly beyond 600 seconas.

22 MH. SKWAREK: ihat's probably right. If you could

23 ensure that t hose pum ps could keep running beyond 800

24 seconds, you probably would be okay. That's rignt. But

29 i t's ge tting through this point that is the problem.
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mgcvAV 1 DR. ZUbANS: Then the statement someplace else

2 that we neard thi s morning, that we'd have to shut it down

3 witnin 13 minutes is incorrect? You have to go oeyond some

4 point and then shut down.

5 MR. SKWAREK: The 30 minutes, if I recall

o correctly, it's on the time that tne core would uncover,

7 given a PORV stuck open.

6 DR. CATTON: I think the 30 minutes was steam

9 generator dry out time.

10 MH. SKWANEK les, tha t's another 30 minutes.

11 Bill?

12 MR. JOHNSON: We may have missed a significant

13 point here in that if, in fact, the reactor coolant pumps

l* can continue to operate throughout the transient, it's clear

16 that the results are improved over the point where they are

lo tri ppea . P hat we're trying to addre ss here is the

.17 possibility of, f or some reason, pumps operating up to a

lu point in time in the transien t and then for a spurious

19 rea son or the f act that the operator is sensing damage to

20 t he pun.ps beginning , he should shut them off, shutting them

21 off at a particular time relatively early in the transient

22 where potentially undesirable situations can occur. But if

23 t he puir ps can opera te through the transient, the results are

24 the best.

25 DR. ZUUANS: I misunderstood your previous
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mgcuAv 1 presentation then. I thought you were directed to trip the

2 pum ps.

3 MR. JOHNSON: We do that because wt cannot

4 guarantee that the pumps will not trip at an undesirable

5 time at some point in the transient. If I could gurantee

o t ha t the pumps would always operate, I would not trip the

7 pumps. I can't do tha t.

c DR. ZUDANS: I understand. The only thing that

9 these two slides tell me is that there is a time before

10 which you shnuld not trip the pum p.

Il MR. JOHNSON: No. I think the interpretation is

12 that there is a time at which it would be undesirable to

13 trip the pump, and if in f act the pump would eventually trip

14 at tnat time, it is desirable to trip it prior to that time.

15 DR. ZUDANS: He sa ys i t should be tripped prior

io to sometning like 600 seconds.

17 14R. JOHNSOH: That is if the pump would eventually

lo trip at like 700 seconds. Since I can't guarantee that the

19 pum p won' t trip a minute f rom now for some other reason, we

20 are currently recommending that the pump be tripped prior to

21 that poin t in time.

22 JR. ZUbANS: Okay. What my concern is, by your

23 set of instructions, they only refer to one point at the

24 pre ssure setting. You may just direct the operator to trip

2b the pump rignt in the wrong place at the wrong time.
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mgcDAV I MR. SKWAREK We've checked that for a number of

2 plants, and that really f alls in the category of the first

3 type that I talked about on the slide which shows the

4 analysis results of evaluation. We've shown by analysis

5 that if t he pumps trip at the 1250 psi, yott're way back

o here. You're just like the FSAR case. It's essentially

7 equivalent to tripping the pump at time zero in terms of the

6 thermohydraulics of the LOCA.

9 You know, we've run the cases, and it's presente(1

10 in r.' CAP 9600. If I showed you an FSAR calculation for

il uncovery transient and then showed you another calculation

12 wher e I tripped the pumps at 1250 psia, they would appear

13 identical to you. There's maybe some slight differences in

14 the calculation, but looking at the transients, they would

is a ppear identical .

lo UR. ZdDANS: You are saying that they would occur

17 before.

le MR. SKWAREK Yes, sir. It occurs back here,

19 although this only goes to 500, so it's f urther back.

20 DR. PLESSET: I think we'd be tter move on. I

21 think we're running behina a little bit.

22 (Laughtyer.)

23 MR. SKWAREK Okay. I'll move on. So for any one

24 break size, what we came up with was an interval of possible

25 worst peak clad tempera ture , but it gets more complicated
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mgcOAV i in that you can't predict wha t the break size is going to

2 be.

3 (Slide.)

4 In fact, if you change break size, relationships

5 in absolute time-space also shif t. So we f ounci that the

o break size aff ects the magnitude of the peak clad

7 temperature. As we move to larger and larger breaks,

6 there's a reduced peak clad temperature penalty, and when we

Y move to smaller breaks, there's an increased peak clad

10 temperature, and the larger and smaller at this point -- I'm

11 still using as my point of base measure the three inch break

12 for the time being. For very small breaks, f or example le ss

13 than one inch in diameter, there is essentially no peak clad

14 tempera ture because the reactor coolant system will not

15 drain f or that case.

16 You will tend to maintain a two phased continuous

17 circulation of fluid. In fact, for a break of three

16 quarters of an inch or less, the equilibration pressure that

19 Rick talked about earlier in the morning is about the

20 equivalent of 1250 psia, so you wouldn't be instructing the

21 operator to trip to pump for that size break. If he did

22 trip it t hou g h, there would be no adverse consequences.

23 We've also found tha t the break size affects the

24 length of the reactor coolant trip time interval of worst

25 peak clad tempera ture results. And as we move to larger
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mgc0AV I breaks, the interval decreases or vanishes. And as we move

2 to smaller and smaller breaks, that interval of worst

3 possible peak clad temperatures tends to get broader and

'
4 broader.

5 In terms of a break location, we have verified by

6 analysis that the hot leg break is much less limiting than

7 the cold leg break really for two reasons. Well the main

6 reason is that there is a much greater' liquid mass inventory

9 and thus much less core uncovery f or the hot leg break, due

10 primarily f or two reasons. With the cold leg break, we

il assume that the line of pump safety injection of least

12 resistance spills and never enters the reactor coolant

13 system. But f or the hot leg break, we include that line as

14 part of saf ety injection systems. So we're putting more

15 liquid in.

16 On the other hand, if you want to look at what's

17 leaving the system if you have a hot leg break, entropies at

to the break location tend to be higher and therefore break

IV flow up to any point of trip time in the transient is less.

20 So the net effect is much greater liquid mass inventories

21 and less impact in terms of peak clad tempera ture.

22 DR. ZUDANS: Could you define more precisely under

23 Item 2 this time interval?

24 MR. SKWAREK: The next slide's going to show tha t

25 pretty clearly. In addition, since we've submitted this
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mgc0AV 1 WCAP, there has been some question coming from the NRC to us

2 concerning hot leg breaks, and their concerns were really of

3 two issues -- the first issue being that they thought if a

4 drain were allowed back f rom the steam generator, that it

5 may be possible to make the hot leg break flow worse. In

5 fact, the hot leg break may become worse than the cold leg

7 break.

6 The second concern dealt with a more realistic

V assumption of the flow path between the lower plenum

10 entering into tne core. So to respond to them, we did make

11 an analysis of the hot leg break that did include a slip in

12 the steam generator and did include a revised lower plenum4
'

O' 13 flow path eleva tion, ye t still come to the same conclusion

14 f or hot leg breaks -- tha t they are in f act less limiting

15 than the cold leg breaks f or the same reasons that I have

10 just stated.

17 MR. MICHELSON: Before you leave that slide, let

to me ask you about another break location, and tha t is the

19 case of the steam generator tube rupture wherein the

20 secondary side relief valve has to open and as a consequence

21 sticks open. So now we've got a small break LOCA proceeding

22 through the steam generator tube and then out through the

23 stuck open reliet valve.

24 How would tha t LOCA behave ?

25
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DH gsh | MR. SKWAREK8 When you look at a tube rupture li ke

2 that, it prooably still gives less inventory lost from the

J primary system than with the same size Dreak of a LOCA

4 direc tly to the containment.

5 MR. MICHELSON: It's a little more involved, of

6 course, than simple inventory loss. There is the question of

e heat removal. How does the scenario go? Have you considered

3 that one in your analysis of small oreaks?

/ MR. SKMAREK I have not done an analysis of that

13 s i tua tion. de have done analyses of tuce ruptures.

11 'R. MUENCH: Rick Muench from Westinghouse. From-

Iz time to time we sit down and we coms up with something to

13 consider. So I'm shooting a little oit from the hip hers in

14 trying to respond, and I want Ray to help me along a little

la oit.

la de have, let's say, a full double-enJed tube rupture,

il That's a thr ee quarter inch tube. And if it's dovole-enued,

13 mayca we can approximate that as a one-inch small areak.

1/ And you're proposing that the atmospheric relief valva

2s pernaps in that steam generator, or whatever you want to

21 assume there's a creak or wnstever in the secondary side,

24 the secondary is also olowing down, whicn essentially makes it

23 a combination LOCA and tube rupture.

24 I think in the limit, that looks just lige a one-inch

23 small break, for a one-inch small Dre ak.
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DH gsh i This is why I need Ray for a little help here. When it's

2 small break, we would not drain any reactor coolant system,

3 as long as we had minimum safeguards.

4 And Ray nad a slide showing that there were three categories

5 of small LOCA -- those which would equilibrate above 1250

psia and not drain the reactor coolant system. Therefore,a

reactor coolant pump operation would not significantly impacte

3 the s ituation.

9 fnis would fall into that category.

10 Md. MICHELS ON: Not quite oecause the pressure will

11 drop below the 1250. I'm assuming now that you never reclose

12 the relief valve, of course.

13 50 it's a comoination of rapid cooldown involved, as well

14 as the small break.

la fnere's a combined primary and secondary side blowdown.

la M7. MUENCH: I still have the other steam generators.

1, M3. MICHELSON: Yes, the other steam generators are

le still functional. I just wonder, have you worked tnrougn an

19 analysis of the situation.

2d TM . MUENCH: We have not done an analysis of the tuce

21 rupture, plus the steamline creak, the equivalent of a

24 s tea.nline br e a! .

23 MR. MICHELSON: I'm not tal'<ing acaut a steamline

21 creak, out r ather, the single-failure criteria on an

2a unqualified piece of equipment. But it does seem to oe e
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DH gsh I little of t diff erent. I wasn't aole to track that answer,

2 you know, looking at your results so far, and I just wondered,

3 it may not take much more homework to be aole to track that

4 answer.

a I just don't know.

o But it is. I think, a legitimate scenario to postulate.

/ DR. PLESSET And there could oe some effcet on your

3 heat sink. I'd like to know any ideas that you had in mind.

9 Md. MICHELSON: It's a f ast cooldown combined with

10 a small primary-sized blowdown, comoined with whatever else

11 happens in a case like that, all because of a single failure

12 after the tube rupture.

13 MR. SKWAREX: If in general, if you would have like

14 a LOCA with a more significant cooldown, it tends to decrease

15 the creak flow and increase the pump safe ty injection flow

la that would oe entering the system.

I, So from a gross mass inventory standpoint, that appears

is to os an attractive situation.

19 'H . MICHEL5ON: By the way, there are those who

23 mignt wish to postulate -- I shouldn't say that. Let me

21 take a di ff e rent way.

22 Certain types of plants neve atmospheric dump systems

2a whica are automatically controlled oy a numoer of valves, not

24 just necessarily one. That is also in operation in the

22 pro:ess of closure. If one failed to close, or peraaps in
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DH gsh I the process of generating the signal, none of them closed

2 because the automatic control circuitry was set to stay open.

3 That's a more severe cooldown.

* But I don't know if we've looked too mucn at these
a po ssi bili tie s.

a DR. PLESSET I guess that we'J oetter get through
.

/ this and get on to some more.

9 (Slide.)

9 Md. SKWAREX: The next slide kind of puts together

IJ the question that I promisea to answer aoout the effect of

11 various break sizes.

12 This is somewhat complicated out what I'm plotted hers is

13 reactor coolant pump trip time versus the peak claa temperature

14 in degrees Fahrenheit.

15 Again, all there cases are peak clad temperatures as

la cal:ulateo with the evaluation model with all F5A2 minimum
1/ saf eguards a ssumptions. And we have our thr ee-inch creak

IS that we've t alked aoout nefore, which is the solid line here.

19 I have a dashed line that results from a two-inch break with
23 a thr ee-loop plant that I've calculated. And then there's

21 also a plot of a four-inch creak, a slightly larger creas than

22 a tnree-inca break tnat'we :alculate.
23 And these curves, for example , f or tais curve here , it's

24 made up of 4, 5, or o diff erent analyses, each with a different

2a reactor coolant pump trip time. Tha same wi th the 3-loop
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DH gsh I plant as well. The 2-loop plant, we didn't fill it in with

2 as many cases because it's easy to see the general idea.

3 So, as I said, for any given break size, there appears to

4 ce an interval of worst possiole peak clad temperatures. But

M 5 if you now assume an infinitely large, different number of

6 orests that may exist, instead of its being an interval now,

you may have a continuous time with a minipJn point wherein<

d the pumps must be tripped prior to that point to keep peak

9 claa temperatures below 2203 degrees.

IJ Le t me just explain what these vartical lines are here.

Il These vertical lines are the time and the F5AR calculations

12 when the break flow void fra.ction went to 1.0.

13 As I said a couple of slides bact, that determines tai

14 difference oetween the Type A transient and the Type B

la transient, where the Type A transients are less severe tnan

la the .;SAR calculation and the Type B are greatar.

l/ fou can see pretty clearly that your FS AR calculation f or

is this three-inch creak, for e xample , would be 1708 degrees

1/ pea 4 clad temperature.

2J That assumes a pump trip of like zero. As you increase

21 pump trip time, peak clad temperature decreases somewnat.

22 fnen just as you trip the pumps is the time when, in the

23 FSAR case, the break flow want +.o 1.0.

24 fou now start pro sing the period of two phaseJ discharge

23 out the creek resulting in hign pea 4 clad tempertures.

O
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uH gsh I ? rom this plot, however, we develop the conrept of an

2 critical creak and I'll go throu;n tikt, really, on the

3 next slide.

4 (511de.)

5 ? rom the previous analyses that I've shown, I make the

6 distinction that f or the 3-loop plant , at any ra te , the

largest break size that yields peak clad temperatures greater4

d than 2200 degrees is approximately a three-inch break. As

> you move to the four-inch break, you can see that the maximum

13 peak clad temperature is decreased significantly.

Il The second point is, as represented oy tnat vertical line,

12 that the reactor coo! 7nt system drains the creak elevation

13 at aaproximately ten minutes af ter the accident initiation

14 for the three-inen coldleg creak on this 3-loop plant-

la fou come up, tnen, with a critical time of 10 mindtes, ana ,

15 ran:1ude tnan that if the reactor coolant pumps can ce

1/ tripped prior to 10 minutes, the peak clad temperatures will

13 remain oslow 2200 degrees, regarcless of the break size that's

19 assumed.

2J Again, I just point out the conservative assumptions that

21 are in this analysis, such as tne A.43 plus 20 decay heat, the

22 fact that you have minimum saf eguaras rather than maximum

23 safeguards, and the fact that I've assumed a minimum

24 accumulator injection pressure for all cases.

2; And our conclusions are then for the 3-loop plants, tnat
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DH gsh I the I O-minute numoer is a reasonable number to assure that the

2 peak clad temperatures will remain celow 2200 degrees.

3 Jd. ROSZT00ZY: Mr. Chairman, you mentionea that all

i thess calculations were done with minimum saf ety injection.

5 Have you done any calculations with f ull saf ety injection, the

o question being should the safety injection work as it is

/ oesigned to work? Is there a need, then, to trip the pumps?

3 MR. SKWAREK With f ull saf e ty injec tion, there would

/ still be a need to trip the pumps. But that time, the

1] critical time that would be calculated would be a slightly

11 longer time.

12 But, yes, with full safety injec tion, we would still see

13 the need to trip the pumps.

14 JR. ZUDAN5: Mr. C5 airman, I still - you still

15 aidn't define this interval. You may do that later. But I

la am still looking at your critical reactor coolant pump

ie trip time equal to 10 minut3s.

13 I'm loo'cing for an interval either bef ore or af ter 10.

li minutes, or .af ter some other time, paysically.

2s 'G. SKWAREX: It must ce tripped bef ore 10 minutes.

21 If tne operator knows he has exactly a 3- inc h br e a'< , then ha

22 eitner has to trip it before 10 minutes, or ne snows that

2a mayos he can trip it af ter 800 seconas and still be okay.

24 But ne doesa't know what bre ak he has.

2a 30 when /ou orino in the concept of all the possible creaks,
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DH gsh I it's no longer an interval. It becomes, you know, a

d whola time period. It's just a minimum time when one considers

3 all the possiole small breaks.

4 If I wanted to plot a 2-1/2 inch break here, that curve

a would fall in here somewhere.

a Od. ZUDANS: Okay. So he doesn't know what size

I break he has. He cannot precisely define intervals. And

3 because you don't know what size braak he has, you cannot

/ define the other ena of your saf e time of tripping the

10 pump.

II |dR. SKWAREK This end? Tha t's correct , sir.

12 JR. ZUDANS: So instead of specifying that you trip

13 it before 10 minutes or af ter 30 minutes, you are not sure

14 about 30 minutes.

la Is that right?

15 Md. SKWAREK: That's right, be:ause 30 minutes, if he

1/ nas a 2-inch oreak, it loons like he ma/ be in trouole.

la Jd. ZUJANS: Okay. iJow that means that you have to

1/ -_ :retty darn sure aoout tnis lower ena, uncertainty in the

2) ,ower end.

21 ': bat kind of uncertainty counds, let's say what kind of

22 unc?rtainty do you aave on tnose 10 minutes?

23 Is it plus or minus I minute, 5 minutes, or 10 minutes?

24 MR. SKilAREK ne re ally dian't do a quantitative

2a e stimation of the u, certainty, out we feel that with the
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UH gsh I conservative assumptions that are in the analysis, that the

2 time of 10 minutes is , indeed, conservative if we were to

3 include a number of cetter estimate models within the code.

4 Dd. ZUDANS: dell, tne three-inch line was the one

a tl at sets you up for 10 minJtes. 'dhat aDout the 4-inch line?

3 MR. SKdAREK Well, the 4-inch line , we dia analyze

num ber of cases, tripping the pumps at many differente o

3 times. And the worst peak clad temperature here was only

/ about 1700 cegrees. Peak clad temperatures did not go that

IJ hign.

Il DR. ZUDANS: So the peak clad temperature is

12 function of the size of line and also, when you trip the

13 pump -- in other words, if you go oslow three inches, then

14 your peaks don't go up.

la .4R . SKdAREK: That's correct.

la J2. PLESSET: I think that de should move along.

l/ 42. MICHELSON: Dr. Plesset, let me ask just one

13 question for just a orief answer.

Is If pump trip cecomes an important consideration, how much

2] importance ao we nave to place on tne equipment that assures

21 that we're sole to trip it.

2: inese era non qualified oreakers oy non qualifiea DC

23 power supplies for tripping purposes and things of this sort.

24 How important is it now that we nave our ability to trip

2; the pumps, if it is, indeed, important to trip the pumps ?
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DH gsh i MR. SPEYER* . Daniel Speyer of the Ae stinghouse

2 ownars' group.

3 Cu rre n t1/ , the trip is not automatic. In fact, that's one

4 of the reasons tnat the 10 minutes is important. However,

5 Westinghouse will be looking at that further. But right now --

6 MR. MICHELSON: Maybe you missed my point. I wasn't

a so concerneJ about using the operator to do the jo b, but

3 rath3r, making sure that when the operator trips the breaker,

y the breaker opens.

IJ fnat's a non qualified DC power trip. And just a numoer of

Il questions of that sort. How important is it to be sure that

la oesiaes the operator has got time, tnat the equipment neeas

13 to work?

14 This might have oeen an earthquake. I don't know.

la JR. PLESSEf If tne, pumps can keep running, then

la e ve ry thing's all right.

1/ 'Ad . M10dELSON: That's also true. But now the small

13 ore a' is going to eventually have a consequential effect.

19 Md. ES?3SITO: Dr. Micnelson, we will supply an

2J answer to you on this.

21 Jd. PLESS5T: All rignt. Le t's go on, then. ?ie ' 11

22 Keep it in mind.

23 Md. S K.i ARE:0 So far we've done a lot of computer

21 runs in the 3-1000 plant in determining critical reac tor

2a c oolant pump trip time. But we've wantea also to come up
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~H gsh I with a criterion that was valid, in fact, for 2- and 4-loop

2 plants as wel1~.

3 (Slide.)

4 And I hope to economize as much as we could on the computer

5 runs, given the time we had. de attempted to use what we

learned from the 3-loop plant and develop a criterion and thena

4 check it.

3 In general, it doesn't matter if it's a 2 , 3 , or 4-loop

/ plant. If you want to think about what peak clad temperature

13 for a small creak is a function of, it's really a function

li of tne time of first core uncovery. It's a function of the

12 aepth of core uncovery, which is actually a f unction of

13 the decay h3at and tne safety injection.

14 You can also say that decay heat is a function of the

la power level of the plant and the time of first core uncovery.

la It's also a function of the time of core recovery, whica for

le these breaks is accumulator injections. But for some other

la small breaks, it may just be due to safety injection becoming

19 greater than break flow.

2J So --

21 'R . MICHEL3ON: Let me interrupt just a moment on.

22 tais one. Could you tell me how you modelled in, the Jgn, the

2a amou7t of pump heat that went into the system besiJes th3

21 amount of aecay heat, if your pumps are running, you're

2) putting some energy in? Thet's a function of wnether it's

.
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DH gsh ! a liquid or two phased pumping, or whatever.

2 How did you model that?

3 MR. SK4AREK: The aump heat is not included in the

4 c a l:u la ti on.

5 MR. MICHELSON: Isn' t that a pre tty -- I mean out

a of 100, 300, 500, 600 seconds, it's getting to oe a large

7 fra: tion of tha total energy.

3 You know, decay heat's dropping down f ast. The pump

/ neat is dropping down maybe some, as you go into two phase

13 or eventually into steam flow. But it isn't zero.

11 I just wondered, what dio you assume? And apparently,

Iz you aon't include it.

13 MR. SKWAREK: It's not included.

I -, JR. PLESSET: It's still a pretty small fraction.

la Md. MIOHELSON: nell, in liquid phase, it's about

la what, 8 to 10 megawatts, then 20 megawatts. Decay heat at

le the end of 50] seconds or so, you know, is oecoming

13 comaaraole, and now you ask, I don't think tnat there's any

1/ longer 20 maaawatts going in at tnat point from tne pumps, out

2] what is acing in?

21 17. S KJARE.< a Ther?'s just two things that come to

2- mind with re actor coolant pumps coera ting, at least in tnis

23 period of time. Earlier in the transient, cafore we assumed

24 the/ trippea to get the worst peak clad temperatures, ano at

2; that point in time, since the creak is not yet drained, the
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OH gsh I steam generators are being relied on for heat removal.

2 So if there is additional pump hea t, it may just be

3 reflected in a slight increase in the deltc T across the

4 steam generator to remove the heat.

a Tne second effect could be brought aoout if the pump heat

a was incluced and it tended to increase the quality somewhat

/ at tne pump outlet. But that would tend to reduce the break

3 flow for the coldleg break.

s raat's assuming tnat the pump discharged.

IJ 30, in a way, by not including tne pump heat, we tend to

il maximize the succooling at the coldleg creak location and

14 therefore, maximize the break discharge.

13 fo get oack to the 2- and 4-l oop plants, as I said, then,

14 really, the peak clad temperature, if one wants to resume

la a plant where the saf ety injection system is pre tty much

la sized to the overall core power leval, and for the destinghouse

1/ olants in general, tna t's true , then the main things that

19 nave an eff ect on peak clad temperature are really the

lv tima of first core uncovery and the eccumuletor injection

2] time.

21 And the timing of these two events is really a function

2_ of only the total reactor coolant system volume and the cre a':

2a size, given that the steam generator secondary side and s af ety

26 valves are d? signed similarly between all plants.

2a And that's true that they are.
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UH gsh I 50 we could come up with a relationship oetween plant types

2 determined by a concept of what I'll call an equivalent break

3 and just simply now I'll sa/ that tne plant volume divided

i oy the bre at area for one plant is aoout equivalent f or the

plant volu:ne divided by the break area for another one.>

a If I say, then, that for a 3-loop plant the critical break

4 siza is the 3-inch creak, I can calculate what I think

3 equivalent creak will be for a 4-loop plant, maybe about

9 3-1/2 inches, and for a 2-loop plant, maybe 2-1/2 inches.

IJ So just generally now, I'll assume that the critical

li time of reactor coolent pump trip f or 2- ana 4-loop plants

12 then is also approximately 10 minutes , oecause f or low plant

13 types, for those size breaks, the reactor coolant system will

11 arain to the creak elevation at 10 minutes as well.

1:! as have a method of verification that we used here. It

', a was really througn analysis. de did consider creaks larger

li tnan this critical creak size f or 2-loop pla nts, de've

19 anal /zec the 3-inch creak for tne 2-loop plant. Tnat's

1/ included in the ?lCAP.

23 de've also analyzed the 4-ir.ch cre ak f or 4-loop pl ants.

21 That's greater tnan the ecuivalent creak size. And if what

22 I'm saying i s true, then I woula expect that regardless of the

23 pump trip time for those two cases, I would never expect to

21 e xc eed 2203 degree s.

23 And in fact, analyses have verified that.
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DH gsh ! Me did not see analyses greater than 220] degrees.

2 So the idea of ~ this equivalent break size appears valid.

3 Another validation -- not validation, out another feeling

4 that we hav3 that the 10 minutes is conservative -- is the

5 3-loop plant that we assumed to develop to 10 minutes is

o conservative with respect to the 2- and 4-loop plant in that

it has less safety injection as compared to the overall4

i core power, and secondly, as compared to the 2-loop plant,

9 it nas a lower accumulator, coldleg accumulator injection

iJ set ooint.

11 .Jor the 3-loop plant, s 600 asi a, and f or the 2-loop
.

12 plant, it's /00 psia.

13 So we Delieve that the idea of ten minutes for tne 2- and

14 4-loop plants is justified. Just let me prove to you a little

la Dit about tnis idea about the equivalent creak area.

la *!n at I did is just went to a numoe r of analyses from

1/ dCA? 9603, ?ICAP 89 ~10, and a number of recent WCA?s that we've

H suoni tted on small oc; .:s.

l/ iSlide.)

2J And just decided to correlate diff erent creak sizes,

21 aiff3 rent plant types and see what I get.

24 onat I'v3 olottea here is 2-loop plant, 3-loop olants, and

23 4-loop plants, and I looked e t various crea'< sizes, 2-inch,

24 3-in h, 4-inch, 6-inch breacs. AnJ vhat I alot here is the

23 tim? of first core uncovery that I say is one of the main
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DH gsh I significant events in determining peak clad temperature. AnJ

2 the second one, which is accumulator injection time f or

3 core recovery, which is the other one , and founJ that I just

4 plot all of the various plants up anJ you see a fairly

5 linear relationship Detween this ratio that I defined before,

6 the reactor coolant system volume, divided by the break

diame ter squared, by timing the transient when thesei

8 signi ficant events occur.

/ In fact, if one wants to 100'< at the critical time that

13 we're looking for reactor coolant system pump trip of 600

11 seconds, we find that we have a numoer of points within that

le range that tend to further validify that relationship, at

JC ' 13 least within that range of 600 seconJs or 10 minutes.

14

la

13

1.

le

1/

l264 1772J
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H gsh i I think I've covered all of the conclusions.

2 I was put up the last two slides that were just reprints of

3 the conclusions from the report. But they're included there

4 fro, your reference. But I won't take any more time.

2 DR. PLESSET: I tnink we'll move on since we're

o getting pressed for time.

/ |47 . ESPOSITO: What we wanted to also do for

3 brief ness was to discuss the impact of the non-LOCA events.

/ That will b3 given oy Mr. Steitler.

10 04. PLES5ET: About how long will your presentation
.

11 oe?

12 4d. STEITLER: I hope to terminate my presentation in

13 aoout 15 minutes, Jr. Plessat.

14 UR. PLE5 Sera Okay.

1; 'id . STEITLER: Good afternoon..

la I' d like to, as linnie said, go over tne non-LOCA aspects

1, witn regard to tripping tne pump. And I'd like to creak up

la my presentation in tnree parts.

is (311de.)

23 A very orief restatement of the cases for tripping tne

21 pum?. Inen I'd like to go tnrough cl1 the various non-LJCA

2_ events that are analyzed as part of the routine Chapter 15

23 anal /ses ana loca at them in the context of whether or not

21 the pump criteria would oe in vogue or not.

2; Having lookea et that, I would also like to look at tne

D*fD *
D

'

3' Y f
06 .] Xo o
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UH gsh I severity of those results given the reactor coolant pump trip.

2 (Slide.)

3 And as a restatement, ana Bill Johnson will get into this

4 a little bit later this afternoon, the oasis for tripping tne

a c oolant pump from the Westinghouse point of view is the

3 verification that high head injection is in operation anc tne

rea: tor coalant system pressure is, in fact, below 1250,,

3 plus instrument errors and decreasing.

> And this is the assumption tnat I have ma de in tnese

IJ analyses, although it is not criticel.

11 (511de.)

12 As stated in the criterion, one of the things that we're

13 looking at is the depressurization. Whdt I would like to do

14 is creak up the non-LOCA events into two broad categories:

I; One, the reactivity excursions and the secona group being tne

la primary una secondary siae mistaten.

It .iaat I'd like to look at is the initial response of tne

13 system transient anu whether or not that transient results

1/ in a depressurization.

23 Ooviously, if I'm not going to have the aepressurization,

21 I'm not goin 7 to have to worry about the pump tr ip criteria.

2- In these events, if I loog at the reactivity additions, ano

23 these are casically the rod witndrawal f rom sub-critical,

24 rod witndrawal at power, boron dilution, single rod withdrawal

2; roc e jection, anJ also the start-up of an inactive loop.
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dd gsh i Toese result in a reactivity addition, which leads to

2 a pre ssurizati'on. Hence, the no.

J I've also Jone tais for completeness, and I think it was

4 raised several ti.aes this morning, but I want to look at it

a from an SAR oasis, which you all are familiar with, and I

3 also want to look at it f rom what I'll refer to as a be tter

estimate oasis, in which I'll use di f f erent reactivity,

d coe f ficients which maybe more representative otner than the

> FSAR basis.

1) I'll use decay heat anc what have you.

11 I just want to make sure that I've covered both aspects.

12 For the two cases for non-LOCA evente tnat result in a

13 reactivity addition in the reactivity part of it, I will get

14 f orm a reactor trip and rod drop. I get the same type of

1; response. I get a negative addition to reactivity. This

la results in a coo 1Jown and a depressurization on the primary

1/ side, as one would expect.

li (Slide.)

1/ fo continue on, and for completeness, this is the rest of

2s the analyses that are loo ked at in the Cha.oter 15. Again,

21 I'n looking at the same type of bases. These are the first

24 f our - primarily loss of heat sink-type transients. In ell

23 of taose cases, they tend to oe pre ssurization events.

21 Again, I'm not oepressurizing eventually.

2; foe loss af off-site power in a .25AR oasis is pressurization
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DH gsh I becadse we make very conservative assumptions with regard to

2 when we get th'e reactor trip.

3 If I actually had a less of off-si te power and it's verified

i oy piant data, the initial response is to take the power off

a the MG sets, and it looks very similar to a reactor trip. But

a there is a difference in the FSAR.

fne next two are excessive feedwater and excessive loan4

3 increase. These appear to the primary side as a cooldown or

y a r9JuCtion in inlet temperature. Again, tnese result in

13 a de.aressurization.
11 I'll get to the severity of the Jepressurization in a

le minute, out I want to try focusing, initially.

13 The feedline rupture that's analyzed in the FSAR is a heat

14 up event, primarily oecause, again, of the time of trips that

I .a we've assumed the initial conservative inventories that are

la essu:ned in the steam generators and what hav e you.

1. Tae FSAR oase, in the real world, we would expect that

13 a f eedline areak would initially result in a depressurization

is oefor e a heat-up Jue to the fact of the quality of the fluia

2J that we a ssume exits the steam generator durir.g a f eedline

21 oreat.

2' ,\nd the rinal accident or class of accidents are the

23 steamline ruptures and these are ooviously accidents we're

24 going to aiscuss in a little more detail this morning. They

2; will result in a dep. assurization f rom an F5AR and also f rom
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UH gsh I a be tter estimate basis.

2 DR. R03ZTOCZY: One question. The steam generator

3 tube ruptures seems to be missing from this list. Is there

i any specifi: reason for that?

a Md. STEITLER: It may be more semantics, Zoltan,

3 than anything else. I don't ref er to a tube ruture as a

/ non-LOCA eve nt. That will oe address ed by Bill Johnson later.

3 MR. MICHELSON: Let me ask you a question. Plhere in

/ tnis listing now Jo you include the small breaks which don't

IJ get your pressure down very f ar?

11 .4d . STEITLER: Small steaaline creaks?'

12 MR. MICHELS ON: Small LOCAs where the pressure

13 doesn't get down oelow 1250.

14 Md. STEITLER: I'm t alking a bout the non-LOCA

la events not.

la MR. MICHELSON: How do I %now that this is happening

1. versus a non-LOCA?

13 M2. STEITLER: Coulo I ask that that be pre f erre d to

1/ the procecures whicn will o3 addressed in, I think, a great

2J ~ deal of detail in terms of the --

21 U. JOHN 53.;: Tnank you.

2_ (Laughter.)

44. STEITLEd In terms of the diagnostics, in terms'

21 of u LOCA or a non-LOCA.

2; (511de.)

D
* MD 3 D N'} h
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UH gsh I anat I'd like to do now is test the severity of these

2 depressurizations. By severity, I am ref erring to the

3 potential for reaching a condition where I'J be tripping the

4 rerecor coolant pumps, and for the initial reactivity

a addition accidents, where I have the trip and rod drop, the

5 cesign basis as a reactor trip will not result in a safety

/ injec tion.

3 I'll show you a transient on that in a minute. The loss

> of off-site power, again, it's similar to a reactor trip in

la terms of tna consequences. The excessive feedwater, again,

11 is a cooldown event. It is less severe than a steamline

12 oreat.

13 Let me cover tnat with tne steamli ne brea k. Excessive

14 load increases the design basis accident, the way that we

la aneifze it, and for that particular case, we guarantee no

la reactor tri.a anc hence, ooviously, no SI on the pressure.

14 The feedline creak, even on a better estimate approach,

13 will kecp the pressure in tne 1703, 1803 psi range, which

is is soove the criteria that we're pushing or recommending of

23 1250 plus errors.

21 JR. ZUDAi45: ?| hat feedline?

2 Md. Sr5ITLER: The steamline, the main feealine

23 oreas.

24 fne stea:nline rupture, tne minimum pressure on tne steamline

2a rupture is somewhat analogous to some of the, stu ff that Hay

f dt.
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DH gsh I was presenting this morning in that it's sensitize to break

2 s iz a in terms of the depressurization rate you have. It's

3 also censitive to the capacity and shut-o ff head of the

4 safety injection pumps, as one would expect, and it's also

a sensi tive to the fact that the operator can isolate various

breaks on the secondary sida.a

/ So in this case, the operator can actually terminate a

3 break and hence, end the depressurization.

9 (Slide.)

IJ ? rom this, I conclude that the one that I really wanted to

11 look at, or the one that has the potential f or the criteria

1 ceing met of low pressure is the steamline rupture.

13 I think there's a couple of things that should oe said'

14 aoout ste amline breaks. The first of them is that we're

la talking about a constant mass transient, if you would. He do

la not nave a vehicle in a steamline break t- relieve fluia from

le the primary side, unless adaitional f ailures are assumed.

IS 33 we're talking in a cooldown event that we're not

1/ losing mass from.

23 The forcing function is ooviously an uncontrolled release

21 from the seconaary side. This forcas the cooldown on tne

2. primary anj depressurization of the primary. The cooldown

23 ana deprassurization will continue until I've isolated the

24 oreak, if that's possiole.

23 If not, I'll wait until the steam generator ooils dry.

. . 4
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DH gsh i The role of the reactor coolant pumps in a steamline

2 oreak tends to couple the forcing function and the primary

3 sids cooldown.

4 I'll show some graphs of this in a minute that I think will

a cemonstrate that.

6 If I trip the coolant pumps curing a steamline break, the

.
effect I have is to tend to decouple the system. The net

3 eff ec t of tnat is casically to retard the cooldown and

9 retard the depressurization rate.

lJ And I think it's also been pointed out tais morning that

11 Juri.ng any steamline break, you will eventually repressurize

le the system. The ability to repressurize that system or the

13 amount of r3 pressurization will go up to the SI shut-off

14 heads if I Jo not have spray availaole.

la And depending on plant type, that may mean tnat the PORVs

1 -3 or safeties are lifted and I can hav a a limited

il repre ssurization or a controlled repressurization, lat me

IS refer to it as, if I have spray available to control other

is pressure.

2s JR. ZUJANS: What is the capabilisy of the

21 pressurizers to respond to any sucn pressure changes in the

22 system?

23 .id . STEITLER: There is ooviously a class of very

24 small steamline creaks whica do not empty the pressurizer,

2) which the pressurizer heater can keep up with.
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UH gsh i DR. ZUDANS: In your case wi th that LOCA --

2 |4d. STEITLER: I'm not talking about LOCA. There is

3 a steamline break that results in a shrinkage which will tend

4 to ampty tna pressurizer. If I have a small enough creak, I

5 can k eep the heaters covered, okay, and I may be able to

o keep up the pressure decay with the hesters only.

That's a very, very small break, though, a very small4

3 secondary side creak, okay?

9 MR. MICHELSON: Would you clarify what you mean by

10 "limi ted repressurization with spray"?

11 44. STEITLER: What I mean, Mr. Michelson, is tne

12 fact that if I have spray available, I can control what

13 sina of maximum spray pressure I will go to.

It IAR. MICHELSON: I find that difficult to believe. If

la the capability of the pump is several hundred gallons a

la minute and its nead is that of the relief vsive setting,

l. what does spray have to ao with preventing the relief valves

13 from opening?

Is 'M . STEI TLER: You're right. If I continue high

2J nead safety injection and fill the system up, ooviously, it

21 will go water solid.

22 'U. I{ICHELSON: O bv i o us ly , in every case, unless tne

23 5I is sh'It off, it will go wa ter solid.

2i MR. STEI TLER: That's corrac t. I t's a very long-term

2; proc e ss.
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DH gsh i MR. MICHELSON: It isn't too long in some cases.

2 I taink dorth Anna found out that it wouldn' t ta ke too long.

3 Md. STEITLER: I'm refe rring to 10 and 20 minutes as

4 a reasonsoly long period of time. Okay.

a (511de.)

We have done a great mini-analyses. I'd like to show aa

/ representative case here. This is for a 3-loop plant. This

3 represents a secondary side creak of .2 square feet per loop.

9 In the sens3 of it, it's an intermeJiate-sized steamline

13 oreak. It's representative of plant type. Larger creaks

li would have more adverse or bigger consequences. Smaller creaks

12 would be a little bit smaller here.

13 Again, the eff ect is steam flow starting off at time zero,

14 you have a creak. This is et full gower also. You get a

la reactor trip at turoine trip, okay, which isolates the steam

la flow and the steam flow continues on it.

1. This forces a co31down event in the primary side. I've

la nera plotted the coldleg ana the hotleg temperatures, ano

19 I'v3 also plotted, ror convenience, the saturation line on

2s tnis same plot, which gives an indication of succooling, if

21 you would.

2_ This depressurization is also accompanied -- this cooloown

2a is also accompanied oy a depressurizatiJn. This initial drop

2; here is Jue to the reactor trip. fais space here is for the

2; condi tion waere the pressurizer is emptying. After the
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DH gsh I press urizer is empty, the system drops at a little f aster

2 rate until I get to a point of hotleg saturation in the

3 upper head, at which time I retard the pressure. And sometime

4 later in the transient, I start to re fill the pressurizer and

a I begin slowly to repressurizer the-system.

a Now the flow is just -- I'm going to assume a constant

I flow here. This is mass flow and increased with flux and
3 density change due to the cooldown.

/ dow this is assuming that the pumps are continually

IJ operating.

11 'U . MICHELSON: viha t is the signal now that told

1 the main steam isolation valves to close?

13 Md. STEITLER ' Low steamline pressure on the

14 secondary side,

la MR. MICHELSON: You got below 600 pounas, I gather.

13 Vd. STEITLER: Yes. Now wnst I'd li ke to do is

1e overl ay --

13 (31 ice.)

1/ 17. STEITLER: -- this graph, a si.ailar graph

23 that says I want to trip the pumps. Let me do it one at a time

21 fne stea nflow plot on this grapa, in reference to the

2- previous graph, are identical, very, very close, ana I

23 a pologize for these things con't overlay exactly.

24 A point I'd like to make here is that the effects of the

2; primary side, as they reflect back to tne secondary side

1264 I8B
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04 gsh I forcing function tend to be second order eff ects for

2 steamline Dreak transients. Steamline break, you casically

3 hava a hole in the secondary side and it blows down. Tne

4 rate of cooldown depressurization on the primary side does

a a rrec t it, out it's to a very limited extent.

a The cooldown rate, ss I was referring to previously, the

case with tne pumps tripped at about 1250 psi tends to,

3 retard the :ooldown. The temperatures hang up higher,

9 o bvio usly , than in the case with the pumps moving. The

10 pressure goa s up at a much higher rate than it did oefore.

11 And 1 think this shows the decoupling aspect of tripping the

12 pumps in a steamline break.

13 If I nad tripped the pumps at other pressures, at higher

14 pressures, I would have effectively changed this and phasea

la fartner oacs.

la Also, this is a representative break of approximately

1/ .2, .3 square feet. A larger break would tend to depressurize

13 faster and you effective move these curves this general

1/ dire c tion. A smaller creak tends to go in this general

23 airection.

21 Ogay. So I coula have snown you a multitude of curves,

22 out the general results would have oeen icentical to these.

23 The concern that was explicitly addre ssed for this presentation

24 is given tha reactor coolant pump trip, aoes that interfere

23 witn the potential for natural circulation?
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DH gsh i The grapns that I have just shown --

2 (511de.)

3 -- indicate that there is a high degree of subcooling

4 between the outlet of the core and throughout the transient.

5 This being the case, it is very easy, and we have presented

5 this slide, I guess at the last May ACRS, that you can define

the natural circulation flow rate as a relatively simplistic4

a squation.

9 And these are basically geometry terms, terms oi che

IJ height difference, resistance terms, some thermodynamic terms,

11 and terms of what state conditions one's at. Also the forcing

12 f unction of the decay heat or power level tnat one is at.

13 Fais is f or a suo-cooled natural circulation. The system

14 is to tally sub-cooled , and I think given the fatt that we

la are suo-cooled by the previous grapns, the ability to go into

la natural circulction i s very straigntf orwaro following thc

1/ steamline creak with the coolant pump trip.

13 '4R . MICHEL30N Let me ask you, where is the

19 pressurizer water level going during the time in which the

2J reactor coolant system pressure is uropping downward to

21 <50 pounds?

22 .4 7. STEITLER: The pressurizer level -- there is a

23 class of creeks.

24 U. MIC-iEL50N Okay.

23 4R. STEIfLER: There's a class of oceaks , coviously
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JH gsh I 'U . MICHELSON: Right. Now f or tha t cla ss o f br e a'c s ,

2 wha t is the nature of the system pressure as you turn the

3 corner and the system starts to repre ssurize?

4 In other words, the pressurizer is starting to refill.

o You're pumping the oubble up, but it's not oeing refilled

5 witn saturated fluid. It's oeing filled with sub-c ooled

fluid and there's quite a time delay during which the heaters'
s7 .

p! 3 are working very hard to try to bring tnis thing oack up

/ to a pressurizer control condition.

13 That kina of thing is what I'm wondering about in terms of

Il natural circulation.

la You just maae the statement that you have s u o-c oo l ing. It's

13 not real clear that you can just say that out of hand without

14 some consideration about what's going on in the pressurizer.

la

la

14

13
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t-14&l5mteh MR. STEITLER: The pressure that's defined f&r- this

2 particular case -- and I apologize for not having another

3 graph -- with the pumps tripped here, I don't believe I

4 emptied the pressurizer completely. So the concern of whether

the saturated fluid at the top of the pressurizer is somewhat5

6 moot for this particular case.

7 There obviously are cases that, given a coolant

pump trip at this time or this pressure and the larger break,8

9 that you would come down. I think what would happen is that

10 you would continue to maintain your pressure at the upper

11 head conditions. This is approximately, or that is where the
,

12 thick metal is that's trying to hold the temperature at around

13 550 degrees and flashing in that condition for around 1,000 psi.

14 MR. MICHELSON: By upper head, you mean the upper

15 vessel head, and that means that you're maintaining -- you

16 have no overpressure under that condition. You have saturation
.

17 Pressure.

18 Now, if there is heat in the metal, it can be

19 transferred sufficiently rapidly beyond the first little

20 i boundary layer, yes, the vessel could tend to try to become

21 a pressurizer itself. I'm only asking the question, what is

22 the model here in the cases where the pressurizer is empty,

23 and is it realistic to talk about having highly subcooled

24 fluid in the system. It may very well be correct, but I'd
a el Remners, Inc. i

25 like to ' ear the story.

i
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1 MR. STEITLER: When we start to refill the pressurizer,

2 our model assumes that when the fluid comes into the pressurizer

3 it is subcooled, and we tend to condense and to squeeze the

4 steam space in the pressurizer, and that forms the pressuriza-

5 tion that was shown on that graph here. This is the case with

6 the pumps running, okay. But I think it's indicative of the

7 time frame that you're talking about with regard to refilling

8 the pressurizer.

9 As one can see, it's a very r, low process.

10 MR. MICHELSON: Yes, of course. You're spraying the

Il pressurizer in that case, too, probably .

12 MR. STEITLER: Not in this particular case.

13 MR. MICHELSON: How do you know you're not spraying

14 the pressurizer?

15 MR. STEITLER: I know it in my analysis.

16 MR. MICHELSON: It takes a single failure to cause
,

17 the pressurizer to be sprayed, I guess. But you're under

18 pressure already.

19 MR. STEITLER: All right.

I
20 MR. MICHELSON: With single failure you'd have a i

|

21 problem. So you're depending upon the recompression upon the

| 22 bubble and the heating of the bubble by tae metal walls of the

23 pressurizer to reestablish an overpressure condition.

24 MR. STEITLER: That's correct.
Amy .ueral Reporters, Inc. ;

25 MR. MICHELSON: That is ira your model? i

!
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1 MR. STEITLER: That's correct. That's also consis-

2 tent, Mr. Michelson, with the recovery procedures that will

3 be outlined.

4 DR. ZUDANS: Are pou saying that your model takes

S heat transfer from the metal of the container?

6 MR. STEITLER: No, it does not. That would be in

7 addition.

8 MR. MICHELSON: He's stressing that bubble with safety

9 injection. He's using it to build up -- he's using, really, a

10 safety injecti un that's pressurizing the system and he's usi;.g

11 the bubble there as one of the mechanisms. It's an

12 adiabatic condition, I guess.

13gg (Slide.)

14 MR. STEITLER: So in conclusion, what I've tried to

15 do this afternoon is to focus down on all of the non-LOCA

16 events that could potentially be of concsrn in regard to the
,

17 tripping of the reactor coolant pumps. From that look, I

18 find that the steam line break is the limiting non-LOCA evet.t
!

19 with regard to tripping of the reactor coolant pumps. The !

20 results of tripping the coolant pumps are the following:

21 Because the pumps are tripped, it does make pressure

22 control more difficult if one does not have the spray available.

23 Likewise, since I'm repressurizing the system without a

24 control mechanism, I've increased the potential to open the

|Au not Remnm, Inc.

25 power-operated relief valves and the potential of the safeties,!
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1 also.

2 Also, through the transients I've presented, I think

3 I've demonstrated that the effects of the pumps extend to the

4 ccupling mechanisms between the primary and secondary side.
" And I think I've also demonstrated that natural circulation.

6 can be easily obtained for steam line breaks.

7 Thank you.

8 DR. PLESSET: Any comments?

9 MR. ETHERINGTON: Just one question. Your formula

10 for natural circulation seems to imply that you have turbulent

Il flow in all points of the system. Is that a fact?

12 MR. STEITLER: The equation -- I don't believe

13 turbulent flow is a necessary condition for it. What this

14 equation is based on is matching the total driving head from

15 the heat generation source to the heat sink source, times an
;

|16 elevation, and comparing that to the friction losses that one I,

17 would have to overcome.

218 MR. ETHERINGTON: The K/a suggests that the g

!19 velocity depends, and that would be turbulent flow. So would

20 you assume that you have turbulent flow? You probably do have

21 turbulent flow, but is this really true in the steam generator

22 tubes, for example?

23 MR. STEITLER: You're talking flow rates for

24 natural circulation on the order of about 5 percent.
. .,.e._.,..-

25 MR. ETHERINGTON: That is still turbulent?

1264 195 i
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1 MR. STEITLER: Yes.

2 DR. PLESSET: What's your next item?

3 MR. ESPOSITO: The next agenda item is the discussion

4 of a summary of the procedural aspects, the guidelines. That's

5 the next agenda item that we have.

6 DR. PLESSET: What would follow that?

7 MR. ESPOSITO: Following that would be the proprie-

8 tary session.

9 DR. PLESSET: All right. I think we should go

10 through this open session before we recess.

Il MR. ESPOSITO: Mr. Johnson will present the gaide-

12 line summaries.

13 MR. JOHNSON: Thank you.

14 I'd like to discuss several aspects of the revised

15 emergency operating procedures or instructions which {

16 Westinghouse has prepared as a reference for utilities. In
,

17 doing so, I'd like to cover se';eral areas: number one,

18 briefly, the historical perspective and a procedural perspec- |
19 tive in the mode of how these procedures have been generated.- i

20 Second, some philosophic distinctions as to the

21 Objectives which we were trying to meet in the development

^

22 of these instructions, as well as any overall philosophy by
.

23 which we chose to try to address those objectives;

i
24 Finally, then, I'll go throuch in an overview of !

Ace rol Reponm, Inc, j

25 what is contained in these procedures or instructions.

:
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1 (Slide.)

2 Westinghouse immediately took note of the fact that

3 some effort regarding revised emergency operating guidelines

4 was necessary following post-TMI activity, immediately in

5 response to I&E Bulletin 79-06A, which required addressing

6 several items which ihcluded SI termination, reactor coolant

7 pump status, and to ensure that instructions were provided to

8 the operator to utilize multi-instrument indications as a

9 basis for operator actions and decisionmaking.

10 With these in mind as a need, Westinghouse set forth

11 several objectives in the near-term actions for immediately

12 getting out revisions which Westir.qhouse was recommending as

13 guidelines to our-operating utilities. These basic objectives
|

14 were to utilize multi-instrument indications as a basis for

15 action; Becondly, to complete immediate actions which were

16 required to assure that the plant is responding as the auto-

17 matic protection systems would Fave it respond in order to

18 make it an event prior to jumping intG accident diagnosis or

19 event diagnosis; thirdly, as an overall philosophy and |

20 objective with which to achieve procedure or guideline

21 development, was to minimize differences in operator actions

22 for each different event until the diagnosis of the event is ,

23 complete and substantiated and overall event recovery is in

9erof Reporters, Inc.progress, such that we would try to make as uniform a set i24
jAce.

25 of procedures to cover all basic events in the event of event i

kSN0
,
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1 misdiagnosis or the event turning in a direction not previously

2 contemplated.

3 DR. ZUDANS: At this point just a remark. Complete

4 immediate action would imply that you would have analyzed the

5 entire range of all possible scenarios and come up with actions

6 that are the same, regardless of which scenario you have.

7 MR. JOHNSON: Our objective was to do that, yes, in
-

8 the immediate actions.

9 (Slide.)

10 The philosophy with which we undertook this task

11 was as follows: Number one, in order to assure that we could

12 provide as uniform a set of procedures as possible and to

ggg take account for event trajectories which weren't previously13

14 contemplated in the overall development of saying, this is a
,

15 loss of coolant accident, this is what I'm going to treat, or

16 this is something else and this is what I'm going to treat,
,

17 it's to provide continuing diagnosis and rediagnosis throughout

18 the procedures, to assure that the operator is fully aware

19 of the condition of the plant and the means by which that
:
i

20 event is transpiring.

21 Secondly, in our instructions or our guidelines

|h
22 which are given to 6tilities, we would provide more detailed

23 instructions and notes than may in fact actually be required

24 in a particular plant-specific operating procedure. By this, |
Am- rel Reporters, Inc.

25 we thought it would be easier and more straightforward for a i

:

|

|
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1 utility to take those notes, those cautions which we were

2 placing in our recommended guidelines, as his aid in guiding

3 him in interpreting and writing his own plant-specific instruc-

4 tions.

5 Thirdly, again, this is the sense of verifying the

6 immediate actions prior to event diagnosis, and subsequent

7 to individual plant recovery from individual events was to take

8 credit for the fact that the automatic systems should stabi3ize

9 the plant prior to the operator attempting to take control of

10 the situation and altering the course of the event to the

11 maximum extent practical.

12 DR. CATTON: Excuse me. Is there any interaction

13 between Westinghouse and the utility to see to it that when

14 they put the procedures together, the proceddres are going

15 to accomplish what you think ought to be accomplished? An

16 iterative loop?
.

17 MR. JOHNSON: That has been addressed in response

i

18 to a question by the staff on particularly that event by the
|

19 owners group. The loop is being closed at the current time

20 to this extent: that Westinghouse is providing, as a service

21 to the owners group, a seminar regarding these revised

e2 procedures, to assure that the utilities have a good under-

23 standing of: number one, the transients; number two, the

24 procedures themselves, the procedural steps; number three, i

un u.i neponm. ine. ;

25 the basis for each particular step and why the steps are !

|
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I in the order in which they are, since they have a very good

2 idea of how and why each particular step should be implemented

3 in each plant-specific response.

4 DR. CATTON: So you actually don't go looking at

5 their procedures?

6 MR. JOHNSON: We are not at the current time

7 required to approve in any approval process of plant-specific

8 operationg procedures.

9 DR. CATTON: I understand the meaning of approval.

10 But you don't even advise?

II MR. JOHNSON: We are not in an approval loop, if you

12 will. We have advised with these emergency guidelines. This

M is what we feel the basic basis, if you will, the fundamentals13
'

Id of your procedure, should incorporate, and we are conveying

15 that view to this seminar. We are not specifically reviewing

16 each plant's operating pocedure.
.

I7 - DR. CATTON: Do you Rhow of a..y point at which each

18 plant's procedures would be reviewed to see that they're

meeting the Westinghouse guidelines? fI9

!

20 MR. JOHNSON: No, I do not. |

2I DR. CATTON: I think that's an important aspect,
i

22 and it seems to be missing everywhere.

23 DR. ZUDANS: I have another small point. For any ,

!
I24 emergency action that depends on diagnostics of a given case,

Ace eral Reponers, Inc. |

25 there's a certain time window that you have at your disposal.

) } h k E-
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I If you compare that time window to the amount of time required

2 to consult the procedures, would they be commensurate? Would

3 it take an hour to read an instruction on an action that takes

4 five seconds?

5 MR. JOHNSON: That's been a very important consi-

6 deration involved in our writing of the guidelines and our

7 recommendations to the utilities as to the format and struc-

8 ture of their own plant-specific operating procedures. They

9 should be brief enough and accessible enough -- they are

10
definitely accessible. They should be brief enough and

11
accessible enough such that they are a useful tool to be

I
consulted during the course of an event. That has certainly

13M been one of our foremost concerns.

DR. ZUDANS: If that is your concern -- and it's

15 Ia good concern -- how can you live at p6 ace without ever j

16
really checking that the partic61ar set of procedures is as

17 recommended? It's the same question Dr. Catton raised. I

18 mean, there has to be some interaction. If there is no

19
interaction, it just doesn't seem to be right.

20 i

MR. JOHNSON: Let me digress for a moment as to the |

21
interaction between Westinghouse and the owners group in the

22
development of these procedures. The owners group themselves

23
have a subgroup regarding the procedures, which has a repre-

,

I24
sentatiVe sample of plants represented by the Westinghouse |Ace erst Reponen, Inc.

|

25
'

owners group. ;
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1
The process which we have evolved to is, Westinghouse

2 has generated essentially a draft set of reference guidelines

3 and presented that to the procedures subgroup of the owners

__

4 group, okay; received their comments, both formally in writing

S and at a series of ongoing meetings with those people at

6 Westinghouse who have been involved in the writing of the

Westinghouse reference guidelines and those people of the7

8 owners group represented by the procedures subgroup to get

their feedback from their utilities, which are a representative9
.

10 sample of those.

11 That has resulted in a culmination of a general

12 agreement between the owners group and Westinghouse regarding

13 these revised guidelines, and it's that agreed-to set of
gg

14 procedures which is currently in the process of undergoing

15 transmittal and subsequent implementation by the rest of all

16 the operating plants.
.

17 The fourth philosophy was that if SI is terminated

18 during the course of an event in which SI was, of course,

19 initiated at one point, then plant control would be maintained ,
I
i

20 by the operator. Essentially, that was required to bring the '

21 plant eventually down, depressurization and cooldown.

22 The last two are also, in my mind, two of the most

23 important philosophies which we undertook in overall develop-

24 ment. One was to minimize the required operator actions and j
im rei nemners, ine.

25 decisions, particularly early in the event for the initial |
i
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I accident mitigation, in order to minimize the potential for

2 either operator errors of omission or commission, okhy, such

3 that the procedures would be as clean, as early as possible.

# Finally, as I alluded to before, it's to maximize

5 procedural uniformity such that, to the maximum extent

6 possible, each of the procedures, if I go through them as

7 far as I possibly can, will act to mitigate the response of

8 another event which may be one which the operator has not

9 diagnosed. And I think that's been a very important aspect

10
of going through the development of these procedures.

11
DR. ZUDANS: A question again: Have you looked at

12
your procedures and made some kind of a cross-plot, saying,

13
here is a time scale, given an accident for which you have a

14
Ciagnostic which is correct, when you put the time on another

15
scale and then just summarize the number of actions at a

16
given point in time as far as their windows are concerned, you

17 have a certain action that he has to take within four seconds,

18
four minutes *or what-not? How would that plot look likc?

|

19
MR. JOHNSON: I think we have done quite a bit of f

I

20
exactly what you've mentioned, and I'm going to show you

21 a chart, if you will, 6f a summarized E procedure, which isy

22
the loss of reactor coolant procedure, okay, which I think

23
will hive you some flavor for that kind of evaluation that

'
24

we perform. If that doesn't address it at that time, please |, ,, g ,, n,,,, %,

25 I
'

let me know.
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1 DR. PLESSET: How long do you think your presentation

2 is going to take?

3 MR. JOHNSON: Well, let's see. I will attempt to be

4 brief and give you a thorough and exhaustive description.

5 DR. PLESSET: Exhaustive, that's obvious.

6 MR. JOHNSON: I think in general I would anticipate

7 45 minutes.

8 DR. PLESSET: Is there any possibility that you could

9 shorten that a little bit?

10 MR. JOHNSON: I'll make every attempt to do so.

Il DR. PLESSET: All right, we'd appreciate it.

12 DR. ZdDANS: This subject is very interesting.

13 (Laughter.) ,

14 DR. ZUDANS: And I think maybe I make a proposition

15 that we break for lunch now.

10 DR. PLESSET: I think we should jet through a little
,

17 more of it, if it's going to be 45 minutes. If you could make

18 it a half an hour?

(Laughter.) |19

20 MR. JOHNSON: Okay.

21 The next slide I'll essentially skip. I'll leave it

22 inc'.uded in your handouts for reference, which is really the

23 process by which we assure that we have all the disciplines

24 represented in the development of these procedures to get the
An aersI Reponers, Inc. |

25 proper balance for those people who are most concerned with |
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1 the accident analysis, et cetera, and those people who have a

2 good handle on what plant operation was actually like.

3 (Slide.)

4 Now, as regards the basic structure of the procedures,

5 Westinghouse chose to maintain that basic structure, which had

6 been part of the Westinghouse reference guidelines for some

7 time, which is to immediately get into a procedure which is
.

8 consisting only of immediate actions to be taken in the event

9 of any event which requires safety injection, as well as then

10 going further into subsequent accident diagnosis as the first

11 step.

12 Now, as you will see later, the mechanism of getting

13 into this procedure which Westinghouse has termed E-zero ib

14 the action of reactor trip and safety injection will immediately

e-14 15 put one into the procedure E-zero.

16 At that point, the immediate actions immediately
.

17 required for determining the probable event trajectory which

18 will take place to ensure that the proper systems are on

19 operation and the proper alignment of those systems is in |
.

20 place. After those are completed, the E-zero procedure then

21 allows fur accident or event diagnosis in order to determine |

22 hich one of the subsequent E or emergency procedures should

23 _ follow to best mitigate the consequences of this event,

24 keeping in mind that all of he subsequent procedures have
Aa veral Remners, Inc. |

25 been written with a specific purpose in mind, to make them i

!
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1 all, to as large an extent as possible, uniform.

2 At this point, we have written four >rocedures, E-zero

3 to E3 y is a loss of reactor coolant procedure and wouldE

4 encompass any size loss of reactor coolant, small break through

5 large break.

6 E is a loss of secondary coolant and would encompass2

7 all size loss of secondary high-energy line breaks.

8 E is a steam generator tube rupture procedure and
3

9 it'is specifically culled out of El because at some point in

10 time during the recovery from a steam generator tube rupture

11 operator actions are significantlf different from those

12 required in the loss of coolant accident.

13 MR. MICHELSON: Here's a philosophical kind of

14 question: To what extent do you give guidance to the

15 operator as to aat to do if dertain types of single failures

16 were to occur in the process of tracing them down through the

17 E-1.ero and on to E or whatever?2

18 MR. JOHNSON: In the immediate actions, which are

19 concerned with verifying that the proper systems are on line

20 and functional, guidance is given to the operator to assure

21 that you are delivering flow, okay. No specific guidance is

22 directed on single failure, since the safeguard systems are

23 designed to fulfill their functional requirements in the

presence of a single failure. |24
Ace , .Jeral Reporters, Inc. |

25 MR. MICHELSON: The particular example I had in
,

!

j
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18 mind ms under E , which you say is the steam tube rupture.

2 What guideance does he have if there is a stuck open relisf

3 valve on the secondary side?

4 MR. JOHNSON: In psrticular, those kinds of thinas

5 which would result in a subsequent tertiary or secondary event,

6 if you will, are dealt with not on the basis of that particular

7 part undergoing an active failure, but rather, how that results

8 in a change in the system transient, and then that change is

9 identified and is meant to be copsd with.

10 MR. MICHELSON: Is that preser:tly in your scheme of

II plans?

I2 MR. JOHNSON: It is currently.

13 MR. MICHELSON: So I could go to E3 and find out what

Id I would do in the steam tube rupture case if the relief valve

15 stayed open?

16 MR. JOHNSON: You would find out what to do in a,

I7 steam tube generator rupture caso if, subsequent to this event,

18 I get continued primary side depressurization.

I9 MR. MICHELSON: So by inference, even though, because

20 I may not know that the relief valve is stuck open?

2I MR. JOHNSON: That's correct.

22 MR. MICHELSON: So by inference there is a guidance

23 in there as to what to ao if there's a continuing depressuriza-

24 tion?
Ace recers! Reponen, Inc. {

25 MR. JOHNSON: Yes.
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1 DR. ZUDANS: The same way - your diagnostics, do you

'-
2 have some kind of a computer-oriented type system that,

3 feeding in certain observed elements, it helps you to procuee

4 the diagnostics, or is it something the operators have.to come

5 up with themselves?

6 MR. JOHNSON: This description of these revised

7 guidelines is meant for our current operating plants, okay,

8 and the diagnosis that I'll show you -- and I'm going to get

9 to that in two slides -- is operator-performed.

10 DR. ZUDANS: But you give guidelines?

II MR. JOHNSON: Yes.s

12 (Slide.)

13 MR, JOHNSON: This figure essentially shows the

14 method by which an operator during an event would find ;

15 himself moved into the E-zero procedure. Essentially, if I
|
.

16 look across the top, this is nothing more than a nuclear power '

,

17 plant producing power, okay, which the operator would always
i

'

18 be doing. |
19 If, however, the operator would sense -- either !

i

20 recognize that a reactor trip has occurred or sense a need |

21 to manually trip the reactor for some reason, he would end

22 up with a reactor trip verifying the f "t that the rods are

23 in.

I
24 The next thing that the operator would be instructed i

Ace . eral Reporters, Inc. !

|
25 to ha looking for would be has automatic SI occurred. In 1
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I fact, if eitler automatic safety injection signals are

2 generated or the ope.ator i.els that the event trajectory is

3 such that he woitId wish to manually initiate safety injection,

# he would end up with either manual safety injection or automatic

|
5 safety injection.

6 This box is etl an. sy the E-zero, the entrance

7 the E-zero procedure, okay. Once I have reactor trip, eith=-
|

8 manual or automatic, and safety injection, either manual or

automatic, this allows him movement out of here, such that if

10 I have a rear or trip, either manual or automatic, but I do

11
not need safety injection, that's a reactor trip and I would

12 go to an abnormal operating instruction which deals with

13 recovery from a reactor trip.

14
DR. ZUDANS: You say these are immediste actions,

15 if they requi ed some diagnostic, sorne decisionmaking, like

16
top block, you had to make a decision whether you wanted to.

17 have a reactor trip or not?

18 MR. JOHNSON: That's correct, the operator must do
|

19 |that during the course of normal plant operation, not via

20
any emergency procedures.

21 DR. ZUDANS: So there is some diagnostic associated

22
even with this?

MR. JOHNSON: With normal plant operation, yes.
I

24
|MR. MICHELSON: Well, is there some kind of a

c. c., nepo,t m ,inc.

25 !

guideline on deciding when you need safety injection? Is
i
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1 this going to be a part of his training program?

2 MR. JOHNSON: It is a part of the reactor operator's

3 training program, and Westinghouse has provided the utilities

4 with some guidance in this area in terms of this evaluation.

5 MR. MICHELSON: It'll be virtually an automatic

6 operator response. He will very quickly evaluate in his own

7 mind whether he should start SI and he will do that on the

8 basis of training.

9 MR. JOHNSON: Yes. So a t this point I have entered

10 the E-zero procedure and this is the E-zero procedure.

11 (Slide.)

12 Now, this figure is in fact in the E-zero procedure

13 and it is the essential diagnosis phase, to provide the basis

14 for moving to one or the other E procedures for sbbsequent

15 ' operator action. I immediately come into E-zero and I'd like

16 to step our way through this because I think this relates to
,

17 some of the questions which have been asked earlier this

18 morning.

19 The first question that the operator is asked is:

20 Is this pressure less than the pressure for reactor trip or

21 pressure decreasing? Remember, I've gotten into this point

22 because I've already gotten a safety injection and reactor

23 trip. My first action in here is to determine, really, whether

24 or not I have a spurious safety injection, which I think, |>

IAn ,Jeral Re mners, Inc.
I

25 Dr. Plesset, is one of the areas in which you were requesting !
I
i
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I information earlier, or whether or not I have an event in which

2 I'm going to have to follow another E procedure. This is the

3 differentiation mark for that, which is the very first thing

4 in the E-zero procedure: Does the reactor coolant system

5 lessen the pressure for the reactor trip or is it continuing

6 to decrease?

7 If in fact the answer to these two questions is no,

8 I look for plant environmental and radiation readings. In

9 other words, it appears at this point my plant has undergone

10 what could have been a spurious safety injection. So I'm

Il going to look for any other things which may be indications

12 that I have a real event in progress. If in fact I do see

13 some of these other readings, I would come down and evaluate,

Id essentially, my SI termination criteria.

15 And essentially, this line here on this side of the

16 chart is a spurious SI, what the operator would be following
,

I7 in the event of a spurious safety injection, this vertical

18 line down to here. He would evaluate his SI termination

l9 criteria as defined by pressure in the reactor coolant system

20 being greater than 2,000 pounds and increasing, and pressurizer

21 water level greater than programmed no-load water level, which

22 is generally around 20 percent, and at least one steam

23 generator water level in the narrow-range span.
!

f
# If each of these criteria are met and he has normal

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 plant environmental and radiation readings, he then is
!

1
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I instructed to terminate safety injection and transfer his

2 plant control system to normal pressurizer pressure level and

control. At that point, he's instructed to look and watch

# what happens when he does that. And if the reactor coolant

$ system pressure does not fall below the SI actuation s'et

6 pressure, which in general is about 150 pounds below that

7 2,000 pounds, or pressurizer level does not drop below

8 10 percent of span -- in other words, he is controlling pres-

9 sure and level as he expects -- he then can assume that he has

10 a spurious safety injection and recover the plant by going to

II the abnormal operating instructions for spurious safety

I2 injection.

13 If, however, even getting all the way through this

Id diagnosis, he finds that reactor coolant system pressure does

15 drop below the SI actuation set point, again, a subsequent

16 event has occurred or something else has happened, he is
!

I7 instructed to manually reinitiate safety injection, go back

18 here and start over, at which point he's got safety injection

19
on.

20 This is merely in the event that he makes it all

21 the way through all these check statements which have deter-

22 mined whether he has had a spurious safety injection signal,

23 for some reason his earlier diagnosis at an earlier point in

24 time was faulty; he's now back into a situation with safetv*
A eral Reporters, Inc. |

25 | injection on and the reactor is tripped, and it rediagnoses
!
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I the event.

2 MR. MICHELSON: I have a real quick question. I

3 have a problem with the chart. For instance, with the steam

4 tube rupture, if the experience is a single failure -- and I'm
,

5 not even sure it's a single failure in all cases -- but if the

6 main steam isolation valves immediately close, it seems to

7 divert you into assuming something other than a steam tube

8 rupture occurs.

9 MR. JOHNSON: Can I get into the event diagnosis,

10 which is this line? I think maybe that might address that.

II DR. ZUDANS: Just a very small point. I see this

12 chart and in given blocks there are certain actions the

13 operator is to take. Have you studied the time required to

Id follow the chart as you just indicated?

15 MR. JOHNSON: Yes, we have. We have done it on a

16 simulator.

I7 DR. ZUDANS: Okay. Reading the instruments, making |

18 all those decisions until the action is taken? Or is the

I9 action too late or timely enough7 even if he knows all the

20 procedures by heart?

21 MR. JOHNSON: We have checked the procedures on the

22 nimulator for these events.

23 DR. CATTON: With an operator?

d MR. JOHNSON: With an operator, yes. I couldn't do
CW- t'ai Reporters, Inc.

25 it.
:
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I DR. CATTON: "I'm not sure there are many of us in

2 this room who could.

3 (Laughter.)

4 MR. JOHNSON: Okay. Now, if in fact he sees that

5 his reactor co61 ant system pressure is less than the pressure

6 for reactor trip, or RCS pressure is decreasing, he now is

7 not even going to consider spurious SI, okay. He comes down

8 and immediately evaluates his pump termination criteria. His

9 pressure in RCS is greater in this case, P-star, which is

10 1250 psi plus uncertainty, which is the reactor coolant

11 pump termination criteria.

I2 MR. MICHELSON: It would be a yes there yet.

13 MR. JOHNSON: For certain events, yes.

I# MR. MICHELSON: We're talking about steam tube

15 rupture now.

16 MR. JOHNSON: I was going to cover them all.
.

I7 That's correct, I would suspect. In particular, to

18 address your question, for a steam generator tube rupture it

would be about 1250. If the answer to that is yes, he would f
I

20 then check to see his component cooling water available to the !

21 because that is a required service to those pumps.pumps,

22 If it is, he does not need to manually trip the pumps at this

23 point in the procedure.

24 If it is not, if eitner of these boxes are no, he
Aes - aeral Reporteis, Inc.

25 comes through and manually trips all reactor coolant pumps. |
|
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1 That is the first time that that instruction or that check on

d 2 the reactor coolant pump termination is included in the

3 procedures. As I'll show you later, it is also at the very

4 beginning of -- well, it is at the appropriate place, put it

5 that way, of each one of these subsequent procedures. And

6 the instruction says to continuously monitor chat.

7 So at this point he's either decided he's made his

8 first check on whether or not he should terminate reactor

9 coolant pump operations and he's now into diagnosis of events

10 to determine which one of the subsequent E procedures he

II should follow. The first thing he looks for is this box,

12 which says, are there any containment indications, is there

13 an absence of containment indications, a nd is there high

Id containIr.ent air ejector radiation or high steam generator

15 blowdown line radiation? If that is a yes -- this is an

16 "and" statement -- if that's a yes, there are indications of

I7 a steam generator tube rupture, he goes to E , steam generator3

18 tube rupture.

I9 MR. MICHELSON: But if there are no containment
i

20 indications, then he proceeds on down?

2I MR. JOHNSON: No. If the answer to these questions

22 are yes, which is no containment indication changes, yes, he

23 n ainment dicadon changes and @goes to E3
24 condenser air ejector radiation -- in other words, to get to

Acefederal Reporters, |- . .

25 he must see an absence of containment indications and |E
3
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1 high ejector blowdown radiation or radiations.

2 MR. MICHELSON: What happens if he only has the

3 latter and not the former?

4 MR. JOHNSON: Then he does not go to E3'

5 MR. MICHELSON: So for a steam tube rupture, you

6 don't see containment indications, so he doesn't go to E 73

7 MR. JOHNSON: This block says are there no contain-

8 ment indication changes. For a steam generator tube rupture ,

9 the answer to that would be, yes, there are no containment

10 indications.

11 I appreciate that confusion.

12 (Laughter.)

13 DR. CATTON: How does an operator react t6 that

14 confusion?

15 MR. MICHELSON: They're smarter than I am.

16 (Laughter.)

17 MR. JOHNSON: We are schooling them on that.

18 hm. MICHELSON: You still don't go to E f ccurse,
3,

19 because you have to satisfy both requirements, and with the

20 single failurf, if you close the main steam line isolation

21 valves, that is a single failure at that point and you haven't

22 satisfied the requirement for a les, I guess.

23 MR. JOHNSON: In fact, operating experience shows

i

) 24 that the first indication you get on a steam generator tube j
Am r kuel Remnus, Inc.

25 rupture is high condenser air radiation.
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1 MR. MICHELSON: So long as the main steam isolation
.

2 valves are oper..

3 MR. JOHNSON: That's correct, but you would have

4 tripped.

5 Okay, and I'll show you -- we can discuss, there

6 is conditions in E for further diagnosis of Ey 3'

7 DR. ZUDANS: Since I asked about the timing, do you

8 have the time to reach from the top through every one of those

9 last boxss?

10 MR. JOHNSON: It's very short. I don't have a number

11 for you, but on a complete walk-through of the board, which

12 is what we did to diagnose these events, it took -- I'm not

13 going to give you seconds or minutes, but as I was there, it

14 took a minute or two.

|
15 DR. ZUDANS: Supposing how much time does it take '

|
16 to go from top to E on the left down at the bottom? '

1

17 MR. JOHNSON: Again, it depends on what that loss '

18 of coolant accident is. If it's a large break loss of coolant

19 accident, it's immediate. He'll get that very rapidly.

20 DR. ZUDANS: Well, talk about new procedures, if not

21 the accident itself.

22 MR. JOHNSON: The time it takes to go through this

23 diagnosis, it depended on the event.

24 DR. ZUDANS: Okay.
Am+merel Reputers, lM. {

25 MR. JOHNSON: Which is consistent, because that's '
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I also generally a f nction of the severity of the event.

d 2 Okay, so passing this box, if in fact he has not

3 gotten a yes out of the tube rupture diagnosis, he is then

4 instructed to look for a loss of secondary coolant. And his

5 decision point there, is steam pressure lower in one generator

6 than in others, okay, which would be an indication of a loss

7 of secondary coolant. If it is, he goes to E2 If it is not,

8 he comes down to E r he goes down to the next block.
3

9 In that case, he's looking -- now this is the

10 converse of the prior question, is: Do abnormal or increasing

II ihdications exist for containment pressure or containment

12 radiation or containment sump level? If they do, he's got a

h 13 break inside containment, E loss of . reactor coolant. Hei,

Id hasn't verified that he had a loss of aecondary ::colant. If

15 he comes through all this indication and he cannat identify

16 via these checks which one of these events he has, he can't -

,

I7 positively identify, he goes to E 1 ss of secondary coolant, |2
|

18 okay -- i
!

DR. CATTON: What does he do if he has a combination !I9

20 of E , E # E2y 2 3

21 MR. JOHNSON: That has been somewhat addressed in

22 the current procedures by placing a hierarchy of priorities

23 with regard to what the operhtor is attempting to address, and

24 if at any place -- now really, what's happened uo to here is
Ace Federet Reporters, Inc, j

25 ithat all his automatic protection systems are functioning and
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1 are operating, okay. And really, about all the operator can

2 do without going into an' inadequate core cooling type construc-

3 tion is to ensure that his plant safeguards are continuing'.to

4 operate. '

5 What we've done is, if at any time in any of these

6 other events he diagnoses any indications of a loss o f reactor

7 coolant, which is the most likely way to place core cooling

8 in jeopardy, he must lose inventory in the system. In that

9 case, he is always instructed to, no matter where he is,

10 reinitiate safety injection, okay, and assure that he verifies

11 that flow is being delivered to the system, and at that point

12 go back and rediagnose the event.

13 Now, ifithbre are multiple events going, he may

14 come up with multiple events that he knows about. But at any

15 rate, he's always instructed to maintain the safeguards

e-15 16 equipment operating.
,

17

18

19 j
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p UAV I DR. CATION: One of the things mentioned earlier

2 by Carl was the tube rupture stuck open, the relief valve on

3 the steam genera,or. That seems to me that is not too

4 serious if you do the right thing.

5 MR. JOHNSON: Pardon?

6 DR. CATTON: That doesn't seem to me to be too

7 serious if you do the right thing, but I don't see it

u anywhere here.

Y MR. JOHdSON: On that one -- well, I don' t kriow

10 where he would go first, but if he goes to E-3, first,

11 e ssentially in that case we have not done these analyses and

12 we have not explicitly covered each possibility of multiple

13 actions, multiple condition f or events occurring

14 simul taneou sly.

Ib However, I think if you would go into an E-3

16 procedure and see indications -- well, I know what would

17 ha ppen -- he went to the E-3 procedure , and he saw

to indications of continuea oepressurizations on the primary

19 side, which is what would occur, he would end up

20 reinitiating saf e ty injection and going to E-1. Tha t is

21 what the procedure , a s wri tten . today, would do.' He will

22 treat the LOCA. That is the way the procedures have been

23 wri tten.

24 UR. CATION : During the testing of these

2D procedures with your simulator, nave you been trying to

I
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p UAV 1 gather information with respect to the kinds of errors that

2 the operators can make?

3 MR. JOHNSON: do, we have not.

4 DR. CATTON: Is there any plan to do that sort of

5 thing so that one can get a f eel for it? How do you write a

o group of procedures so we won't make the errors?

7 MR. JOHNSON: In terms of writing the procedures,

e our basic philosophy in terms of trying to do it so you

v won't make an error is to try to r inimize his decision

10 points and actions. But as f ar as how to actually write a

11 procedure, if you will, to the operator, thct would actually

12 be outside the scope of exactly what we are writing here

13 because wha t we are writing are not procedures. Let me

14 emphasize t na t . These are guidelines to be incorporated
.

15 into plant-specific procecure s.

10 bd. CATTod If you testea this chart ou: on your

17 simulator with operators, you have obviously written a

le proceaure,

19 ..i d . JOHNSON: tJ ot really. We didn't really write'

20 i t cown as a procedure. he went over with the operators

21 w ha t these things were ana they could follow it in general.

22 But a plant-specific procedure has multiple things in it

23 whicn even take no time but are not incor porated in our

24 guidelines.

25 Dii . CATION: Well, in some respects, tne time
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p UAV I f ac tors that Dr. Zudans was talking about haven't really

2 been fully tested, because I think to fully test them you

3 have to read the procedure and comprehend what you've read

4 and take an action.

5 This sounds like you've sort of work with the

o operator and say, " Hey, gee, why don't you follow your way

7 through this c har t?" He already knows what he's going to be

o doing before he coes it.

9 MR. JOHNSON: What we tried t7 do in tnat case was

10 to nave the o pera tors have an understanding of the procedure

11 -- okay? -- such that he would be in that case of knowing

12 wha t wa s in t he procedures. And that is part of operator

13 t rci ning.

14 MR. ESPOSITO: br. Catton, we are doing studies

19 looking a t opera tor ac tion time. We are performing studies.

10 MR. JOHNSON: Not in the context of these

l '/ proccoures.

lo .4 H . E6POSIf0: f.o t in the context of tnose

lv procecures, but in the context of respense time.

20 uH. CATf0N : This is a little bit beyond this

21 discussion of pro c e dur e s. But in your simulator, how

22 acequate is the backup? In other words, the na thematics

23 behind the screen. If the operator makes an error, will the

24 simulator f all reasonably close to the true course of

2b events?
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p UAV I MR. JOHNSON: It will dc within the capabilities

2 or the simula tor. The simula ters do have ' imitations. They.

3 ao have areas in which, if y0J push them f ar enough, they

4 will no t re spond. But we were going to use these to try and

S evaluate how long i t took to get through this and to try to

o see how workable are our guidelines. We did not test

7 opera tor errors.

6 DH. ZuDANS: Do I understand that you expect the

y operator to memorize all of these things and react instantly

10 without censulting this set written procedures?

11 MR. JOHNSON: ihe o pera tors in each of these

12 procedures is a section which is called "immediate actions"

13 and a section which is called " subsequent actions." He must

14 memormize the immediate-action sec tion of each proceoure.

Ib he try to kee p tha t at a mininum. We recognize the fact

to that in E-1, c-2, and E-3, i t's ref erred to E-0,

17 e ssen ti ally , because E-0 is where most of the i mm edia te

lo actions are, whicn are verification steps primarily,

19 verifying that systems opera te, verifying proper valve

20 lines.

21 '/, H . E6POSIf0 It's going to be in the next slide?

22 LR. CNATods Could I ask the representative of the

23 owners group, wnat do you do in this regard? Do you want me

24 to restate tne question?

26 1.M . JeEYER: Restate the q"estion.
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r uAV l UH. CATTOd I am concerned about somehow a

2 procecure resulting f rom all sorts of studies, and then it's

3 who makes sure that there is proper interpretation.

4 Now, it seems to me that a good place to ensure

5 that the operator would properly interpret the procedure

o would be by observing him going through the procedures on

7 the simulator whera he can make mistakes and have to recover

d from the mistakes. But I get the f eeling that nothing .1

9 done in this regard.

10 MR. SPEfER: I don' t know that I can fully address

li that, out I can say for our utility that we in f act do

12 t ha t. r e do nave a simulator. Other companies tha t belong

13 to tne owners group don't. And they use those people on

14 simulators later. But all of us do step through it. We

lo have our operators step through the procecures and a ssure

lo that ti.ey uo it corr ec tly. I don' t know the details on how

17 we do t ha t . ihat's part of their training, but I can' t give

Ic you a cetailed ansiter.

Iv vW. CATTOWs I would like to know whetner there is

20 an interirn proceuure, if procedures are ever changed as a

21 result of havin.) observed an operator working with them on

22 the sir ul ator.

23 iT H . SPEYEd: I think they probably have, yes.

24 MW. JOHNSON: ur. Ca tton, that's wnat I attempted

25 to alluas to earlier when I stated tne proce ss by which
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UAV l Westinghouse, coming up with these guidelines, worked with

2 the owners group, the procedures subcommittee, who are

3 people on tha t subcommi ttee who are very heavily involved in

4 their own operating procedure-writing and their own operator

b training.

o T ha t , I think -- I am sorry if I didn't make tha t

7 clear earlier -- that's where a lot of this f eedback is

occurring, and that input has been melded into how ouro

v guidelines have been developed.

10 DH. ZUUAN5: Just one more. Are tnese

11 i mme dia te-a c tion procedures displayed some place

12 continuously, constantly, or in several places in the

13 control room?

14 MR. JOHNSOH: These particular, exist in the E-0

lb proceoure, whicn is not displayed con tinuously.

10 DH. ZuuANS: Just like your instruments.

17 v.R. JOHNS 0d: You must reach out and open the

lo b ook .

19 DR. YAO: I have a thought about t hi s .

20 UR. PLESSET: We're going to try to reduce the

21 questions, maybe even elimina te them.

22 I think tha t ''|estinghouse and the other oeo ple

23 have a pretty good idea of tne questions and the line of

24 t houg ht that the subcommittee has, and I wonder if we're

2D goin.; to gain a grea t deal more of exchange of thoughts by
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UAV I going tnrougn all of your slides.

2 Now, that's a very pertinent question because we

3 must finish with Combustion Engineering's presentation

4 today. They can't stay all night.

S So, could you answer my questions do we need to

o go tnrough all of this in detail now? I will ask

7 Mr. Esposito.

o MR. ESPOSITO: Dr. Ple sset, I don't think we have

v to go tnrough all of them.

10 vR. PLESSEf You pick out the key one.

11 MR. ESPOSITO: I think the bases for the safety

12 injection determir.ation criteria may be the key one, since

13 there has been so much discussion on that.

14 CH. PLESSET: Good. _et's do that.

13 (Slide.)

lo !iR. JOHNSON: One of the key points of the

17 .;estinghouse ref erence guiuelines is the SI termina tion

lo criteria. .1ha t I would like to give at this point is the

ly basis that we utilize in terms of coming up with indications

20 tha t would satisf y these bases, or actually these

21 objectives, in assuring ourselves tnat we had an HPI

22 termination criterion Inat was meaningful ana responsive to

23 pl an t safety.

24 I would like to go through these one by one.

25 One oy one. 71e thougnt it was im portant prior to SI

,
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UAV I termination during any event, be it a spurious event or a

2 nonspurious event, that SI would not be terminated unle ss

3 one hac previously assurea system inventory.

4 If one could not verify system inventory, we did

b not wish to allow the o pera tor to terminate saf ety

o injection.

7 Secondly, we wanted to allow saf e ty injec tion to

e continue until it had been verified that, by operation of

v t ha t system or by inventory addition, we could return the

10 plan t to near-normal pl an t control conditions. .M're'

11 returning the plant to a si tua tion which is somewhat akin to

12 normal operation.

13 Thi rdly , throughout this, that we would a ssure the

14 capability f or aecay heat removal from the reactor coolant

to sys tem prior to terminating saf ety in jec tion.

lo Fourtnly, we would not terminate safety injection

17 until he haa provideo the ca pability f or normal plant

lo con trol because f ollowing termination of safety injection,

19 it's still im por t an t that you are going to have to control

20 pre ssure end level. So, you must establish those concitions

21 unich would allow you to establish that capability.

22 Fifthly, minimize the po ten tial f or subsequent RCS

23 inven tory loss. In other woras, during one of tnese events,

24 i t may be tha t the reason you are terminating SI is because

25 fou have haa en RCS inventory loss and it's desirable to

I
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r UAV I terminate high-pressure saf ety injection prior to the time

2 at which its action might result in additional RCS inventory

3 loss. ir other words, potentially lif ting a power-ope ra t ed

4 relief valve on the pressurizer or raising the system

5 pressure up to the saf e ty valve on the pressurizer saf etys.

o Also, as an overall general basis, the criterion

7 were chosen such as to account as much as possible to

6 a ccount f or possible in strumen t uncertainties. The

9 operator has very well assured himself that he is satisfied

10 on t hose above ba se s.

Il Those are the general criteria by whicn we chose

12 the criteria by wnich we aia -- that I showed before, of

13 2000 psi pressure increasing the level in the pressuriner

14 and establishing the level in the U tube steam generators on

IS the secondary sice above the level of the tubes. The se are

lo the bases by which we arrived at t ho se criteria.

17 #R. MICHELSON: It isn't clear how those bases

lo a ssure the sta teraen t which I heard you maKe repeatedly:

l> Inat we know we have a subcoaled condi tion.

20 t.i W . JOHtJ Sun : I didn't say anywhere in here.

21 MH. MICHELSON: I snow you aion't in Inic

22 particular presentation a t tne moment. But you talked about

23 suocooling a great deal, and yet here now you are going to

24 ignore subcooling. Could you give us a little reason or

25 background on wny?

hO
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UAV i MR. JOHNSON: These we f elt were the most

2 im por tan t t hi ng s , that if I could assure that I had a level

3 in tne system, if I a ssure that I have the capability - at

4 least I had the capability - of providing means to control

b pressure, by which I will later, at least in some subsequent

6 time, assure systems subcooling, because that's pressure

7 control.

6 MR. MICHELSON: How do you know you're controlling

v pressure? I coula just have real hot water and keep 2000

10 pounds in the system at saturation. 2000 pounds, per se, is

1I nothing magic.

12 08. PLESSET: You might go for quite a while

13 thinking you have a f ull flow, and be mistaken.

14 MR. JOHNSotJ If I am sure I have a level up above

15 the pressurizer heaters.

lo MR. I.il CHELS 0;1: How do you know you've got it

17 there? riow are you assuring that?

Io Md. JOHid Sad : A level greater than 50 percent.

ly MR. MICHELSON: But the level is meaningless.

20 That was our earlier aiscussion this morning.

21 14 R . JOH.4 Sots: I am also requiring pre ssure and

22 level to track together. The pre ssure is greater than 2000

23 psi ano increasing, a level greater tnan 50 percent, if

24 pre ssure and level are in cr eas ing .

25 UR. ZubANS: Anc it still doesn't guarantee

.

I
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" OAV i subcooling.
i

2 MR. JOHNSON: That's right. It does not guarantee

3 subcooling. Tha t's correc t. In most instances, I will be

4 subcooled if I satisf y these criteria.

b DR. PLESSET: What's this tracking mean? How much

6 in the way of observation is required?

7 MR. JOHNSON: What we're telling -- what we're

6 instructing the o pera tor here is that pressure is greater

y than 2000 psi and in c re a sing, and my level has returned and

10 has corne back up to 50 percent. In other words, my pre ssure

11 has come up and my level has come up; therefore, they are

12 moving in the same direction. And if I had a PORV stuck

13 o pe n , say, and I was saturating the system, my pressure

1* woula be f alling while my level would be either rising or

15 constant.

lo 1.t R . MICHELS0:4: Not if the pressure is coming up

17 into e very rapidly heating core.

le MR. JOHNSON: That's correct, wnich is an

19 indication of inadequate core cooling. And destinghouse is

20 working on. This is not in considera tion of inadequate core
,

21 cooling.

22 MR. MIChELS0W: I thocght tnat's what we were

23 talking about here. inat's the whole name of the game is to

24 keep the core cool, and I thought this was the means by

25 whicn we ware deciding tha t i t's cool enough now that we can

OD N h, f$h9 'D*iD du MM
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UAV i shut ofr SI.

2 MR. JOHNSON: And I think inadequate core cooling

3 instructions are in the process of being written and are

4 have benn on a schedule established via discussions with the

5 staff in NUREG-0578. They will be included once they are

o wri tten as also parts of these same procedures. In o ther

7 words, giving me a kick-out of the normal recovery from one

o of these events to inadequate core cooling.

9 DR. PLESSET: vie seem to be not all the way there,

10 then. Is tnat right?

11 la R . JOHNSON: That's correct.

12 DR. PLESSET: So I don't feel so bad aoout

13 shor tening your presentation.

14 (Laughter.)

iS MR. JOHNSON: We'll be back in October.

10 DR. PLESSET: Okay, we'll see you again.

17 MR. JOHdSoc4: I am sure.

Io (Laugnter.)

Iv MR. JOHN S0ie s but that's correct, inadequate ..e

20 cooling is being addressed separately via separate

21 proceaures whicn will be incor porated.

22 UH. eLtSSEis Fine. Well, I apologize if I ha ve

23 cut you back in time. We will give you another chance, and

24 you will nave all tne time you need.

2. Before we recess, let me make a couple of

C J
,
"
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pv uAV i s ta temen ts. We're obviously going to need to get together

2 again, and I took the step, which might not have been a good

3 one, or canceling the proprietary section, only in part

4 because of the time, but also very importantly because I am

5 suggesting that all the NSSS people be here tomorrow

o al'terncon because the staff will be presenting some of their

7 ideas and reactions to what they have gotten f rom the

o venaors, and they may want to come back again after they

9 hear what the staff's ideas are at thi s point. They may not

10 have heard the latest views of the staff, which we will get

11 tomorrow af ternoon.

12 Ana so, we promised them adequate time for this

13 tomorrow af ternoon, and I believe that Westinghouse people

14 will have representatives here so they can be inf ormed, and

lo I pre sume that Combustion will, also. I also promised that

10 Comoustion engineering can complete their presentation today

17 before v:00 p.m. or some thing like that.

lo us. ZduAliS BeIore the game starts.

Iv !,i R . MICHELSON: It's got to be before the game,

20 yes.

21 (Laugnter.)

22 uH. PLcS5Ef .ie won't be going all that late. We

23 are going to finish, so we will come back in open session at

24 3:30, and we will recess ror lunch.

25 MR. ESPOSITO: ur. Ple sse t, we are completed as
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pv UM i f ar as the Westinghouse pre sentations.

2 DR. PLESSET: For this time.

3 !:. '? , ESPOSITO: Thank you, sir.

4 (Whe reupon, a t 2:30 p.m. , the meeting was recessed

5 for lunch, to reconvene at 3:35 p.m., this same day.)
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pv-UAV I AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (3:35 p.m.)

3 DR. PLESSET: Let's reconvene.

4 Mr. Longo, would you take over on behalf of

5 Combustion Engineering?

o MR. LONGO: For the record, my name is Joe Longo.

7 I manage the group that does the ECCS analysis at Combustion

e Engineering.

v The purpose of our presentation this af ternoon is

10 to present to you some of the results of our small-break

11 analysis and, in particular, those dealing with the role of

12 the reactor coolant pum ps.

13 (Slide.)

14 We brve proposed the following agendas basically,

I> talk about the general features of the Combustion

lo small-break model; then those special model f eatures for

li whicn we Ielt it necessary to incluce the ef f ects of keeping

le the reactor coolant pumps in operation; the fourth item, the

lv results of the small-break analyses wi th the reactor coolant

20 pumps running, a discussion about this erfect on non-LOCA

21 events; guideline s f or tne reactor coolant pump operation.

22 AnJ then f rom several notes th:L we had received on what you

23 might like to hear, we also are prepared to talk abou t the

24 loss-of-feeuwater events.

20 If time is running short, I would recommend that
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pv UAV i we try to cover in some detail the first six items and use

2 this as a throwaway item. We would be glad to come back to

3 you anc talk to yce aoout i t.

4 Easically, our bottom line -- and we have

5 completed the results of the studies -- is tied up with our

6 guidelines for the reactor coolant pump operation.

7 Basically, they fall into this type of recommendations that

e is, s hu t two reac tor c oolant pumps down, one in each of the

v loops, and continue within five minutes and keep two pumps,

10 one in each loop, operating. If for some reason you haven't

11 shut down the reactor coolant pumps within five minutes,

12 then shut down all four pumps within 10 minutes.

13 So, basically, we have the same sort of guidelines

14 as the morning session, in wnich we s. y a shut aown all four

15 pumps within 10 minutes. However, we have :aken a slightly.

lo different turn, and I think we f eel that this is another

17 option that's availaole to us, and that is to shut down only

to two of the pumps.

ly This af ternoon's session, we will get into the

20 discussion on tnat, out I t ho ug ht , as I sat here this

21 morning and listened to the preser ' ation, tha t i t might help

22 in looking at a summary of the two vendors' results, in some

23 senses, it looks like we have different ends of the elephant

24, and are trying to describe it.

25 (Slide.)
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pv-UAV I In the results area, we find that our limiting

'

2 break location is in the hot leg, and in this morning's

3 session t he limiting break was located in the cold leg. The

4 problem with the pumps on, we find that even if you continue

5 to have the pumps running, you would get into a problem in

o that the core would uncover and you would have exce ssive

7 temperatures even if the pumps didn' t faii. Westinghouse

8 did not find this.

9 The problem with minimum inventory -- and that is,

10 in some cases, if you didn't get into problems with _he pump

11 on, dio you get into problems because you had lost excessive

12 inventory? We found that to be so. So cia Westinghouse.

13 Dr. Rosztoczy asked this morning about whether

14 hestinghouse would have a problem if they had all their

15 saf ety injection systems running. I thought I heard the

16 answer say that it was "Yes." We have done some analyses

17 t ha t say "Ilo." If all the high pressure saf ety injection

16 pumps were running, tha t's an option that we woula not nave

ly to shut the pumps off.

20 There are some physical diff erences in the pl a n t s ,

21 and I woulo just like to bring them to your attention. The

22 nuaber of cold legs to hot leg ratio f or CE plants, we have

23 two cold legs per hot leg, as opposed to one to one for

24 restinghouse plants. The HPSI shutoff heac in our pumps in

23 most or our plants, with the exception of one, is about 1300
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pv UAV i psi, as opposed to greater than 2400. And in all but one of

2 our operating plants, the saf ety injection tank pressure is

3 2 00. And in the Westinghouse it's o00.

4 There are some model diff erences, some of which I

S know, some of which I put X and Y on. We have chosen to

o look at this in a best-estimate type of approach as opposed

7 to an Appendix K type. Basically, our best estimate diff ers

o f rom Appendix K in two significant areas. One, we use 1.0 x

9 ANS a s o ppo se d to 1.2, ana we use a break flow homoegeneous

10 equilibrica model as opposed to |4cody for the break flow.

11 In all other respects, we have re tained the conservatism of

12 Appendix k.

13 In the results sec tion, we came up with the

14 f ive-minu te shutoff time for two pumps. We cid retain that

to you lost one HPSI. So, you have the conservatisms of

10 Appendix K and we tried to use only those items that we had

17 a good feel were not co rre c t . 1.2 Appendix K heat, from

16 cata that we had seen, we have come to believe that the

ly break riow of homogeneous equilibrium mod'.1 is more accurate

2J and IT. ore realistic.

21 MR. MICHELSON: Before we leave that slide, I

22 t houg ht I unoerstooo you to indicate that as long as you

23 s hu t ofr two pumps in five minutes, then I guess you could

24 run the other two indefinitely or lose them at any point and

29 still be all right.
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pv uAV i MR. LONGO: Tha t's correct.

2 MR. MICHELSON: Now, I am trying to resolve that

3 against your results in which you say you have a problem

4 with the pumps on or the pumps are of f . I don't understand

5 that.

o MR. LONGO: I did this sitting down, quickly, and

7 I shouldn't have tried to conf use you. You are right. If

6 we keep two pumps running, shut two pumps of f in five

9 minutes, we can keep two pun.ps running forever. And if they

10 stoppec at any time, we would have no problem with mininum

11 inven tory .

12 MR. MI CHELSON: Okay. So, ther, you don't havesa

13 problem with pumps running.

14 MR. LONGO: What I meant by this one ist if I

lb kept four pumps running longer than 10 minutes, I would have

16 a problem with minimum inventory.

17 MR. MICHELS0ri Okay. Ilow, the other quastion,

10 coutu we get a copy of your transparency?

IV UR. iAO: Excuse me. May I ask you one more

20 question. Have you ever tried to run your program for 1.2

21 Ah8 decay heat?

22 MR. Loh 00: Yes.

23 DR. YAO: Were your conclusions still able to

24 hold?

2a r/. R . LOhud We're going to be presenting that in
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pv UAV 1 the results section. But I will tell you, if you look at it

2 in terms of time the ef f ect of a combination 1.2 and Moody,

3 you had to shut off four pumps in six minutes as opposed to

4 shutting off four pumps in 10 minutes with I.2 ANS in

5 homogeneous equilibrium models.

o So, there is a diff erence of f our minutes in terms

7 of need to shut the pum ps o f f . But i t's mixed between the

6 break flow model and the cecay heat.

9 MR. MICHELSON: Will you be explaining la ter now

10 what problem you got into leaving all the pumps on af ter 10

11 minu te s ?

12 MR. LONGO: fes. The next speaker is

13 Dr. Holderne ss, who will present the general features of our

14 small-break model.

15 (Slide.)

lo DR. HJLUERNESS: Ac tually, this af ternoon I won't

17 be p esenting all of the general features or the small-break

16 moael. These will be discussed both by Gerhard Menzel, the

lv next speaker, and myself.

20 W ha t I would like to discuss this afternoon is

21 present a view of tne hydraulics models that Combustion

22 Engineering uses to calculate the system response to a

23 small-break lo ss-of-coolant a ccident. I would like to note

24 that my talk will be nonproprietary; that proprietary

2b details of our hydraulics models are contained in three
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pv UAV 1 topical reports: CENPO 137, CENPD 137 supplement 1, and CEN

2 114.

3 I would also like to note that the hydraulics

4 model aiscussion whicn I will be presenting is the

5 hydraulics model that we use when we assume the reactor

6 coolant pumps trip concurrent with reactor trip. We have

7 made some modificacions to these models for the analyses in

d which reactor coolant pumps are assumed to remain powered.

9 And for these model modifications, Tim Kessler will be

10 presenting some details later this af ternoon.

11 (Slide.)

12 The pieces of the small-break hydraulics moael

13 t ha t I woula like to discuss are shown in my next slide.

14 Basically, I would like to discuss the reactor vessel

15 hydraulics models, the hot leg hydraulics model, the steam

to generator nodel, and the cold leg hydraulics model.

17 This particular slide shows a section of a reactor

le vessel unoergoing a small creak in the cold leg. The point

lv in time t ha t I have snown in this slide is a point in time

20 when the hot side of the system is saturated. You see a

21 steam region in the upper head of the reactor ve ssel. Also,

22 a team region forming at the top of the steam generator

23 U-tubes.

24 The core is boiling, and we've got delive.y of

25 two-phased fluid to the steam generator where condensation
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pv UAV I heat transfer is occurring. This particular point in time

2 illustrates many of the hydraulics models I will be

3 presenting today.

4 (Slide.)

5 I will begin my discussion with the reactor vessel

o model. The objective of this model is to determine the

7 hydrostatic forces within the reactor vessel, both in the

o downcomer region and in the inner ve ssel region to de termine

9 the distribution of voids within the reactor vessel,

10 particularly within the reactor core and ultimately to

11 determine the effect of this voiding on the reactor core

12 heat transfer.

13 The major feature of the reactor ve ssel hydraulics

14 model is the use of a drif t flux model to calculate relative

15 motion between the steam and liquid in t he reactor vessel.

le The drif t flux model we use employs an empirical correlation

17 of the drif t velocity. This correlation gives the drift

Ib velocity as a function of pre ssure , and it's been based on

19 test data over a fairly wide pressure range.

20 The model computes the local void fraction within

21 the reactor vessel, based on a detailed axial energy

22 balance. I should say the aetailed void distribution is

23 one-aimensional axial.

24 In performing the energy balance within the

25 reactor vessel, we considered the following sources of
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pv OAV I energy: me tal wall heat transfer from the reactor ve ssel

2 structural members; core heat transf er, including details of

3 the axial power shape . We take into consideration the

4 subcooling of the coolant at the inlet to the core if

5 subcooling is calculated to occur. And we also account for

o production of steam due to flashing of liquid during periods

7 of depressurization.

6 DR. PLESSET: Do you have a multidimensional

y description in the core?

10 DR. HOLDERNESS: No, we do not. It's a

11 one-dimensional model.

12 DR. PLESSET sokay.

13 DR. HOLUERNESS: The core heat transfer model is

14 l e ve l-de penden t. We calculate a two-phased 1evel or f roth
,

15 level, and below that load we have either forced convection

lo to liquid or we have a form of pool boiling, nucleate

17 boiling, film boiling.

16 Above the two-pha se level. we calculate heat

19 transf er to steam through a pplication of force convection

20 correla tions, and we take account of the superheating of the

21 steam in our hydraulics model calculations.

22 An adaitional feature of this model is that we do

23 calculate disengagemen t of steam f rom the two-phased miy:ure

24 based on a locai void fraction at the surface of that

26 mixture. For this particular model, I refer you to CENPD
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pv DAV i 137 supplement-- 1, f or proprie tary de tails.

2 MR. MICHELSON: Before you leave that slide, you

3 show the core barrel in the hot leg. In reality, of course,

4 there is a gap between the core barrel and the hot leg of

5 some sixteenth of an inch, more or less, and about a 50-60

6 inch diameter. How significant is the bypass flow from the

7 annular region back to the hot leg through that gap going to

6 be in these calculations?

9 DR. HOLDERNESS: In the calculations, the types of

10 calculations we'd t doing witnout the pumps operating, we

11 would actually ge t a li ttle bit of benefit f rom modeling

12 that gap, and then we'u get an aciitional path for steam

13 venting fro 1 the reactor vessel.

14 In the calculations where we have modeled the

15 reactor coolant pump operation, we have the opposite effect,

16 where the annulus is pressurized with respect to tne upper

17 head, and we have considered that flow path.

16 MR. MICHELSON: Tha t is in your calculational

19 model, then?

20 DR. HOLDERNESS: Ye s.

21 Mh. MICHELSON: How large a gap did you put in the

22 model?

23 UR. HOLDERNESS: I don't know the number offhand.

24 MR. KESSLER: Tim Kessler, f rom Combustion. I

2b would imagine it's something on the order of about half a
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pv UAV 1 square f oot total flow area, but I am really just guessing

2 on that.

3 DR. HOLDERNESS: We've compared our reactor vessel

4 model predictions to experimental dat* f rom two types of

5 experiments. One is vessel blowdown tests, and the second

6 is quasi-steady state boil-of f tests in multi-rod bundles.

7 (Slide.)

O My next slide shows a sample comparison to one of

Y the vessel blowdown tests. This particular tes as part of

10 the containment system experiment. Basically, tne te st

11 f acility consists of a large tank partially filled with

12 saturated water at pressures of a thousand to 1200 psi.

13 The tank is then blown down through nozzles either

14 at the top or at the bottom of the tank. Thi s particular

15 test was for a blowdown through the top nozzle. The

lo two phasea level in the tank was measured as a function of

17 time. Ano tnat's shown as the solid curve in this diagram.

16 We see, in looking at the test data, that there's

19 dn initial rise or surge in the two-phased level in the

20 vessel. This is the result of the sudden initial

21 depre ssuriza tion. The flashing of liquid within the vessel

22 and the steain tnus formed not being able to escape the

23 two-phased mixture rapidly enough; hence, a sudden rise in

24 two-phased level.

25 As the steam disengages f rom the two-phased
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pv DAV I mixture, we see a period of prolonged gradual recession in

2 the two-phased level wi thin the ve ssel. Our prediction of

3 this particular test, using our reactor vessel hydraulics

4 model, shown as the dashed curve in this particular figure,

5 in general, we see very good agreement between the measured

6 and our calculated two-phased levels, even in this very

7 dramatic sudden rise in two-phased level.

6 We did have a tendency in this particular test to

Y slightly underpredict the amount of the initial surge , which

10 would be indicative of tne slight overprediction in the

11 disengagement rate. In a small-break LOCA calculation, this

12 would be in the conservative direction.

13 This is just one of a number of comparisons that

14 we have made to CSE experiments. We've seen equally good

15 agreement with other experiments in both top and bottom

lo blowdown tests.

17 DR. ZUDANS: To what do you attribute t ho se

le oscillations in the actual experiment? Does it relate to

19 some structural aspect or wha t?

20 DR. HOLDERNESS: I don't think -- i t may be the

21 measuring technique. Tne two-phased level is measured with

22 some sort of an acoustical control, as I understand it.

23 There was no structure within this tank. It was an empty

24 tank other tnan the fluid itself.

25 (Slide.)
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pv OAV 1 The mucci has also been compared with quasi-steady

2 state boil-off experiments, which are perhaps representative

3 of the long-term quiescent core uncovery period in the

4 small-break loss-of-coolant a ccident.

5 Basically, in these tests, which were multi-rod

6 bundle tests, the hydrostatic head necessary to support a

7 given two-phased level within the bundle was measured, so

e there are measurements o ~ both hydrostatic head and some

9 swelleo fluid level within the heated bundle. These tests

10 were run at two different test facilities, I believe, and

11 botn pressure and power were test variables.

J/ 12 What I have shown in this slide is the
\

t 13 experimental value f or the collapsed liquid level nece ssary

14 to support a given two-phased level in the test. I have
,

15 also shown what our model would predic t as being the

16 n ,ce ssary collapse level, necessary to produce tnat same

17 tw] phaseu level. That two-phased level, of course, is not

lo only a function of the collapsed level, but also powe r . And

IV the test da ta we've shown here span a range of powers,

20 although typically tne powers are tyoical of the decay heat

21 region, where we've been using them for small-break

22 loss-of-coolant a cciden ts.

23

24

25
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mucuAV i (Slide.)

2 The second moael I'd like to discuss is a hot leg

3 hydraulic s model. Basically the purpose of the hot leg

4 byaraulics model is to provide a path for mass transf er

b be tween the reactor vessel and the steam generator. And the

o primary feature of the CE model is the use of a separated

7 two-phase flow model for the hot leg in which we assume we

o have a liquid region or a low density mixture region at the

9 bottom of the pipe anc a steam region at the top of the

10 pi pe . '/|e slip between the phases based on an empirical

c rrelation, and for this particular model I refer you to11 o

12 CENeu 137

13 The basis for selecting a se parated flow model for

14 tne hot leg is tnrough a comparison of hot leg flow

lb conditions calculated in a s:nall break loss of coolant

to a cciden t to two flow regir.ie maps f or norizontal two-pnase

17 f l o '.- pipes. Both of these flow regime maps are based on

Ic test data f rom simpler experimental geome tries than a P/!H

19 hot leg, cut tne two choices of experimental data differed

20 f rom each other qui te drarra tically in terms of geometry.

21 And we feel they offerea oeneral guidance for determining a

22 two pnase flow regime.

23 (Slice.)

24 This first moael that I'd like to show is that

2a which tras tentatively pro po sed by Baker and Joppler based
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mgcDAV i on horizontal flow of air and water in small diameter

2 pipes. The coordinates of this plot are the traditional

3 Baker cnart coorainates, but basically it's steam flow rate

4 versus liquid flow rate.

5 This particular flow regime map identifies three

o flow pa tters segregated flow, int 9rmitent or slug flow,

7 and aistributed flow regimes.

o MH. ETHERINGTON: Could I ask, what happens to

your spearated two-phase flow moael if the pipe is not quitey

10 norizontai?

11 DH. HOLuERNESS: The model itself is for

12 horizontal pi pe .

13 AH. EfHERINGTON: But is the pipe in tne plant

14 always norizontal?

lo UR. HJLuERNESS: The pipe in the plant is

lo horizontal. There is a bend going ir.to the steam generator.

l ~/ t. H . E fHER Idu f0N : Tnere's no deliberate pitch f or

lo crainagel

iv UH. HJLUERNESS: I don't believe so. If there is

20 a ptich, it is certainly mucn smaller than the three and a

21 nalf foot in diameter of the pi pe i tse lf .

22 tik . E fHER INGf 0N : Of course.

23 DH. HOLDEdhESS: In this particular flow regime

24 map, except for the a ppearance of the area on the Y axis,

2b there is no other dependence on pipe size for the flow
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macuA/ I regime boundaries. It's not clear that this would be true

2 f or all flow regime boundaries, particularly the stratified

3 flow bouncaries where gravity terms might be expected to be

4 influential,

o DR. CATr0N: What are the gammas?

o DR. HOLDERNESS: The gammas are basically

7 f unctions of prop erty , ratios of surface tension, density,

6 and vi sco si ty , I believe. And I think the definition of the

y gammas aopears in the chart. Tha t's in our topical report.

10 ne've taken a look at a second correlation, the

11 proposeu criteria of Wallis and Dobson for one particular

12 flow regime bounaary, and tha t's the stratified slug flow

13 boundary, wnich is the boundary that we're really the most

14 interested in. The data base for this particular

Ib correlation is quite aiff erent than that f or the

lo Baser-Loppler correla tion. The Walli s-Dobson correla tion i s

17 baseu on air-water flow in horizontal rectangular channels

la t ra t varied in neignt quite aramatically f rom one inch

1v channels which might ce considerea similar to a small

20 diameter pipa up to a 12 inch channel, which is more equal

21 to a large diameter pipe.

22 r. ha t I've done --

23 (Slide.)

is plo tted tne Wallis-vobson correlation, evalu ;d for24 --

25 small ciameter pi pe s, one and a half inch diameter pipes on
.
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mgcuAV I the Baker-Doppler flow regin.e map, and the Wallis

2 correlation is shown as the dashed line in this plot. In

3 general, what we're seeing is that there's rela tively goed

4 agreement that these flow regime boundaries are certainly

5 not distinct. But we see acceptable agreement in the regime

o boundary between these two correlations, if you would, based

7 on quite offferent test da ta.

u However, this is the Wallis correlation when it's

y evaluated through the smaller pipe diameter. Since t ha t

10 correlation contains a diameter de pendence, I've also

11 plo ttea that correlation for large diameter pipes.

12 (Slide.)

13 The size of our not leg piping -- and we see the

14 eff ec t of pipe aiameter is to expand somewhat the stratified

Ib or segregated flow regiae boundary. Still we see t he same

lo general trends in this kind of flow regime map.

17 Finally, I'a like to put on some typical ranges of

to fiow conditions that are calculated for the hot leg curino a

lv small break loss of coolant accident.

20 (Slide.)

21 And Inat's shown by the red cross-hatched line in

22 thi s slide. I've plottea the conoitions from the time when

23 the put ps are a ssuaad to trip, whicn is f airly early in the

24 transient. At the time of pum p trip, we would expect to see

29 a distributed flow regime at least using the Baker-Do ppler
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mgcDAV I flow regime map during the pump coa .down period, which is

2 this period in here. We would expect to pa ss through the

3 intermitent or slug flow regi?.a for a short period of time

4 and ultimately =nd up in a regime of separated two-phase

S flow in the hot leg.

In this particular condition for this particularo

7 analysis, about two minutes af ter the pumps tripped , until

6 2000 seconds later, the steam flow rates in the hot leg are

suf ficiently low and the void f raction in the hot leg isv

10 sufficiently high to prevent either slug flow or distributed

11 flow in the hot leg piping. Since the condi tions f or the

12 largest period of time do f all within the stratified flow

13 regime boundary, we have chosen to model in our computer

14 code the hot leg flow as being stratified.

15 MH. u.ICHELSON: Wha t wa s the time again f or which

to you t houg ht this wou: 1 be valid?

~he time here is 150 seconds.17 bd. HOLuERuESS: 1

lo Inis is about tao minutes af ter the pumps have tripped.

lv ihis is well before --

20 1.! R . i4I CHELSoil: O h, those are times af ter pump

21 trip.

22 UH. HOLDEHuc3S: tio . That's time after break

23 opening.

24 MH. 1.ilCHELbo.1: tou're a ssuming pump trip times

2b zero.
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mgcuAV I DR. HOLDERNESS: I'm assuming pump trip at about

2 20 seconds in this particular analysis.

3 MR. MICHELS0A That must be because of loss of

4 off-site power?

5 DR. HOLDERNESS: Yes.

o (Slide.)

7 The next model I'd like to discuss is the steam

6 generator hydraulics model. The objective of this model is

y to de termine hydrostatic forces in a major vertical

10 component of our system and as such, determine the hydraulic

il conditions for the steam generator heat transf er

12 calculations.

13 My talk will be limited to the hydraulics model,

14 and the next speaker will discuss the details of the heat

15 transfer ocael. Again, the ma jor f eature of the staam

to generator hyoraulics mocel is the use of the drif t flux

17 mo Je.1 to calculate the relative motion between the vapor and

!b the liquid in tne s team generator tube s. The particular

lv model we used is the seme tna! I used on the reactor ve mel,

20 and we use the same correlation of arif t velocity.

21 P|e ao a ccount f or se para tion of phases that may

22 occur at the top of the U-bend, and another feature of the

23 model is tha t we do allow counter-current flow of liquid

24 during the reflux boiling time pe ri od . I should note on

2b t ha t last poin t that the counter-current flow of liquid
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macvAV 1 would only be from condensate on the hot side of the steam

2 generator 0-oend. And f or more description of this model, I

3 ref er you to CEuPu 137 anc CEN 114.

4 (Slide.)

S The basis for modeling the counter-current flow

during the reflux boiling mode of operation is through ao

e 7 comparison of typical conditions at the inlet to the steam

6 generator during this time period to a flooding criterion.
Y On this slide , I've plotted the Wallis correlation for

10 flooding. The coordinates are the stancaro ainensionle ss

11 gas velocity and aimensionless liquid velocity at the one

12 half power, and a range typical f or the reflux boiling time

13 period is shown as the cross-hatched area in this slice.

14 1" e see that in general steam flow rate and liquid

Ib flow ra te during this time period are well below the

lo floouing limit predicted by this correlation, anu we would

17 therefore expect that the liquid condensa te on tne ho t side

lo or the u-tuces would ce able to flow counter-current to the g

ly steam, back into the hat leg.

20 (Slide.)

21 The final part of the hydraulics mooel which I

22 will only briefly discuss is the cold leg hydraulics model.

23 The cold leg model incluaes the pump suction leg pi ping

24 reactor coolant puup i ndelf and tne pump aischarge leg.

25 Again, we use the drift flux model to allow tracking of the

n - ,, ,
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mg_cuA/ I two phase liquid level in the vertical components of the

2 pi ping.

3 The horizontal components of the piping are

4 modeleo as separated flow, and for the reactor coolant pump,

5 we nave a dynamic reactor coolant pump model that's based on

o a single-phased pump perf ormance.

7 That concludes my presentation of the flulas

o models.

v u.R. EfHERINGTON: Could I revert to a question?

10 Inis question of piten. I think orcinary good practice in

11 design would call f or a pitch to move fluids during cleaning

12 and possibly any suosequent use. Could I suggest that you

13 find out whether there is a pitch in the design, and if so,

14 whe ther i t doe s aff ec t in any way your conclusions?

15 UR. PLESSEF: Have you got some information?

Io !iR . Loh00: Let ne try it. As I understand i t,

17 t ne no t l eg i s stric tly nori zor.tal . If there is a pi tc h, it

to may be due to tne manuf ac turing. We do have a drain line,

Iv nowever, in the not leg.

20 AR. EiHERIHUf0N That has to drain a considerably

21 horizontal length, then.

22 .4 d . L&.UO fnat's true.

23 A.H . EiHERINGf0J: You can state aefinitely that

24 there's no pi ten? It's a matter of mechanical design?

20 i.f R . CALLAUHAW: I'm Vince Callaghan f rom
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mg cuA v' I Comoustion. There is normally some pitch, but it's due to

2 the f abrica tion proce ss, the way the pipe is welded up. It

3 doesn't end up being perf ectly level. But in practice, of

4 course, there's no problem of draining.

5 MR. ETHERINGTON: So you'd say it's accidental,

6 then.

7 MR. CALLAGHAN Yes.

o UR. HOLuERNESS: If there are no further

y questions, the next speaker is Gerhard Menzel, who is

10 Sec tion iaana;er of cle ECCS Jovelopment Section.

11 UH. PLESSET: Is there any simple explanation

12 before you get f ully seated as to why you find tne not leg

13 the critical break po in t, whereas Westinghouse finds the

14 cold leg?

lb Da. HOLoERWESS: I think the explanation is maybe

lo not so simple . I think i t will become clearer wnen we

17 ciscuss the reactor coolant pump modeling and some of those

lo re sul ts.

Iv LR. PLd5 SET: All right.

20 HR. MENZEL: |4y natae is Ger harc Menzel . In my

21 presentation, I will cover three items of how our small

22 break nocel f or whica the Succommi ttee has expressed some

23 interest -- these three ite:ns are

24 (Slide.)

25 the break flow model, tne hea t transf er moael in the steam
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mgcDAV I generator, ana I will in addition touch on the ef f ect of

2 nonconcensibles on heat transfer as well as on the effect of

3 nonconcensibles to return to natural circulation.

4 Finally, I will review our pressurizer surge line

5 model. I will be starting out with the break flow model.

6 (Slide.)

7 And in the second slide here, I have listed the

6 critical flo.v correlations which we use in our small break
9 LOCA licensing mouel. de use f or the discharge of subcooled

10 water the modifica Henry-Fauske moael. For the two-phase

11 flow, we use the !doody model which is required by 10 CFR 50,

12 Appencix K. And for superheated steam, we use the modified

13 i4urdock-Bauman correlation.

14 Now one of the questions which we have been asked

15 primarily by the staf f rerers to the a ppropriateness of

10 using one single discharge coefficient f or the subcooled and

17 for the tro-phaseo regic.). .ie a pproached this question two

10 ways.

iv First, one a pproacn was to fina out what would be

20 the etr ect of using aif f erent discharge coef ficients on our

21 srna 11 break resul ts, ano then we looked at appropriate

22 experirents.

23 (Slide.)

24 !!ow tne results of our analytica2 calculation are

25 shown in tnis slide where I show a mixture level in the
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macuAV I core versus time after the break. And what we have used is

2 our discharge model f or two-phased wi th the discharge

3 coef ficient of one and have varied the discharge coef ficient

4 for the sub ,ooled model around the value of one.

5 The specific values here are proprietary. They

o are listed in CEN 114, Supplement 1, Figures 34-3. When you

7 look at the results you basically see that there is very

6 little diff erence what discharge coefficients we do use in

v our calculation. Tnere's essentially no difference in the

10 mixture level. The only etrect, which is very small, we

!! find by way of a time snitt when a certain amount of mass

12 depletion appears in our calculation. So basically from

13 this plot, we really conclude that it doesn't make much

14 dif f erence what coefficient, within reasonable bounds, we

15 use for ^ur subcooled model.

ic or we can turn tha t around. That basically tells

l '/ us tnat we can use, without seeing much difference in our

16 results, the same discharge coefficient for subcooleo as

ly well as the two-pnase flow.

20 MH. MICHELSON: Excuse me. Where is the break

21 locatec that you postulate?

22 MR. MEdZEL: This is for a cold leg break.

23 Md. MICHELSON: eump discharge?

24 MR. MdNZEL: Ty pi ca lly, pump discharge for a cold

25 leg oresk is located at the bottom of the cold leg.
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mgcuAV I Now how do we know that in our analysis we picked

2 the right range of discharge coefficients for the subcooled

3 regic77 Well, we have looked at experimental data. and we

4 found in particular that the data of Southey and Sutherland

5 are based on tests which resemble very closely a small break

6 subcooled blowdown.

7 okay. Basically, we found that Southey and

6 Sutherland tested many break geometries, and they do find a

9 diff erence between a fluid entrance with a little bit of a

10 pi pe stub compared to a sharp orifice. Now we found that if

11 we use our subcooled break flow models, we can bound the

12 experimental results by using the discharge coefficient

13 which was slightly above one and going down to the discharge

14 coefficients below one.

15 DR. CAiTod: For your cold leg break, isn't this a

lo bit academic, when it's probably a crack in the pi pe ?

17 MR. MENZEL: Well it could be a crack in the

lo pi pe . It coulo be -- I guess it could be a break.

19 DR. CATTous If it's a small break near the pum p

20 discharge, I would gue ss tha t it would have to be some kind

21 of a crack, I would think.

22 MR. Ma;ZEL: We have lines coming in for shutdown

23 cooling. I guess tney are bigger lines. Yes, I think

24 basically you referreo to a point that both geometries which

2D we have tested are somewha t irregular or somewhat idealized
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mgcuAV i f rom what you would expect in a pipe crack situation.
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J1oAV I DR. CATiol1: Tha t's corre ct, so this aspect of it

2 becomes somewhat acaaemic. Would the curve of yours shif t

3 it the breakthrough uuring the two-phase period acted as a

4 steam separator?

5 MR. MEhZEL: Acted as L steam se parator,

o DR. CAT 10N: I asked Westinghouse the same

7 question, so it's only fair.

o MR. MEbZEL: Yes, okay. My guess is it would

Y s hi f t , because if it acts as a steam separator, you must

10 throw out less two phase.

11 DR. CAT 1Tou s More steam and le ss water.

12 MR. Md14ZEL: Wnich means you must inventory -- the

13 ....sntory depletion must be different. I think it would go

14 in the direction of -- you woula he throwing out le ss mass.

15 UN. CATION : So would this lead you to diff erent

to conclusions witn respect to running the pumps or nor running

17 the pura ps?

10 MR. vdnZEL: I con't think so, because I think

Iv t ha t eventually mignt be overridden. I actually don' t know

20 how oig t ha t effect t ha t k.r. Fabic talked about this morning

21 is. but it's overridaen basically by the fact that by

22 running the pumps you Keep Ine water level up higher, for a

23 longer time.

2* If you would have compared two case s wnere you had

2b taken something like steam separation into account -- i n t he
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J1UAV i firtst case with no pumps running, and in the second case

2 witn pumps running -- you still would keep the fluid level

3 up nigher f or a longer time.

4 UR. CATTON: So keeping the fluid level up higher

b for a longer time is bad?

o MR. MENZEL: It's bad in terms of you through more

7 mass our of the system.

u MR. LONGO: Prof e ssor Catton, may I recommend that

v when we get to the small break descri ption of why the hot

10 leg is limiting, that you raise this question again?

11 UH. CATION: Sure.

12 MR. MENZEL: Well, looking, for instance, at the

13 data of Sou they and Sutherland, where you do see dif f erences

14 ror aliferent break geome trie s, obviously that i. cads you to

lo the question whicn was mentioned before: What about a real

lo break, a crack; or, in particular, what aboutt a stuck open

it YodV?

Io (5'inc.)

Iv nell, the geome try of a PORV is quite diff erent

20 from some of the idealizea test situa tions. What I've shown

21 here is a schematic cutawar of a vokV. You nave basically

22 the valve housing neret the fluid comes in here and

23 even tually goes out here.

29 You have the movable valve body, which rests

20 against the valve housing nere. And the seating phases are
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jlUAV 1 in this area. The movement of the valve bocy is controlled

2 by a pilot valve, which is physically separated; and when

3 the valve o pens, this valve body moves down, and flow goes

4 through here, out through the exit of the valve.

S This area here is basically the narrowest area in

6 the valve, and this is usually referred to as throat area.

7 tiow, one question which we have been asked by the

6 Staf f and which we asked ourselves, also, ist How is the

v flow capacity of a PORV actually determined?

10 (Slice.)

11 hell, it turns out that the manufacturer

12 determines on an experimental basis what the discharge

13 coefficient for a particular valve is That's done simply

14 by comparing the measured flow rate against tha theoretical

15 floa rate, a theoretical flow rate based on an equation

lo which is aescribeo in the ASME code.

1/ ud. CaliON: This is done f or steam, isn't it?

Io MR. 14dN ZEL: I'n. Just coming to tha t.

IV Based on verbal communication with tha t

20 manufacturer, this is done for saturated stean at pressures

21 of aoout 300 psi with a valve wnich is, in general, similar

22 in design to tne PORV wnicn is in our reactors.

23 So on tnat first then you'll fino what the

24 ex peric. ental aischarge coef ficient is, so the nex t step --

20 that, again, is cone oy the manuf acturer. '1 hey determine
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J1UAV I what's called ~the namr pla te ca paci ty of that valve -- again,

2 nod, f or sa turated s? eam. And the flow rate is calculated

3 by using the measur' KO, the valve area -- that's the

4 narrowest area, which I pointed out before -- the set

b pressure, and then a constant, which takes care of the

6 dimensic,s.

7 MR. EfHERINGTON: rihat is the theoretical flow

e rate? I s t ha t through a simple orifice?

Y MR. MENZEL: Yes, i t's e ssentially a formula which

10 is Jerivea f rom the orifice aimensions, again based on

!! verbal communication with the manufacturer. In defining the

12 nameplate or determining the nameplace capacity, a factor of

13 Ku of .v5 wLs used.

14 Now, now do we use then that information?
,

15 Well, baseo on tne nameplate ca paci ty, we back out

to an equivalent valve area, and then we use this valve area to

17 ge. in with our brea4 flow model.

lo how, eIter discussion witn the manufacturer, it

19 doe s not a ppear to us a priori that that valve could not be

20 stuck in a position wnich is halfway in between opening and

21 closing.

22 So, based on tna t approach, the 6nalysis which we

23 have described in Ceti 114 was done by varying the discharge

24 area for a F0HV, when we ao calculations, where discharge

25 through a PORV is considared.
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J AV i (Slide.)

2 Well, tha t leads me to the conclusions on our

3 breakflow model. And based on experimental evidence, we

M 4 find this sub-cooled leak flow is strongly de pendent on

5 break geometry. Our analysis shows us that our breakflow

6 results are insensitive to the subcooled leak flaw over a
7 range of a pplicable cata.

o Based on it, it aopears appropriate to preaice

9 core uncovery if a constant discharge coefficient is applied

10 for subcooled and two-phase flow.

11 i'Iow , a general variation of this discharge

12 coefficient can be appliea through a variation of the break

13 area. This is wha t we typically do, if we maybe do a

14 licensing calcul6 tion, in order to find the worst break.

la Finally , what . Just mentioned before, because we

lo don't think we can clearly specif y the open area for a PORV,

17 a spectrum of flow areas was analyzed in our response, which

lo is written up in the CEN 114.

IV (Slide.)

20 Let me go now into a review of our heat transfer

21 model in the steam generator.

22 By way of introduction, I wanted to show on the

23 slide here basically a pressure transient for one of the

24 largest small breaks and poin t out some of the main heat

25 transfer perious.
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jluAV 1 Wel1~, the break starts; the system depressurizes

2 somewhere around here at 1500 psi; the pre ssure f alls to the

3 saturation temperature, the saturation pressure of the

4 hottest liquid; you get flashing here, and eventually you

o come to the point where enough steam is created in the

o system.

7 Not all the steam wnich is created gets out the

o break, which means some of the energy has to be removed

v otherwise. The way it is removed is by way of tne steam

10 generator.

11 In order to remove the energy through the steam

12 generator, you nave to have a driving temperature

13 differential between primary and secondary side, which means

14 the pre ssure on the primary side has to be a little bit

is higher than the pre ssure of ;he secondary side in order to

lo have the heat transf er, whicn now is what we call the former

17 direc tion f rom the primary siae into the secondary side.

Io loow , all during this time here, you're losing

19 ma ss. Okay, the level in the system goes down; finally you

20 fina yourself at a po in t w here the break is no longer

21 covereo by two phase; steam is going out the break, so there

22 is much more volumetric flow that goes out the break, and

23 you start aepressurizing rela tively f a t if you f ollow that

24 line cown here until eventually the saf ety things come one

20 on.
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JibAv i Now, all during tha t time, the pressure in the

2 primary side is lower than the pressure in the secondary

3 sice, because tne system is a t sa tura tion . The temperature

4 in the primary is lower than on the secondary side, and we

b have what we referred to as reverse heat transfer. Heat

o goes from the secondary side into the primary side of the

7 system.

e (Slide.)

y With this short in troduc tion , let me just show you

10 basically a tabulation of the various heat transf er periods,

il regimes, and correlations v!hich we use in our steam

12 generator.

13 This is f or the perica of forward heat tran sf er

14 temperature on the pri. nary side, higher than on the

lo secondary siae. And basically the various flow regimes

lo whicn soe Holderne ss pointea out in his presentation before

l ~/ me, in Ine steam genera tor you can subdivide subcooled,
'

lo f orced convection flow, two-phasea-forward flow with

ly conuensation, during the time the steam generators are

20 draining two-pnase countercurrent flow with condensation,

21 and steam condensation f or the time af ter you have broken

22 orf the pressure pla te au .

23 No.v. for tne these tour different he a t transfer
24 periods, we basically distinguish between two primary side

25 heat transf er regime s. lie have a subcooled forced flow.
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jlDAV I Well, we use subcooled forced convection as a heat transf er

2 regime. The correlation we use is Dittus-Boelter.

For all the other periods where we have either-

4 two-phased flow nr a steam with condensation, we assume the

5 heat transf er regime, which is two-phase flow with

o condensation, and we use the correlation of Akers, Deans,

7 and Crosser, which is a vittus-Boelter type correlation,

o constant Heynolds numoer to the .8.

y UR. CATTON: Isn't the Akers paper for

10 condensation inside norizontal tubes?

11 MR. MdNZEL: Tnat i s true. re have compared the

12 Akers correlation against the correlation developed by Shaw,

13 wnich is based on something like 500 experimental poin ts, or

14 something like 20 diff erent sets of data points where we had
,

15 horizontal, ve r ti cal , and inclined flow.

Io he do find that the Akers correlation for low

17 quailty flows directly togetner witn Shaw for high quality

lo show preoicts hign heat transfer coefficients.

Iv UR. CATforis Are tnere not Reynolas number

20 limitations on that? For the Reynolds number, I don't

21 belie ve tha t.

22 Md. MeWZEL: Firet of all, Akers has basically two

23 flow regimes, a high Reynolds number, and a low Reynolds

24 numoer regime. It t'.rns out there is a knee in the curve.

25 It goes aown the high Reynolds number like this; for the low
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jlDAV I Reynolos number, it fla ttens out.

2 For our model, the way we use the Akers, Deans

3 correlation we continue the steep slope of the correlation

4 f or the low Reynolds number, which means we get relatively

b lower heat transf er coe f f icient s.

6 Now, we have al so compared the Akers, Deans

7 correlation f or low Reynolds numbers for the case of a

o falling film against e ssential.ly two approaches. One is the

doessel theory for f alling film, against the correlationy

10 developea by Prof essor Doppler, which covers f alling film

11 condensa tion f rom nigher Reynolds number f rom intermediate

12 to low keynolas numbers.

13 We fino that the Akers, Deans and Crosser

14 correlation gives heat transf er coefficients which are lower

15 than either of these correlations.

Io DR . CA T10d : I guess you can't argue with it if

17 i t's lower. It's just tnat it seems wrong.

le MR. tatN ZEL: It seems wrong?

19 UR. CA'ITON : Akers work was for a specific

20 geometric contiguration, and yours is different. I think

21 it's just fortuitous that it's lower, but if you've made all

22 t he se c om pa ri son s , I gue ss one can't fault you.

23 Mn. Mci 4ZEL: Okay. For a more detailed

24 description, let me just refer you to CEN 114. de nave the

2D curves in there.
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JiuAV i DR. CATf0N I belie,e 114 is what we received in

2 the mail. Maybe I dian't reaa it closely enough, but I

3 didn't finc all of the ce tailed discussion you're ref erring

4 to.

5 MR. MdNZEL: I t's in Chapter 3.5.

o (Laughter.)

7 DR. CATTod: That must be about page 700.

o MR. MdNZEL: I t's page 3.5-something.

y (Laugnter.)

IC MR. MdFZEL: Ac tually the pages are 3.5-13 and

11 -19 I didn't mean to be fli ppant, but I --

12 UR. CATT0i4 8 rio , no . That's fine.

13 MR. Mel4ZEL: I remember, because I figured a

14 question like tnis might come up.g

10 (Laughter.)

lo MR. MdNZEL: .ihat do we use on the secondary

17 slice? Fool boiling, ana we use a modified Rohsenow

lo corre la tion ,

ly (Slide.)

20 For tne case of reverse hea t transf er, when the

21 primary temperature is lower than the secondary tem perature,

22 we casically aistinguish be tween two neat transfer regimes.

23 One is steam superheat, and we use the Di ttus-Boelter

24 correlation. Or in the case where you start refilling, the

25 neat transfer is nucleate boiling, and we use the Thon
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jlUAV I correlation.

2 In those cases, again, for the secondary side, we

3 use -- we a ssume the he a t transfer regime of natural

4 .onvection, and we use the McAdams correlation.

5 So much about the heat transfer model in our steam

o generator.

7 (Slide.)

b in terms of nonconJensables, there are basically

y two eff ects which we think are of interest.

10 One is the effect of the steam generator on heat

11 transf er, and tnere the potential for reduction of the

12 concensation rate, which in turn would leac to an increase

13 the primary rate, because you have to nave a higher delta T

14 to get the same amount of heat.

15 Ine second effect i s quite dif f erent f rom heat

to transfer ano pertains to what is the eff ect of

17 nonconcensaole gase s to ree stablish single phase natural

le circulation after you nave been cold boiling and refluxing.

IV (611de.)

20 Let's take oriefly a look first on the sources of

21 nonconcensable gases nere. We have dissolved hyJroge i in

22 the primary coolant, from coolant treatment e ssentially. We

23 nave hyarogen accumulated in the vapor space of the

24 pre ssurizer, anc we c-n have air introduced in tne system by

20 way of the HPSI flow ra te, which takes its water from the
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J1uAV I ref ueling tank, which you have to assume is saturated with

2 air.

3 The relative volumes are listed here, standard

4 STP and the massed are listed here. Just for comparison,

b we listed some of the possible causes of noncondensables you

6 could have if you have ma ssive ; ore damage. Here it's for

7 complete oxidation of the clad f uel gas, fission gasess and

in the last case, for large breaks, large small breaks whereo

the safety injection tanks will come on, and nitrogen fromy

10 the cover gas will dissolve in the water of the saf9ty

%\ 11 ejection tancs and will be discharged.
,

&
12 Now, in our analysis, basically, we think that for

13 the cases of small breaks which are of interest, these are

14 the ones whicn do refill, which are small enough so that the

lo leak flow does not remove all the energy or, to pu t it the

lo other way, f or small creaks small enough f or steam genera tor

17 heat transrer. That is only the first three sources of

lo nonconcensables wnicn we expect to have in our system.

Iv Now, casically we would expect that actually with

20 maturity these nonconcensaole gases would accumulate in the

21 reac tor ve ssel u pper plenum.

22 Now, for the purposes of our calculations, we have

23 a ssumeo that all these noncondensables do collect in the

24 tubes of the steam genera tor.

25
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I Let me discuss first the effect on the heat transfer

2 coefficient.

3 (Slide.)

4 What we have done here, we took our Akers, Deans

5 and Crosser correlation for.two-phased flow and corrected it

6 by using another correlation, which was based on work by

7 Collier and again Akers --this time it's Davis and Craw. ford --

8 which was work in connection with the effect of noncondensible

9 gases on condensation, and have calculated how much reduction

10 in heat transfer coefficients we would see if we had gases
i

11 in the steam generator for the maximum expected amount of

12 noncondensibles, which is this line here.

13 We find that the heat transfer coefficient would

14 reduce by something like 3 percent.

15 DR. CATTON: That particular experiment that you

16 were referring to, was it a reflux experiment or was it
,

17 through-flow?

18 MR. MENZEL: It was a condensation experiment for,

19 I understand, a falling film situation, which would be close

20 to the refluxing period.

21 DR. CATTON: Okay. I guess again I misread your

22 report. I thought it was for the flow inside the tube,

23 condensation inside the tube.

24 MR. MENZEL: It's flow inside the tubes, but it's
m Fweal Regerters, W. j
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I DR. CATTON: Well, that's correct, and that's the

2 point I'm trying to raise, is that the flos is through the

3 tubes. Under those circumstances, the impact of foreign gas

4 content is markedly less than when you have this particular

5 situation, where it can collect.

6 MR. MICHELSON: I believe it was also horizontal

7 tubes, wasn't it, for their tests?

8 DR. CATTON: Air is a problem in the horizontal

9 tubes. Air'is more of a problem i1 something like this, where

10 you have a tendency to collect it on your condensing surfaces

II and you don't have it swept away.

I2 MR. MENZEE: Let me show you, I guess, a picture

13 similar to one of the pictures Jim Holderness has shown

Id before.

15 (Slide.)

16 It refers to a situation basically like this,
,

I7 where you have steam going up here in the tubes, the steam

18 ,,g.2denses on the wall here, and then liquid film is falling

I9 back.

20 DR. CATTON: That's right, your system is, in essence r

21 acting like a heat pipe.

22 MR. MENZEL: Okay.

23 DR. CATTON: That's one of the big prob-lems with

24 heat pipes. It's just a few very small amounts of air starts
Acehaeral Reporters, Inc.

25 to shut them down straight away. The reason is, you collect ,

|
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1 all the air at your condensing surface, and that's the same

2. thing that's going to happen here. Your steam flow carries

3 the air to the surface and it's going to stay there, where

4 in the horizontal tube you'll sweep it in one side and out

5 the other, and the concentrations stay about the same in the

6 tube, they don't build up.

7 MR. MENZEL: Well, wouldn't the air collect up here?

8 DR. CATTON: That's an assumption. I don't think

9 you can use the data you used to come to any conclusions for

10 this particular system, because it's different.

II MR. MENZEL: Well, we did use that correlation to

12 make our analysis.

13 DR. CATTON: I guess I'm suggesting maybe another

14 look might be appropriate.

15 MR. MENZEL: Okay. Well, let me continue with my

16 slides.

17 (S lide . )

18 Using the work of Collier and Akers, Davis and

19 Crawford, we find that the heat tran2fer coefficient reduction
i

20 is something like three percent. Okay, if the heat transfer

21 coefficient goes down, in order to get the heat load across

22 the primary pressure has to go up. And again, for the maximum

23 expected amount we find something in the order of three percent

24 increase in pressure, which is negligible for the purpose of
Acs- rol Reporters, Inc.

l25 our analyses.
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1 DR. CATTON: I understand three percent is negligible.

2 Did you do a sensitivity analysis to determine whether that

s roughly linear relationship persists? In other words, if I

4 get a 50 percent reduction in heat transfer coefficient, do I

5 get a 50 percent Jnereane in the pressure rise, or do other

6 things in your system adjust?

7 MR. LONGO: Professor Carton, I think you asked a

8 similar type question this morning.

9 DR. CATTON: I did.

10 MR. LONGO: We did do some rough parameter studies

11 where we said, suppose you have 50 percent of the area not

12 available to you; what would happen? Your pressure would rise.

13 It doesn't rise double or anything like that. It rises until

14 the driving force accepts -- until the temperature driving

15 force across the steam generator is able to transfer the

h' at that you required.16 e
.

17 As I remember the study, the pressure rose less

18 than 100 psi when you have the heat transfer.

19 MR. MICHELSON: In your model, how do you account

20 for the film blanketing now of the inside part of the tube?

21 The condensation process is depositing a water film on the

22 surface. It then turns back by gravity, and so forth. My

23 recollection of the correlation, that was not quite the

24 challenge they were even doing or using in the test, and it
Ace- re: Reporters, Inc.

25 isn't clear that the film blanketing of the tube was really |
j
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1 taken into account.

2 Do you want to comment on that?

3 MR. MENZEL: As I understand, in the experiments of

4 Shaw, the situation where you do have condensation in' horizon-

5 tal tubes would mean you have some film on the side, which raust

6 go down, was taken into account.

7 MR. MICHELSON: Of course, the water film runs

8 along the bottom of the tube in the case of the test data.

9 And in the case of the steam generator, the water film was

10 running down the length of the tube, completely around the

11 circumference. s

12 MR. MENZEL: Again, as I understand Shaw's data, it

13 does include vertical tubes.gg
14 MR. MICHELSON: Yes, with through-flow, and I think

15 without excessive condensation to the point of building up a

16 large amount of water. Isn't it obvious ~that it must be
,

17 somewhat a function of the condensation rates and the amount

18 of water that's accumulating on the surface? Maybe Z just

19 don't see what this implies.

20 MR. MENZEL: Are you referring to the effect of

21 noncondensibles?
i

22 MR. MICHELSON: I'm really referring now to the

23 effect of the condensing vapor on the surfaces. Well, if you
,

l24 blanket the surface with water, are the condensation rates tne i
Aa+.uwsI Remners inc.

25 same as if you had a cleen inside tube surface? !
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1 DR. YAO: The thickness of the water film.

2 MR. MICHELSON: Right. If you try to push these

3 very hard and build up a large water film, I think the heat

4 transfer coefficients start changing. But I'm not sure how

5 much, and that's why I'm asking.

6 DR. CATTON: It's my understanding that they compared

7 with Russell's analysis.

8 MR. MENZEL: Yes, we did.

9 DR. CATTON: They found that the Akers correlation

10 fell below it. So I think that aspect of it's properly taken

11 care of.

12 DR. ZUDANS: Tha film thickness was settled.

13 DR. CATTON: They can calcu3 ate the film thickness.

14 I don't know if you did that, but you could.

15 MR. MENZEL: Basically, the Akers correlation is a

16 Dittus-Boelter type .crrelation. Basically, the analogy is
,

17 with a liquid film.

18 DR. CATTON: I don't think I agreed with it the

19 first time. I surely won't agree with it the first time. I

20 think it's just fortuitous that that type of correlation is

21 working well on this particular situation. But you did compare

22 it with the nozzle film?

23 MR. MENZEL: We did compare it with the nozzle film,

i
24 with the Doppler correlation, which covers those high and |

'Am. cal Reporters, inc.
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!
i
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I DR. CATTON: That's right. The treatment for

2 noncondensibles is just incorrect.

3 MR. MICHELSON: Isn't it also a function of film

4 thickness?

5 DR. CATTON: Yes, the rate of condensation determines

6 the rate of buildup of the air film that's on the surface

7 that's blocking the condensation process.

8 DR. YAO: Are those correlations within -- I mean,

9 your condition is within the experimental range of those

I correlations?

11 MR. MENZEL: Your question was, are the experimental

12 conditions representative of what we see here? Well, certainly

I3 the many points in the data in Shaw are representative of the

I# considerations we have here in terms of tube diameter, in

15 terms of pressure, which goes from very low pressures to about

16 1500 psi. So we feel they are appropriate for the condition
.

I7 here.

0 DR. YAO: So some of those factors may not have

19-

been considered when they correlate the data, but they actually.

O are included?

2I MR. MENZEL: That's right.

22 This is all I had, all I wanted to say about the

23 effect of the noncondensibles on the heat transfer in the
.

24
*

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.
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I DR. CATTON: One more question. You indicated that

2 the delta P was 100 psi when you decrease the heat transfer by

3 a factor of two. At what system pressure was that?-

4 MR. MENZEL: It must be about 1,000 psi.

5 MR. LONGO: 1200 to 1300.

6 DR. CATTON: So 1200, 1300, it went to 1400. Okay,

7 thank you.

8 (Slide.)

9 MR, MENZEA: The second effect of noncondensibles

10 is in connection with reestablishing natural circulation, and '

II .e think that basically we'd like to reestablish natural

12 circulation in a system where you do have noncondensibles.

I3 It's very similar to the situation where you want to sweep

Id out a bubble, which is shown here schematically on this

15 slide.
|

16 You actually can see that if you take plastic |
,

17 tubing and introduce a bubble, and then have two containers

18 here and try to get a siphon going, what you see first is

that if you lift one of the containers higher, therebasically|I9

i

20 develops a driving force between the higher container to the

21 lower one. You see, the bubble which sits in the middle is

22 swept to the side. It just sits there.

23 Well, if you raised that container even higher, then

24 you would find that eventually the bubble moves down and out.
Ace-Federst Reporters, Inc.
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I water lavel in order to get the siphon goirg, you'll find it's

2 about the size of the bubble, the length of the bubble.

3 DR. CATTON: Isn't this a rate-dependent process?

4 If the flow velocity is very slow, it'll flow right around

5 the bubble.

6 MR. MENZEL: It does here. There's a little bit

7 of flow around the bubble, but it is something like a factor

8 of 20 less than what you have after the bubble is swept out.

9 So basically, from that situation we ccnclude that a useful

10 approach is to postulate that you have to have a driving

II delta p between here 'and here which is equivalent to the

12 pressure difference fluid columns would have which have the

13 length of the gas bubbles. *

I#
(Slide.)

15 Now again, we use the sources of noncondensibles,

the same which we used for the determination of the effective !16
,

17 heat transfer, and found out how much bubbles could we have

I
I8 in the steam generator before we couldn't sweep them out any |

l

more. This is shown here in this slide, which shows the

20 masses of noncondensibles against the primary side pressure.

21 The bubbles become smaller the higher the pressure is. The

22 maximum expected mass of noncondensibles is this line here,

23 which works out to something like about 40 pounds. Again, it

24 \
assumes that all the noncondensibles are collected in the i

Acedaderal Reporters. Inc.
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steam generator.
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1 And we find that, depending on the pressure you add,

2 this line here shows the maximum amount of bubbles you can

3 sweep out. And we see that, just fortuitously, down at about

4 300 psi, which is typically the pressure for which we initiate
-

5 shttdown cooling, the expected amount and the amount which we

6 can sweep out are approximately equal. For higher pressure,

7 we dxpect something like half the amount of noncondensible

8 gases compared to the one which we could sweep out.

9 Typically for breaks where you refill in your

10 steam generator, heat transfer is important. You find yourself

11 a pressure which is down in this area here.

12 DR. CATTON: I thought your chart said that there

13 was 109 pounds of noncondensibles.

14 MR. MENZEL: This is when you take all the
,

15 noncondensibles which are in the refueling water tank. This

16 calculation is basdd on assuming that the HPSI pumps operate
.

17 for something like eight hours. You wind up with a smaller

18 percentage of the refueling water, consequently a smaller

19 amount of gas.

20 Now, just for comparison, as I mentioned before, we

21 really believe that the majority of the noncondensibles is

22 really stored in the upper plenum. This line here shows,

23 again for pressure, how much noncondensibles could be stored

24 in the upper plenum. And we find that we have something like ,

!Am-Fkeral Remnart Inc.

25 about 50 times more noncondensibles could be stored in the
I

!

I
'

l
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1 upper plenum compared to the ones which we either expect or

2 could sweep out.

3 DR. CATTON: Except that when we're acting in a

4 reflux boiler mode, that's almost acting like a purge of your

5 system. It would tend to collect them preferentially, I

6 believe. But even so, you have 50 pounds as your lower

7 boundary.

8 MR. MENZEL: Yes. Well, a lot of the noncondensibles

9 come in by way of the HPSI flow, which goes through the core

10 first. And to me it does not appear unreasonable to assume

11 that a fair amount comes out right then and goes right into

12 the upper plenum.

13 DR. CATTON: That would mean it would have to

14 separate from the steam. The molecular weight of steam and

15 air are kind of close to one another. As a matter of fact,

16 the air is a bit heavier. So I don't know.' If you were
,

17 concerned about helium or hfdrogen or something like that,

18 you might be able to argue that you would collect it in the

19 upper head. But I thihk it's more difficult when you're
:

20 talking about air.

21 MR. MENZEL: Okay. Well, that brings me to the

22 conclusions on the steam generator.

23 MR. MICHELSON: Beforeyougetintoyourconclusions,!

24 let me go back and ask you a question on your slide that i

a- rei neponm. ine. j
'

25 showed the bubble being purged. What was the source of the

i
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1 delta H that you show? It's an elevation change, but what

2 physically is creating that elevatien change now to purge

3 the bubble?

4 MR. MENZEL: Water flows from the water level which

5 is higher to the lower one. Basically, the water goes from

6 here to here, and what we do, we have a somewhat circuitous

7 pipe which goes around this way.

6 MR. MICHELSON: But in the real world the two

9 containers are somewhat one.

10 MR. MENZEL: That's right.

Il MR- MICHELSON: Somehow you have to consider that

12 as well.

13 MR. MENZEI f Sure. I could simdlate the same effect
.,

14 by leaving the container at the same elevati6n and just

15 closing it and putting a little bit.;of pressure on it, and it

16 would rise and the pressure difference between here and here

17 is a pressure dEfference equal to the static height here.

18 MR. MICHELSON: It takes a driving force. You have

19 to verify that such a driving force exists.
,

20 MR. MENZEL: The driving force is basically the

21 potential energy.

22 MR. MICHELSON: That's on the assumption that the two

23 containers aren't connected except by the tube. In reality

24 the two containers are connected. There's a common return.
Au%veral Reparars, Inc. !
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I between the core barrel and the exit pipe, which in essence

2 bypasses and connects those two containers. It's not a very

3 bigaarea, admittedly. But it's not necessarily a very big

# area that would be needed to equalize these two pressures.

5 MR. MENZEL: That's true.

6 MR. MICHELSON: I mean, it's just all kind of

7 hand-waving in a way, because you're saying that if a delta H

8 exists, then indeed you can sweep the bubble. I don't think

9 there's any doubt of that.

MR. MENZEL: If I want to get back into natural

' circulation, I must have a driving pressure differential.'

12 And that I get from the density differences on the hot side

13 compared to the cold side. So I talk about pressure difference.

I# Now, here I do have a pressure difference. The situation

15 would not have changed if this container would go all the

16
way down here. The pressure down here would be higher than

17 the pressure down here.

18 It turns out that pressure difference is exactly

19 that height of the fluid column.

20 MR. MICHELSON: I guess it bothers me a little bit

21 to see you sweeping the bubble countercurrent to natural

22
. circulation. The natural circulation process is in the other

23 direction normally.

24 MR. MENZEL: Yes, I can do that, and this is the
Ace rnjeral Reporters, Inc. j
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1 cannot put -- if the bubble is too long, then I cannot -- the

2 static head difference is not big enough md I wind up in

3 this situation.

4 MR. MICHELSON: Let me ask you T simple question to

5 make sure I understand your drawing. Is the right-hand

6 reservoir-the cold leg, essentially, and the left-hand

7 reservoir is the hot leg? Or is there something -- maybe this

8 is unrelated to reactors. That's why I was looking at this,

9 like you were showing the c61d leg on the left-hand side and

10 the hot leg on the right-hand side. And I guess this is not

11 even related. But I've got to relate back now to reactors

12 and natural circulation and the bubbles, which is what we're

13 really talking about..

14 MR. MENZEL: I see some of my people are trying to

15 rescue me.

16 DR. HOLDERNESS: Actually, I think we're viewing it
.

17 as exactly the opposite. The right-hand side is the hot leg

18 side and the left-hand side would l~0 the cold leg side, with

19 the hot leg having less dense fluid than the cold leg side. |

20 MR. MICHELSON: Yes, but the hot leg side's

21 elevation is lower, normally, than the cold leg during natural

22 circulation process, as I understand it.

23 DR. HOLDERNESS: I think we would predict just the

24 opposite. |
Am rel Reprters, lrx. I

25 MR. MICHELSON: It depends. f
!
I
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' DR. HOLDERNESS': You could balance the hydrostatic

2 hedds. Basically, in one case you've got a collapsed level.

3 In the other you've got some lower density flow.

4 MR. MICHELSON: Generally, you have a collapsed level

5 on the cold leg of the steam generator. That's where your

6 collapsed level is. Generally it's higher. It's a non-existent

7 level as such. That's the driving force. It's that extra

8 column of water in the cold leg that makes your thing go.

9 DR. HOLDERNESS: I guess I don't see how the extra

10 column of water is collecting on the cold sid.e.

11
MR. MICHELSON: That's where the denser: fluid is

I2 that's driving the natural circulation process.

13 DR. HOLDERNESS: Exactly. The pressures are

I# balancing. The heights are not.

15 MR. MICHELSON: This figure is unrelated to any

6 reactor simulation, I guess; is that correct?

I7 DR. HOLDFRNESS: This is a simplification.

IO MR. MENZEL: It's a simplification. It's just ;

i
19 meant to sort of give a qualitative, no more than that --

20 first a qualitative pictu::e, and then a quantitative handle

21 of finding out how much of a pressure driving pressure differ-

22 ential you would need to have in order to sweep out a gas

23 bubble of a certain length.
|

# DR. CATTON: What part of CEN 114 do I find this in? i
Ace rederst Reporters, Inc.

25 '

MR. MENZEL: This is chapter 4, which is at the

i
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I very end, and it must be what --

2 DR. HOLDERNESS: 3.2

3 MR. MENZEL: I'm sorry, 3.2.

4 DR. PLESSET: There's another comment here. Let

5 him make his comment.

6 Would you identify yourself?

7 MR. BLAISDELL: John Blaisdell, Combustion Engineering.

8 There seems to be a disagreement between which side

9 has the higher level. Prior to going back to natural circula-

10 tion, we would predict that the cold side of the steam

Il generator would have a level lower than the hot side, just to

12 balance the pressures. And as the whole thing fills up, and

13 if you have trapped noncondensible gas, you eventually get to

14 the point where the noncondensible gas would be on the left
,

|

15 in the picture up there, where the core is on the right-hand i

16 side of that picture.
,

17 And due to density differences in the core, that is

18 the thing that is driving this thing around. You have cold ;
:

19 fluid on the left-hand side, hot fluid on the right-hand !

20 side, providing the driving force for sweeping out the bubble.

21 MR. MICHELSON: Yes, that's quite right. But now

22 you're talking about the real world and two different tempera-

23 tures, also. Then that's right. The hotter fluid will have
1

the higher level, there's no doubt. That's why I wondered !24

a+ame amxws. sm. |

!25 what this picture really meant. I assumed that this was some
!
t

i
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1 kind of an equal temperature illustration.

2 MR. BLAISDELL: This is just a schematic.

3 MR. MENZEL: It's just basically something to

4 visualize the effect of sweeping the bubble out.

5 DR. CATTON: That's at static conditions, too,

6 because you have to have a head on the cold " da to drive it

7 forward.

8 MR. BLAISDELL: Once natural circulation starts,

9 then there will be friction drops, which will balance out the

10 differences.

11 DR. CATTON: If you have no flow, what you're saying

12 is exactly right. But I hope we don't get into that situation 7
1

13 MR. BLAISDELL: In the reflux mode, the pressure

14 drops around the loop are very small. They are more or less

15 statically filling up on both sides.
I

16 DR. CATTON: T1.~t's right. !
.

17 MR. MENZEL: Okay. That brings me --

18 (Slide.)

19 -- to the conclusions I have on our steam generator

20 model. We belitva that our primary and secondary side heat

21 flux t ransfer models are adequate to analyze heat transfer

22 during the expected fluid flow conditions. It is a very

23 conservative assessment, conservative in the sense that we
6

|

24 assume that all the noncondensibles are collected in the ;

Aa r weral Regeners, inc.

i25 steam generator.

!
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1 We conclude that there is negligible impact on the

2 condensation rate and that the return to single-phase natural

3 circulation will not be prevented.

4 The last item I'd like to talk briefly about, our

5 pressurizer model. Basically, we model the pressurizer as

6 an equilibrium node, a thermal equilibrium node. The tank is

7 a relativ0ly long skinny tank. And one of the questions we

8 ask is: During the refill period, the water surges into the

9 pressurizer and cold water gets in contact with steam which

10 is in the pressurizer and will be compressed. To the extent

11 that we account for energy transfer between the inflowing

12 colder water and the steam, do we always get the reduction in

13 pressure which would occur under this condition?

14 Other than doing a noding study, we looked at a

15 different pressurizer model where we do not assume any transfer

16 between the incoming water and the steam which is in the

17 prescurizer, so basically the incoming water pushes the steam

18 and compresses the steam like a piston.

19 DR. PLESSET: Let me try to understand that. The |

20 picture that you're compressing the hot steam with cold water,

21 I find that a rather awkward way to describe what would go

22 on. I would say that the steam would condense out and the

23 steam would collapse.
i

24 MR. MENZEL: With the equilibrium model, you do have |
Am. rW Remnm. im. |

25 condensation on the interface between steam and the water. {
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I DR. PLESSET: So now it's back to a question of rate.

2 The rate at which the liquid surface is advancing into the

3 steam would, of course, be appreciably different from equili-

4 brium.

5 MR. IiENZEL: That is true.

6 DR. PLESSET: So what is the characteristic speed

7 that would say that it deviates considerably from equilibrium?

8 MR. MENZEL: Okay. Let me answer the question a

9 little bit different. Our concern was that after steam is

10 condensed in the interface, you do have a layer of relatively

11 warm water which !.s now in contact with the steam, and you

12 would have no longer condensation. So if, in our analyses,

13 we assurae that we still have thermal equilibrium or energy

Id exchange, we might overestimate the amount of energy between

15 the steam phase and the water phase.

16 So for this reason, then, we took another extreme..

I7 We legislate that there is no energy transfer between the

18 water and the steam, which would be the situation if it had

19 gas sitting in the steam space of the pressurizer, if you i

20 -ompress it asymptotically.

2I DR. PLESSET: I still have difficulty with that

22 model.

23 DR. CATTON: It's the rate of increase of pressure

24
over time, as you suggest.

Ace- rW Reporters, Inc. ,

25
DR. ZUDANS: Wouldn't that limit the amount of water '

!
,
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.

that you could put into a pressurizer dramatically?

2 MR. MENZEL: As you will see in my later slides, it

3 has an effect, not so much on the eventual pressure you wind

4 up with -- on the prr,ssure plateau, they turn out to be the

5 same -- but on the amount of liquid level.

6 DR. ZUDANS: It would be a much lower liquid level.

7 MR. MENZEL: That's right.

8 DR. ZUDANS: Because you don't condense it; you

9 just compress it.

10 DR. PLESSET: I still have trouble with that model.

11 DR. ZUDANS: It's because it's not realistic. I

12 have the same trouble. Maybe it's because of the effect of

13 evaporation.

DR. CATTON: If you looked at both limits, what does i

I

'S |-that do to your bottom line?~

6 MR. MENZEL: It doesn't do anything to our bottom

I7 line in terms of core covery, which is in terms of temperature'

18 it doesn't do anything t e. It does pcint out that if we

I
19 take our analyses as indicative of what the real pressurizer |

20 level would be, we might overestimate it by using the equili-

21 brium model.

22 DR. ZUDANS: Overestimate what?

23 MR. MENZEL: Let me just go right ahead. The next

24 i
slide I wanted to show is just the effect in pressure traces, i

Ace . weral Reponm, Inc. !

I
25 which is very small. Let me show you what the effect in |

\
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I level is.

2 (Slide . )

3 This is for a very small break, a 05 square foot.

4 break. Here we have the collapsed liquid level in the

5 pressurizer against time. Here these two lines show the

6 difference between the piston model, no energy transfer with

7 the steam, here you do have the energy exchange between the

8 steam and water phase. And you find out that this level is

9 predicted higher than the one you have witn the piston model.

10 And the conclusion we draw from it is that probably in reality

Il you're somewhere in between these two models, and these two

12 models can be used to estimate what range of level indications
!
'

13 you might get.

Id DR. PLESSET: Well, I think that I have some
,

i

!15 questions. I don't like to keep us on this small point too

16 long. Fit you can think in two limits. I can have a container
,

17 that contains steam and compress it with a piston of very

18 large heat capacity. It wi]: just go up as if it were meeting j
i

19 nothing, collapse it. !

20 DR. ZUDANS: If you condense it.

21 DR. PLESSET: Yes, there'd be no resistance.

~

22 On the other hand, I can take a piston with a very

23 small heat capacity, in which case I would condense some water

24 and just heat it up, which would mean it would go very much
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 more slowly.
i
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1 Now here I think you have something that is closer
.

2 to the first picture than the second one.

3 DR. CATTON: If the rate of increase of pressure with

4 time is large, that's right.

5 MR. MENZEL: I think you're right.

6 DR. PLESSET: Okay.

7 DR. ZUDANS: How does it affect your final results?

8 MR. MENZEL: As I said, in terms of what is the

9 pressure I finally wind up when I refill the system, I don't

10 see any difference. I come to the same pressure, because the

II HPSI pumps shut o#f at a certain pressure. So I come to the

12 same end point in pressure. I

13 What is different is the amount of water I needed

14 to push into the pressurizer before I come to this pressure.

15 If I take my piston modal, all I r. sed to do is push in a little

16 bit o' water and compress the steam and out goes the pressure.
,

17 If I take this equilibrium model, I push wr ter in and it

18 condenses some steam and the pressure goes down a little bit,

19 und I can push in some more water, and eventually again

20 condense some water. And eventually I come to my plateau

21 pressure, which is the same with the piston model, except I

22 push more water.

23 DR. ZUDANS: That's right, you'd need a lot more

2d water. Besides, even with non-equilibrium situations, at the
!A&Fweral Reporters, Inc.
|

25 surface this condensation model is definitely closer to i
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I reality than the piston model. The piston model just has

h 2 no relationship to this process.

3 MR. MENZEL: It's not to be representative of

4 reality. We did this in an effort to see what are the extremes

5 and I'm not proposing that we use the piston model here in

6 our calculations.

7 DR. ZUDANS: You just looked at the two extremes.

8 MR. MENZEL: It was an attempt to :me what the effect

9 would be.

10 DR ~ 1. JET : You have bracketed it.

II MR. LONGO: Is it clear to everyone that we do use

12 the equilibrium model.

13 MR. ETHERINGTON: It's not clear to me what the

Id equilibrium model is. Does that imply two-phased?
|

15 MR. MENZEL: Two-phased in the pressurizer. The

16 level as drawn up here is the collapsed.
,

17 MR. ETHERINGTON: How does it be two-paased in the

U pressucizer? Is it the heaters or what is it?

I9 MR. MENZEL: Okay. T1.at goes back to a peculiarity

20 in our code. Basically, the pressurizer model is a drift

21 flux type separated node representation. We did find out we

22 get numerical stabilities in the pressurizer node when we

23 start refilling. So when we startr refilling with the

24 equilibrium model, we physical.ly use a homogeneous formulation
Ace- rei Reporters, Inc.

25 !in that node, which would mean the steam and the water is
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I all smeared out.

2 In this presentation, in this curve here what I've

3 done is I collapsed the homogeneous mixture in the water part

4 and the steam part and the water level is shown here. This

5 is, for instance, the water level you would measure if the

6 pressurizer level indication is at the level of the P cell.-

7 MR. MICHEL501? - What size break is this calculation

8 for?

9 MR. MENZEL: A very small break, .0005 square foot.

10 MR. MICHELSON: So tne figure you show there is

II .0005?

I2 MR. MENZEL: .0005 square foot break.

13 MR. MICHELSON: The level that you're talking about

Id here, is this the pressurizer '.evel from the bottom nozzle?

15 The zero is at the bottom of the bottom nozzle?

MR. MENZEL: Right. !I0
!

17 MR. MICHELSON: And where do the heaters come in

for pressurizer designs? |18

l9 MR. MENZEL: They come in from the bottom.
I

l20 MR.'MICHELSON: You mean there's a cutoff. They

21 don't even come out until you get above a certain water

22 elevation.

23 MR. MENZEL: This analysis was done without taking

the heaterr. into account.
Ace Fedes si Reporters, Inc. i

25 MR. MICHELSON: No heaters operating, thank you. :
I
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1 And what did you assume for heat trancfer or heat

2 sink as far as the metal in the pressurizer?

3 MR. MENZEL: Metal wall heat is modeled -- I don't

4 know offhand what the heat transfer coefficients are.

5 MR. MICHELSON: Your model was accounting for the

6 cooldown of the metal?

7 MR. MENZEL: That's right.

8 (Slide.)

9 My last slide, I show you a comparison of one aspect

10 for a different break, for a small break where the cause of

11 the small break is a PORV stuck open. The analysis basically

12 shows us that the eater in the pressurizer remains during that

13 accident. It does not drain down.

14 One question we asked ourselves; Is that consequence

15 that the flash allows only cold current flow in flow paths, or

i6 would that be borne out if we had a formulation which would

17 allow fallback of the water?

18 What we did is, we looked at what is the steam

19 flow going up the surge line and compared it agains the

I
20 critical steam flow rate based on the Wallis correlation i

21 which you would need to have to keep the water up or prevent

22 the water from draining. This is the line down here. We see

23 basically that the critical steam flow rate required to

24 prevent fallback of the water j a muen lower than the steam
Aa- reI Reporurs Inc. j

I25 flow rate, which indeed does go up.
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1 So even although the fac'_ that we do have cold current

2 formulation in our flow paths is adequate for this type of

3 break situation, which gets me then into the final slide --

4 MR. MICHELSON: Before you go to that--I don't know

5 if you'll get to it later,-- I'll ask you the same question

6 I asked this morning. It appears that for the break in the

7 vapor space of the pressurizer, that the operator will never

8 see his water level disappear, even if he should get into a

9 situation wherd.1 the reactor vessel was already partially or

10 completely empty.

11 MR. MENZEL: That is true. s

12 MR. MICHELSON: Were the operators in the past aware

13 of this? Are they now aware of it? ,

14 MR. MENZEL: Okay. Let me refer this question, the
, ,

I

15 answer to this question, to a member of our owners group.

16 MR. GASPER: Joe Gasper, representing the CE users

17 group. Joe Gasper, Omaha Public Power, representing the CE
i

!
'

18 users group.

19 There was an earlier meeting in Windsor in which

20 all the users of CE reactors we : ..cpresented --this was a

21 week after TMI -- at which some preliminary discussions were

22 gone over. The pressurizer reactor at TMI probably remained

23 solid and the similar PORV in the Combustion Engineering

24 plants would also properly produce the same results. In the
Am+weral Reporters, inc.

25 documentation thai was sent out to the utilities to answer ;
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1 79-06B, which I believe came out the second week of April,

2 there were guidelines recommended to the plants to verify

3 inventory and pressure control in the reactor by turning on

4 heaters, turning on sprays, or charging the system to verify

5 that you did have full inventory in the system.

6 So yes, it was recognized the pressurizer would

7 remain full and the pressurizer level would not necessarily

8 be a good indication that the system itself was water solid.

9 MR. MICHELSON: Let me comment on that just a little

10 bit. I think I recollect the approximate wording and my

11 recollection was that all it really said was, don't trust the

12 pressurizer level. But it didn't tell me that if you get a

(j) 13 break in this location, you will expect the water to go up,

14 to stay up there indefinitely, even if the vessel were to go

15 dry. It didn't very clearly indicate what you were going to

16 see.

17 And the other question that I wanted answered was,

18 prior to TMI were operators aware of this phenomenon?

19 MR. GASPER: I believe in the old 6B guidelines, I

20 tend to agree it was not well called out specifically in that

21 letter. It was called out in the meeting, and then it was

22 very definitively called out when 114 was issued this summer.

23 Prior to that I'm not 100 percent certain what the
I

1 24 individual cases were. |
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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mocuAV I MR. MICHELSON: It gets to be an interesting

2 question because a pparently TMI operators weren't aware of

3 such a phenomenon. That a pplies to Westinhouse as well.

4 MR. GASPER: I aon't think you need to know about

5 CE reactors in that case.

6 MR. MICHELSON: Tha t's just a particular

7 instance. There was nothing unique about B&W's either,

o except there was another reason why it woulan't work beside

v the possibility of levitation by a flow, so I just was

10 curious to see if CE operators were aware that their

11 pressurizers would never empty for a break in the vapor

12 s pa c e .

13 MR. LONGO: I'd like to just make two points.

14 One, the reactor trip is done on pre ssurizer pressure and

15 not on pressurizer level. The other thing is that for most

16 or our plants, all exce pt one, the HPSI pumps would not have

17 exceeaed the pressure.

lo MR. GASPER : I just have one comment, i.e. tha t

lv given the emergency procedures for the plants, it was not

20 critical whether that level would return or not because

21 there's no need to turn of f the HFSI pumps in the combustion

22 type plants.

23 MR. MICHELS0d: It has a forgiving feature in that

24 it can't lift tne pum ps . Tha t's unique. I was just posing

25 this as a generic question te see if you instructed the
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mocuAV i opera tors, but you're quite right. I t didn't have to react

2 in this manner.

3 DR. ZUDANS: I have a question. On all your

4 operating reactors, did you ever experience this event --

5 the PORVs opening?

o MR. GASPER: I think -- the joint recollection

7 seems to be that there were two in-test programs. There has

6 been at least one instance tha t I can speak of where if the

y reactor trips on high pressurizer pressure, there will be a

10 momentary lif ting of the FORV, since the signals are

11 concurrent.

12 DR. ZUDANS: In other words, there has been

13 experience with lif ting PORVs?

14 MR. GASPER: That's correct. I guess I'd have to

16 speak strictly f or our reactor. We have gone on high

16 pressure, and the P0HVs momen tarily lif ted and reseated

17 pro pe rly .

16 bh. ZuuANS: I a ssume you also have a record of

Iv what happenea to both of them a t the same time?

20 MR. GASPER: It was awful fast. I have looked at

21 the traces, but I don't remember any specifics.

22 UR. ZUUANS: Almost too fast. Thank you.

23 UR. PLESSET: uoes that complete your

24 presentation?

26 MR. MENZEL: I just have a summary slide which

1264 500
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mncDAV i sums up the conclusions --

2 (Slide.)

3 -- which I already mentioned before f or the pre ssurizer

4 model. I think the equilibrium model is adequate. The

5 water level is possibly overpredicted. The range of water

6 level can be determined by comparison with the piston model,

7 and the co-current flow formulation in the surge line is

6 acequate for analysis of pressurizer leaks.

9 That's the end of my presentation. If you don't

10 have any further questions, then the next present ation --

11 DR. PLESSET I think we might let them have a

12 small break.

13 (Brief recess.)

14 DR. PLESSET Well, Mr. Kessler, I think the floor
,

15 is yours.

16

17 MR. KESSLER: Since my introducer has sat down, my

10 name i s 'Iim t' e ssl e r . I'm an analyst in the ECCS Development

19 Section at Combustion Engineering. You've just heard a

20 general description of CE's small break LOCA evaluation

21 moJel. I'd like to now discu ss the special f eatures which

22 were added to this model, specirically f or the analysis of

23 small break LOCA wi th opera ting reactor coolant pumps.

24 (Slide.)

2b My major topics will be the physical eff ects of
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m UAV i RCP operation on the course of the small break LOCA,

2 modifications that we've mada to our model to account for

3 these effects, and finally the sensitivity of our

4 calculational result to some of these model changes.

5 I had originally in tended to restrict my

6 discussion only to the models and to def ar any discussion of

7 calculationaly results to the next speaker, but apparently

8 we took a vote, and I have been elected to try and explain

9 why it is that we predict the ho t leg to be the limiting

10 break location. So I'll try to factor that into my

11 presentation. If when I'm done, it still isn't clear, I'll

12 be ha ppy to answer adoitional questions.

13 (Slide.)

14 Based upon our experience and knowledge of primary

15 system hydraulic behavior during a small break LOCA, we

lo would expect continued RCP operation to aff ect this behavior

17 in four ways. Fi rs t , the RCP will redistribute the primary

lo coolant mass inventory by moving water f rom the cold leg

19 piping toward the reactor vessel, and second, while the

20 pumps are operating and pumping two-phased flow, we would

21 e x pe c t this f low to be moving at a sufficiently high

22 velocity to maintain distribu ted ra ther than separated flow

23 pa tterns in the cold leg piping as long as the cold leg void

24 'raction was balow unity.

25 Third, the RCps will pre ssuri ze the up- or
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mocDAV 1 downcomer region. This will enable the downcomer level to

2 be depressed and will support a correspondingly higher

3 mixture level in the inner reactor ve ssel region.

4 And fourth, with all four RCPs operating for a

5 limited period of time during the transient, the downcomer

o level will be depressed below the bottom of the core barrel,

7 and steam will be pumped from the downcomer into the lower

6 plenum.

9 These first three effects are short term in tha t

10 they're important only while there is two-phased flow in the

11 primary coolant loop. This two-phased flow pe riod

12 represents only about the first quarter of the small break

13 transient and is over bef ore we would predict core uncovery

14 to begin.

Ib However, these last two eff ects, while they may

16 provice some short term benefits in terms of a slightly

17 higner level in the core, provide a signif cant long term

16 penalty for hot leg oreaks by maintainin, a two phase level

19 in the vessel above the elevation of the break, thereby

20 increasing the duration of the two-phased discharge period

21 and increasing the depletion of the primary system mass

22 inven to ry .

23 LR. PLESSET: That's on the hot leg side?

24 MR. KESSLER: fes.

25 MR. MICHEL30W: Have you people looked a t your
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mgcDAV I reac tor coolant pumps and are convinced that they could

2 operate as two phased flow with steam only?

3 MR. KESSLER: I'm going to def er that question.

4 MR. CALLAGHAN: Vince Callaghan again from

5 Combustion. We have looked at the reactor coolant pumps

o with that question in mind. We f eel strongly that the pum ps

7 will run with some amount of two-phase obviously. When the

6 void f raction gets higher, the pump will eventually get ints

9 trouble and will exhibit problems such as high vibrations,

10 possibly wide varia tions in amperage, which may cause the

11 o perator to conclude that the pump should be shut down.

12 But tnere's no question. The pump will run with

13 some two-phase. There's no way to quantify when the pump

14 would stop running as you get aeeper and deeper into

15 t wo-p ha se .

16 MR. MICHELS0:J: The rea son I askea is because I

17 believe that you people are the only ones who are advocating

lo running two pumps tnrougnout the event. I guess what you're

lv telling me is tnat you don't really expect them to run

20 t hroughou t the even t, and at some time later in time, the

21 second two will be tri ppe d.

2e MH. CALLAGHAN: That's true, and the guidance we

23 proviaed our utilities included a warning that when you run

24 the two pumps witn the same tubulator velocity, that you

23 don't run tnem blindly. As long as they're functioning, you
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mgebAV I run them, and providing a service. When they begin to get

2 into trouble, it's time to shut them down.

3 MR. MICHELSON: Now the question I'm getting at is

4 this. Is it really better to run the two as long as you

5 can, or is it be tter to trip all f our at the beginning?

6 You've, I assume, done some kind of study to convince

7 yourself tha t you're better off to trip only two to begin

6 with and two later than to trip all f our to begin with.

9 fou're already essentially -- you've told me that you're

10 going to lose the other two later, reasonably sure.

Il MR. LONGO: From a LOCA consideration, there is no

12 question that to trip all pumps, f our pumps immediately is

13 okay. Our concern is that you're not sure that you do have

14 a LOCA, anc we want to Kee p those two pumps on until we're

Ib sure that we understand what kind of accident we have.

Io DR Y AO : I think on an earlier slide you

17 indicatea that the data is ba sed on the single flow, and

le from your conclusion, this hot leg is more serious on your

lv previous slide. You're sure in reali ty that this pump can

20 pump steam very eff ectively and pre ssurize the downcomer and

21 pusn the water level cown?

22 MR. KESSLER: Tha t's over a very limited portion

23 of the transient, but yes.

24 DR. ZubAN5: Will it pump steam at all?

25 DR. YAO: Yes, t ha t's my que s tion.
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mgcDAV 1 DR. PLESSET: There is an answer here.

2 MR. CALLAGHAN: I think the basic position -- it

3 will be borne out f urther in the presenation -- is that if

4 the pump steam runs in that condition, their perf ormance is

5 factored into the calcula tion. If the pumps should no

6 longer pump steam, we're back to -- f or combustion at

7 l ea s t -- the situation where the pumps have been shut off

6 for whatever reason, due to failure or intentional operator

y s hu tdown .

10 DR. ZUDANS: Well, I think the statement, when you

11 continue pumping, tne water level will be pressed to the

12 bo ttom of the reactor vessel, and you have to do that by

13 pumping steam. You really have to have a compressor there.

14 MR. CALLAGHAN: Tha t's true .

Ib DR. PLESSET: I think that we all recognize --

lo bd. ZUDANS: It won ' t do .

17 uH. F_c6 SET Yes. Go a head.

le AR. KESSLER: .o mooel the ef f ects tha t I

IV describec a f ew moments ago, we made several changes to the

20 small break model that was described in the previous two

21 presentations.

22 ( Slice . )

23 The first change is to our fluid model. As Jim

24 Holaerness said, we use a drif t flux model to calculate

25 relative velocity vatween tha pha s e s. Now as this model is
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moc0AV i implementea in our CFLASH 4A computer code, it contains the

2 implici t assumption that the net velocity of the va por phase

3 will be upward. In areas where we would expect to find

4 co-current and two phased downward flow, this model is

5 therefore not equi pped to calculate it. So we've c ho sen to

o go with the homogeneous repre sentation of two-phase flow

7 where we would predict flow in a downward direction.

6 Again a s discussed by Jim Holderness, with the

v RCPs tripped, we calculate pump performance using single

10 phase homologous cata. With the pumps running, we do

11 account f or heaa degrada tion using a multiplier on the

12 single phase pump head. This multiplier is a function of

13 vo'4 fraction and was derived f rom cata obtained by Aerojet

14 Nuclear Corporation for the semiscale pump.

lo I believe Dr. Michelson previously mentioned that

lo while tne pum ps a re pumping there is significant potential

17 for leagage between the up- or downcomer region and the

lo upper plenum through this gap betvreen the core barrel and

IV the not leg. As we've said, we have explicitly modeled this

20 gap in our primary system representation.

21 The fourth difference is that since tha pum ps a re

22 running af ter the reac tor is trippea, we must have offsite

23 power available, which means that the control systems for

24 secondary pressure will be energizea. I'm speaking here

25 specifically of the turbine bypass valves and the
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mocDAV i atmospheric dump valves. These valves are designed to

2 maintain the secondary pre ssure, about 100 psi below the

3 lift pre ssure , the secondary safeties.

4 The final two model changes were made especially

5 f or best estimate analyses which will oe discussed by Fred

o Carpentino in the next presentation. As Joe Longo

7 mentioned, we've fixed from a licensing Moody two-phased

e critical model to our best estimate two-phased critical

9 model, which is tne homogeneous model .

10 The final change is applied during those periods

11 when we do calculate downcomer level pre ssurization and

12 pumping of steam directly into the lower plenum. In these

13 situations, we've modified the model that we used to

14 calculate the two-phased void distribution in the inner

15 vessel. This model was described briefly to you by Jim

to Holderness. The detcils of this modification are

17 pro pr i e ta ry. They're des cribed in Chapter 5 of CEN 115,

10 which is our response to liRC bulletin 79-106C. However, in

ly a general sense. I can may tha t the modification was to

20 simply add tnis additional source of voids into the

21 calculations, and it resul ts in prediction of a nigher

22 average void fraction in the vessel during the time we are

23 pumping steam directly into the lower plenum.

24 MR. MICHELS0d: In your model, do you include the

2D hea t in pu t of tne pumps?
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mqcuAV 1 MR. KESSLER: Yes, we do. We found that it is not
,

2 significant, because it is a function of the density of the

3 fluid being pumped which is decreasing at potentially the

4 same rate as they decay heat.

5 MR. MICHELS0ti: Is the model you're using in your

o re por t?

7 MR. KESSLER: I don't believe the equations are

e described in the report, no. It's simply an application of

v hydraulic torque applied to the fluid and assuming that it's

10 dissipatea as hea t.

11 MR. MICHELSON: But the density or fluid is

12 cnanging wi th ' time.

13 MR. KESSLER: dnich means that the heat addition

14 i s changing wi th . time.

Ib MR. 14I CHELSur!: But I'm wonaering just how. And

lo is tne how describec in your re pLr.

li MR. KESSLER: No, it is not.

le MR. MI CHELS0?l J -* s not like ac cerminir? it for
lv single phase flow.

20 MR. KESSLER: o ?- it is not, but we spend the

21 majority of our time in thi s transien t in a single phase

22 flow, either single pnase water or single phase steam. And

23 toward the end of my pre sen ta tion , I'll be showing you that.

24 UR. CATf0W: Have you a t any time made a heat

20 balance as a f unction of time for your system?
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mgcuAV i MR. KESSLER: I'm not sure.

2 DR. CATION: You're generating energy in the core,

3 and there's sensible heat? Have you ever prepared a figure

4 showing how these things behave as a f unction of time?

5 MR. KESSLER: No, I have no t. I will temper my

answer to that question by stating that over the range ofo

7 break sizes f or whicn we calculate the pumps to be an

o important factor, these are relatively large small breaks,
v so that the majority of the heat removal from the system is

10 by the break itself.

.11 UR. CATrod You don' t get in to the regime where

$
12 t he hea t ge ne ra tor s -- ,

13 MH. KESSLER: No, we do not. The bottom of the

14 spectrum of breaks for which the pumps are im por tan t is

lo e ssentially the top of tne spectrum of breaks where the

lo steam generators oegin to come into play.

17 UR. YAO: Uoes your model satisf y energy

lo conservation?

Iv MR. KESSLER: Yes, it does, I believe.

20 JH. ZUDAliS It would be nice to know whether

21 energy is being conserved.

22 ud. CA'll0N: Inat wa s the purpose for asking.

23 rou'd line to ada up all the pieces and see if tney to tal .

24 MH. KESSLER: I wish I hao the figure. I'm sorry

25 I don't.
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mgcuAV I DR. CATION: (ou genera te the information every

2 time you run your coces. It woula be worthwhile to just

3 pull it out one time or another.

4 MR. LONGO: Dr. Ca tton, we have such a figure f or

5 the small breaks where the pumps were not running. That's

o in 114, I believe.

7 OR. CATf0N: Tnat Chapter 5?

o Mk. LONGO: I am being correctea. Where is it?

v DR. CATION: I aidn't find it in 114.

10 MR. LOHUO: I know I presen ted it to the ACHS in a

11 slide, out I thought it was also in 114.

12 OR. CATf0N : May 9th?

13 MR. LONGO: I think so.

14 DR. PLESSET: Tha t wasn't to this Commi tt ee --

15 thi s Subcommi tte , I mean.

lo DH. CATION: Would it be possible for you to get

17 that to me?

Ic MR. Loh00: fes.

ly /R. r;ESSLEd: I'd like to return now to provide a

20 bit more aetail in Items I and 2 of the previous sliae which

21 we celieve are of specific interest to the Commi ttee.

22 (Slide.)

23 The first is just how we've im pl emen t ed this

24 homrgeneous drif t flux fluid model in our CFLASH 4SA

2a computer code. On the hot side of the systec, the normal
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mgcuAV I flow direction is precominantly upward, so an assumption of

2 an upward vapor velocity is still valid, even if the pump's

3 running. We theref ore continue to use the orif t flux model

4 witn Dr. Holoerness described in this region.

o However, on the cold side of the system, meaning

o f ro;n the top of the U-tube s around the bottom of the

7 downcon.er, the predominant flow d cec tion is downward, and

6 while the pum ps are pumping two-phased , we would expec t the

9 velocity in this region to be suf ficient that we would

10 predict cisperseo flow.

Il For t .i s reason, we've modeled this region of the

12 system nomogeneously until the flow in the region begins to

13 stagnate. Adow in practice, the flow in the coolant piping

14 doesn't stagnate during the two-phased flow period. It

ab remains hign until the void f raction approaches unity, so we

lo just continue to use our homogeneous model t hroug hou t tne

l ~/ transient in tha t region.

16 However, in the downcomer, the flow area is quite

19 a bit larger than the combined flow area for cold legs, and

20 you are also supplying a continual flow of water f rom the

21 safety injection system wnich condenses some of the steam

22 being pumped f rom tne pu:np s . For this reason, we calcula te

23 the flow to begin to rall off in veloci ty while there is

24 still a significant amount of water lef t in the downcomer.

23 Once we would predict stagnation to occur, we
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mgcuAV I would again like to use our drif t flux model to calculate

2 separation of the pha se s. So we've installed essentially an

3 on-off switch into the code.

4 This switching criterion is based on what we

5 would precicc to be the net velocity of the vapor phase in

o the two-phased mixture in the downcomer. This is defined by

7 the aownward velocity of the mixture minus the upward drif t

6 velocity of the vapor. Once this ne t va por velocity reaches

9 zero, which means pnysically that the water is still flowing

10 acwn but the va por is e ssentially stopped, we would expec t

r/ 11 to see tne phases begin to se para te. At this time, we

^# 12 rea pply our drif t flux mouel in the downcomer only.
<

P' 13 From this point on, we've <;ot a drif t flux model

14 on the entire reactor vessel on the hot side and a

lo nomogeneous mocel in the re st of the system. But the rest

to or the system is voiced, so we really don't need a

l '/ two-phased mooel at all.

lo

Iv

20

21
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J10AV i (Slide.)

2 There is one important eff ect of using a drif t

3 flux mocel f or upward flow and a homogeneous model for

4 downward flot. That i s t ha t such a model predicts a

o nonunif orm distributicn of voids in the primary system.

o In otner words, the upward flow regions generally

7 remain at a lower void f rac tion than the downward flow

6 regions,

y To obtain some sort of experimental verification

10 that this ef f ect woulu actually exist, we've compared our

11 prediction of PWR behavior for a hot leg break with the

12 pumps running to the behavior that was observed in the Mod-3

13 semiscale cemonstrations in the Three Mile Island

14 transients,

15 Tnere are admittedly many dif f erences between a

lo Three kile Island transient at semiscale and hot leg break

li in a PhH, but botn transients were characterized by

lo continuea RCP operation through a period when the void

19 fraction in the system was increasing.

20 I'll see if I can adjust this so we can focus on

21 what I'm talking about, thi s bo ttom curve com pared to the

22 void fraction in the loop. in this case at the pump suc tion,

23 to the void fract..on in the inner vessel mixture level that

24 we calculate f or our PWR analysis witn the pumps running.

23 And as you can see, the av9 rage void f raction in
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jluAV I the vessel remains significantly below the void f raction in

2 the loop throughou t the period of time tt , wo're l ooking a t

3 here.

4 DR. PLESSET: Is this more than the pre ssuri zing

5 ef f ect of the pump itself ?

o MR. KESSLER: This is simply due to the f act that

7 if you've got co-current upflow.

6 DR. PLESSET I'm saying that the pressure rises

9 through the pump, so you'd ex pec t some collapse of voids as

10 a result of the rise in pressure.

.l i MR. EdSSLER: T ha t is an effect. It's more

12 predominantly due to the fact that wi th unequal velocities

13 in upward flow the residence time of the bubbles in the

14 vessels, since the bubbles are rising f aster than the

lo mixture, are lower. bo you predict a lower average void

lo f raction in that case.

17 UR. ZubANS: i s t ha t a steady state situation or a

lo transient?

lv 14 R . KdSSLER: I t's essentially a quasi-steady

20 situation. It is transient.

21 LR. ZULAn6: How woula that show up?

22 OR. PLESSais I do: 't quite follow.

23 OR. ZUuANS: I don't know how the velocity

24 dif f erential woula aff ect i t.

25 DR. PLESSEra I think more it's a pressure ef f ec t.
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jluAV I You don't think so, Carl?

2 MR. MICHELSON: I a ssume that essentially here

3 it's the core area void f raction versus the hot leg void

4 fraction.

5 MR. KESSLEd: Tha t's not wha t I'm showing here.

o I'm showing the core area void fraction versus the void

7 f raction of the pump inle t.

u MR. MICHELSON: All right, not at the pump

V discharge.

10 MR. KESSLER: Right.

|| MR. MICHELSON: I also don't see why that void

12 traction should be -- w a i t a minute.

13 MR. KdSSLER: If you've got a homogeneous system,

14 the void traction everywhere will be the same. If you've

Ib got slip in tne system, the void fraction will be hi g he r ,

lo where the flow is downward because the bubbles will simply

I '/ oe flowing slower than the mixture.

Io UR. PLESSEI Tha t supposes that the pressure

ly t hroughout the system doesn't c ha nge .

20 MR. KESSLER: Yes, that's true. There is

21 aoditional effect.

22 UK. PLESSET Okay. I wondared which is more

23 im por can ;.

24 MR. KdSSLER: I gue ss I'd be speculating on tnat

20 answer.
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J10AV I DR. PLESSET: It's in there anyway.

2 MR. KESSLER: It's there.

3 The top curve here shows the same sort of cata as

4 measured in the semiscale TMI simulation. The solid curve

o here is a measured void f raction. I believe this is a gamma

6 densitometer relation at the pump suc tion.

7 As you can see, over the period of time here it

increases at a relatively steady level. In this test, the

v void friction in itself was .h t measured in the inner

10 vessel. However, there were celta P rr.easurements made there

11 from which one can decuca a collapse level and therefore

12 avc'1 fraction.

13 In making a del ta P measurement in a flowing

14 system at high pressure, the instruments tend to get a

Ib li ttle noisy. In fact, the data shown here was really

lo represented by a rather broad band of hash.

17 t"nat we've shown is the cro ss-hatched area here ,

lo the u pper and lower bounas of this hash. From that you

IV cer tainly can't tell what t ha exact void f rar *; ion was in the

20 inner ve ssel.

21 I t's clearly evident that the void f rac tion in the

22 inner vessel region remained lower than it did in the loop,

23 whic h quali ta tively agrees.

24 LR. PLESSET: We'll believe that, I guess.

2b (Clice.)
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AV 1 MR. KESSLER: I'd like to move on now to the

2 second item, which is the behavior of our pumps during the

3 two-phased flow period.

4 To begin wi th, I'd first like to show you the head

5 degradation curve that was used in all of the CE analyses

o with the pumps running.

7 As you can see, the curve, based on AliC data for

e the sen.iscale pump, is quite sy mme tri c al . It shows no

9 degradation f or single-phase water flowi comple te recover,

lo again , f or single-pna se steam flows and considerable

il degradation throughout tne two-phased region, with a maximum

12 degradation of about 75 percent at 50 percent voi.d.'

13 DR. PLESSET: Go ahead. They're having a

14 conference.

Ib MH. KESSLER: This data was obtained several years

lo ago ano has been around f or quite awhile. Since that time

17 Ce nas been involved in a cooperative efrort with EPHI to

le obtain similar degradation data,

ly (Slide.)

20 For a one-rifth scale model of a ty pical ?WR pump,

21 this erfort is not co.a ple te d, and the datc production is

22 still going on, but tnere is sufficient preliminary acta

23 available to construct a similar curve to the one that you

24 just saw, based on the da tt obtained in the CE pretest.

26 Ana tnis particular curve was cerived f rom cata at
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jl0AV I rated pumps B at near rated pump flow.

2 But the information that I've been able to see

3 shows that it's probably not too bad an approximation for

4 lower than rated flow. And, of course, we're talking rated

5 speed here, since the pumps were running.

o LR. ZUDANS: Could you define this multiplier more

7 accurately if it's possible?

o MR. KESSLER: The multiplier is simply a

multiplier on a single-phased pump head in whatever fluidy

10 ha ppens to be flowing through the pump.

11 UR. PLESSET: I think, Zenons, that it helps if

12 you think of the nead in dimensionle ss uni ts; in other

13 words, say, divided by rho U squared. They're taking tha t

14 into account.

15 MR. KESSLER: Hight now that rho i s no t taken into

lo a ccount. In my next slid e it will be.

17 LH. PLESSET: The multiplier is not, but in the

lo absence or pressure, it is taken into account.

IV MH. KESSLER: I will be getting into that in a

20 moment.

21 UR. ZJLANS: I understand, but if now takes a

22 single phase void in the pum ps wi th thi s , a certain number

23 or feet, then this is the multiplier thet applies to that

24 number.

25 MR. KdSSLER: l'o the number of f eet.
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JiuAV I DR. ZubANS: And not density or anything of t ha t

2 nature. There's an efficiency involved in the process as

3 well. It could be very, very low, because there's a

4 backflow through the blades.

5 DR. PLESSET: That's true.

o I gather it's not as much lower as one might

7 suspect f rom these da ta. I don't know how this would apply

6 to all the diff erent pumps in your installation. They're

y all centrifugal pumps with reasonable tip speed.

10 DR. CAlTON: Isn't that mul tiplier measurea?

11 Uidn't you just take celt' P and divide it by the density of

12 the fluid at the outset,

,ald imagine that that's the way13 MR. KESSLER: 4 e

14 it was done. I'm not personally familiar with the te st

15 procecure. I'm not sure if anyone sitting in the aucience

lo is more f amiliar with it than I am. I ge tting a lot of

17 shaking or heads, no.

ld UR. CATf0N My understanding was that this first

IV diagran by ANC was measurements for the semiscale pum p.

20 DR. PLESSET: In cimensionless units.

21 uW. CATf0N: No t wi th U squ ared , just delta P over

22 T ho .

23 DR. PLESSET: You might be tip speed or axial flow

24 speea, either one, but the rho is in there. I think it has

25 to be.
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jluAV 1 MR. KESSLER: In backing this particular

2 multiplier out, the rho has to be taken into account if

3 you're taking this f rom a del ta P measurement.

4 DR. CATTON: It's just delta P over rho.

5 DR. ZUDANS: Let us give you a chance on the next

o slide.

7 MR. KESSLER: Maybe I'll move on to the next

6 slide. I did want to mention t ha t the two models show quite

y a bit of disagreement as to the amcunt of degradation in the

10 low void trac tion region, but they are pretty much converged

11 at nigh void.

12 UR. ZUDANS: That woula be expected.

13 MH. KESSLER: Now, as we've been discussing, tha t

14 particular parameter is not very useful in defining pump

15 per f orn.an ce .

10 (Slide.)

17 What we're really looking f or here is diff erential

16 pre ssure across the pump, which includes the density term.

19 What I've done here is converted the curves that you've seen

20 in the previous slide into a normalized differential factor

21 by f actoring in density.

22 Ror void f rac tions below about .5 there is

23 considerable diff erence between the delta P predicted using

24 the ANC degracation curve and what we would predice using

25 the CE aegradation curve.
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jlDAV I But beyond the 50 percent void point, the two

2 curves are e ssentially identical. The dash-dot line here is

3 simply the change in density of void fraction, used as a

4 point of ref erence.

5 And, as you can see, single phase steam, ever if

6 you haa no degradation model at all, you would predict the

7 same result as either of these two curves.

o DR. YAO: Are those curves depending on the

y velocity?

10 4R. KESSLER: Yes, these ha ppen to be derived for

il rated flow and ra ted speed.

12 DR. YAO: During a small break accident?

13 MR. KESSLER: There is some decrettse in the

14 velocity of flow, tha t is true, so that you couldn't l ook

IS this curve and then figure ou t what the delta P was in the

lo transient.

17 However, I was really trying to show here that in

le the range c f interest f or our calculations, the two

19 degradation models would predict similar results so that any

20 diff erence between what we might calculate for pump

21 performance ana what someone else might would not be due to

22 the degra da tion model .

23 DR. ZUDANS: How do I read this curve, if I may

24 dwell on it just a minute? I want to find out what kind of

20 a del ta P can I produce it you were just pumping pure staem.
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J10AV 1 MR. KESSLER: There's a point of ref erence,

2 pumping pure liquid, the delta P here is about 80 psi. So

3 when we get down to the pure steam region here, we're down

4 about 5 percent of that, which is about 4 psi.

5 DR. ZUDANS: That much, would it amay that much.

o MR. KESSLER: This is at 1000 pounds per square

7 inch pressure , so tna t we're pumping reasonably dense steeam

o here.

9 DR. PLESSET: That's pretty heave steam.

10 MR. KESSLER: This is repre sentative of the

11 situation in the reactor coolant system.

12 DR. PLESSET: There i s f air degraoation though.

13 DR. ZUDANS: But the proportion of desity would be

14 the minimal I would expect.

15 UR. PLESSET: That's a good question that

16 Dr. Zucans brings up. What's the denisty ratio of steam at

17 1000 psi to the water density,

lo MR. KESSLER: Precisely 5 percent, right the.e.

IV DR. ZUDAdS So it has the same efficiency for

20 water as it has f or steam.

21 MR. KeSSLER: Tha t is the result that we obtained

22 f rom the da te .

23 MR. MI CHELSON: Once you get out of the slug flow

24 regime you're all right.

2b UR. PLESSET: This might not be qui te so good f or
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jlUAV 1 lower pressure steam.

2 DR. ZUDANS Your density will just be inversely

3 pro por tional .

4 MR. KESSLER: This particular curve is

S representative of 1000 pounds per square inch pre ssure.

6 That is about the system pressure that we would calculate

7 when the level finally drops below the hot leg and you begin

6 to vent steam out the break.

Y Beyond t ha t poi n t the system depressurized

10 relatively quickly and the pump dif f erential pressure just

11 falls off. And I think that's going to be an important

12 ooint in the analysis results that Fred Carpentino shows you

13 as to just why we don't see a benefit from continuing to run

14 the pumps beyond that time.

15 (Slide.)

to To relate that last picture to a PWR analysis, I

'-

have provided here a plot of the calculatea void fraction at

le the pump inlet as a function of time -- calculated one f oot

19 square break at the bottom of the 'ot leg. This is what we

20 calculate to be our limiting break size and location for

21 running pumps.

22 As you can see, that 50 percent poi n t , where the

23 ANC mooel and tne CE EPRI model converge, is reached about

24 480 seconds af ter the break. The pump's suction leg is

23 completely voided at 750 seconds after the break.
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jlDAV i Now, the effective of this sort of behavior on the

2 really important parameter in the calculation, the core

3 level --

4 (Slide.)

is shown in this slide.5 --

6 What we're comparing here is the dark line,

7 which is what we calculate for 1/10th of a square f ood hot

6 leg break with the pumps running.

Y And the corre sponding result f rom the same

10 >:alculation, where we assumed the pumps are tri pped,

.11 concurrent with reactor trip.

12 Now, if we move to this 480-second point, when the

13 two degradation curves no longer disagree, we see tha t

14 whether the pumps are running or not, the two-phased mixture

15 level in the vessel is above the location of the break ,

lo which you'll remember is the bottom of the hog leg, which is

17 right here.

10 This means that at this point the pumps are not

lv contributing significan tly to the depletion of ma ss f rom the

20 primary system, 0?cause you have two-phase flow out the

21 break, whether tney were running or not.

22 Now, ceyond thi s point, you see a significant

23 eff ect of continued pump operation. The pumps are

24 ef f ec tively holding this level up here for a longer period

25 of time.
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jlDAV 1 During this period, you're continuing to pump low

2 quali ty , two-phase flow out the break. The flow rate out

3 the break is an order of magnitude higher than the makeup

4 flow from the safety injection system, so you're depleting

5 mass f rom the primary system at something approaching

6 400 pounds per second.

7 As you can see, over this period of time, t ha t's a

6 considerable amount of ma ss depletion,

v DR. PLESSET: That may be a conservative

10 description.

11 Just su ppose tha t , ou ge t low quality flow aut

12 through the break, but quality might go up and be higher

13 than what you have in the hot leg.

14 OR. CATTON: I guess it gets back to G, more mass

15 out the break is taken to be a conservative a ssumption, but

to t ha t leads you to wanting to turn off the pumps, which may

17 or may not be conserva tive.

Io MR. KESSLER: I think in this particular ce se i t's

IV clearly conservative to turn off the pumps from a LOCA

20 s tand poin t , and we're talking here about LOCA.

21 DR. CATTON : But you've also made the a ssumption

22 that the break will not be ac ting a steam separator.

23 MR. KESSLER: It is po ssible. I'm still not

24 completely convinced that there is going to be much steam

25 separation when you've got a system where you've got
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jlDAV 1 essentially a quiet pool of low quality, two-phased fluid

2 sitting over a nole.

3 DR. CATf0N: I'm no t sure. What if the hole is at

4 the top or the pipe?

S MR. KESSLER: Okay, we're not considering that

6 situation. We find that we get a more limiting result if

7 the hole happens to be at the bo ttoms and there's no way you

e can really pick a location for the hole, so we've c hosen the

v worst one.

10 UH. PLESSET You're taking it as stratifying a

11 hot leg, but still, as tne water goes through the break it

12 becomes supersaturated very quickly. That's what these

13 diagrams were showing.

14 DR. CATTON: There is still going to be a higher

15 mass flow to the bottom.

10 DR. PLESS ET: That's right.

17 MR. KESSLER: We're simply concerned that we may

le have overpredicted the mass flow rate through this

19 particular size break.

20 The question I would return to you is we don't

21 really know wnether we've got a 1/10th square f oot break or

22 not. i.e may have an 600 square f oot break, in wnich case

23 it might act like 1/10th square f oot break where it were

24 acting as a vapor separator.

2b For tnis reason, we've analyzed the spectrum of
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jlDAV I break sizes. This just ha ppens to be the largest break with

2 the highest break flow, f or which we show a problem f or

3 operating RCPs.

4 There is a spectrum of sizes smaller than this,

5 for which ws also show a problem, and they will be covered

6 in the next presentation.

7 MR. MICHELS0Ils This wa s a f our-reactor coolant

6 pump?

v MR. KESSLER: This was with all four running.

10 MR. MICHELS0:4: What dif f erence would i t make if

11 you were voted back to your two-and-two proposition?

12 MR. KESSLER: I'm going to defer that to Fred.

13 I'm simply showing this, running the pumps, f or a model .

14 DR. ZUDANS: I'd like to ask another question,

15 still on the subject of puuping steam. Do you believe that

lo tha pumps will be able to clear the entire cold leg from the

17 top of the ou tle t to the reactor inlet of water? Or will

le this water just stay there and be pushed partially out and

lv then bounce back in to the pum discharge?

20 MR. KdSSLER: You mean just sort of bounce back

21 and forth?

22 LH. ZubAilS What's the reason for being able to

23 punp the water out of t ha t veritcal pi pe , that you hao to

24 pum p i t ou t in order to get --

25 MR. KdSSLER: I'm not sure which end of the cold
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jl0AV i leg you're talking about. Are you talking about the pum p

2 suction?

3 DR. IUDANS: I s t he pump discharge exactly on the

4 same level as the reactor vessel?

5 MR. KESSLER: Yes, it is,

o DR. ZUDANS: Then my argument is not correct.

7 MR. MICHELSON: You got a good arument star ted

6 though I think, because you have to ask now about the

Y injection water on the cold legs.

10 DR. ZuDANS: It would come back.

11 '4R . MICHELSON: I t's so tting up some kind of a

12 strange reaction in condensing steam flow and so forth.

13 Could you just elucidate slightly?

14 MR. KESSLER: If you're asking how we model

15 injec tion in tha cold legs, we model injection directly into

lo the downcomer.

17 MR. MICHELSON: In reality, it's coming into the

lo cold leg, and how coes Lnat aff ect pump behavior when the

19 pump is running a s a steam blower.

20 MR. KESSLER: Well, in reality, it is being

21 injected into cola legs at an angle of 65 -- 60 or 75

22 degrees, ir,cli ned toward the vessel, which means that it is

23 not like to flowing backward toward the pum p.

24 MR. MICHELS0d: In reality it's flash-condensing

25 steam.
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jl0AV I DR. PLESSET: It'll raise the pressure there.

2 MR. MICHELSON: Really, I'm not sure if it raises

3 or lowers i t.

4 MR. KESSLER: It will lower the pressure at tr -t

point probably.s

6 MR. MICHELSON: It flash condenses a lot of steam

7 locally, therefore it is not fluent toward the vessel

b nece ssarily. It could also be flashing fluid, and it could

v literally be carried back to the pump i tself. This is a

10 ratner violent process.

11 MR. KESSLER: I don't see any possibility of

12 getting that through the pump though as long as the pump is

13 puaping f orward.

14 MR. MICHELSON: But I can see interesting

15 possibilities for pump behavior when you're condensing steam

to under those conJitions.

17 I .va s ju s t simply asking and extending the

Ib question.

lY MR. KESSLER: I would certainly agree that we have

20 not covered all the possible conditions of pump behavior in

21 this analysis, but I don't think tha t any such --

22 DR. PLESSET: You'd lower the pressure on the

23 discharge size.

24 DH. ZUDANS: I guess, regardle ss, you would punip

25 the steam.
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J 11.sA V 1 MR. MICHELSON: I t is not a t all clear what

2 ha ppens when we inject cold water into a steam-filled system

3 as to how the punp will continue to behava and which way the

4 flow will continue to be and so forth.

S It's not very clear.

6

7

e

Y

10
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13
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1 MR. KESSLER: I have just about reached my conclusions

2 now. I would simply make the closing statement that the local

3 effects in the cold leg we don't feel would affect our overall

4 conclusion, that is, that we're in worse shape if we have a

5 brea'. in the hot leg because the pumps keep two-phased flow

6 above that location longer than they do for cold leg breaks;

7 and that we do not see any benefit from continuing to run the

8 pumps.

9 MR. MICHELSON: Just to be sure we understand each

10 other, the whole reason for even mentioning the injection was

11 one of the concernes that's been expressed repeatedly in these

12 meetings has been how about hydraulic instability in this

13 system, not fron. the point of view of your calculations at

Id all, but simply the mechanical effects of hydraulic instability.

15 That's the only reason I threw it in.

16 MR. KESS LER: I would agree with your point on that.
,

17 Before turning die presentation over to

18 Fred Carpentino, I'd like to first ask if there are still
l

19 any questions as to why we predict the hot leg to be the

20 worst location.

21 DR. PLESSET: I think you've made the point.

22 DR. ZUDANS: He didn't make the point to me because

23 I didn't see anything about the cold leg.

24 DR. PLESSET: I thought you did this in a qualita-
Ace NJerst Reporters, Inc.

25 tive way.
,
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1 MR. KESSLER: I'm going to use a slide here which

2 I prepared for a different purpose, so if you'll just completely

3 ignore any label and just look at the pictures, maybe I can

4 show you.

5 (Slide.)

6 The situation here is what the situation lcoks like

7 whice we've got approximately 70 or 80 percent void in the

8 cold side of the system and a somewhat lower void fraction on

9 the hot side.

10 Thi's cross-hatched area is not solid water. It's

11 just two-phased mixture. What the pumps are trying to do

12 here is try to support the two-phased mixture all the way to

13 the top of the U-bend in the steam generators. This is

14 about 60 feet above the bottom of the downcomer, which means

15 that the pumps have to supply a big pressure drop just to hold
i

16 that level there, let alone push fluid over the top. Once the

17 pumps can't push any more fluid over the top, you've lost

18 your supply of water to a cold leg break.

19 The only water left is what happens to be remaining |

20 over on the cold side of the system. This means that whatever

21 water is still here is going to stay here.

22 Now, in a hot leg break all this water is just

23 going to drain right out the hole. This means that whatever

24 water level is contained in this mixture up here is simply
Ace c.aeral Reporters, Inc.

25 going to be lost to the system through the break, while it
|
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I would be retained in the system in a cold leg break. This is

2 why we predict that the hot leg break will be more limiting

3 when we complete the r,ystem.

4 DR. ZUDANS: With pumps running.

5 MR. KESSLER: With pumps running, because we deplete

6 the system significantly more for hot leg break.

7 MR. MICHELSON: Well, it's not clear how the pumps

8 y,ere running. You're saying that the water column is supported

9 right up to the top of the U-tube, but there's no flow, I

10 guess.

II MR. KESSLER: The: pumps are not necessarily constant

12 flow devices.

13 MR. MICHELSON: I understand.

I# MR. KESSLER: They can deadhead. There is some

15 leakage flow continuing between the downcomer and --

16 MR. MICHELSON: They behave a lot differently if the
.

I7 flow ceases. They soon form their own steam void within the

18 pump, with all the energy going into the fluid that isn't

I9 moving any more. That's what minimum flow is all about. So

20 you've got zero flow and are yet running the purps.

21 MR. KESSLER: There is in fact not precisely zero

22 flow in this case. There is leakage between the downcomer

23 and the upper plenum and there is also steam being condensed

24 in the cold leg.
Ace- ral Reporters, Inc.

25 MR. MICHELSON: There's also bypn s around to any
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1 pumps that aren't running. I'm assuming all four are running.

2 MR. KESSLER: In this case all faur are.

3 MR. MICHELSON: And the bypasses you were talking

4 about are almost trivial compared to the minimum flow required

5 to take heat out of those pumps. Otherwise, they start to

6 flash steam within their casings, and that's another whole

7 physical instability question.

8 I didn't realize you really thought you were going

9 through a transition wherein flow ceased for a period cf time.

10 I guess it ceases until it can start to move steam through

11 somehow. In other words, how did you get from this to where

12 you're running it like a steam blower?

13 MR. KESSLER:. If I can put the nicture back up. !

14 DR. ZUDANS: It's blocked.

15 MR. MICHELSON: It isn't blocked forever. Eventually,

16 he doesn't have that much mass left in the system.
,

17 MR. KESSLER: Once we've depleted down to this

18 point,.we're now putting steam out the break. If you could |

19 ignore this column of water in the downcomer, which vouldn't
,

i

20 be there if the pumps were running, you've now gtt a situation i

21 where you can blow some steam through the core.

22 MR. MICHELSON: How long does it take to get from

23 there to where you first start blocking any further circula-

24 tion?
Am. rel Reprters tnc. i

i

25 MR. KESSLER: It's on the order of a minute or so.
~

i

'
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I I would hasten to add that this steam flow period doesn't last

2 very long, either.

3 MR. MICHELSON: You say it only takes a minuce to

d get rid of all the water in the upper regions of the U-tubes

5 right on down to the ' middle of the vessel?

6 MR. KESSLER: Maybe I've overstatedithat a bit. It's

7 something on the order of 200 seconds from the previous plot.

8 MR. MICHELSON: So:for that period of time this

9 pump sits there in some transition phase?

10 MR. KESSLER: Moving rot much, but some flow forward.

II And it continues to do that, and we do see a brief recovery

12 in fisw when we reach this situation here.

13 MR. MICHELSON: The power input is rather large in

Id these pumps. They don't take the heat out er move the water

15 out of the casing and form steam very quickly and pump steam

16 by them. Then they intermitcently start to slug flow, and

I7 that's the end of the game, as I understand it. Maybe the

18 res t --

I9 MR. KESSLER: I'ra stepping a little beyond my bound
I

20 of expertise to handle that.

2I MR. CALLAGHAN: You know, the ccncept of the pump

22 imparting energy to the fluid system is basically correct,

23 but these pumps are driven by large induction motors and the

24 pump itself can only extract from the induction motor whatever
Ace- eral Reponen, Inc. |

25 energy it needs to drive the fluid and then to account for |
|
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1 some percentage of inefficiency.

2 If you have, say, a four megawatt pump, which these

3 typically are, 80 percent of that would be going into the

4 fluid when the fluid is being moved through the system during

5 normal operation. But if you cease to pump that fluid, you

6 don't continue to draw four megawatts out c2 the induction

7 mode. In fact, the energy you extract from the motor decreases

8 dramatically.

9 Then you slip into two-phased and finally steam,

10 and you'll find the induction motor is being called upon to

11 do very little.

12 MR. MICHELSON: I think that's exactly right, but

13 it slips into this all-steam phase while there's still two-

14 phased elsewhere in the loop.

15 MR. CALLAGHAN: Conceptually that's feasible.

16 MR. MICHELSON: That's so fast compared with the

17 heat sink available in the case.of water that it flashes to

18 steam and yet the fluid at the suction is still two-phased.
|

19 So what happens? It flashes to steam and then you get a flash

20 condensation, and the pump tries to move the steam out and it

21 gets hit with the slug two-phased. That's the slug flow

22 that we're talking about, that we're not sure that you're able

23 to handle.

24 I thought we were slipping into two-phased and never
Ace- al Reporters, Inc.
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1 a time there is no flow, and therefore you do indeed get into

2 pulsation flow, which is caused by flashing to steam and then

3 introducing the slug fluid from the suction side. And a pump

4 doesn't run that way very long, I don't believe.

5 MR. KESSLER: My point is, once you've reached this

6 point where you've spent a little bit of time in zero flow,

7 whether the pumps continue to runand pump whatever low-density

8 steam happens to be left in the system or just break, you don't

9 really see any difference because the delta P that the pumps

10 can produce as the system depressurizes falls off to nothing.

Il MR. MICHELSON: Let's make sure I made my point

12 clear. I really am not concerned about the calculational

13 answer. I'm concerned about the physical pressure boundary

14 now, that can convert a small break into a big break because

i

15 we busted up something in the process of trying to run the !

l
,

16 pumps in two-phased flow.

17- That's a new question, a new calculation which you

18 haven't done, I don't believe.

19 MR. KESSLSR: That is true. !
|

20 MR. MICHELSON: I don't have any quarrel with what

21 you've done. I just suddenly realized that it's not clear to

22 me that you could leave the pumps running through this kind of

23 situation unless you've got some real arguments on how the

24 pump works under these conditions. And you are saying that
Am-Fwerat Rarmners, inc. |

25 you're going to run two of your pumps through these conditions.!
- i
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I But you are the only vendor, to my knowledge, that is proposing

2 to do this.

3 MR. KESSLER: I guess that will be addressed.

4 I see Vince has more to say.

5 MR. CALLAGHN: There's a scheme that seems to be

6 carrying through in these arguments. For purposes of

7 bracketing the potential outcomes with the analytical effort,

8 the assumption has been made in one set of cases that the

9 pumps run. That does not mean that Combustion expects the

10 pumps to run with steam. I think you understand what I'm

II saying. We're not saying that the pumps will run or that they

12 are necessary to run. But for the purposes of understanding

I3 what one of the possible outcomes might be if they for some

Id reason were capable of running, that has been considered in |

15 the analysis.

16 And as you can see from the presentation today, a

I7 great deal of effort has been made to model them accurately

18 on a conservative fashion and measure the impact.

19 MR. MICHELSON: Maybe I missed your point. I thought

20 you were trying to cbfend the proposition that you would like

21 to have two ptunps continue to operate. If you are saying that

22 you always shut all four pumps off within ten minutes, then

23 this is all immaterial. I thought you were going through
!

24 |
this whole gyration because you're claiming it is acceptable i

Ace- eral Reporters, Inc.
|
~

25 Ito run two pumps through such a situation.
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MR. CALLAGHAN: We are claiming it's acceptable.

MR. MICHELSON: Then I think you have to answer the

3
questions about pump stability and so forth while going

4
through these conditions. And I'm not sure I've heard the

5
basis yet for saying that's okay.

6
MR. GASPER: I'm a little confused slightly. I

7 think we're saying that we can show, through Appendix K, that

8 it's acceptable to run two pumps. We are not saying that it

9
is necessarily desirable, if you are indeed in.a small break

10
situation, to be running the pumps. As a matter of fact, our

11
procedures would say, shut down the pumps if you see pump

12
instability.

11
DR. ZUDANS: That's another cause that eliminates

'

14
the operation of the pumps. But in your analysis, where you ,

i
'

15
said you can run two pumps, what kind of fluid did you pump I

16
from this analysis? Did you pump a fluid that has a very

17- high flow?

18
MR. KESSLER: That will be covered in Fred's

19
presentation.

20
DR. PLESSET: Why don't we go on to the next

21
presentation.

22
MR. KESS LER: I think, before I completely leave

23
the podium here, I would like to reiterate two points that

24
I hope I've gotten across.Ace P.uerst Reponen. h.c. ,

25 |
The first is that our fluid model does predict

!
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I void formation in the primary system, which agrees qualitativelf

2 at least with observed results in semiscale.

3 The second, during the two-phased flow period, the

4 effective RCP operation on primary system mass depletion is

5 not sensitive to the particular degradation model that we

6 use.

7 If there are no further questions, I'll turn the

8 presentation over to Fred Carpentino, who wi.ll discuss the
9 results of some of our calculations that we performed.

10 DR. PLESSET: You didn't make entirely clear to

II everybody, I'm afraid, why for a given sized break the mass

12 loss is greater on the hot leg than the cold leg. Now could

13 you do that in one sentence?

I# MR. EESSLER: The mass loss at a given time is

15 going to be essentially the same, regardless of where the

16 break is. It's just that for the hot leg break you continue
.

I7 to supply two-phased flow to the treak for a longer period

18 of time, so that the integral mass loss --

DR. PLESSET: That's with pumps running?

20 MR. KESSLER: That's with pumps running.

2I DR. PLESSET: But if the pumps aren't running?

22 MR. KESSLER: If the pumps aren't running, the

23 difference between hot leg breaks and cold leg breaks is not

24 as significant and is more than made up for by the fact that
iAce Federsi Reporters, Inc.

25 with a hot leg break there isn't a path for spillage of
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I ECC water. So you have more injection flow available to the

2 system in a hot leg break.

3 DR. PLESSET: So then the cold leg break --

4 MR. KESSLER: The cold leg break is limiting with

5 the pumps running.

6 DR. PLESSET: That's what I wanted to hear. Thank

7 you for that good sentence.

8 MR. MICHELSON: That's just like Westinghouse.

9 DR. PLESSET: Well.

'10 MR. CARPENTINO: Good afternoon, good evening, or

II whatever. It's getting fairly late.

12 My name is Fred Carpentino and I'm section manager

13 in Combustion's ECCS Analysis Group in charge of licensing

Id calculations typically. I've been involved with some of the

15 other gentlemen who have spoken here today to a certain

degree in the calculations, trying to predict the effect of |16

17 continued pump operation on the small LOCA.

18 What I'd like to do for you, in brief terms, if I

I9 can, is spend a little bit of time just quickly summarizing

20 the results of the calculations we have performed.

21 (Slide.)

22 Now, I'd like to separate the results I have to

23 present to you into two parts: part one being a sequence of

24 calculations we've performed with a model that we can essen- |
Ace- rol Reporters, Ir.c. ;

!25 tially think of as our Appendix K or EN model, with only
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1 essentially the EN model -- with only those changes required

to represent the pump operation. These were described to you

3 this afternoon; not including some of the assumptions we chose

4 to make for the part two calculations to do a little more

5 redlistic evaluation. That is, we did not introduce the better

6 estimate on leak flow and the better estimate on decay heat.

7 The part one study encompassed a study of the effect

8 of pump operation as a function of the break size, break

9 location, and the time chosen to assume the pumps are shut

10 off,

II Part two, the more realistic evaluation, went into

12 a study of, first, quantitative evaluation of the effect of

13 the differences in the model to give us a reference point, a

14 study of some potential allowable operating conditions with

15 regard to the reactor coolant pumps, and a brief study to

16 earmark the special effects of certain distinct differences

17 we have in several of the units in terms of the ECCS design.

18 The plant we've chosen to use to perform these

19 studies is basically a 2700 megawatt operating type of unit.

20 It's characterized as a system with approximately 11,000 cubic

21 feet of fluid inventory. It has four cold legs. They're

22 30-inch ids and two hot legs, which are 42-inch ids. The

23 ECCS design used in the typical study was a nominal head

24 type HPSI pump, shutoff head being on the order of 1300 psi,
Am- at Reporters. ine. |

25 and the accumulators or safety injection tanks ar' 200 psi. |

|
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(Slide.)j

2 MR. MICHELSON: Could I interrupt just a minute and

3 ask you a similar question that I asked this morning. Why

are most of your safety injection pumps in the older plants4

5 at 200 pounds and in the newer plants at 600 pounds? What

6 happened?

MR. CARPENTINO: In terms of ECCS evalur. tion, we
7

d see distinct benefits in the higher pressure tanks for
8

small LOCAs. We see a significant benefit prior to having
9

10
done this reactor coolant pump evaluation, which I'll get

11 into a little later, the significant benefit in this regsrd

12 as well.

13 MR. MICHELSON: Are these benefits that make it

14 worthwhile to go back and boost the pressure on operating

P ants to 600 pounds?l15

16 MR. CARPENTINO: As an analyst, that would be nice.

I don't know what the incentive is for the operating units at
17

18 this time.

19 MR. LONGO: I'd like to address that question. When|

20 you say we have benefits at 600 psi safety injection tanks, |

that's true, and it's done on a licensing analysis going to
21

22 decay heat and so forth. I think that when you look at a

23 realistic analysis, the benefits of going back and having

24 higher safety injection tanks put into the older operating
Ace- ral Reporters, Inc.

P ants is somewhat questionable.l25

!
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1 MR. MICHELSON: Is it a question of changing the

2 tanks or were these tanks designed for a higher pressure to

3 begin with?

4 MR. LONGO: These tanks were designed for 200 psi.

5 DR. PLESSET: Speaking of benefits, are you thinking

6 of small breaks only?

7 MR. LGI;CO: Yes.

8 DR. PLESSET: And you say, from a best estimate

9 point of view, it's not as great as the EN model would

10 indicate?

11 MR. LONGO: Typically, when we do our small break

12 anlysis, we present the peak clad temperature for an Appendix K

13 type of analysis and a peak clad temperature for a realistic

14 analysis at the worst location. For example, in System 80

15 the peak clad temperature--mil I think the limiting break is

16 a .05 square foot break in the small bre..k regime. The peak

17 clad temperature was something like 1600 degrees Fahrenheit.

18 When we took off the 1.2 decay heat, the .05 square foot break

19 did not even uncover. |

20 DR. PLESSET: This was for what pressure on these

21 accumulators?

22 MR. LONGO: System 80 was 600 psi.

23 DR. PLESSET: Suppose it were 200?

9 cal Reporters, Inc.
24 MR. LONGO: I think you would see something very

|AmF

25 similar, bat I think the break size would be slightly larger. |
i
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I MR. CARPENTINO: The break size would probably be

2 about a tenth of a square foot.

3 MR. LONGO: The limiting break.

4 MR. CARPENTINO: Yes. The thing is, call the limiting

5 break any number you like, the conservatism required by

6 Appendix K, in essence, primarily decay heat, would indicate

7 that that limiting break would incur a significant amount of

8 core uncovery, while a realistic calculation would say that

that's not true.

10 So you'd base the benefit you'd get from a higher

11
pressure tank on Appendix K. You see a large improvement,

12 where you can see nearly nothing in a more realistic calcula-

13
tion.

14 DR. PLESSET: Let's go on.

15
MR. CARPENTINO: Okay. Part 1, Appendix K type, I

16
use that with a little caution, not exactly in compliance with

17 the Appendix K requirements, but conservative enough. We

18 studied break size, break location, and the time to shut off

19
the pump. And on this matrix I've chosen some case numbers

20
we've chosen to designate for various cases to indicate the

21
break size we're studying. And unless otherwise indicated

22 under break location, the break is located at the bottom of

23
e-24 the hot leg.

24
In this column I'm going to indicate the number of

Ace- re Reporters, Inc.

25 i
reactor coolant pumps I'm assuming are initially operating :

1
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at the beginning of the event, and to the right-hand side of
3

the slash the number of pumps that would be tripped at some
2

time, shut off at some time.
3

In this column I'd indicate the time that shutoff is
4

ssumed to occur, and as you can see here, decay heat was
5

assumed to be 1.2.
6

(Slide . )
7

Now, the results for the cases in this part of the
8

matrix, part one, indicate that break size has a significant
9

influence on the depth c . core uncovery. When the reactor
10

11 coolant pumps, as you recall from the preceding matrix, which

I believe you're going to need to track this better, that the
12

reactor coolant pumps, all four of them, are operating
13

continuously. They never shut off.ja

S for a tenth of a square foot break we predict
15

16
about 7.6 feet of uncovery. We predict a minimum inventory

to occur at this particular time of 61,000 pounds. And for
37

the .05 we see a lesser amount of uncovery and a greater amount
18

19 of minimum inventory. And for the smallest, the .02, we

Predict no uncovery it all and a minimum inventory predicted20

of 102,000 pounds.
21

DR. CATTON: Which one of these cases was run with
22

the steam generator area cut in half?
23

I

24 MR. CARLENTINO: None of these cases address that

Ace r worst Reporters, Inc.

25 directly. That was a study we performed. ,

!
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1 DR. CATTON: I understand. But which one of these

2 cases would be closest to it, and could you give me a rough

3 idea?

4 MR. CARPENTINO: The steam generator heat transfer,

5 we had concluded from previous studies, is significant and

6 necessary for breaks above .02 and smaller. That's approxi-

7 mately a two-inch diameter hole.

8 DR. CATTON: What did cutting the area in half in

9 the steam generator, the heat transfer area in half, do to

10 that 102,000 pounds?

11 MR. CARPENTINO: The case they studied the effect

12 of the heat transfer area on was a case where the reactor

13 coolant pumps were not operating. They were assumed to have

14 stopped when we had the reactor trip.

15 DR. CATTON: So based on the ones that yor have here,

16 I have no way of picking a comparison, because the only ones
,

17 that you run without pumps off were part of the last set.

18 MR. CARPENTINO: P-4.

19 DR. CATTON: Ad P-4 had an area of?

20 MR. CARPENTINO: A tenth of a square foot.

21 DR. CATTON: So there's no way I could make the

22 same conclusion you did, that the steam generator heat transfer

23 is not important?

24 MR. LONGO: Dr. Catton, when I send you the energy
Ace +.aeraf Reporters, Inc.

25 versus time curve, I will send you the other curve also. ,

)LNb '
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I DR. CATTON: I would appreciate that. I'd like to

2 be able to compare the two.

3 MR. MICHELSO!?: I'm not sure that I can fully appre-

4 ciate when you say that the steam generator was not important.

5 It is important even though it is not needed. It is important

6 in that it maintains a lower pressure than would othe:: wise

7 be experienced if you were removing no heat. So the only

8 real comparison is to show us the difference between using

9 the steam generator heat removal capability and not using it,

10 or using it to half the number.

Il MR. CARPENTINO: I appreciate that. You're right.

12 MR. MICHELSON: So it's always irrportant, unless

13 it it's a very large break, when it becomes then insignificant

14 compared with other effects.

15 MR. CARPENTINO: I had not planned to discuss the

16 subsequent role of the steam generator composite on top of |
I

!17 this. I prepared the presentation to address the reattor

18 coolant pumps directly, isolating that individual effect. We

l9 have addressed that. It's documented in some of the preceding

20 reports we issued earlier in the summer, and we had concluder'

21 at that time that steam generator heat transfer would have

22 to be retained for something like No-2. It could just progress

23 to a fairly adverse condition if we did not have it. 'If the

23 break were larger than that, you'd get to the point where
Ace. ret Reporters, Inc.

25 you're going to be able to remove significant amounts of i

I
~
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I energy, or that all of the required energy through the leak

2 at an eirly enough time; not too much after, you might dry

3 the steam generator out at about that break size.

4 All right, one thing we can conclude from the subset

5 of the effect on break size here is that, one, if ou have a

6 minimum inventory of 102,000 pounds plus or minus some small

7 amount, you keep the core covered. So that's not a core cooliny

8 problem situation.

9 And two, that the larger break in this range results

10 in the minimum inventory at the earliest time, and the corres-

11 ponding maximum amount of uncovery.

II One thing we noted that's not shown very clearly in

13 the information in this table, but I think you'll see it on

Id a slide that come.; up later, that this break size happens to

15 correspond to the condition that would be a break just small

16 enough to avoid activating our accumulators. The accumulators

17 play no significant role in recovering this event. This shows

18 that the adverse effect of operating the pumps is limited to

I9 a narrow range of break sizes. .02 and smaller would not sense

20 the difference between whether the pumps are operating or not.

21 Breaks larger than .1, the accumulators would come

22 into play and remove some of the sensitivity to pump operation.

23 The center part of the slide is just a summary of

24
the effect of break location. Now this cold leg is the pump

Am. Federal Reporters, Inc.
,

25 discharge leg. The second case is the hot leg and the third

1264 5"
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I is the suction leg or the suction to the reactor coolant pump

2 at the bottom of what's sometimes called the loop seal. In

3 all cases, the leak was le :ated at the bottom of these pipes.

4 In all cases, the break size is a tenth of a square foot,

5 which we've defined as the limiting condition from the preceding

6 study.

7 And as you can see, the hot leg results in signifi-

8 cant uncovery compared to a1y of those other locations, and

9 the minimum amount of mass inventory. So we've concluded

10 that that is indeed the limiting location with regard to pump

11
effects.

12 Having isolated break size and break location,

13 combining those, we do a study on shutoff time for that limit-

I# ing combinatio., the .1 square foot hot leg break. We've run

15 cases. Some of these are repeats of cases you see up above,

16 assuming that pumps are shut off coincident with a reactor

I7 trip on low pressure; assuming that pumps are shut off at

IO six minutes, ten minutes; and the last one, the pumps are

19 never shut off.

20 And as you can see, there's a monotonic effect on

21 the depth of uncovery, getting worse as the pumps stay on

22 longer. All four pumps were assumed to be running in these

23 cases.

24 DR. ZUDANS: Do you have a similar declaration for
Ace- rol Reporters, Inc, |

25
'

cold leg breaks with pumps shut off at different times? '

1264 sl
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1 MR. _ CARPENTINO: No. From this selection of data,

2 we conclude that we had to focus on the hot leg.

3 DR. ZUDANS: But you don't have information on the

4 cold leg with pumps shut down, not on this tabulation.

5 MR. CARPENTINO: We have information here on the

6 cold leg with all fov* pumps operating indefinitely, and

7 normally for SARS we would assume the pumps are shut off

8 essentially at time zero. In comparing the two, there's not

9 a significant difference between them. So from that you can

10 conclude that the time for tripping the pump for cold leg

11 is a second order concern.

12 MR. LONGO: If I remember the case now, when the

13 pumps were shut off on the cold leg, the depth of uncovery

14 which is reported as 3.1 with the pumps running, was slightly

15 higher, something like 3.4 feet of uncovery with the pumps

16 3ff,

17 DR. ZUDANS: So that would indicate that the cold,

18 leg with pumps shut off is more controlling than hot leg with

pumps shut off. !19

20 MR. LONGO: Yes. But to us it's pretty much of a

21 wash.

22 DR. ZUDANS: One more question. On these cases,

23 the pumps shut off at six minutes. What is the void fraction

24 of the pump at that time?
Am v merat Resmners, ine, j

25 MR. CARPENTINO: I might be guessing. I don't f
i
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1 recall at the moment.

2 DR. ZUDANS: Are they pumping steam cr essentially

3 water' with some steam in it?

4 MR. CARPENTINO: At that time they're pumping a

5 two-phased mixture. It's not pure steam. I don't know what

6 the void fraction is, however.

7 MR. MICHELSON: I guess another way of asking the

8 same question is, at what point in time do we get into what

9 might be an unstable pump flow condition? Is this like six

10 minutes, ten minutes, 30 minutes? You may not know the answer.

II Fine.

12 MR. CARPENTINO: I don't. '

13 MR. MICHELSON: Another question. Since you're

ld dealing with hot leg breaks here, how would the pressurizer

15 vapor space break compare performance-wise with these other

16 postulated breaks, which I assume are in the reactor coolant

17 pump itccif?

18 MR. CARPENTINO: There would be much less effect

19 on pump operation under that condition.

20 MR. MICHELSON: Why would you say that?
.

21 MR. CARPENTINO: That's a very defined break.

22 MR. MICHELSON: These are all well-defined breaks

23 now.

MR. CARPENTINO: A well-defined break size. |24

Ace rol Reporters, Inc. I

25 MR. MICHELSON: For the same given break size. -

|

I
~
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1 MR. CARPENTINO: There's a ceiling on it, which I

2 believe comes out about equal to this .02 value.

3 MR. MICHELSON: Wait a minute now. I've got an

4 .05 break at the top of the pressurizer.

5 MR. CARPENTINO: An .05?

6 MR. MICHELSON: You're saying that's theoretically

7 imporisible .

8 MR. CARPENTINO: Unless you want to say the pres-

9 surizer dome has cracked.

10 MR. MICHELSON: Okay, the biggest break you can have

11 is an .02.

12 MR. CARPENTINO: If all the PORVs opened up.

13 MR. MICHELSON: But not the safeties.

I4 MR. CARPENTINO: The safeties wouldn't make it.

15 MR. MICHELSON: So the largest postulated break is '

16 .02. Okay. Now, for that break, then, have you actually run

17 the calculation?

18 MR. CARPENTINO: No, sir.

I9 MR. MICHELSON: What I'm wondering about is the part

20 that the water that's up in the pressurizer plays in the final

21 answers here. As I understand it, that water in the pressurizer

22 may not ever leave the pressurizer for a break at the top,

23 and therefore is unavailable to covering the core at the

24 minimum point in your calculation, and by several hundred |
Am. rel Reporters, inc. i

25 cubic feet there's that much less water available for covering

|
.
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1 the core.

2 Therefore, isn't the core now uncovered partially?

3 So I think you have to run the calculation to be sure the

4 answer is yes, that still was severe.

5 MR. CARPENTINO: My feeling is that, one, because

6 of the size, it makes it fairly clear it shouldn't be limiting:

7 two, because of its elevation, the pumps would have to be

8 more effective in delivering liquid to the pressurizer.

9 MR. MICHELSON: Keep in mind, now, it's my under-

10 standing fion. 'r rious sources, and I think including you

11 people, that there is sufficient steam flow through the surge

12 line to essentially levitate the water in the pressurizer.

13 Therefore, it can drain. Therefore, I can even have a com-

14 pletely empty hot leg, I can go through your entire scenario

15 and extract from it 800 cubic feet of water, I think.
!

|16 MR. CARPENTINO: Keep in mind that we're saying that -

17 the adverse effect of the pump continuing to operate is that
i

18 it delivers the liquid from the cold side to the hot side, |

!
19 keeping the leak covered, with the liquid otherwise available |

|
20 to quiesce and keep the core covered.

21 MR. MICHELSON: ?From that viewpoint, then, maybe

22 you are a little bit better off, okay. Yes.

23 Another question. Have you looked at the letdown

24 line breaks? I believe your letdown line is probably off a
Aw rel Remners, lnc.

|
25 cold leg, or is it off the hot leg? i

r
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1 MR. CARPENTINO: Cold leg. That would be on the

2 order of .02. In fact, I think it's very close.

3 MR. MICHELSON: Then we aren't talking cold leg

4 here, I guess.

5 Now, the one final question is, have you looked at

6 steam tube ruptures and with the concurrent single failure

7 being a stuck open atmospheric dump valve on the secondary

8 side?

9 DR. PLESSET: That's the next presentation.

10 MR. FECHELSON: You'll get into that later? Okay.

II DR. PLESSET: Have you got the high points of your

12 presentation over?

13 RM. CARPENTINO: Part one, I can just summarize.,

14 DR. PLLSSET: Not to rush you, but.

15 MR. CARPENTINO: I'll try to step it up a bit.

16 The largest break in the hot leg is limiting, and

17 from the results here we did some estimates of hot rod

18 temperatures. If the pumps were tripped of f in the event of

19 this break size in the hot leg at six minutes, acceptable core

20 cooling should be preserved. Now, that was done with more

21 or less conservative models. I do have a slide that shows

22 the variation in core level for the various locations, because

23 I thought that might have been of some interest.

24 (Slide.) I
Am-FMwel Ressners, inc. ;

25 I'll flash it. If you have no need to study it --
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I DR. CATTON: This is with pump running?

2 MR. CARPENTINO: This is with all four pumps running,

3 The lower curve is the hot leg break, a tenth of a square foot.i

4 The center one is the pump discharge leg, and the uppermost

5 would be the pump suction leg.

6 DR. CATTON: Do you have similar curves for pumps

7 not running?

8 MR. CARPENTINO: Yes. Not available. I'm sorry.

9 But ther would be in 114.
10 DR. CATTON: Fine, I have 114.

II Gee, and I thought I'd read it.

I2 (Laughter.)

13 MR. CARPENTINO: There's another slide that's a

I# repetition of the conclusion I think I've stated. I tnink
i

15 7 11 skip it.

6 DR. PLESSET: We'd appreciate it.

I7 MR. CARPENTINO: All right. Part 2 of our studies

IO gets us into the more realistic assessment we tried to make

I9 |with regard to the pump.

20 (Slide.)

21 These we decided we ought to do primarily to factor

22 the conclusions into the guidelines, or to aid in the develop-

23 ment of guidelines. We first ran a few cases comparing to

some av.:.ilable current marks on P-10 and P-ll, comparable !24
'Ace Federaf Reporters, Inc.

25 cases P-14 and H respectively, with the better estimate model,)
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1
to conclude the quantitative influence in making these model

2
changes. You can see the major things to keep in mind with

3
regard to the two models are decay heat and leak flow, HEM

4
for better estimate, Moody for the Appendix K type, 1.0 and

5
1.2.

6
In all cases the typical plant was used in terms

7
of the ECCS design, SIT pressure, and the type of high-pressure

8
pump, except when we get down here to study the separate

9
effect of the 600-pound tank and the high-head HPSI.

10
Let ms just flip to the results matrix, and we can

11
use this as a guide going through the results.

12
MR. MICHELSON: Before you flip, let me ask you a

13
question instead of aearching all the numbers. The thing

14
I'm a little wondering about is, what happens if you follow

15
the instruction wherein you keep two pumps runnL ., but you

16
lose them at the most optimum time relative to maximizing

17
core damage? H ave you looked to see when that optimum time

18
would be and what, if any, core damage would occur?

19
MR. CARPENTINO: Well, we've investigated this case

20
in which we assumed two pumps would have been shut off at

21
five minutes.

22
MR. MICHELSON: Now, when do the other two pumps

23
shut off?

24
MR. CARPENTINO: If we were t7 lose the remainingAce- rat Rmonm, Inc. ,

25 |
end mte two at some subsequent time, whether we could still retain an
jl fis
(mag tape)
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J1DAV 1 adequate cooling situation? Our conclusion is yes.

2 MP. MICHELSON: You did a sensitivity study and

3 varied the time and found at no time you had a problem?

4 MR. CARPENTINO: Well, we find that when, first of

5 all, the concept of studying or tripping off only two pumps

o is sort of non-LOCA consiaeration.

7 First, we wanted to see whether if you ke pt two

e running, is that okay for the LOCA? It made an avenue for

v f urther considerations for non-LOCA sequences.

10 MR. LONGO: I think I can answer you question

li directly. When we shut two pumps of f in five minutes, we

12 kept two pumps continuing to run and determined the time at

13 which we got a minimum inventory at that time -- and I think

14 it will come up on the next slide. I t's something like

IS do,000 pounds of mass minimum inventory.

Io And with that minimum inventory, if the pumps were

17 to stop at that time, there would be no problem.

1o MR. MICHELSON: Okay.

ly (Slide.)

20 MR. CARPENTINO: Okay. P-IV, P-14 are cases where

21 we nave a ssu.aed all f our pumps continuea to run.

22 indefinitely, P-10 oeing the conservative, or Appendix K.

23 P-14, the realistic.

24 In addi tion, in both cases, it was assumed that

25 two hich pressure pumps were in jec ting. We eliminated thaut

\/Nk b
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J10AV I single f ailure assumption in both cases. And, as you can

2 see, both cases result in -- the conservative case results

3 in a little bit of uncovery, while the be tter estimate case

4 results in no uncovery.

5 And you can see the major quanti 1ying d1fference
,

o in terms of the minimum water inventory predicted.

7 Conservatively, tha t's 72 ; while more realistically, that's

8 87,000 pounds.

9 I t must so happens that in both cases we predic t

IC that there'll proaably be adequate core cooling.

11 Another way to measure the effect of the best

12 estimate approach was in terms of the time you have
.

13 available to shut the pum ps o f f . P-11 ws a case which was

14 taken from the Part I sliae, where we a ssumed we shut the

15 pumps at six minutes and that resulted in acequate cooling.

lo And you can see the depth of uncovery and the

17 minimal inventory predicted.

Io Case H was the more realistic one; but in this

lv case now, assuming tnat we shut the pumps of f at 10 minutes,

20 a four-minu te dif f erential, you can see a significant

21 improvement in the amount of uncovery, minimum inventory,

22 and estimated coolability.

23

24

25
1264 360
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jlDAV 1 MR. CARPENTINO: So it has two effects, it leads

2 to a higher prediction minimum inventory, a lesser amount of

3 inventory and an extended amount of time to do something

4 about the pumps.

S DR. ZUDANS: You also had different decay heat

6 according to the previous one.

7 MR. CARPENTINO: Yes, decay heat was diff erent.

e DR. ZUDANS: Wasn't that the domina ting one ,

v whether the pumps shut down f our minutes later?

10 MR. CAkPEN f1NO : A dominant part of the diff erence

11 between the two model approaches is decay heat.

12 DR. ZULANS: It has really very little to do with

13 whether you shut down the pum ps a t six or 10 minutes.

14 MR. CARPENTINO: I'm just saying the difference is

15 in the analysis a ssumptions or models would allow you to

16 wai t longer.

17 UR. PLESSET: That ref ers to the leeway he has,

le MH. CARPENTINO: It's a measure of the benefit of

19 using a more realistic moael, the extra time you have

20 available.

21 UR. ZuuANS: The first round of comments, I

22 thought you assigned this benefit due to the f act tha t you

23 s hu t the pump down earlier. But, as I see, you have

24 diff erent decays heats be tween H and F-11. Maybe decay heat

2b difference was the only reason why you got more time.

i265 001..
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jlDAV I DP. PLESSET: Tha t's right.

2 DR. ZUDANS: The 10 or six minutes made no real

3 difference.

4 MR . LON GO : You can take the benefits of going

5 with the best estimate, over that of going with Appendix K,

o in either of two ways One, lower peak clad temperature,

7 where you trip the pumps at the same timet or extending the

6 time at which you can trip the pumps.

v DR. PLESSET: The only changes really are the

10 models of rate flow, what he thinks are more realistic, and

.11 it cuts down the decay heat to the the true VE me , or wha t

12 we think is the true value; right?

13 Tha t's what he said.

14 MR. MICHELSON: I'm having a little difficulty

15 here with your condition G.

lo MR. CARPENTINO: You're way ahead of me.

17 MR. MICHELSON: Let me ask it anyhow. You're

le predicting here temperatures in excess of 2200 for that

lv par ticular case. That was a case when tthe pumps were

20 running throughou t. That's the way I read it at least.

21 MR. CARPENTINO: Tha t is right.

22 MR. MICHELSON: Some explanation on why you get so

23 hot with the four pumps running all the time?

24 MR. CARPENTINO: Yes.

25 MR. MICHELS0ti: And you'll get to that?
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jlDAV i MR. CARPENTINO: Let me just develop this. In

2 exploring possible operating conditions, let's repeat the

3 results of the F-14 from above. As you recall, that assumes

4 you have four pumps running continuously, and that two high

5 pressure pumps are injecting the water. And that didn't

6 result in any uncovery.
4

7 Case B was an exploration into the po ssibili ty

6 that if that were truet but a t sort time perhaps, whatever

9 the mechanism is, you lose power to all four pumps and get

10 cut back to one HPSI, presumably you lose normal AC power

11 and half to go on emergeacy power. Maybe that's the end

12 re sul t, and that occurring at the worst po ssibl e time, when

13 we predicted the minimum mass inventory for Case P-14, 900

14 seconds, and see what would ha ppen.

IS Well, we did, and it turned out tha t f or tha t

to case, primarily due to the eff ect of cutting back on the

17 heat injection rate, cutting it in half, there was some

le uncovery now, wnen previously you would not have. And you

19 can see the minimum inventory somewhat reduced.

20 And we went ahead and e stimated some quiet

21 tempera tures f or that condition, and it's kind of hi g h , but

22 acceptable by licensing standards.

23 Case C was a study of the possibili ty of losing

24 two pumps a t reac tor trip, but continuing the other two

25 operating indefinitely. So tha t was the basic assumption.

1265 003
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jlDAV 1 Here we're taking credit for only one high

2 pre ssure pump, and the results are shown here, resulting in

3 about two and a half f ee t of uncovery. Here's the minimum
'

4 inventory. Note that most of the se numbers are well below

5 the 102,000 pounds estimated to keep the core completely

6 covered at all times.

7 And the tempera ture for C would be on the order of

6 1200 degrees, so that looked lixe a possibility.

Y DR. ZUDANS: Could I ask a question on the

10 correlation bezween core uncovery other than zero and the

11 clad temperature?

12 How can you -- what do you do to get the clad

13 tem pere rature s , say, for feet of uncovery at 1680 degrees?

14 MR. CARPENTINO: If you see a number like 1683,

15 that was cetailed calcula tion. When you see two zeros at

to the eno of the number, that's deinitely one of our

17 estimates. And the say we estimate it was based on the

16 similar11y of tne depth of uncovery that we might have had

19 for some previous analyses at the same power density or a

20 similar power densi ty.

2f UR. ZUDANS: Is this number comleted on an actual

22 heat transf er with steam being in contact wi th the f uel

23 elements?

24 MR. CARPENTINO: Yes, we're in a steam-cooling

25 mode.
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jlDAV I DR. ZUDANS: And that's all you're getting is that

2 temperature?

3 MR. CARPENTINO: Yes. It's strictly steam

4 c ooling .

5 DR. PLESSET: Gentler.en, f or reasons beyond my

control, we have a half hour more, so I'll leave it up too

7 you, or the speaker, and Mr. Longot what do you want to do

e in another half hour?

9 MR. LONGO: I think I'd like to have tne non-LOCA

10 presentation summarized, and then come in with a summary of

.11 our pre sentation today.

12 DR. PLESSET: All right. Is that agreeable with

13 you?

14 I think we've got a pretty good view of what we

15 had to say.

16 Mr. Carpentino, if you will forgive us, we will

17 move on to the rest of the progra-

16 Md. CARPEITTINO: There's one question unanswered.

IV MR. MICHELSON: Dr. Ple sse t, there's quite a few

20 questions a ssociated with guidelines, as to the pro per

21 operating procedures, both as it relats to would it shut

22 pumps off ? ano does it relate, in general, to how operating

23 procedures are pre pared .

24 You hao already indicated I guass that

25 Westingnouse will have to come back to discuss that subject.
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jlDAV 1 Maybe CE will come back and discuss the general ect of

2 operations, including whe ther to shut pum ps o f f , and so

3 forth.

4 We could just forget the questions that we're

5 -- about niether we trip pumps or not.

6 MR. LONGO: If you invite us we'll come.

7 DR. PLESSET: Carl, it might be better to do it

e right.

9 MR. MICHELSON: Otherwise there's quite a few

10 questions that really have to acked.

.11 DR. PLESSET: If that's agreeable, then, we'll

12 plan it tha t way.

13 MR. KLING: I have a feeling thet's right.

14 DR. PLESSET: We have a li ttle more than that. We

15 want a summary from someone from CE.

10 MR. KLING: Well, good evening, my name is

17 Charles Kling, and I'm the Manager of Saf ety Transients at

lo Combustion Engineering. I'm essentially respnsible f or

IV non-LOCA transients.

20 A s the people back there can tell you, I've been

21 sort of anxiously waiting f or this moment for almost 12

22 hours now, and 1 guess the only other thing I can say when I

23 s tar t i s t ha t if you intend to ask me anything dif ficult I

24 might have to defer to the next speaker.

2D (Iaugnter.)
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jlDAV i MR. KLING: My interest is that I may have seemed

2 to have been blamed for a f ew times for wanting ta keep a

3 couple of pumps on if an operator is . told to start turning

h 4 them off. And I hope to explain in some detail why I have

5 t ha t intere st in mind.

6 (Slide.)

7 What I'm interested in talking abou t then this

o evening is what the impact of reactor coolant pump trip is

9 on the non-LOCA transients. And I'd like to dise.:ss this in

10 several parts:

.11 First, to ioentit y those non-LOCA transients which

12 we had evaluated which might have to have pump trip;

13 Then to discuss the impact of the trip on two

14 separate areas -- first, on the specified, acceptable fuel

15 design limits or those limits which are associated with

to relatively high f requency events; t hen the im pac t of pum p

17 trip on the non-LOCA accident consequences or events of low

le probabilityi

IV And then the conclusions of what the impact of

20 this pump trip is.

21 ( Slide . )

0 22 First, to icok at those non-LOCA events which can

23 depressurized tne reac tor coolant systems to the SI AS

24 set poi n t , going though 7 low RCS pre ssure trip in the

2b proce ss of ge tting to the SIAS set point and therefore
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jlDAV I meeting the conditions that the operator would have to say

2 he would have to consider tripping some reactor coolant

3 pum ps .

4 The type of events are in three areas Increased

5 heat removal by the secondary system, which for high

o f requency types of events or exce ss load, say due to a steam

7 valve malfunc tion on the secondary siae, where you would

d have a high flow rate, higher than expected flow rate f rom

Y the steam generator; and this would go on up into t he

10 accident range, where you'a be talking about steam breaks,

11 where you can get an extremely large increase in the heat

12 removal rate.

13 The heat removal ra te, in excess of what the RCS

14 is generating, would aepre ssurize the RCS and could

15 de pre ssurize it to the point of low trip, pre ssure trip and

lo SIAS.

17 There is a potential for events that decrease RCS

to inve n tory . The ones I'll be talking about are for high

Iv frequency events, the pre ssurizer local control system

2G malfunction, where, say, the letdown comes on inadvertently

21 and lowers the pre ssurizer level, and it would have to wai t

22 f or tne operator to take some action to stop that increase

23 in level.

24 And in the acciaent region we're talking about

15 stean generator tube rupture, and of course you could go on
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jl0AV 1 to LOCA, but that's been the subject of essentially all the

2 foregoing discussions, so I'm not going to be discussing it

3 here.

4 Finally, we can talk about reactor coolant system

S pressure control malfunctions. In this, we're talking about

o the potential tor the pre ssurizer spray to come on

7 inadvertent.y and depressurize the reactor coolant system

simply by having the spray on for a long period of time.o

v (Slide.)

10 The first type of impac t I'd like to talk about

11 would that ce tha t associated with the specified acceptable

12 fuel desigt imits. This is a ssociated for that case where

13 we can talk, about a simultaneous low prssure trip and SI AS.

14 It ha ppens that on some of our plants that this

15 set point is essentially the same set point. You get a low

to pre ssurizer pressure trip and a saf ety injection actuation

17 signal essentially simultaneously.

le You could also have a sitLation where you have a

lv high rate of depressurization which would -- even though

20 these set points might be separated by a little bit, would

21 be very close in time. And if ,.o operator was seeing this

22 type or thing ne would meet the condition wi th having to

23 trip the pump a..a would do so quite rapidly in response to

24 an SIAS.

25 This immediate trip can rsult in a flow decrease
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jluAV I due to the operator turning off the pumps before the hea t

2 flux decays due to the control rod insertion after the trip.

3 Because of this, there's the po ssible short-term

4 violation of the specifiea acceptable fuel design limit on

5 DNBR.

o Now, this is really more of a licensing concern

7 t han , say, an actual concern, a short-term violation of the

b SAFDL ha. a potential for saying that you could have a

v critical heat flux event for a short time in the reactor.

10 In reality there's usually more margi'. associated with these

.l i conditions than we would show in a licensing analysis.

12 So, in reality, we would probaoly not violate the

13 SAFDL.

14 In order to prevent this, in a licensing sense, it

15 woula be advisaole to wait at least five seconds following

lo the reactor trip bef ore tri pping the pumps.

17 DR. CATTON: Wna t doe s "SAFDL" stand for?

lo MR. XLIdG: Excuse me, that was "Specified

IV A cceptable Fuel Design Limi ts," just abbreviated.

20 When yua talk about acceptance criteria for these

21 events. you ta1K about meeting the specified a.ceptable fuel

22 design limit.

23 (Slide.)

24 This is just giving a pictorial outline of the

25 sequence I went through there, an event starting here at
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J10AV I initial DNBR over here, because of initial depressurization,

2 the DNBR decreases, you get to the pcint of reactor trip on

3 low pre ssurizer pre ssure and SI AS.

4 If the operator would trip the pumps at this time,

5 you would get a characteristic decrease in DNBR that would

6 be a flow coastdown, a decrease in the DNBR. And then as

7 the heat flux decreased, this would turn around and start

b back up.

Tnis is essentially going on over a period ofy

10 time. We're talking about tnis period of time of about

il three seconds. It goes on over the period of time that the

12 control roos are being inserted in the core.

13 And if we waitea just a few seconds beyond full

14 rod insertion, we would be high enough up on the NO3R curve

15 so that any potential decreata in DNBR would have no

lo ca paoility of violating the specified acceptable fuel design

17 limits.

le Thi s type of a celaf , live seconds of courso,

19 would have no impact on the LOCA analyses that we have been

20 talking abou t.

21 Again, I want to stress tha t we're really talking

22 about this being a result of a licensing type of analysis.

23 Whareas if we were to do best estimate, we'd generally have

24 more margin in the plant than we do in the licensing sense

@
25 ana wouldn't really expect to violate the SAFDL in any case.
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jldAV i MR. MICHELSON: It's not clear to me what argument

2 you're trying to oevelop here. Are you trying to argue that

3 the operator may be too f ast? Are you trying to argue that

4 you shouldn't have automa tic pump tri p? Or just what's -- I

5 mean, these are all extremely short times, hardly within

o operator response times generally.

7 So what's the purpose of the development?

e MR. KLING: The purpose of the development is that

9 L..e bulletin says, "h' hen you meet the conditions of reactor

10 trips and SI AS, immediately trip the pu m ps . "

11 MR. MICHELSON: But you haven't correlated any of

12 this to SI AS saf e ty injec tion, and until you do, nothing

13 h a ppe n s .

14 MR. KLING: Here's the signal. This is the SI AS

lb signal.

lo MR. MICHELS0d: f ou're going to ge t tha t condition

17 in your plants, a f rac tion of a second apart?

16 MR. KLING: fes, wi th the events I'm talking

19 about, they can be simultaneous in some of our plants,

20 because the low pressurizer pressure trip set point and the

21 SIAS set point can be identical.

22 MR. MICHELSON: That can in your plants?

23 MR. KLING: In some of our plants, they can be.

24 MR. MICHELS0d So you're arguing that you don't

2D want to be too f ast af ter that?
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jldAV i MR. KLING: Tha t's the argument.

2 MR. MICHELSON: Okay.

3 (Slide.)

4 MR. KLING: I t might be too f ast, okay.

5 The other impact I'm going to be talking about is

o associatea with accidents. We first talk about the margin

7 to fuel failure during a steam line break. The teem line

6 break, as we analyze it and as it shows up in the safety

v analysis reports, we have the break, you get usually a

10 shor t-term reactor trip.

11 2' e cooldown in the transient is enougn so that

12 ' the positive reactivity f eedback a ssociated with that

13 cooldown will overcome the amount of rods that you've

14 inserted and can bring the reactor b. % to power. This is

15 on the oroer of a couple of minutes into the transient.

lo Tha t re turn-to-power condition is the result of a licensing

17 assumption tnat we mane that one of the cor. trol rods is

lo stuck out of the core.

IV he have the expected condition of no rods being

20 stuck out of the core af ter the trip. Then on the CE

2! reactors there's enough reactivity inserted so that we don't

22 e x pe c t to have a re turn to power.

23 So, again, this is something on the order of what

24 occurs when you use the licensing analysis. This return to

25 power then is something that happens a couple of minutes
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jldAV i into the transient.

h 2 If we have a flow coastdown prior to or during

3 this post-trip return to power, there's a potential to

4 having a loss of flow in addition to power generation and

5 somewhat of a margin reduction to the potential f or f uel

o failure.

7 Now, not particularly for the operating plants,

O but on recent dockets, we have had to show what the im pac t

v or naving a concurrent reactor cor.lant pump trip with steam

10 line break, essentially having to a ssume a loss of AC power

11 on steam line break.

12 These analyses have shown that we don't expect any

13 fuel f ailure for the steam line break for the re setor

14 coolant pump trip e ssentially. There is sufficient margin

15 in this post-trip, return-to-power phase so that the impact

to or naving the pumps coast down is not enough to result in a

17 ruel railure. All it does is reduce the margin a li ttle

le bit.

lv For this reason, we would say it is pr ef erable to

20 continue operation of at least one reactor coolant pum p i n

21 each steam generator loop, pre f erable to tripping all of

22 t hem , so tha t you help keep a larger margin to tne po ten ti al

23 for ruel damage.

24 ' Slice.)

2b T he final impact with respect to the accidents is
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J10AV I one on radiological releases. If the reactor coolant pum ps

2 are tripped in the crurse of an accident, from that point on

3 we sort of increase the time it takes for that accident to
4 reach a conclusion.

5 We talk about taking them all the way to

o c ool dowr. . And without reactor coolant pump f low, we're

7 going to increase the time it takes to cooldown. There are

o some cases where this increased cooldown time can have an

v im pa c t on radiological releases.

10 The case I have as an example here is the steam

11 generator tube rupture, where reducing the reactor coolant

12 system flow will increase the time that the mainstream

13 saf ety valves may open for a steam generator tube rupture

14 and increase the. amount of release you would get of the

Ib saf ety valves and therefore impact the site-boundary dose.

Io This na ppens to be an incremental impact on the

It total site-bounaary aose for the steam generator tube

lo rupture.

Iv Again, on recent dockets, we have analyzed steam

20 generator tube rupture with concurrent

21 loss-of-reactor-coolant pum ps , ano the dominant im pa c t on

22 the site-bounaary dose is really having to cool down the

23 plant once the pumps are off.

24 So the f act t ha t we turn the pumps off very early

25 and leave the steat, saf ety valves open for a short period of
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J1UAV 1 time has an incremental impact on the licensing analysis.

2 I think one of the po ssible things we've learned

3 recently is that if these pumps are turned off and the other

4 things in the plant are normal, such as being able to

5 cooldown through the cor.densor, that you do increase the

o potential for opening the steem saf ety valves and having

7 some release.

O Whereas, if the pumps were lef t on, you may noi

V have opened the safety valves at all. Because this is just

10 another incremental effect, we don't expect to exceeo dose

li limits oue to it. It's just another somewhat more adverse

12 consequence of turning the pumps.

13

14

lb

16

17

''
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jlbAV I Therefore, again, continued operation of at least

2 one pump in each loop is pref erable to turning off the

3 pumps.

4 (Slide.)

5 My last slide just summarizes all these

o conclusions by saying tha t, in general, tripping the pum ps

7 f or non-LOCA transients makes them incrementally more

3 adverse. Several of the aspects of what makes them more

y adverse are due to the a pproach that we have of analyzing

10 events ano some of the licensing a ssumpticos that we make,

11 and adding a reactor coolant pump trip to those licensing

12 assumptions makes the cea sequences a little bit more

13 adverse.

14 However, we do not expect to violate any of the

15 a cce ptan ce criteria. particularly if we weight five seconds

lo following f ull roa insertion bef ore tri pping the reactor

17 coolant pumps; and we would have continued increased margin

lo to potential fuel failure and incremental reduction in the

lv calculated site bounoary cose if we continued operation of

20 at least one recc tor coolant pump in each steam generator

21 loop.

22 Que s tions?

23 MR. MICHELSON: What I think you said is that

24 there are no unacceptable consequences, but t ha t the

20 situation are a li ttle more severe.

1265 017
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jluAV 1 Now,-on the other side of the coin, one has to

2 prove that the ru are io significantly more serious

3 consequences of running those last two pumps and having them

4 get in trouble later.

5 You've already made a statement -- or the other

o ge:itleman did -- thet indeed you can trip the two pumps at

7 the worst case, at the worst time, and still be all right.

8 My question ist Has that case been documented,

9 where I could look at it?

10 MR. LONGO: Yes.

.11 MR. MICHELSON: Which document?

12 MR. LCNGO: It's in CEN 115.

13 MR. MICHELSON: Then it's just simply a question

14 of looking at the disadvantage s on bo th sides.

ID MH. KLING: I think if I could state it, I am

10 ha opier j f two pumps are left on for the non-LOCA events.

17 That woulc result in a situation where the operator is told

10 t ha t he has to turn some pumps of f , things are be tte r.

IV And wnat ycu're being told f rom the LOCA side is

20 that leaving two pumps on doe sn't make things any worse.

21 MH. LONJ0 I'd like to put i t another way.

22 MR. MICHELSON: I'm not sure I agree with the last

23 part of your statement. I don' t think he said that; he said

24 it was still acceptable. He dian't say it wasn't worse. I

25 think it has to be a li ttle worse.
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jlOAV i MR. LONGO: It is a litttle worse.

2 What I would like to summarize in saying is that

3 we would like to keep two pumps on f or a non-LOCA event. If

4 we had a LOCA and the operator knew it was a LOCA: then .ie'd

5 say, " Shut of f all four pumps."

o Now, there was a concern raised earlier about the

7 ef f ect of kee ping those two pumps on when you did have a

6 LOCA ana you could get into the slug flow perhaps in the

9 pumps. Tha t would be , in my mind, a good indication that

10 you dio have a LOCA to the operator and he should shut off

11 those pumps.

12 MR. MICHELSON: Providing it aidn't catch up with

13 him bef ore he had a chance to shut them off.

14 MR. LONGO: Yes. I think that what we' re really

lb saying is that you have an option, you can keep two pumps

lo on, and this can buy you the operator some time to determine

17 whetner he does have a LOCA or not.

16 DR. pLESS ET 'vell, thank you. You were very

IV succinct.

20 (Laugnter.)

21 MR. MICHELSON: I had one question I didn't get a

22 chance to ask before that still puzzles me i li ttle bit, and

23 prooably a real quick answer to it -- it's an analytical

24 question. Tha t is, when only two pumps are running, how do

25 you handle the two dead loops in the analysis? You know,
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jlDAV 1 the one pump is running backwards, and the other pumps and

2 so fortn, and wha t does chat de in terms of the analysis and

3 so forth?

4 How is that handled? And what ef f ect, if any,

5 does that have? It's just an inquiry.

6 MR. CARPENTINO: The two operating pumps would

7 push some fluid towards the annulus, and the dead pumps in

ach 3 the loops would be directly connected to the

v annulus.

10 Unat you'd have at that point is a recirculation

11 through the active and back in.

12 MR. MICHELSod: I just have a gut f eeling about --

13 you know, we talk about levels going up and down and fluids

14 moving around, and we never talked about that in a case

15 where there was a dead loop along with a live pum p.

Io MR. LONGO: That would help you a little bit.

17 MR. MICHELSON: I s that discussed somewhere in

le your re port?

19 MR. CARPENTINO: I don't think it's explici tly

20 discussea.

21 MR. MICHELSON: But it is the real world.

22 zdR. Loh 00 : I t probably would help, because you

23 woulan't keep the core flow up to tha t level.

24 MR. MICHELSON: I don't know if it helps or hurts;

2b I'm just asking the question. I think that if you really
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jluAV I believe that you want to run this way, it would be necessary

2 to take care of that point as well.

3 DR. PLESSET: Well, we are aware, Mr. Loncio , that

4 we owe you a little more time, and we'll keep it in mind.

5 And we would like to hear about the guidelines in detail,

6 and you can be sure we'll ask for that.

7 And I think that most likely the loss-of-f eedwater

6 events is another item we'd like to hear about. And you may

v have some reaction to the Staf f's comments tomorrow.

10 So, all in all, it looks like we need to get

11 together again as soon as resonable.

12 MR. LON J0: Fine.

13 DR. PLESSET: We thank you f or being cooperative

14 witn our compre ssing you, and look focward to seeing you

15 again.

Io MR. LON GO : Thank you very much.

17 (Wnereu pon, a t 7: 35 p.m. the hearing v.as

le adjourned, to reconvene at 6:30 a.m., Thursday, Oc tober 18,

IV 1979.)

20

21

22
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ETHERACTIVITYRELATIVETOSMALLBREAKANALYSIS

1. STUDY OF DELAYED RCP TRIPPING FOLLOWING A SMALL LOCA, WCAP-9584, 9/1/79

EXTENSION OF WCAP-9600
*

IE BULLETIN 79-06C, 7/29/79*

2. ADVANCED ANALYTICAL STUDY OF TWO PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION MODES INCLUDING

TRANSITION BETWEEN MODES, WCAP 9586,9/1/79

3. ADVANCED ANALYTICAL STUDY OF STEAM GENERATOR FLOW INSTABILITY DURING
TRANSITION BETWEEN MODES OF TWO PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION,12/1/79

4. .UHI CONSIDERATIONS

'

5. PRE-TEST PREDICTION OF SEMISCALE M00-3 SMALL BREAK EXPERIMENT, 10/15/79

~~

6. WORK IN PROGRESS ,

ANALYSIS OF INADEQUATE CORE COOLING, 10/31/79 ,

PRE-TEST PREDICTION OF LOFT SMALL BREAK EXPERIMENT, 11/15/79
'

BETTER ESTIMATE ANALYSES FOR OPERATOR TRAINING

ANALYSES OF CHAPTER 15 TRANSIENTS AND ACCIDENTS, 12/31/79
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ANALYSIS OF DELAYED REACTOR COOLANT PUMP TRIP _
ggg

' DURING SMALL LOCAS FOR WESTINGHOUSE NSSS

.

WCAP-9584

SUBMITTED TO NRC ON 8/30/79

IN RESPONSE TO HRC BULLETIN 79-06C

.

ANALYTICAL METHODS ASPECTS OF MODELLING SMALL BREAKS WITH RCPS RUNNING.1.

ANALYSIS RESULTS AND EVALUATION OF SYSTEM BEHAVIOR ASSUMING RCP OPERATION2.
FOR VARIOUS LENGTHS OF TIME.

DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL RCP TRIP TIME ASSURING PCTS WITHIN APPENDIX K3.
LIMITS CONSIDERING SMALL BREAK SPECTRUM.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

.

~
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( ANALYTICALMETHODSASPECTSOFMODELLINGSMALjk'

BREAKS WITH RCPS RUNNING
.

A. VERIFICATION OF WFLASH RCP MODEL FOR TWO PHASE AND ALL STEAM INLET
CONDITIONS.

CALCULATIONS INDICATE WFLASH PREDICTS EXPECTED DEGRADATION OF PUMP-

PERFORMANCE IN TWO PHASE REGION AND PERFORMANCE RECOVERY IN SINGLE

PHASE. ,

GOOD COMPARIS0N BETWEEN WFLASH RCP PERFORMANCE AND EVA 1/3 SCALE-

PUMP TEST RESULTS.

PETERMINATION OF APPROPRIATE CONTROL VOLUME STEAM-WATER MIXING ASSUMPTIONB.

OURING RCP OPERAT:0N(HOMOGENEOUSVSHETEROGENEOUS).

BREAK LOCATION CONTROL VOLUME
{

-

1. EVA TEST RESULTS JUSTIFY HETEROGENEOUS ASSUMPTION

2. COMPARATIVE WFLASH ANALYSIS INDICATES HETEROGENE0US ASSUMPTION

YIELDS CONSERVATIVE RESULTS.

CORE CONTROL VOLUME AND DOWNCOMER CONTROL VOLUME-

1. . COMPARATIVE WFLASH ANALYSIS INDICATES HETEROGENEOUS ASSUMPTION
YIELDS CONSERVATIVE RESULTS

. -

==

e

e
'
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C ANALYSIS RESULTS AND EVALUATION OF SYSTEM BEHAVIOR

ASSUMING RCP OPERATION FOR VARIOUS LENGTHS OF TIME

A. RCPS TRIP PRIOR TO TIME OF RCS DRAIN TO BREAK ELEVATION FOR FSAR CASE

1. RCS MINIMUM PRIMARY LIQUID MASS APPROXIMATELY THE SAME AS FSAR CASE.

2. PCTS APPR0XIMATELY EQUAL TO OR LOWER THAN FSAR CASE.
!

B. RCPS TRIP AFTER THE TIME OF RCS DRAIN TO BREAK ELEVATION FOR FSAR CASE

1. PROLONGED PERIOD OF LIQUID BREAK DISCHARGE RESULTS IN REDUCED RC7
MINItUM PRIMARY LIQUID MASS:

A. DEEPER CORE UNC0VERY (HIGHER CLAD HEATUP RATES)

B. REDUCED TOTAL TIME OF CORE UNC0VERY

TWO CHARACTERISTICS HAVE OPPOSING EFFECTS ON PCT - MAXIMUM FUNCTION OF*
t.

(4 PCT VS RCP TRIP TIME RESULTS.

3. MAXIMUM PCT MAY BE GREATER THAN FSAR CASE AND 2200 F DEPENDING ON

BREAK SIZE ASSUMED.

C. RCPS OPERATE THROUGHOUT ENTIRE TRANSIENT

1. LIQUIC MASS BREAK DISCHARGE PERIOD IS MAXIMIZED

2. PCTS REMAIN WELL BELOW FSAR CASE DUE TO ENHANCED STEAM COOLING.

.-

-

.
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EFFECT OF BREAK SIZE AND LOCATION ON

( PCT PENALTY AND RCP TRIP TIME INTERVAL OF WORSE PCTS

.

1. BREAK SIZE AFFECTS MAGNITUDE OF WORST PCT PENALTY

LARGER BREAK + REDUCED PCT PENALTY

SMALLER BREAK - INCREASED PCT PENALTY

VERY SMALL BREAK (< % 1.0 DIAMETER) + NO PCT PENALTY

(RCS DOES NOT DRAIN)
.

BREAK SIZE AFFECTS. LENGTH OF RCP TRIP TIME INTERVAL 0F WORST PCT RESULTS.2.

LARGER BREAK + INTERVAL DECREASES OR VANISHES
'

SMALLER BREAK + INTERVAL INCREASES

VERIFIED BY ANALYSIS THAT HOT LEG BREAK.IS LESS LIMITING THAN COLD LEG BREAK.3.{
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DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL RCP TRIP TIME ASSURING

PCTS WITHIN APPENDIX K LIMITS CONSIDERING

SMALL BREAK SPECTRUM

.

3 LOOP PLANT

LARGEST BREAK SIZE YIELDING PCTS GREATER THAN 2200 F APPROXIMATELY 3 INCH1.
DIAMETER C.L.

RCS DRAINS TO BREAK ELEVATION AT APPR0XIMATELY 10 MINUTES AFTER ACCIDENT2.
INITIATION FOR 3 INCH C. L. BREAK.

(. CRITICAL RCP TRIP TIME = 10 MINUTES*

..

IF RCPS TRIP PRIOR TO 10 MINUTES, PCT < 2200 F REGARDLESS OF BREAK SIZE.
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h 2 LOOP AND 4 LOOP PLANTS

PCT IS A FUNCTION OF: ,

1. TIME OF FIRST UNC0VERY ,

DECAY HEAT, SI2. DEPTH OF CORE UNC0VERY
+

3. TIME OF CORE RECOVERY (ACCUMULATOR INJECTION)
-

TIME OF FIRST CORE UNC0VERY AND ACCUMULATOR INJECTION ARE MAJOR INFLUENCES.'.
ON WORST BREAK SIZE AND PCT. ,

THE TIMING OF THESE EVENTS A FUNCTION OF TOTAL RCS VOLUME AND BREAK SIZE.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLANT TYPES DETERMINED BY CONCEPT OF EQUIVALENT BREAK SIZE.

(PLANT VOLUME 2)2(PLANT VOLUME 2)1
,

BREAK DIAMETER BREAK DIAMETER

3 INCH BREAK, 3 LOOP PLANT

3.5 INCH BREAK, 4 LOOP PLANT= *

2.5 INCH BREAK, 2 LOOP PLANT= *

CRITICAL TIME OF RCP TRIP FOR THESE BREAKS IS ALSO APPROXIMATELY 10 MINUTES.
.

/
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7.
WESTINGHOUSE PROPRIETARY CLASS 2

.

'

4 ~.0 CONCLUSIONS

An evaluation of the present small break analytical methods appli-
.

l.

cability to analyses with the RCPs running for some period. in the 8, ,
It was concluded that the existing model-transient was performed.

ing methods were appropriate for the study..
' r

Additional verification of the capability of the WFLASH RCP model to2.
calcula'te reasonable values cf pump flow and pressure under high
void fraction conditions was shown using applicable experimental i

data.

If the RCPs can be operational throughout the entire small break
;

transient, significant benefits in PCT occurs due to enhanced steam
3.

cooling.

If the RCPs are tripped in conformance with the Westinghouse Emer-4.
gency Operating Procedures Guidelines, the thermal-hydraulic system
behavior and calculated PCT will be almost identical to the FSAR
calculation assuming RCP trip at reactor trip time.

For any given break size, tripping the RCP3 after the time in the
FSAR calculation when break flow becomes all steam tends to prolong

5.

liquid break discharge which depletes more liquid mass out of the
primary system resulting in two main effects,1) deeper coreThese two charac-
uncovery, and 2) reduced total time of uncovery.
teristics have opposing effects on PCT giving rise to a maximum

PCTs become worse
function and a worst time interval of RCP trip.
for RCP trip during this interval than FSAR type calculation PCTs

'

and sometimes greater than 22000F.

As small break size increases, the maximum PCT penalty resulting~

As small break6.
from delaying the RCP trip decreases or vanishes.
size decreases, the maximum PCT penalty increases.

1265 062
,ii i
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WESTINGHOUSE PROPRIETARY CLASS 2

When considering the spectrum of possible small break sizes, there
.

7.
exists a critical time such that, if RCPs are tripped no later than

| | that time, PCTs will remain belnw 22000F for that Plant type

regardless of break size assumed to occur.

The critical RCP trip time has been determined to be approximately8.
10 minutes for all Westinghouse Plant types, including 2 , 3 , and
4-Loop designs.' This was determined through extensive analysis
peformed for the 3-Loop Plant including many conservative analysis

The concept of an equivalent break size was utilizedassumpt'.s.

to conclude the !C minute critical time for 2-Loop and 4-Loop Plants. :

.

.

< i 1265 063
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EFFECTS OF TRIPPING RCP'S FOR NON-LOCA EVENTS

.

BASES FOR TRIPPING THE PUMPS-

EVENTS AFFECTED-

HOW THE EVETUS ARE AFFECTED-

1265 064
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.

BASES FOR TRIPPING RCP'S

.
.

VERIFY HPI OPERATION-

AND

RCS PRESSURE BELOW 1250 PSI + INSTRUM:NT UNCERTAINTY-

AND DECREASING

1265 065
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.

NON-LOCA EVENTS

.

EVENT DEPRESSURIZATION
.

BASIS

SAR BETTER ESTIMATE

REACTOR TRIP (RT) YES YES

REACTIVITY EXCURSIONS

1. R0D WITHDRAWAL FROM SUBCRITICAL NO NO

2. R0D WITHDRAWAL AT POWER NO N0

3. BORON DILUTION NO N0

4. SINGLE R0D WITHDRAWAL NO N0

5. R0D EJECTION NO NO

6. START-UP 0F INACTIVE LOOP NO N0

7. R0D DROP YES YES

-

.

.

1265 0'66
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O

PRIMARY / SECONDARY SIDE MISMATCH

DEPRESSURIZATION

BASIS

SAR BETTER ESTIMATE
'

NO N0
1. LOAD REJECTION

2. LOSS OF PRIMARY FLOW NO N0

3. LOSS-OF-OFFSITE POWER NO YES

4. LOSS-0F-NORMAL FEEDWATER
NO NO

5. EXCESSIVE FEEDWATER YES YES

6. EXCESSIVE LOAD INCREASE YES YES

7. FEEDLINE RUPTURE N0 YES

8. STEAMLINE RUPTURE YES YES

~

.

1265 067
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.

SEVERITY OF DEPRESSURIZATION EVENTS

EVENT CONSEQUENCE

REACTOR TRIP (RT) DOES NOT RESULT IN SI

R0D DROP SIMILAR TO RT

LOSS-OF-0FFEITE POWER SIMILAR TO RT

EXCESSIVE FEEDWATER BOUNDED BY STEAMLINE RUPTURE

EXCESSIVE LOAD INCREASE DOES NOT RESULT IN SI

FEEDLINE RUPTURE PRESSURE STAYS AB0VE 1700 PSI

STEAMLINE RUPTURE MINIMUM PRESSURE DEPENDS ON

.
1) SREAK SIZE

.

2) CAPACITY OF SI PUMPS

3 OPERATOR ACTION TO ISOLATE BREAK
-

.-

/

a

1265 068
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STEAMLINE RUPTURE
I

.

UNCONTROLLED RELEASE OF STEAM FROM SECONDARY SIDE
.

-

IRIMARY SIDE COOLS DOWN AND DEPRESSURIZES-

.

C00LDOWN AND DEPRESSURIZATION CONTINUES UNTIL BREAK-

IS ISOLATED, IF POSSIBLE

,

' ROLE OF RCP'S IS TO COUPLE SECONDARY SIDE FORCING FUNCTION-

TO PRIMARY SIDE C00LDOWN

TRIPPING THE RCP'S DURING A STEAMBREAK TENDS TO DECOUPLE-

THE SECONDARY SIDE FROM PRIMARY SUCH THAT RATE OF C00LDOWN

IS DECREASED

FOLLOWING A STEAMBREAK THE RCS WILL REPRESSURIZE-

TO SI PUMPS SHUT-0FF HEAD WITHOUT SPRAY-

WHICH MAY OPEN PORV'S AND SAFETIES
~,

LIMITED REPRESSURIZATION WITH SPRAY-

-

_

1265 070
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STEADY STATE NATURAL CIRCULATION

Flow is defined as:-

.

8 0 ^Z] 1/3
-

.
'

-229PCW= g)C QK/ 2p
-

-
s

With:

AZ - Height between heat generation and heat loss
Q - Decay heat generated -

p - Average density
.

- Volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion6
'

K - Component flow resistance

A - Component flow area

-
.

t

.

1265 073
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.

CONCLUSIONS
'

1. ONLY SIGNIFICANT RCS DEPRESSURIZATION EVENTS LEAD TO

CONCERN ABOUT RCP TRIP

*

THE STEAMBREAK EVENT B0UNDS ALL NON-LOCA EVENT IN TERMS2.
OF DEPRESSURIZATION

3. TRIPPING THE RCP'S WILL

a) ' RESULT IN MORE DIFFICULT PRESSURE CONTROL

b) INCREASE POSSIBILITY OF OPENING PRESSURIZER

PORV

4. TRIPPING THE RCP'S DURING A STEAMBREAK WILL DELAY /

MINIMIZE THE C00LDOWN

SUB-COOLED NATURAL CIRCULATION CAN BE EASILY ESTABLISHED5.

FOLLOWING RCP TRIP

_

9

1265 074
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REVISED REFERENCE

' EMERGENCY OPERATING ,

.

INSTRUCTIONS
.

.

.

-

. .
,

\
THE NEED

N.
THE OBJECTIVES

, .

THE PHILOSOPHY-

THE PROCESS
.

-

. . .

-
.

.

.

' '
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.
.

THE NEED

.

NRC IE BULLETIll 79-06A

'

SI TERMINATION
.

RCP STATUS

MULTI-INSTRUMEllT ACTIONS

THE OBJECTIVES ,

-

'

0 MULTI-INSTRUMENT BASIS FOR ACTIONS.

8 COMPLETE IMMEDIATE ACTIONS PRIOR TO DIAGNOSIS.
*

.

8 MINIMIZE DIFFERENCES IN OPERATOR ACTIONS UNTIL DIAGNOSIS

IS COMPLETE AND RECOVERY IS IN PROGRESS.

.

^
1265 076
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.

. .

. .

.

.

THE PHILOSOPHY

..

O PROVIDE CONTINUING DIAGNOSIS. ,

.s

O PROVIDE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS AND NOTES. BELIEVED EASIER
,

FOR UTILITY TO REMOVE MATERIAL RATHER THAN GENERATE ADDITIONAL

DETAIL.

\

'

0 AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS SHOULD STABILIZE PLANT PRIOR TO OPERATOR

ACTIONS TO CONTROL RESPONSE.

O IF SI IS TERMINATED, THEN PLANT CONTROL fiUST DE ttAINTAIN D

BY THE OPERATOR. ,

..

O MINIMIZE REQUIRED OPERATOR ACTIONS AND DECISIONS

9 MAXIMIZE PROCEDURE UNIFORMITY
,

.

wo

1265 077 *
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. .

.

.

THE PROCESS

9 2 SMALL TASK TEAMS IN RESPONSE TO IE BULLETIN 79-06A.

O COMBlN5 IASR ithiiS.
,

8 MULTIDISCIPLINARY

.

CONTROL SYSTEMS

PROTECTION SYSTEMS

SYSTEliS DESIGNER

SAFETY ANALYSIS
.

PROCEDURE SPECIALISTS .

.

-

*

0 INDEPENDENT REVIEW

TRAINIt'3 SPECIALISTS

SIMULATOR INSTRUCTORS

.

1265 078
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..~KSTRUCTURE
*

.

... .

. .
,

.

E-0.s

.
..

VERIFICATION.

.
.

IIVIEDIATE ACTIONS
. .-

.-

\
DIAGNOSIS

N
.

E-1 |-
'

_

,

l
INJECTION E-2 E-3 ..

(ADDITIONAL .,

DIAGNOSIS) ,'.

4
~

. . .

COLD LEG
RECIRCULATION

-

y
HOT LEG.-

RECIRCULATION
.

.

..

.
.

.

.

~
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E-1 LOSS OF REACTOR COOLANT ~

- CHECK RWST LEVEL
.

Y
CLOSE PSZR PORV'S & ISOLATION VALVES

V
CHECK SI TERMINATION CRITERIA

v
CHECK LHSI TERMINATION CRITERIA

y
Vg

W CHECK RCP TERMINATION CRITERIA
-

'' y

i CHECK RCS PRESSURE TRANSIENT

=w
STABILIZED ABOVE S.G. SAFETY

s
h REDUCE S.G. PRESSURE

|v
PREPARE FOR RECIRCULATION;

,

- 1265 082
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SI TERMINATION CRITERIA PARAMETERS

EXISTING INSTRUMENTATION-

FAMILIAR INSTRUMENTATION-

MJLTIPLE INDICATIONS-

.

'

CONSISTENT INDICATIONS-

...

1265 183
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BASES FOR SI TERMINATION CRITERIA

ASSURE SYSTEM INVENTORY-

,

RETURN TO NEAR NORMAL PLANT CONTROL CONDITIONS-

ASSURE CAPABILITY FOR DECAY HEAT REMOVAL FROM RCS-

PROVIDE CAPABILITY FOR NORMAL PLANT CONTROL-

MINIMIZE POTENTIAL FOR SUBSEQUENT RCS INVENTORY LOSS-

ACCOUNT FOR POSSIBLE INSTRUMENT UNCERTAINTIES-

..

1265 084
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Safety Injection can be terminated E :
'

.

(A) Reactor coolant pressure is greater than 2000 psig and

,

increasing, AND
,

..
_

.

(B) Pressurizer water level is greag r than 50% of span,

Att0 .
.

~

.

.

(C) Water level in at least one Steam Generator is in the.

narrow range span, or in the wide range span at a

level sufficient to assure that the U-tubes are
..

.
'

covered. -
.

.

1265 185
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.

THEN: ~.

. .

.

(A) Reset safety injection and stop safety injection

pumps not needed for normal charging and RCP seal

injection flow.

.

(B) Place all non-operating safet'y injection pumps in

standby mode and maintain operable safety injection

flowpaths. (Do not lock valves).

(C) Isolate safety injection flow to RCS Cold Legs via

Boron Injection Tank and establish normal charging

flow. .

..

CAUTION: If reactor coolant pressure decreases in excess of

200 psi or pressurizer water level drops below 20%

of span following termination of safety injection

flow, MANUALLY REINITIATE safety injection to

establish reactor coolant pressure and pressurizer
'

water level. The reactor coolant pressure will

stabilize at a pressure greater than 2000 psig and

less than the safety valve set pressure. Go to E-0
.

to reevaluate the event, unless this reevaluation'

h'as already benn performed. i;
. ,

1265 086.
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.

.

(D) Reestablish normal makeup and letdown (if letdown

is unaffected) to maintain pressurizer water level

in the normal operating range and to maintain reac-

' tor coolant pressure at values reached when safety

injection is terminated. Ensure that water addi.

tion during this process does not result in dilu-

tion of the reactor coolant system boron concentra-

tion. ,

.

(E) Reestablish operation of the pressurizer heaters.

When reactor coolant pressure can be controlled by

pressurizer heaters alone, return makeup and

letdown to pressurizer water level control only.

(F) Perform a controlled cocidown to cold shutdown

. conditions if required to affect repairs. Main-

tain subcooled conditions in the reactor coolant

system. If subcooled conditions cannot be main-

tained, go to step 4.
.

?
.

,

h
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EVENTS RESULTING IN SI TERMINATION

SPURIOUS SI (E-0)-

ISOLATED LOCA (E-1)-

EXTREMELY SMALL LOCA (E-1)-

LOSS OF SECONDARY COOLANT (E-2)-

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE (E-3)-

..

PROVISION FOR SI RE-INITIATION-

1265 088-
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STATUS OF REVISED GUIDELIllES

E-O ', COMPLETE, SUBMITTED TO HRC, .-

'

E-1 ;I NRC COMMENTS IflCLUDED
.

E-2 ) COMPLETE, SUBMITTED TO NRC, NRC COMMENTS ON

E-3 E-0 AND.E-1 BEING INCORPORATED

1

i

O
1265 089
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.

COMBUSTI0il ENGINEERING, INC.

PRESENTATION

BEFORE

ACRS SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECCS

October 17, 1979

1265 090
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- AGEf0A FOR ACRS SUBC0Fi1ITTEE fEETING

OR SMAll BREAKS

10-I/18-79

1. ItaRODUCTION J. LoraGO 5MIt(JTES

2. GENERAL FEATURES OF SB tbDEL

A. FLUIDIDDELS J. fl. H0wERNESS 30 MINUTES

B. BREAKFLOWIbDEL

C. SGHEATIRANSFERI'bDEL G.(1ENZEL 30 MINUTES

D. PRESSURIZEREbDEL .

3. SPECIAL I'0 DEL FEATURES FOR

REACTOR C001.Arn PunP OPERATION I.C.KESSLER 30 MINUTES

A. NODING DIFFERERCES
'

B. Ih0-PHASE PUMP EbDEL

4. RESULTS OF St%LL BREAK ANALYSES

WITH REACTOR C00LAra PuteS

RUNNING F.L.CARPEtRINO 30 MINUTES ,

'

5. NON-LOCA EVEIUS C.KLING 30 MINUTES

6. GUIDELINES FOR RCP OPERATION V.CALLAGHAN 15 MINUTES

7. LDSS OF FEEDWATER EVEIRS F.L.CARPETRINO - 20 MINUTES

1265 191 -

.



COMBUSTION ENGINEERING ,

... ..

SMALL BREAK LOCA

HYDRAULICS MODEL

. .

J. H. HOLDERNESS..

,

W

REFERENCES:

CENPD-137-P, AUGUST,197/4

CENPD-137, SUPPLEMENT l-P, JANUARY,1977

CEU-11-1-P, JULY,1979

1265 192
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REACTOR VESSEL MODEL

.. .

~

..

DRIFT FLUX FORMULATION .

.

EMPIRICAL CORRELATION OF DRIFT VELOCITY*

9
- _ _ _ _ ' PilASE' SEPARATION BASED ON SURFACE VOID FRACTIONx

.,

N7o ~

o
-x o
S\~<5 - T
\ a ;.

.AXIA'L VOID PROFILE BASED.0N DETAILED ENERGY BALANCE
'*x

"~iED ,s a

@ N x SOURCES OF ENERGY: .

$ COOLANT INLET SUBC00 LING .
@ Ng

\n \L . METAL l!ALL HEAT TRANSFER
'' '@ -\ \\ .

FLASHING

CORE HEAT TRAllSFER
-

W
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~

m
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CSE BLOWDOWN TEST FROM A TOP OUTLET
RUN B-53 BTN

.
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SEPARATED TWO-PHASE FLOW MODEL

SLIP RATIO DERIVED FROM EMPIRICAL CORRELATION
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STEAf1 GENERATOR MODEL
_ _

.

t

.

.

e

O DRIFT FLUX MODEL FOR C0 CURRENT TWO-PHASE FLOWd #

\Df )" '

n.
E D '"

6d
PHASE SEPARATION ~AT TOP OF STEAM GENERATORu,

,

a , .
U-TUBESy' o -

\y , "o
o

COUNTERCURRENT FLOW DURING REFLUX BblLING PHASE
..

c .

h o ,o :

u,"
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C0flDITI0flS FOR C0lf!!TERCURREllT FL0ll

AT STEAL-1 GEf! ERAT 0P. It!LET

,_
. . .. .

. ..
.

1

c.
'

" '

1.0 . .

FLOODI!!G LIf1IT

. . .
,

0.8 -

t

&

/

t-

RAllGE OF C0flDITI0f!S DURIf!G St%LL BREAK LOCA
0.4 -

-

.

0.2 -

0.0 I I i i ,

0.0 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25

,/ 3,
'*

.

e
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COLD LEG.MODEL

.

.

DRIFT FLUX MODEL IN VERTICAL COMPONENTS

SEPARATED FLOW IN HORIZONTAL PIPES

DYNAMIC REACTOR COOLANT PUMP MODEL BASED

ON SINGLE PHASE PUMP HOMOLOG 00'S CURVES

.

1265 102
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* BREAK FLOW MODEL
-

STEAM GENERATOR llEAT TRANSFER MODEL, EFFECT OF NON-CONDENSIBLES ON
.

e

HEAT TRANSFER AND RETURN TO NATURAL CIRCULATION

PRES'SURIZER/ SURGE LINE MODEL*

,

.

.

C0:1BUSTION? ENGINEERING

PRESENTATION BEFORE ACRS SUBC0ff1ITTEE

ON ECCS ON 10-17-79,q
-

c~
G. MENZEL .u, -

$
u .
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING CRITICAL FLOW MODEL.

. F0R SMALL BREAK LOCA
-

.

.

.s
.

-

.

1. SUBC00 LED WATER : MODIFIED HENRY - FAUSKE MODEL
'

.

s

2. |TWO - PHASE FLOW : MOODY MODEL ( REQUIRED BY 10CFR50, APP. K )
.

.

-

. .
,

:i .

'

'. 3. SUPERHEATED STEAM. : MODIFIED. MURDOCK - BAUMAN CORRELATION.

- .
..

.uim.O

L's .

L, .

-

co .

->

'
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SEllSITIVITY STUDY
_ SUBC00 LED CD

..

.V EFFECT Oil Irif1ER VESSEL HIXTURE LEVEL
'

2
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PORV FL0d CAPACITY

.

. . .

' '1, EXPERIEfEAL DETEPl1IfMTION OF DISCfiARGE COEFFICIEiT KD

BYfWlUFACTURER:
'

.

EASURED FLOW RATE
g=THEORETICALFLOWRATE

2 DETEPl*1IfMTION OF IWEPlATE CAPACITY BY IWUFACTURER:
# f

P*51.5*

W=K*AVALVED ,

3. CE USAGE:

A. DETEP!ilfE EQUIVALEf6 AREA FR001 f#EPLATE

CAPACITY

s. USEWITHCECORRELATION
,.

.

1265 107
.
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CONCLUSIONS OF C-E SfMLLE_REAK EAK FLOW EVALUATION

- SUBC00 LED LEAK FLQ1 IS STR0f1 GLY DEPENDENT-UPON BREAK EQURY

-

.

- C-E SPALL BREAK RESULTS APE INSENSITIVE TO SUBC00 LED LEAK FLOW OVER RN1GE

OF APPLICABE EXPERIFEfRAL DATA
.

.

- C-E LEAK FLOW F0EL IS APPROPRIATE TO PPEDICT CORE UNC0VERY IF A CONSTANT

DISOMRGE COEFFICIEid IS APPLIED FOR SUBC00 LED NID ThD-PIMSE FLOW.. Tills

DISGMRGE COEFFICIBH CAN BE APPLIED BIROUGl VARIATION OF DE BREAK AREA.

- SINE FLOW AREA FOR N1 OPEN PORV CANNOT BE CEARLY SRCIFIED, A SPECTRlf1
'

0F FLOW APEAS WAS NMLYZED.

-

.

|S -

2;
co -

. .

.

'

.
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PRESSURES
-
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.

.
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SIEAM GENERATOR HEAT TRANSFER .

FORWARD.HTF: T >Tp S .

PRIMARY SIDE SECONDARY SIDE,

HTF PERIOD OSJJ)fiED HTF REGIME CORRELATION HTF REGIME CORRELATION

SUBC00 LED FORCED SUBC00 LED FORCED DITTuS-BOELTER'' )
CONVECTION CONVECTION

.

TWO-PHASE D -

,,

FORWARD

FLOW WITH 1

)POOLBOILING MODIFIEDCONDENSATION
ROHSENOW

TWO-PHASE COUNTER WO-PHASE FLOW AKERS, DEAN

CURRENT FLOW WITH WITH CONDENSATION CP,0SSER -

CONDENSATION (SG .

3

DRAINING) 't
'

-

] / '

c~
e ,

STEAM CONDENSATI0t .

-

- .

,

CD
-

4
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STEAM GENERATOR HEAT TRANSFER'.
-

REVERSE HTF: T<T '

p s

PRIMARY SIDE SECONDARY SIDE -

IITF REGIME CORRELATION HTF REGIME COR ELATION
,

m
-

,

STEAM SUPERHEAT --DiTTus-BOELTER
~ '
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- LG-CMDEL1SLBLE GASES .'
,

-,
,

EFFECT ON STEAM GENERATOR llEAT TRNISFER:POTBfflAL FOR REDUCTION

OF CONDENSATION RATE LEADING TO INCRFASE OF PRIMARY SIDE
-

PPESSURE/IEMPERATUPE
'

EFFECT ON RE-ESTAILISilFHff 0F SINGE-PHASE NATURAL.CIRCUIATION
.

-

- . ,
.

rv
c%
L 's

. - _ =

M

I

.
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SOURCES OF NON-CONDEtiSIBLES

- VOLUME
(STP) MASS _SOURCE

-'

3
l. DISSOLVED IN PRIMARY COOLANT (HYDROGEN) 384 FT 2.2 LBS

2. PRESSURIZER VAPOR SPACE (HYDROGEN) 793. FT 4.5 LBS.
3 C

3. DISSOLVED IN REFUELING WATER TANK (AIR) 1360 FT 109.7 LBS

3 A
4. COMPLETE OX WATION OF CLAD (HYDROGEN) 448000 FT 2514.8 LBS

3 A11f0 FT4 12.7 LBS5. FUEL ROD FILL GAS (HELIUM)
3 A

1) 26 FT ~ 9.0 LBS6. "FI6SION GASES (XE, KR, 2
7. SA'FETY INJECTION TANKS (NITROGEN)

3
A. COVER GAS 51820 FT 4042.2 LBS

3 B
B. DISSOLVED' GAS '690'FT 53,8'LBS

NOTES

A) FOR BREAKS REQUIRING THE RETURN TO NATURAL CIRCULATION NO FUEL

ROD RUPTURE OR OXIDATION IS PREDICTED. NUMBERS ARE BASED ON

36924 FUEL RODS. '*

B) FOR BREAKS REQUIRING THE RETURN TO NATURAL CIRCULATION THE

SIT'S DO NOT INJECT WATER.

C) IHE LARGEST AMOUNT OF LIQUI'D INJECTED FROM THE REFUELING WATER

TANK (RWT) DURING THE BOILING PHASE FOR BREAKS THAT RETURN TO

NATURAL CIRCULATION IS ~40% OF THE RWT VOLUME.

1265 113
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CONCLUSIONS FROM EVALUATION OF STEAM
'

GENERATOR MODEL_ ,

.

,

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SIDE HEAT TRANSFER MODELS ARE ADEQUATE TO
-

'

ANALYZE ilEAT TRANSFER DURING. EXPECTED FLUI'D FLOW CONDITIONS,

CONSERVATIVEASSESSMENTOFEFFECTOFNON-CONDENSIBLEGASESPOINTSOUT:f
NEGLIGIBLE IMPACT ON CONDENSATION RATE;

'

RETURN TO SINGLE-PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION WILL NOT BE PREVEi4TED,
-

.
--

EX .

e:

.

.~ -

;py .
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CONCLUSION FROM PRESSSURIZER/ SURGE LI[1E EVALUATION,,

'

EQUILIBRIUMPRESSbRIZERMODELISADEQUATEFORANALYSISOFSYSTEM
;

REFILL / PLATEAU PRESSURE. WATER LEVEL IN PRESSURIZER IS
PROBABLY OVERPREDICTED, RANGE OF EXPECTED LEVEL:CAN BE 2

'

ESTIi1ATED BY COMPARIS0N WITH PISTON MODEL.
:

'

.

C0 CURRENT FLOW REPRESENTATION OF SURGE LINE IS ADEQUATE.FOR ' ANALYSIS '-
.

OF PRESSURIZER LEAKS.
~
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SPECIAL MODEL FEATURES
- .

FOR CONTINUED RCP OPERATION -

.

.

I. PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF RCP OPERATION. .,

..

.

.

II. MOP:FICATIONS TO C-E SMALL BREAK LOCA EVALUATION MODEC .

.

t,

III. SENSITIVITY OF CALCULATIONAL RESULTS TO MODEL CHANGES.' -

:
'

-

.

'
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.

G ,
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U"1

.-.

s
'
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PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF CONTINUED RCP OPERATION
,

FOLLOWING A SMALL BREAK LOCA

|
i
| I. RCP'S REDISTRIBUTE PRIMARY COOLANT WATER MASS FROM COLD LEG PIPING

i TO REACTOR-VESSEL
'

'

,

! II. RCP'S MAINTAIN TWO-PHASE FLOW AT'HIGH VELOCITY UNTIL COLD LEG PIPING

IS VOIDED

III. RCP'S PRESSURIZE UPPER DOWNCOMER REGION, DEPRESSING DOWNCOMER LEVEL'
.

AND SUPPORTING HIGHER LEVEL IN VESSEL

~

IV. WITH FOUR RCP'S OPERATING, DOWNCOMER LEVEL IS DEPRESSED TO BOTTOM OF

OF CORE. BARREL, AND STEAM IS PUMPED INTO INNER REACTOR' VESSEL

G .

-

'C

g .

-

%-
.

.
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MODIFICATIONS T0'THE C-E SMALL BREAK LOCA

EVALUATION MODEL FOR CONTINUED RCP OPERATION

'

EVALUATION LICENSING RCP BEST-ESTIMATE'

FEATURE MODEL MODEL MODEL

1. FLUID MODEL DRIFT FLUX DRIFT FLUX FOR UPWARD FLOW OR DOWNWARD
'

'

FLOW AT LOW VELOCITY, HOMOGENEOUS FOR

DOWNWARD FLOW ~AT HIGH VELOCITY'

2. PUMP HEAD NOT CONSIDERED CALCULATED AS A FUNCTION OF VOID FRACTION
.

| DEGRADATION BASED UPON ANC DATA

I 3. DOWNCOMER TO NOT CONSIDERED EXPLICITLY MODELED >,

*
U.P. BYPASS

14. SECONDARY SIDE PASSIVE ONLY - TURBINE BYPAS.S AND ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES:

PRESSURE CONTROL (SAFETY VALVES) OPERATIONAL .
,

'

f 5. TWO-PHASE LEAK MOODY > HOMOG. EQUIL.

{ FLOW__.
,

. ~
! {$ 6. INNER VESSEL LICENSING MODEL P' IMPROVED MODEL

VTID DISTRIBUTION.

S ,

,

|-
'

:.C +



f

DRIFT FLUX / HOMOGENEOUS MODEL OF

PRIMARY SYSTEM HYDRAULIC BEHAVIOR
s

.

I. DRIFT FLUX MODEL IS USED AT ALLtTIMES IN THE REACTOR INNER VESSEL,
'

HOT LEGS, AND STEAM GENERATOR RISER SIDE

II, HOMOGENEOUS MODEL IS USED AT ALL TIMES IN THE COLD LEG PIPING,

LOOP SEALS, AND STEAM GENERATOR, COLD SIDE .
-

III. DOWNCOMER IS MODELED HOMOGENE0VSLY WHEN. DOWNWARD MIXTURE VELOCITY

IS HIGH DRIFT FLUX MODEL IS USED WHEN MIXTURE VELOCITY FALLS BELOW

SWITCHING CRITERION

' ;
-

,

IV. SWITCHING CRITERION IS DEFINED BY MET VELOCITY OF VAPOR PHASE

g (MIXTURE VE 9 CITY - DRIFT VELOCITY 50)

S'.
-

-

.
. .

<
.



Loop and Vessel Void Fraction
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MIXTURE LEVEL IN REACTOR VESSEL
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2
SUMMARY OF SPECIAL'MODEL FEATURES

FOR CONTINUED-RCP OPERATION-

. . ,
,

'

.

4

I. C-E HOMOGENE0US/ DRIFT FLUX FLUID MODEL PREDICTS PRIMARY SYSTEM
'

VOID DISTRIBUTION SIMILAR T0.THAT OBSERVED IN MOD-3 SEMISCALE .

-

.

>

II. DURING TWO-PHASE FLOW PERIOD; EFFECT OF RCP. OPERATION ON REACTOR

VESSEL MIXTURE LEVEL IS NEGLIGIBLE AND INSENSITIVE T011EAD

DEGRADATION MODEL -

,

!

! -
<

-

-

p O

I

'

a .

-

i m . .

' 3E
.
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CALCULATIONS TO STUDY THE

EFFECT OF RCP OPERATION

ON THE SMALL BREAK LOCA

PART I

WHAT IS REQUIRED TO ENSURE PRESENT LICENSING ANALYSIS

RESULTS REMAIN LIMITING

-- BREAK SIZE

-- BREAK LOCATION

-- RCP SHUT 0FF TIME

PART II

WHAT IS REQUIRED, BY MORE REALISTIC EVALUATION, TO

MINIMIZE THE ADVERSE EFFECT OF RCP's?

.

-- EFFECT OF BEST ESTIMATE MODEL

-- ALLOWABLE OPERATING CONDITIONS

-- EFFECT'0F ECCS DESIGN

1265 i33
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ANALYSIS MATRIX

PART I

RCP

BREAK BREAK RCP SHUT 0FF DECAY

CASE SIZE LOCATION # TIME HEAT

.

EFFECT OF BREAK SIZE

P7 0.1 HL 4/4 1.2=

P8 0.05 HL 4/4. 1.2=

H.C. 0.02 HL 4/4 1.2=

EFFECT OF BREAK LOCATION

P3 0.1 CL 4/4 1.2=

P7 0.1 HL 4/4 1.2-

A 0.1 SL' 4/4 1.2"

'

-EFFECT OF RCP SHUT 0FF TIME

P4 0.1 HL 4/0 RT 1.2

P11 0.1 HL 4/0 6 MIN 1.2
- P3 0.1 HL 4/0 10 1.2

P7 0.1 HL 4/4 1.2=

.
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SUMMk '0F RESULTS

PART I
^

'

EFFECT OF BREAK SIZE CORE UNC0VERY WATER INVENTORY HOT ROD

Start (sec) Duration (sec) Depth (ft) Time (sec) Minimum (lbm) PEAK TEMP (*F)

2P7 (0.1 ft ) 800 950 7.6 900 61,000 >2200
2P8 (.05 ft ) 1700 1150 4.8 1850 63,000 >2200
2 0 0 3600 102,000 s550llc (.02 ft ) --

EFFECT OF BREAK LOCATION

P3 (CL) 1050 1450 3.1 1500 86,000 <2200

P7 (HL) 800 950 7.6 900 61,000 >2200

A (SL) 1450 100 0.4 1350 94,000 +600

EFFECT OF RCP SHUT 0FF TIME

P4 (RT) 1200 <60 0.2 1050 102,000 $600

Pll (6 min.) 625 950 3.1 850 90,000 1468

P9 (10 min.) 750 1000 5.3 900 80,000 >2200

P7 (=) 800 950 7.6 900 61,000 >2200

-
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'

EFFECT OF BREAK LOCATION.
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.

CONCLUSIONS

PART I

(1) THE BREAK SIZES FOR WHICH RCP OPERATION HAS A SIGNIFICANT
2

EFFECT IS LIMITED TO A NARROW RANGE (.02 0.1 FT ),

(2) THE LIMITING BREAK LOCATION FOR RCP OPERATION IS THE HOT

LEG.

(3) THE LIMITING BREAK SIZE IS THE LARGEST WHICH AVOIDS

SIGNIFICANT ACCUMULATOR (SIT) INJECTION TO REC 0VER THE

CORE.

2
(4) THE LIMITING BREAK SIZE FOR RCP OPERATION IS 0.1 FT ;

THIS BP.EAK REQUIRES THE RCPs 0FF IN 6 MINUTES TO KEEP

CLADTEMPERATURESBELOWCURRENTLICENSINGi.IMITS.

.
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'.;NAliaiS MATRIX .

'PART II

~

RCP HPSI HPSI
BREAK BREAK RCP SHUT 0FF HPSI SHUT 0FF DECAY LEAK SIT SHUT 0FF

CASE SIZE LOCATION # TIME # TIME HEAT FLOW PRESSURE PRESSURE

EFFECT OF 'BE' ANALYSIS

1.0 HEM 200 NOMP14 0.1 HL 4/4 2 ==

1.2 M 200 NG42P10 0.1 HL 4/4 =-

l '.0 HEM 200 NOMH 0.1 Ill 4/0 10 MIN 1 =

1.2 M 200 NOMPil 0.1 HL 4/0 6 MIN 1 =

ALLOWABLE OPERATING CONDITIONS

B 0.1 HL 4/0 T 2/1 T l .0 HEM 200 NOM
MIN INV MIN INV
FROM P14 FROM'Pl4

1.0 HEM 200 NOMC 0.1 IIL 4/2 RT 1 =

1.0 HEM 200 NOM1&l CPD 0.1 HL 4/4 ==

1.0 HEM 200 NOMl&l CPG .07 HL 4/4 ==

1.0 HEM 200 NOM11 0.1 HL 4/0 10 MIN 1 =

1.0 HEM 200 NOMI 0.1 HL 4/2 5 MIN 1 =

EFFECT'0F ECCS DESIGN

1.2 HEM 600 NOM1[-] E 0.1 HL 4/4 ==

1.2 HEM 200 llIGH1crs F 0.1 HL 4/4 ==

L:n
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PSUMMAki 0F RESULTS ,

PART II

.

CORE UNC0VERY WATER INVENTORY HOT R0D

Start (sec) Duration (sec) Depth (ft) Time (sec) Minimum (lbm) PEAK TEMP (*F)

EFFECT OF 'BE' ANALYSIS

P10 650 250 1.5 800 72,000 <1200

Pl4 --- 0 0 900 87,000 s 550

Pil 625 950 3.1 850 90,000 1468

H 985 550 0.9 1075 98,250 < 800

ALLOWABLE OPERATING CONDITIONS

P14 --- 0 0 900 87,000 m 550

B 950 810 4.2 1050 83,800 1683

C 920 800 2.5 1030 86,800 1211

D 915 255 11.2 945 44,094 <2200

G 1380 870 9.0 1390 49,488 >2200

H 9 85 550 0.9 1075 98,250 < 800

I 930 790 2.6 1030 86,800 <1300
.

EFFECT OF ECCS DESIGN

P7 800 1050 7.6 900 61,000 >2200

E 790 100 4.5 880 61,345 <1200---

h)( F 850 915 5.4 915 66,866 >2200
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EFFECT OF TRIPPIflG RCP
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CONCLUSIONS

PART II

(1) MORE REALISTIC !!0DELING CONFIRMS THAT RCPs MUST BE SHUT OFF
IF ONLY ONE HPSI PUMP IS ASSUMED AVAILABLE.

.

(2) THE MINIMUM REQUIRED TIME TO SHUT OFF ALL RCPs IS EXTENDED

FROM 6 TO 10 MINUTES AFTER SIAS. ALL RCPs SHUT OFF AT

1 0 MINUTES WILL ENSURE ADEQUATE CORE COOLING.1

(3) IT IS SUFFICIENT TO SHUT OFF ONLY TWO RCPs. IF TWO RCPs

ARE SHUT OFF AT 15 MINUTES ADEQUATE CORE COOLING IS MAIN-

TAINED.

(4) RCP SHUT OFF TIMES DERIVED FOR THE ' TYPICAL' DESIGN ARE

CONSERVATIVE FOR HIGHER PRESSURE SITS AND/OR HIGHER PRESSURE

HPSI PUMPS.

.
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IMPACT OF REACTOR COOLANT PUMP

TRIP ON NON-LOCA TRANSIENTS

* NON-LOCA TRANSIENTS EVALUATED

+ IMPACT ON SPECIFIED ACCEPTABLE FUEL DESIGN LIMITS

IMPACT ON ACCIDENT CONSEQUENCES

* CONCLUSIONS

12G5 142
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4
NON-LOCA EVENTS WHICH CAN

DEPRESSURIZE RCS TO SIAS SETPOINT

1. INCREASED HEAT REMOVAL BY THE SECONDARY SYSTEM

A) EXCESS LOAD (DUE TO STEAM SYSTEM VALVE

MALFUNCTION)

B) STEAM LINE BREAK

2. DECREASE IN RCS INVEf1 TORY

A) PRESSURIZER LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

B) STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

3. RCS PRESSURE CONTROL riALFUNCTION

A) PRESSURIZER PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

1265 143
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_.

IMPACT ON SPECIFIED ACCEPTABLE FUEL

DESIGN LIMITS

* ASSOCIATED WITH SIMULTANE0US LOW PRESSURE TRIP AND

SIAS OR BY HIGH RATE OF DEPRESSURIZATION

. IhMEDIATE RCP TRIP MAY RESULT IN FLOW DECREASE

BEFORE HEAT FLUX DECAYS DUE TO R0D INSERTION

. POSSIBLE SHORT TERM VIOLATION OF SAFDL ON DNBR

* THEREFORE WAIT AT LEAST FIVE SECONDS FOLLOWING

FULL R0D INSERTION BEFORE TRIPPING RCPs

1265 i44
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*
IMPACT ON MARGIN TO FUEL FAILURE

DURING STEAM LINE BREAK POST-TRIP

RETURN-TO-POWER

* FLOW C0ASTDOWN PRIOR TO OR DURING POST-TRIP

RETURN-TO-POWER REDUCES MARGIN TO FUEL FAILURE

ANALYSES ON RECENT DOCKETS SHOW NO FUEL FAILURE

EXPECTED FOR SLB WITH CONCURRENT RCP TRIP

CONTINUED OPERATION OF AT LEAST ONE RCP IN EACHe

SG LOOP IS PREFERABLE TO TRIPPING ALL RCPs

.

-.
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O
IMPACT ON RADIOLOGICAL RELEASES

. REDUCING RCS FLOW INCREASES C00LDOWN TIME

. FOR SGTR REDUCED RCS FLOW INCREASES TIME MAIN

STEAM SAFETY VALVES MAY BE OPEN

. INCREASED RELEASES ARE NOT EXPECTED TO EXCEED

DDSE LIMITS

* CONTINUED OPERATION OF AT LEAST ONE RCP IN EACH

SG LOOP IS PREFERABLE TO TRIPPING ALL RCPs

1265 147
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CONCLUSIONS OF EVALUATION OF

RCP TRIP ON NON-LOCA TRANSIENTS

. CONSEQUENCES OF TRANSIENTS ARE MORE ADVERSE: HOWEVER,

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA ARE NOT EXPECTED TO BE VIOLATED

. WAIT AT LEAST FIVE SECONDS FOLLOWING FULL R0D

INSERTION BEFORE TRIPPING RCPs

.

. CONTINUED OPERATION OF AT LEAST ONE RCP IN EACH

SG LOOP IS PREFERABLE TO TRIPPING ALL RCPs

1265 148
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INPUTS To OPERATtoNAL GU\ DANCE
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FEATURES OF CE GUIDELIt1ES

BASES SECTION
.

SYMPT 0MS PRIORITIZED

FOCUS ON CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTI0tlS
'

-

ACTION STATEMENTS PRIORITIZED

ACTIONS THAT MUST BE CARRIED OUT ARE CLEARLY IDEtlTIFIED

'

THE G0AL OF THE GUIDELINE IS TO ACHIEVE A STABLE PLAtlT

C0r!DITI0i1

A

I

1265 150
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RCP GUIDANCE

'

STOP TWO REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS ONE IN EACH
8

LOOP AFTER IT HAS BEEN VERIFIED THAT THE RODS

T

HAVE BEEN INSERTED FULLY FOR 5 SECONDS. IF

THIS ACTION HAS NOT BEEN COMPLETED WITHIN THE

FIRST 5111NUTES AFTER SIAS, ALL REACTOR

COOLANT PUMPS MUST BE STOPPED WITHIll 10

MINUTES.

1265 151,
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